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ABSTRACT 

This thesis seeks to relate the hitherto untold his

tory of the Ontario Historical Society from its earliest 

precursors in the mid-nineteenth century to the present time. 

Since 1888, tbe OHS has been a considerable educational 

institution and cultural force endeavouring to develop an 

awareness of, and interest in, local and provincial history. 

Its credentials have been established by its programmes to 

record, interpret, publicize, and preserve Ontario's heritage, 

and by its efforts to co-ordinate and encourage the work of 

local historical associations and museums. 

The initial chapters provide an analysis of the 

nature, intent, personnel, philosophy, and accomplishments 

of the two lineal ancestors of the OHS -- the Historical 

Society of Upper Canada {est. 1861) and the United Canadian 

Association (est. 1872) as well as the dozen local his-

torical groups that banded together after 1888 to create 

the OHS. 

The major emphasis of the remainder of the thesis 

is to illustrate how the OHS has established itself as an 

educational and cultural force. Its valuable role in his

toric preservation, a subject largely ignored by historians, 

is dwelt upon in detail. Another chapter provides valuable 

historiographical perspectives for the society's collection 

of publications, the largest and perhaps most important 

single body of material in print pertaining to the history 
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of Ontario. The efforts of the OHS members to further the 

study of history in the schools and universities, to establish 

adequate archival and museum facilities in the province, and 

to assist the local historical groups, all of these are 

examined in each stage of the OHS's existence. So too are 

the motives, the philosophy, and the composition of the 

membership. 

Another major theme of this essay is that of ambition 

denied. For many reasons which are dealt with at length, the 

OHS has not been able to accomplish all of its declared objec

tives or to reach its full potential at any given time. Success 

and failure, accomplishment and frustration, go band in hand 

throughout its history. 

This work also provides valuable insights into some 

of the current enthusiasms of Ontarians since 1861. Nation

alism and imperialism, anti-Americanis~ and anti-materialism, 

feminism and nativism, the social reform urge and the problem 

of assimilating new Canadians, these concerns and others are 

reflected in the history of the Ontario Historical Society. 
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PREFACE AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 

This thesis seeks to relate the history of the 

Ontario Historical Society. Until now, it is an account 

that has largely been ignored even by the members of the 

society itself. What irony, for instance, that these his-

torically minded individuals have forgotten the society's 

original name. Since the late 1940s, the cover of Ontario 

Histo~l bas proudly declared that 

the Ontario Historical Society was organized on Septereber 
4, 1888 under the title of "The Pioneer and Historical 
Association of the Province of Ontario" and adopted its 
present name in 1898. 

Tbis statement, amusingly enough, is erroneous. In fact, 

the original title of the OHS was the Pioneer Association 
1 

of Ontario. At the annual meeting of the Pioneer Association 

of Ontario in Brampton on June 3, 1891, the worde "Historical" 

and "Province" were added to the original name, and only then 

did the society become known as The Pioneer and Historical 
2 

Association of the Province of Ontario. 

The foregoing pare.graph is testimony that few people 

are aware of even the most basic details of the history of 

the Ontario Historical Society. This is understandable since 

so little has been written about either the historical society 

movement in general or the OHS's contributions to it in 

particular. Like most others, this author was originally 
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ignorant of tbe full range of the OHS's achievements or the 

notable individuals that took part in its affairs. Indeed, 

my original subject of research -- A History of Historical 

Societies in Ontario -- was much broader than the present 

study. It was only after I bad started investigating the 

local historical society movement that I began to understand 

what the OHS had accomplished, and had tried to accomplish, 

in the way of preserving Ontario's heritage and of developing 

the study of local and provincial history. This prompted 

me to seek access much earlier than I bad anticipated to the 

great quantity of hitherto unused reports, minute books, 

and correspondence stored in the office of the Ontario 

Historical Society. My bopes were soon confirmed that in 

these sources an important story, worthy of my undivided 

attention lay begging to be told. 

The largest single body of primary material for this 

dissertation was found in the archives of the OHS, But as 

a glance at the bibliography will verify, a substantial 

amount of material in the form of local society records, 

publications, and personal correspondence was found in the 

Ontario Archives, the Public Archives of Canada, and in 

s dozen or so smaller repositories across southern Ontario. 

I wish to express my appreciation of the patience and kind

ness of the members and staffs of the archives, libraries, 

historical societies, and museums in which I undertook re

search. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The history of the Ontario Historical Society, as 

suggested in the preface, has been largely ignored. No his

torian bas yet ventured to write directly on the subject. 

Professor James J. Talman came closest to so doing in an 

article written in 1948 entitled "Some Precursors of the 
1 

Ontario Historical Societyq in which he indicated that "the 

study of history by societies in Ontario has a more or less 
2 

consecutive history of over a hundred years •••• '' Since 

Talman's study, several historians have shown an interest in 

examining Canadian historiography and the development of a 

historical profession in this country. One such was Rugh A. 

Stevenson, a graduate student at the University of Western 

Ontario who submitted a Master's dissertation in 1960 on James 
3 

H. Coyne: His Life and Contribution to Canadian History. 

Another graduate student, David McConnell of the University 

of Toronto, submitted a comparable thesis in 1965 on ~ 
4 

Cruikshank: His Life and Work. Coyne and Cruikshank, both 

gifted amateur historians, were commanding figures in the OHS's 

past who contributed to the development of critical historical 

scholarship in Canada. 

One other historian has briefly explored the aims, 

nature, and significance of the historical society movement in 

Ontario during the late-nineteenth century. This was Professor 

1 
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Carl Berger in his splendid intellectual history The Sense of 

Power: Studies in the Ideas of Canadian Imperialism, 1867-

1914 (1970). Berger concluded that the local historical so

cieties in Ontario, including the provincial Pioneer and His

torical Association, were "one aspect of a wider North American 

concern with local history. 1• More importantly, he added, be

cause of their efforts to perpetuate the so-called Loyalist 

Tradition as a means of cultivating a British-Canadian 

nationalism (or imperialism as Berger would have it), "there 

is much to be said for regarding these historical societies 

aa branches of the Imperial Federation League." 
5 

Professor Berger was not interested in the late-nine-

teenth century bistorice.l societies for their own sake; rather, 

they were studied to provide illustrative material for the 

development of a chapter on the "Loyalist Tradition." For 

this reason, his research on the historical societies was 

understandably superficial. Only a few reports of the Lundy's 

Lane Historical Society and the provincial Pioneer and His

torical Association were consulted. A more extensive analysis 

of the local historical society records, however, indicates 

that the second of Berger's conclusions is questionable. In 

fact, as will be argued in the second chapter of this study, 

only a small minority of the local historical groups which 

affiliated to form the provincial Pioneer and Historical Asso

ciation of Ontario can be fairly described as "branches" of 

the Imperial Federation League. Berger's conclusion with re-



3 

gard to the North American scope of the historical society 
6 

movement, on the other hand, is sound. It is worth men-

tioning in this connection that the activities and objectives 

of the American state historical societies have been used 

when appropriate as a touchstone or reference point against 

which to compare the aims and programmes of the Ontario His-

torical Society throughout this century. 

All four of the aforementioned authors raised as many 

questions as they answered about the Ontario Historical So-

ciety and its affiliates. Talman clearly indicated that the 

historical groups wer8 of some Eocial significance simply 

by virtue of the fact that they have been functioning for 

over a hundred years. But exactly what had the provincial 

historical society contributed to the preservation of Ontario's 

heritage or to the development of an awareness of, and interest 

in, local and provincial history over this extended period of 

time? The Stevenson and McConnell studies demonstrated that 

two leading OHS figures were of some historiographical imper-

tance, but what of the other dozens of contributors to the 

society's publications? And what of Berger's contention that 

the historical groups were essentially "branches11 of' the Imp€ria.l 

Federation League? These and other questions inspired this 

study. 

This thesis, then, takes up where these authors ter

minated their investigations into aspects of the OHS 1 s past. 

In so doing, an attempt will be made to provide a detailed 



narrative and analysis of the history of the Ontario His

torical Society from its earliest precursors to the present 

4 

time. The first chapter re-examines the two lineal ancestors 
7 

of the OHS -- the Historical Society of Upper Canada (1861) 

and the United Canadian Association (1872) -- in the light 

of new material uncovered at the Public Archives of Canada. 

Chapter two critically discusses at some length the nature, 

intent, personnel, pbilosophy, and activities of the dozen 

or so local historical groups whicb banded together after 

1888 to create the Pioneer and Historical Association of the 

Province of Ontario as a clearing house for their common 

concerns. The relatively ineffective performance of that 

provincial historical association and its reorganization 

into the Ontario Historical Society is the subject of a third 

chapter. 

The next three chapters deal with what might be called 

the halcyon period (1898-1914) of the Ontario Historical So-

ciety. Here are examined the efforts of the society to ex-

pand its usefulness, the philosophy of some of its leading 

spokesmen, and the major role the OHS assumed in preserving 

many of the province's historical landmarks. Consideration 

is also given to the financial and administrative problems 

which continuously plagued the society and to the appearance 

of the several organizations which sprang up in direct 

competition with the OHS 

"Ambition Denied'' and '''To The Very Edge of the 



Precipice' and Back", the titles of the seventh and eighth 

chapters, indicates that a prolonged period of stagnation 

and decline set in after 1914. The Depression and the two 

World Wars crippled the work of the OHS, driving it in the 

early 'forties to the brink of dissolution. In the inter

war period, the OHS became little more than a publishing 

society, and, apart from its publications programme, it 

failed to devise ways and means for popularizing the history 

of the province among the population at large. Chapter nine 

deals with the society's attempts since 1950 to become a 

more dynamic cultural force, and a more broadly based 

educational institution serving both scholarship and the 

general public. The last chapter conteins a lengthy analysis 

of the publications of the Ontario Historical Society and 

their contributions to historical scholarship. 

The predominent theme of this study is that the 

Ontario Historical Society has been a considerable educational 

and cultural force in Ontario by virtue of its many efforts 

to develop an awareness of, and interest in, the history of 

the province and its regions. All the same, it will also 

be shown that the OHS hes failed in every period of its 

existence to live up to its full potential and its highest 

ambitions. Success and failure, accomplishment and frustra

tion, go hand in hand throughout the entire history of the 

organization. 

Finally, an attempt will be made throughout this essay 



to indicate how tbe OHS has reflected many of the current 

enthusiasms of Ontarians since 1861. The emergence of a 

historical consciousness in the mid-nineteenth century, 

and the waxing and waning of interest in Ontario's past 

6 

can be traced through the history of the organization. Prior 

to the Great War, ideological controversies over annexation, 

imperial unity, and autonomy vitally concerned the historical 

societies that believed their chief function was to foster 

national and patriotic sentiments. Feminism, anti-material

ism, anti-Americanism, the immigrant problem, the social 

reform urge, all these diverse concerns have their place in 

this history of the OHS. 
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C2:Il..F1'ER. C?::E 

PRFCURSORS O~ 'TE3 OXTABIO HIS1'03ICAL SOCIETY, 1R61-1RS8 

The Ontario ~Hstorical Society was organized on 

September 4, 1838 under the title of the ?ioneer Association 

of Ontario and was renamed the Pioneer and Historical :\sso-

elation of the Province of Ontario in 1891 before assuming 

its present name in 1898. ·~1hat is often f ore;otten, however, 

is that the genesis of the OES dates ba.cli:: severa.l decades 

prior to the appearance of the Pioneer Association of Ont8.r-

io. In 1942. James J. Talman provided valuable perspectives 

by indicating that the PAC was not the first histor5 ca.l 

society with provincial scope: actually, such an organiza-
1 

tion functioned briefly in Canada -~,rest as early as 1861. 

Though ?rofessor Talman is the only historian who has thrown 

licht on the origins of the Ontario Bistorical Society, his 

article is not entirely satisfactory. It was presented as 

a series of clocu."T.ents informed by a brief but largely unan-

alytica1 x1arrati ve. Furthermore, he neglected to mention. a 

federation of patriotic a.~d historical groups known as the 

United Canadian .A.ssociation (est. 1872) that was a direct 

precursor of the ?ioneer Association of Ontario. This 

chapter seeks to re-exanine the roots of the Ontario r-astor-

ical Society by interpreting the documents that Talman tran-

scribed and by introducinz information that he apparently 

8 



overloolrnd. 

I 

A provincial historical association appeared in 

1361 as a result of a new found interest in the past that 

emerged at the nid-nineteenth century. The death of the 

few remaining first generation Upper Canadians -- the last 

9 

link: with the :r:,oyalist and Simcoe era -- contributed to the 

development of a retrospective cast of mind. Feelings of 

nostalgia and a didactic urge to perpetuate conservative 

principles were aroused, particularly among the descendants 
2 

of the loyalists. A body of literature appeared at this 

time in praise of the founders of British Canada such as 

'.lilliam I~irby 's long poem The U. 3:. : A Tale of Upper Canada 

(published in 1859 though completed in 1246), dedicated to 

the preservation of the loyalist philosophy for the inspira-

tion and guidance of future generations. Kirby believed that 

loyalty stemmed "fror.J. a particular social order and the a-

srarian Kay of life and that allegiance to an hierarchical 

order, the Church of Sngland and the Sritish form of govern-

:::ent, firer~ co:Tu'Ilunicable •••• " 
3 

It was also at the mid-

century that Egerton Ryerson, whose loyalist father had 

died in 1854, determined to write a history of the loyalist 

contribution to the development of Canada designed "to 

vindicate their character as a body, to exhibit their prin-
4 

ciples and patriotism." 
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There was lilrnly a correlation between the growing 

interest in past men and events in Canada ~:est and the re-

marlcable social and economic pro0ress that occurred in 

the 'forties and 'fifties. In a recent study, Professor 

J. i·7. S. Careless examined the sweeping social changes that 

occurred in Canada during these years, chan.;es of such 

significance that "by the late fifties the Central Canada 

of today nay be said to have been moulded in its basic out-
5 

lines. " Canada ·:.!est had uJ1dersone a transf orl:iati on durin.:; 

the period of the union of the Canadas from a colonial bac1:-

water to a bustlins co:n::::iuni ty 1·Ji th a distinct rec;ior:a:i_ 

character of its o~·;n, and :~ith a confidence in its ca::iacit~r 

to direct ancl exp1oi t westNard expansion across the nortl:er:n 

half of the continent. 

In a political sense there had been re:J:ar:mble in-

stitutional e:rowth. Responsible cabinet government, dual 

\ 
I 

\ 

French and Enslish party mechanisms, effective administrative 

departments, revitalized municipal goverru~ents, all these 

appeared during the 11-"l'lion period. Sweeping economic chan5_'.;es 

occurred as Canada lost the advantages of the i~perial pref-

erential trac'..e syste11 and readjusted to new continental re-

lationshi}Js. i:..nd in the 'fifties, as Careless puts it, 11 the 

com.ins of the railways, of developins capitalis!TI. and business 

:oower, of urban and industrial advances ••• " worked to !mi t 

the previously "disjointed settlenents" into "a coherent, 
6 

relatively rr..ature regional society." 3y the end of the 
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decade no significant area of south-·western Ontario re-

nained 1X..1J.settled ·with the exception of the 3ruce .?eninsula. 

It was perha:;_:is to be expected, therefore, that second and 

third generation Upper Canadians li~rn ~Cirby and 3yerson, 

conscious as they 1·rere of the na.sni tude of their c o:J:EJ.uni ty • s 

achievements over a short period of seventy years, woulcl 

gratify their urse to honour the men and events responsible 

for them. 

The integration of the settled areas of Canada West 

and. the rapid urbanization of the province at the mid-nine-

teenth centt1.r3r created some of the conditions that made 

feasible the establishment of a provincial historical soc.i-

ety in 1861. It was now within the bounds of reason to 

consider for::nin3 orzanizations of a provincial sco?e since 

the transportation revolution had s~ortened distances and 

made it possible for individuals living in various areas of 

the province to meet on a ree;ular basis. Rapid urban growth 

also helped to create a cultural climate conducive to the 

formation of learned societies. Since the 1830s, libraries, 
7 

Eechanics' Insti tt~tes, and associations for the developnent 

of li terar:~r, scientific and historical pursuits such as 

Toronto's Canadian Institute (1849), or the Eamilton Asso-

ciation (1857) had been organized in the cities, towns and 

villages of the province to satisfy the needs of the urban 

dweller. J:hese institutions seem to ha'Te provided the first 

media for historical research and discussion. The Eechanics' 



Ins ti tut.es, for e-:·::an:9le, i:r.iported from the United lCin:_::d.om 

in the lS20s, had as their c;oal, "the improverr..ent of the 

mind and the diffusim;. of know·ledge; by means ••• of a 

12 

library containing ••• Philosophical, ~istorical, 3iosraph-

ical and :·iechanical ·~1or::s •• , , by lectures on any useful 

and important branch of knowledge, and • • • by the dis-

cussion of questions in relation to appropriate subjects •••• " 

...'.1.s Canada ',Jest matured there also emerged a '.3:reater 

ree;ional awareness, a greater "sense of being a distinct 

co:::nmunity, differing in interests, outlooks, and needs from 
10 

its Lower Canadian partner, " that manifested itself in 

the hardening sectional division within the political arena. 

A provincial patriotism and rudiments.ry thoughts of nation-

ality appear to have been expressions of this sectional 

awareness. Patriotism, unli~rn nationalism, accordin;- to 

one student of the subject, is a universal phenomenon, the 

ingredients of which are rouchly the same everywhere -- an 

emotionaJ. attachmer..t to the land on which one lives, dis-

tinctive attitudes towards :9eople in one's midst, and a 
11 

reverence for one's own culture or way of life, l·1oreover, 

patriotisn invariably involves some reference to the past, 

and it is li!:ely that the interest suddenly shmm in the 

history of the province durins the 1950s was in part a 

function of Jritish Canadian patriotism. as Nell as a product 

of the simple nostalgia and the conservatism of loyalist 

descendants and elderly pioneers. For example, a great 

9 

http:rudiments.ry
http:lCin:_::d.om


13 

deal of patriotic enthusiasn lay behind the rebuildins of 

the 3roclc monu.rrlent (completed in 18.56) and the conco:;ni tant 

desire to e!'ect memorials of identical granite at all the 
12 

battlefields of 1812-14 • 

.At least one social scientist has said ". • • ::xi.tri-

otism probably }'.l!'Omotes nationalism: he who loves his land 

dearly seelrn vm.ys to preserve and perhaps also to expand 
13 

his culture and 9o·wer." Schemes of a British A.merican 

federation and northwest expansion were aired during the 

'fifties as ways to preserve and expand the institutio~s 

and power of Canada '.{est. The Globe proclained that "we 

have a national character to win," and exclai~ed .. Oh for a 

Canadian nationality which would ameliorate the unm.i ti ":ated 
14 -· 

personal selfishness i;1hich pervades the land," /i.t this 

time, certainly, only a few farsishted politicians, jour-

nalists, onc1- businessnen seriously envisioned a new nation-

ality b.:'"1sed m: a federation of all the 5ritish :7orth 'J.IJ.erica12 
15 

colonies, or a nation of transcontinental proportions. imy 

sense of national feeling in ".T;nglish Canada, moreover, ~·ms 

"confuseC. . . . with a sense of a wider :Sri tish nationali t~r 
16 

embracin.:; the whole e:n;:::iire." 

~et a concern for the trappings of nationalism and 

a need for national sentiments had emerged in some quarters. 

In 1260, for instance, a group of native-born Canadians n=.et 

in Toronto's St. Lawrence 11all and adopted the maple leaf 

as the e~blern most representative of their national dis-
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tinctive,ness to be worn as a ba.dse durinr:; the forthcoDinc; 
17 

visit of the Prince of Wales to the city. ~·lost of the 

people identified at the neeting were descendants of 

loyalists, bound tosether by ancestor worship anQ the con-

sciousness of a shared history. They included, amonB others, 

~:alliam Eenry 3ouJ.ton, a :past mayor of Toronto ( 1846-1849) 

and member of the :!:..esislati ve Assembly ( 1844-1853) , 3.ichard 

L. Denison, an officer in the '~ueen's I.,10ht Dracoons, George 

'I'. :;:Jenison II, co:nri.anda~1t of the 5th and 10th mili tar~r 

districts, Sal tern Gi vins, a Fresb;srterian minister, <Ta:nes 

Richardson, a bishop of the ~·:ethoclist :Spiscopal Church in 

Canada, ?':serton H;:,rerson, superintendent of education, ar;d 

Emanuel ?layter and n. ~i.. Van~rnughnet, both members of prom.-

inent loyalist families. 

On that occasion in 1860, they talked at len:th of 

their ancestors and d-;;rnlt on the need for a "sentiment of 

nationality" that 11would have the tendency to blend the 

whole population of Canada in one deep, universal feelinc; 
l~ 

of devotion to the best interests of their common country." 

Objections were raised against the debilitating effect that 

the 3ritish patriotic societies of St. Andrew, St. Geor~e, 

and St. ?atric!{: were allee;edly having upon the growth of 

national feelins. Hany spealrers favoured the organization 

of a Ca!ladism association to nurture a national sentiment 

largely by reference to the community's o·wn loyalist 
19 

history. It is possible that thoushts of a future nation-



ality similar to those expressed at this meeting, and the 

need conceived for a society to foster patriotism by the 

use of history, ·were important factors in the decision of 

the gentlemen on the platform that evening to orsanize or 

to join the first provincial historical society in 1P61 and 

the Yorlc ?ioneers' Society in 1869. 

'I1he organizer of the first provincial historical 

association was Jedediah ?rendergast Vierritt of St. Catharir:.es, 

then an offical collector of docu:nents for the library of the 

Legislative Assembly. :·Jilliam E.amilton I'ierritt, Jedediah's 

father, the politician and businessman best :mmm as the 

promoter of the ·,-Jelland Canal, and George Coventry, a 

Cobourg journalist and also a collector of documents for 

the library of the Lesislative ~~ssembly, assisted Jedediah 

in orsanizing the historical association. For some dozen 

years before the latter• s appearance the I·~erri tts had_ shown 

an interest in things historical. For example, they had 

promoted the rebuildins of the 3rock :nonument and erection 
20 

of memorials on the battlefields of the ;·:ar of 1R12. 

the late 'fifties, Jedediah was promoting a scheme for the 

collection and publication of a documentary history of 

Canada which he described as a "History of the Rise and 

Prosress of Canada since it ca~e into the possession of 
21 

the 3ri ti sh by the Capture of Quebec by @eneraj] '"I olfe." 

'.: i th the aid of his father's political influence, 

Jedediah was hired in 1859 by the r_.egislati ve ::.,i brary 

http:Catharir:.es
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Comm.ittee of the Frovince of Canada to collect documents on 
22 

which to base the history. The chain of events leadine; to 

his appointment was described in Jedediah's biography of his 

father, and is well worth citing here. It is evident that 

part of Jedediah's inspiration for the docu,inentary history 

and the idea of an historical association to assist in the 

collection of the documents came froi:n the example set by the 

Literary and Ristorical Society of "~uebec. "Durinc::: the ,_ 

administration of Lord :'.)alhousie in 1824," Eerritt wrote, 

a society called the Literary and Historical Society 
of ·.~uebec was founded and received the patronage of 
succeedins Governors. From the period of the TJnion, 
it beca2e the applicant and receiver of snnual ,::;rants 
of money from the Legislature, for the purpose of col
lectins ::nanuscripts and other doc'llJJlents appertaininc 
to Canadian 2istory. As this society ·was distant from 
Upper Canada, ana_ appeared to identify itself with 
French Canadian History, the author, in 1858, whilst 
the Parliament was in I1oronto, succeeded, through the 
influence of Ql. Ii. :·ierri tfil , in getting copies of 
historical data (before not allowed) out of the Crown 
Lands' Office, and the ::1egistrar General's Department 
anc1 others, regarding the early settlers and their 
proceedings. In consequence of this~ in the same year 
a grant of money ~-ras left with I·=r. U::serto1l) :iyers on 
throuc;h which a valuable collection of historical 1:rorl:::s 
on Canadian ::iistory were purchased for the Eormal School, 

During the session of the next Parlia:nent, 'iihich t-ras 
held at ·~uebec, the author circulated a petition prayi;'J.S 
that the ::::ouse asl: that more attention be p8.id to Upper 
Canadian history. 'I'his petition was presented by :·:r. 
(J.E:l !·~erritt, ~nd, ·with his usual enersy, succeeded 
in c;ettinc a :r.ajori ty of Jnslisl1 spea?,-:ine; mem"':Jers on 
the T_i brary C o:r.;~i ttee, ~·rhich heretofore had been ex
clusively French. This unexpected success led to the 
author beinz appointed to 1001

:: after U9per Canadian 
docuTI.entary history i::i :=ngla:'ld a!ld else-; .. .rhere ..•• 

Jedediah ~,~erri tt si.lso lme,·r of the valuable collection 
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and publication policies of the historical associations that 

flourished along the eastern seaboard of the United States. 

In faet, he bad firsthand knowledge of their work after his 

visits to the historical societies in Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, 

New York, and Massachusetts in preparation for his trip to 
24 

England to collect documents for the Legislative Library. 

Although he left little record of his indebtedness to their 

activities, there is good reason to believe that Merritt had 

the example of these American associations in mind when he 

called the first meeting of the Historical Society of Upper 

Canada in November 1861. 

The Merritts' motivation for collecting documents and 

preparing a history of Upper Canada was complex. They real

ized that "the sources of information for a historyfJierEi) 

every day diminishing" because of the death of the pioneers 

and their immediate descendants and because of "the destruction 
25 

of papers and documents relating to those early days." These 

erstwhile historians of loyalist descent also subscribed to 

the philosophy that certain principles and traditions in 

the past should be recorded and perpetuated for the sake of 

future generations. "Nothing improves or enlarges our mental 

powers," the prospectus for the historical society declared, 

"so much as the study of history. Without this band-maid to 

the mind, man would grope his way through this life divested 

26 of that mine of intelligence that history furnishes." 

It is also evident that a streak of family egotism, 
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a desire to perpetuate and glorify the family na::ne, lurlrnd 

behind the Vierritts' interest in history. George Coventry 

unwittingly noted on one occasion that "Nr. Eerritt's family 

name, being among the early settlers, he was anxious that 

Upper Canada should pursue the same course ~s the '~uebec 

and .American historical societie~ that posterity might 1~now 

the energies pursued by them [Jn particular the Eerritts] to 

establish an Independent Country and provide a good home as 

1 t has done to thousands of families now scattered throu;::;h-
27 

out every portion of this Province." 

In any case, on Xovember 14, 1861, the organi.zational 

meeting of the Historical Society of Upper Canada was held in 

Egerton Ryerson's office in Toronto's Eormal School .Suildins. 

Evidently the circulars calling for the meeting had been 

widely distributed since individuals attended from Cobourg, 

St. Catharines, and Toronto. These included Jedediah and 

William H. Eerritt of St. Catharines, George Coventry of 

Cobourg, and ~;Jilliam Canniff, a professor of surgery at 

Victoria College in Coboure:;. Toronto was represented by 

Egerton Ryerson, J, George Hodgins, the deputy superintendent 

of education, Thomas ~1od0ins, a barrister, ...-1.lfiJ de Grassi, 

a railwa;_,r agent and inspector, and Sheriff W. 3. Jarvis of 
2e 

the Home :Uistrlct, All these individuals claimed pioneer 

status, either a.s native Canadians or long-term residents of 

the province, Jarvis, '.-iyerson, Canniff, ancl the Eerritts 

boasted of loyalist descent. It is very likely tha.t ances-
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tor worstip was a factor in the motivation of all of them. 

'!1here vras considerable diversity in their social and 

economic bacl(srounds. ;alliaI!l i::amil ton I·Ierri tt, the entre-

preneur, had links '"ri th the old Compact Tory elite that had 

dominated the covernI!lent of Upper Canada before the Rebellion. 

Hyerson and J. Georz:;e iiodgins belonged to the upper echelons 

of the e:ciersent civil service and the educational establish-

ment. ~ost of the others were members of the professions or 
29 

were businessmen. In addition to these individuals, the 

prospectus listed other subscribers to the society, most of 

whom belonged to the old Compact group or the social and 
30 

political elite of Canada Aest. These included such well-

lcnown fis-,ures as :Jilliam 3oulton, the past mayor of Toronto 

( 1846-1349), the :3.evere!'ld John Strachan, the first .'\..nglican 

3ishop of Toronto (1839-1967), George Boulton of Cobourg, a 

Ie,sislative Councillor since J..847, Sir Allan ~·~ac~:ab of 

Eamilton, a past ?rime Einister of the Province (1854-1856) 

and then a :Legislative Councillor, B.nd Sidney Smith of 

Feterborough, the Postmaster-General (1858-1862). That suet: 

eminent names were listed suggests that ?IIerri tt :n.isht have 

been following the example of American historical associations 

most of which restricted their membership to men of consider-

able social or scholastic attain."Ilent. Regrettably for the 

?,istorical Society of Upper Canada, the eminent individuals 

listed in the prospectus were only honorary members who did 

little for the society apart from permitting their names to 



be used. to attract addi tionaJ. members. 

Those in attendance at the November 14 meeting de-

clared their intention of placing the membership of the 

society "upon as wide a basis as possible, and of securins 

at least the patronage if not the co-operation, of the 

judges and other learned and influential :members of the 
31 

community. " ·rhe term "as wide a basis as possible," was 
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probably not intended to encompass the working classes of the 

cities and towns, but referred to the growing :::niddle class 

in the urban centres of Canada :Jest: businessmen and :iner-

chants, civil servants, judges, and professional groups. 

Apart from a few aff1uent farmers, rr.ost rural dwellers in 

this unmechanized ace would have had neither the time nor 

the money to travel to historical society meetings in Toronto. 

In any case, the many agricultural societies seemed. to pro-

vide a sufficiently varied programme to exhaust the farmers' 

interests and energies. 

On several occasions the organizers of the Historical 

Society of Upper Canada made it clear that the association 

had no political intentions. Accordin0 to the prospectus, 

"the object of the Society now in contemplation is to have 
32 

nothing to do ·with party politics." At the orcanizati anal 

meeting the association's scope was linitecl to "the collection 

of docu:rrrents and of facts calculated to throw light on the 

history of Canadn. 11 The society's obligations did not in-

elude pronouncins any opinion upon the documentary material; 
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"its duty 1<7ould be accoBplished when [lhe document~ hac~ been 

placed within the reach of those who may aspire to be the 
33 

historians of Canada." 

The statements declaring that the historical society 

had no political aims m'ld no business interpret ins the doc-

uments seem to indicate that old political enmities were be-

ins sublicated. The efforts to dissociate the historical 

society fro:n political Batters lH::ely ste::nrr.ed fro:n the ex-

traordinslrily bitter and factional strife that was then plagu-

ins the near deadlocl-:ed provincial legislature. .Potentially, 

the diverse political and relisious affiliations of the 

me:nbers were explosive enough to cripple the society should 

any one of then decide to discuss burnin0 political issues 

i::i historical ter:ns. After all, the membership eBbracecl the 

nanes of Strachan and 3yerson, individuals who had for years 

•1'laged war in the political arena over a number of relis;ious 

and educational questions. :::t'urthermore, while the old Tory 

zuard appeared to be well represented in the or~anization, 

there were also men of Reforrn. persuasion such as the lawyer 

'l'ho:nas :-Iodsins who later sat in the provincial legislature 

as a Liberal for ~:Jest El.sin between 1871 and 1879. It talrns 

little i:nasination to envision the discord that could have 

eru:.oted had Hodsins and the old Tories attempted to debate 

the history of past or current political events. 

Although several of the delsgates at the preliminary 

meeting wanted to constitute the historical society formally 

http:ste::nrr.ed
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that evcni1:,e:.~ 1 it \'las resolved to defer this action unti1 a 

coJ1r::i ttee had drawn u.n a constitution and solicited the co-

operation of influential people, I'his decision proved to be 

an u ... 11.Nise one. The co:rrnni ttee never reconvened. ;:1yers on, the 

chairman, nade no effort to discharse his responsibilities 

b;y either call ins a !!lee tins or f osterin,s an interest in t;he 

society. ;\.ttempts were made by George Coventry to proct 

3.yerson and ~~odsins into action, but to no avail. .c~nnoyed 

by the inactivity in Toronto, he reported his lack of success 

to the senior ~erritt. 

:: went to Toronto (tQ] see 1·.rhat could be done relative 
to the Eistorical Society but find there is no possibil
ity of or5anizin5 it in Toronto, Doctor "Syers on to -:·;hon 
it was left as head of the C omni ttee has never callee"< a 
Eeetins. I have also written to him and ~·:r. '-Iod5ir~s 
fro:n neither of 1·Jhom nave I ever received a!'l ,\~swer nor 
to any other Cor.n:mnic 'ns made to them which is a very 
loose way of doins business today •••• ','ihen I have the 
pleasure of seeinE you I will bring the Minutes of the 
first ;.ieetins and we will carry it out at St. Catharines 1 

where I told Jedediah at first it ou:zht to have been 
estaalished. ~ 

34 

It is regrettable that :qyerson did not fulfil his 

conmi tments to the fledslin~ historical society, for he a:p-

peared to have the financial, political and educational re-

sources at his coJJ.mand to ensure the success of the orsan-

ization. At the first Deetin::: he had raised. hopes by su.ssest-

ing "that a portion of the fm1ds at his disposal misht le3al-

ly be appropriated to carry out sane of the objects of the 
35 

Society." ?..ad ::-:.yerson decided to help finance the society 
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and to lin~c it ·with the education department, there is re~~.-

son to believe that 
. ,_ 
1 uS fate 11rnuld have been a hap pi er one. 

It is surprisins that 3yerson failed to keep in touch ~ith 

Eerri tt Emd Coventi--y on the matter since he had just pl1.blic-

ly announced his intention of collectir:v::: all the re1ev~Lr1t 

documents for a tv-ro -volune history of the loyalists ::.mcl a 
36 

multi-volune history of Canada, Upo:'.1 receivins notice of 

::lyersol'l' s plans, JeC';.ediah I:erri tt had ir..structed Coventry to 

consult with ~-lyerson ~·ri th a vie~~: to co-ordinatinc; their ';-;or~:. 

;,Jhether 3.yerson was si;-1ply too busy as superintenclent of 

ed.ucatio:n. to co::nmunicate with Coventr~r and to promote the 

historical society; whether he renesed on his pro~ises to 

support the society because he sensed umrn .. nted co::.:lpeti tiol: 

to his own publication schenes; or ·Nhether some :iodus vivendi 

could not be arranged between Ryerson, Coventr~r aY.ld ~·=erri tt 

with respect to the use of the docunents and the preparation 

of the p~ojected history of settleBent, no one it seecs will 

ever lmow. 2~ei ther ,, -... 
u. _...:;. Sissons' biography of Ryerson nor 

Ryerson's rhe Story of Ey Life, edited by J,G. Hodsins in 
38 

1883, provide a clue to ~iyers on' s behaviour. 

;7 

j.fter the failure to establish the C:istorical 3 ociety 

of Upper Canada in 'J1oronto, a second organizational neetin_: 

was helcl in St. Cathari:r_es on ?ebruary 15, 1862. A quarter-

ly meetins schedule wa.s a::;reed upon and an annual fee of or..e 

dollar 1·as levied, ~lccordins to the rules and re3Ulations 

hid do·wn, each ~nerr:.~Jer was obliced as best he could "to 
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obtain infor~ation; and forward to the Secretary cloc-
10 
./ / 

uments relative to the early settlement of Upper Canada." 

For the first year, at least, all documents were to be con-

fined to l!pper Canada and its resources, "whether historical, 

civil, literary, or EtEY branches of l\!atural ?istor:r," the 

ab: being to build "a vast depositary of local and 1).seful 

records, that at some future 9eriod will be of seI""J"ice to 

the historian, philosopher, and naturalist." John Clar}: of 

Port Dalhousie, a IJieutenant-Colonel in the Lincoln :r.J.ili tia 

who had served in the 1:iar of 1812, and who had subseq_uently 

represented :,incoln County ir:. the Legislative .Assembly, 'i·m.s 

elected president. ~HlliaI:J. -:-::amilton Eerri tt becam.e vice-

presici_ent and ~eorge Coventry, the secretary, 

A list of honorary ~embers in the circular describ-

infs the rr.eeting indicates that reliance was again placed on 

the drm·rinc power of the social and political elite, l1he 

list included. the nam.es of Chief .,Tnstice Sir John Beverley 

J:i.obir:son, :3heriff ·.!illiam 3. Jarvis, Eenry Ruttan of Cobcur3, 

a past speaker of the Legislative Asse:nbly and_ sheriff of 

the ~~ewcastle 'Ji strict ( 1827-lP,57), the 3-everend John 

Strachan, Thomas c. ICeefer, the well-l<:nown civil engineer, 

and Georc;e s. 3oulton of Cobourz, a ~e:nbe!' of the :=e::;isla-

tiv·e Council (1847-1R67). ever the next few months, 

Jeded.iaf1 Lerri tt and Georse Coventry tried but ''Ti t!1out 

success to en1ist the si.J.pport of politicians, lawyers, iudr:'es, 
LJJ\ ..... 

. v 

clerc;;ym.en, busi:!'.lessmen, and menbers of the professions. 

http:clerc;;ym.en


fhey failed probably because they o!fered ~ould-~e ~enbers 

very little in return for their joining the society. AJ-

parently it failed to occur to ~erritt that few ~eople would 

Kish to travel to '3t, Catharines e-very month for an histori-

cal rneetins, or to collect documents for the society ~ith-

out settin:!: sornethinc; in return. 'I'he society's :prospectus 

r;ave no pro:r.ises of historical excursions or periodical 

publications for the benefit of its members • 

. :hatever provincial pretensions the society initial-

1y exhibited quic'rly evaporated. 3~r Septe:rrrber 1863, the 

organization had become a purely local eroup centred in and 

around the tm-m of St. Catharines. Called the I-Iistorica.l 
41 

Society of Canada ·:est, it was supposed to meet every 

:!:l.onth in the local Eechanics' Institute. 3efore lone even 

the society's interest in purely local Upper Canadian history 

seemed. to 1·rane as Me:!:l.bers instead pre::pared lectures on such 

exotic to-:Jics as "· In 
of Florence. " 

"Dialoc;ues of Sha~rnspeare" and_ the "Eistory 

Activity on such a local scale ~ms not to JecleC.iah 

1·1erri tt 's li~dn:;; consequently, he made several atte:npts 

during the 1(:)60s to raise his sna11 St. Catharines group to 

provincial status. 3y 1864, for example, Eerritt had gran-

diloquently renamed his local orcanization the Historical 
43 

Society of 3ri tish· !:,~orth )J:i.erica and had succeeded in 

adding the nEtmes of a fex individuals outside the St. 

Catharines area to the society's roster. For instance, Ja~es 



R. Ingersoll , the registrar of Oxford County (1834-1886) , 

and Harmer Heyer , a painter and engraver in Toronto , were 

26 

included in the 1864 membership roll . By 1870 , Chief G.H . M. 

Johnson of the Tuscaroras , Six Nations Reserve , and William 

Kirby, the past editor of the Niagara Mail , and later a 

collector of customs (1871-1895) , had become members . 

In 1869 l'lierri tt attempted to break out of the con-

fines of the '.\Tiagara Peninsula. The following announcement 

in the London Free Press of September 23 , 1869 indicates 

that he had considered moving the historica l society to a 

larger urban centre -- either London or Toronto -- as a 

step toward expanding its scope: 

RISTORICA~ SOCIETY 

A meeting of the Canada Historical S ociety is annou.nced 
for half past four this afternoon. This society was 
established in 1861 , for the purpose of collecting 
important documents of his torical interest •••. Its 
headquarters have been at St . Catha rines but it is now 
thought well to remove it to some more populous place . 
London has been suggested and the object of the meeting 
will be to decide upon bringing it here or transferring 
it to Toronto. There are a considerable number of 
people amongst us who would t ake a deep interest in the 
society , and by attending the meeting they may be able 
to secure the advantage of having the headquarters of 
so useful a society in our midst .••. 
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The following day the press failed to mention the 

meeting . Presumably little interest was stirred up in London 

because I1lerritt ' s society remained in St . Catharines until 

it disappeared from the scene in the 1880s. I t is uncertain 

whether or not he subsequently made an attempt to transfer 
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his "provincial" historical organization to Toronto; but, 

the formation of the York Pioneers' Society in that city in 

April 1869 probably acted as a deterrent. His apparent 

failure to consider the nearby "Ambitious City" of Hamilton 

as a suitable headquarters for a provincial historical 

association is mystifying, With the advent of the railway 

era and the establishment of the Great Western shops and re

lated industries 1n Hamilton, the city had grown remarkably 

in the 'fifties and 'sixties, and in 1869 was a substantial-
45 

ly larger urban centre than London. Moreover, the intel-

lectual climate of the city was sufficiently advanced to 

provide ample opportunity for the founders of historical 

groups. Organizations like the Mechanics' Institute and 

the Hamilton Association incorporated in 1857 to promote the 

"cultivation of Science, Art and Literature, the formation of 

a Museum, Library and Art Gallery, and the Illustration of 

the Physical Characteristics, Natural History and Antiquities 
46 

of the Country" indicated that an initial interest in things 

historical awaited further development. It is just possible, 

of course, that Merritt did consider Hamilton as a site for 

the historical society, but rejected it because the city 

seemed to have sutfioient literary and artistic institutions 

to satisfy its cultural needs. 

In any event, despite repeated efforts, Jedediah 

Merritt failed both to create a viable provincial historical 

association and to publish the documentary history that had 
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inspired him in the first place . The reasons for his lack 

of success are not difficult to surmise . The historical 

society offered no tangible inducements for people to join , 

and yet sBddled members with the obligation of collecting 

documents and reminiscences . Had there been a pe riodical 

publication to ma1rn membership more appealing , or had the 

annual meetings been held in various centres across the 

province, more people might have been induced to join out -

side the Niagara Peninsula. The lack of proper financing 

and gover:nment support also contributed to Merritt ' s u:n-

happy experiences . After 1863 even the facade of govern-

ment subsidization ended when an economy-minded government 

in the midst of a depression terminated Merritt and Coventry ' s 

appointments as collectors of historical documents for the 

legislative library. 

The efforts to establish an effective provincial 

historical association were not, however , entirely unproduc - \ 

tive . Merritt and Coventry seem to have been assisted in 

\ their work as official collectors of histor ical records by 

the early activities of the St. Catharines ' society. A 

circular put out by the l atter in 1863 claimed that "a 

considerable amount of useful matter has already been 

collected. They embrace docu.111ents and published wor1rn of 

an old date . . . . ' also , several very complete biographical 

47 sketches of some of the best-kno11>m of our first settlers ." / 

William Canniff also acknowledged that 11 a good deal of J 
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local work was accomplished." The Historical Society of 

Upper Canada was also indirectly responsible for Canniff 's 

The Settlement of Upper Canada (1869), since the volume 

grew out of the research Canniff had undertaken at the 

society's request for an address on the history of settle-
49 

ment along the Bay of Quinte. Finally, the concept of a 

provincial historical society was firmly planted in the minds 

of a few local historians like Canniff who remained keenly 

aware of the need for an agency to develop the study of 

provincial history and to nurture patriotic sentiments. 

II 

It was shortly after Confederation and the formation 

of the Province of Ontario that the next attempt was made to 

create a provincial historical association. On June 4, 1872, 

delegates from local historical, patriotic, and pioneer 

societies in Chatham, Grimsby, st. Catharines, Niagara, 

Hamilton, Toronto, Collingwood, and Belleville gathered in an 

ante-room of Toronto's St. Lawrence Hall to discuss the pros

pect of "amalgamating the different Canadian Societies of the 

Province, ••• and arranging for a day on which the societies 
50 

should meet to enjoy an excursion." At this meeting the 

following constitution was drafted, creating the United 
51 

Canadian Association1 
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CONSTITUTION 

OF THE 

UNITED C.ANADI AN ASSOCI.A:l'ION 

1st . That the various Canadian Soc ieties f orm a 
central organization : to endeavour to give uniformi ty 
to the efforts of ea ch , in encouraging Canadian i n
terests , and that the central body be called the "United 
Canadian Association." 

2nd. That the objects of the Associa tion shall be to 
gather and diffuse a l.i;:nowledge of Canadian History ; to 
encourage a Canadian Na tiona l sentiment ; a pride in our 
colmtr;f , confidence in its future , its power and re 
sources . 

Jrd . That the meeting of said Associa tion shall be 
held , when convenient , once in the year; a..~d when other
wise , the Secretary shall by circular notify the dele 
gates or members of the committee . 

5th . That the Societies at present forming the said 
Association be the following , viz . : 

The loyal Canadian Society of Grimsby ; the St . 
Catharines Historica l S ociety ; the Chatham Canadian 
Society ; the York Pioneers ; the Native Canadian Society 
of Belleville; the Loya l Canadian Society of lJ iagara , 
No. l ; the Canadian Soc iety of Hamilton ; the Colling
wood Pioneers . 

6th. That on any emergency the President or any 
three of the Presidents of branch Societies , shall 
have power to call a specia l meeting to transact such 
business only as it may be especially called to con
sider . 

?th. That each local As sociation may , without pre 
judice , retain its ori gina l designation , and transact 
affairs , affiliating or withdrawi ng its connection from 
the Centra l Society at pleasure , with the restriction 
that such fu..nds as it may have contributed to and for 
the general use , or such collections as it may have de 
posited i n the Museum , Institute , or by whatever name 
the Depository may be called or designated , shall not 
be withdra~m ; but remain in possession of , and for the 
use of the "United Canadian Association." 

F • ·r . KERBY , 
Chairman 
Passed and approved , 
Toronto , June 4th , 1872 . 

ALEX RAHILTON 
Secretary 
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The principal framers of this constitution were T. C. 

Mewburn and s .s . Welles of the Loyal Canadian Society of 

Grimsby ; ~~ .J. Simcoe Kerr , Chief of the Six Nation Indians; 

T . I. Harvey and F . T. Kerby of the Loyal Canadian Society of 

Niagara; A. T . Freed and ":J . McMahon of the Canadian Society of 

Hamilton; '.T illiam Canniff of the Jative Canadian Society of 

Belleville; the 3.everend Henry Scadding , Alexander Hamilton , 

W. B. Phipps , W. H. Doel , and George 'r . Denison II and III of 
52 

the York Pioneers ' Association of Toronto. 

Unli.rn the membership of the Historical S ociety of 

Upper Canada, tha t of the United Canadian Association lacked 

a large contingent of Compact Tories , though they were re-

presented in s pirit by men of simila r political and socia l 

phi losophies -- the Den isons , Scaddings , and Can!liffs . Now 

middle-cla ss professiona l people , businessmen , clergymen , 

and civil servants predominated , a reflection perhaps of 

fundamental changes in society during the interval. F . T. 

) 

Kerby and A. T. Freed were journa lists , the former the publisher 

of the Ni agar a ~ews , the latter the assistant editor of the 

Hamilton Spectator. " H !,"J • • Doel was a druggist; Alexander 

Hamilton , a loo~dng glass manufacture r , ca rver and gilder; 

George T. Denison Jr., a l awyer; Willian Canniff , a professor 

of surgery; and Hen r y Scadding , the rector of Holy Trinity 

Church in Toronto . 

The local groups to whi ch these men belonged , though 

different in name , were of the same species , and a brief 
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analysis of the objectives , activities , and membership of 

a few of them provides valuable insights into the nature of 

the provincial ass ociation. Two of these local organizations , 

the Loyal Canadian S ociety of Grimsby and the York Pioneers , 

seem typical. The former was established in 1847 at Beams -

ville by "early pioneers and their descendants" for many of 

the same reasons that Jedediah Merritt and others founded the 

first provincial historical society -- nostalgia , patriotism , ~ 

and a didactic urge to perpetuate tradition. } 

Other functions of the Loyal Canadian Soc iety of 

Grimsby were to maintain friendships and social ties between 

local pioneers and their descendants , and to undertake be -
53 

nevolent wor lc for distressed members . Most of these aims 

were reflected in the preamble to the society ' s constitution: 

The history of our country , during the short period 
of its Settlenent , is so filled with events calculated 
to cement the tie of friendship for the early pioneers 
and their descendants , that it is deemed wise to form a 
Society to Jrnep in perpetua tion these associations that 
were nearest and dearest to the hearts of our fore 
fathers and are still reverently cherished by us , as 
well as to instil into the minds of our children the 
same patriotic principles that guided them in their 
eventful career ; and als o to rivet the connection of 
all more closely if possible , in that bond of union 
which has so happily existed among Canadians , from the 
remotest period down to the present auspi cious time . 
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Over three decades later , a member of this group outlined his 

conception of the association ' s purposes: "The present 

society was organized for the pur pose of meet ing together 

ar..nually , collecting all the historical events of Canada and 
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to cultivate a national sentiment . It is partly sentimental , \ 

partly historical , and partly national. ,,55- ) 

I'he Yorlc Pioneers ' Association , established in 1869 , / 

had similar aims , although it publicized its historical ob-

jective above all else . For example , the society entitled 

its constitution and bylaws the "Yor1c Pioneers ' Assoc iation 
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For t he Conservation of Early Canadian History ." The 

constitution stated that the organization was 

• •. formed for the purpose of more intimately uniting 
in friendly relations those who are natives of , or 
who emigrated to , the origi nal Cou:...r1ty of Yorlc , in the 
former Province of Upper Canada , or to this city pre 
vious to its incorporation , March 6th , 1834 , and change 
of nai'lle from Yorlr to Toronto , and their descendants on 
attaining the age of forty years; a...Dd for preserving 
and perpetuating by re - publi cation and ot herwise such 
historical recollections and incidents , documents and 
pictorial illustrations relating to the early settle
ment of this country and city as aforesaid , as are 
worthy of being rescued from oblivion ; and by the con
tribution of communications on these and kindred sub
jects to be read at the meetings of the Society ..•• 
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Regrettably , the Yor1c Pioneers failed to live up to many of 

these promises . The society , for ex.s~mple , did not collect or 

publish so much as one volume of documents or reminiscences , 

and a trifling number of the papers read at meetings were 

published or preserved . The members seem to have been much 

more interested in the social schedule of monthly meetings 
58 

and the grand annual banquet . No doubt many of the in-

dividuals who joined the United Canadian Association had the 

c same social priorities . 
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It is interesting to note that the three people 

regarded as the founders of the Yor_c Pioneers Ri chard 

Oates , Alexander Han1ilton , and W. B. Phipps -- were also 

instrumental in the formation of the United Canadian As so-

ciation. Whether they were the originators of the idea of 

the federation of societies is not cnow-n; but they and other 

York Pi oneers were certainly at the centre of activity in 

the new provincial organization, W. 3 . Phipps was at the 

founding meeting of the UCA along wi th Alexander Hamilton 

who was elected secretary of the gathering . Richard L. 

Denison , the first president of the York Pioneers, became 
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the first president of the United Canadian As s ociation. 

By 1876 , Richard Oates , a successful Toronto mills t one 
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manufacturer , had assumed the UCA pres i dency . 

Factors such as ancestor worship and the prospect ) 

of social intercourse evidently moved individuals to j oin ; 

the local historical and pioneer groups, and later the 

United Canadian Ass ociation. But these same people were·, 

also inspired to study history for nationalisti c reasons . 

This appears to have been the chief concern of those who 

drafted the constitution of the United Canadian Association. 

The statea objectives of the association were : "to gather 

and diffuse knowledge of Canadian History ; to encourage a \) 

Canadian Nat ional sentiment; a pride in our country , con-

fidence in its future , its powers and resources ." The 

framers of this statement presupposed that the citizens of 
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the new :9ominion laclrnd national sentiment , pride and con-

Such l 
views were natural enough considering how Confederation was , 

fidence , and they hoped to rectify that situation. 

achieved . It was not a response to a popular national J 
idealism; it was , instead , the creature of a few practical 

politicians and governments striving to solve regional 

problems and to reconcile regional antagonism. 

All the same , Confederation had engendered great 

expectations among the membership of the United Canadian 

Association. The following statement by William Canniff is 

suggestive of the high hopes entertained by this group of 

Ontarians: 

I do believe that Canada will yet be not only the 
great :nation of America but of the world. I often look 
forward to the time when Canada shall extend from ocean 
to ocean -- when the individual British Provinces shall 
be consolidated into a grand whole -- when a line of 
railway shall reach from the Atlantic to the Pacific 
Coast and when all along its many miles of length will 
be flourishing towns and cities -- when peaceful fields 
will have talcen the place of the wild forest -- when a 
happy , free and Christian people shall inhabit the 
broad land •••• ·when the tide of trade will ebb and 
flow through our land, when British India will empty 
her rich treasures into our lap and when China and 
Japan made free by the reception of Christianity shall 
seek trade with us upon our Pacific Coast. And when 
all nations shall loolc unto them as a light set upon a 
hill; from which will beam the pure light of truth .. • • 

Henry Scadding was another UCA member who wrote of 
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a developing "Cis-Laurentian" people in British North America: 

"We , lilrn our forefathers, are becoming every year set as a city 
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on a hilJ, conspicuous in spite of ourselves; Etnd. 01J_r e:~.:-t:ri::--J_e 
(-'.:? 

~s.y be productive in the future of 1Jne:xpec-l:ed conseque:::ces. " 

That both Carmi ff and Scad.dins r:lade reference to a Cam:idiEt~ 

mission in ter:ns reminiscent of John. :~inthrop's .:=-·uritan rcis-

s i on is re!!'.Etr1ra bl e. I!lterestin::;ly er.oush, thoughts of north-

western ex9ansion on ar. iDperial scale, and of a Canndian 

nation as the linchpin of a constellation of nations ~·~i. t:~i1~ 

the Empire, -were shared and ecl1oed by other ,sroF9s in Canada 

·.:·est in the late 'fifties and 'sixties. Indeed, visions of 

a nort:iwest destiny cau.::;ht the popular i:::nasinati on Ett this 
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tiT..rie. n-~~he desires of Upper Canadian far£ers for ne~·r 

fror:tiers of settlenent," w·ri tes J. ~·:. S. Careless, and "tf:.e 

c.trn.bi tions of the risinS' Toronto TI!etropolis for £t ne~-r ~~~e~te:r-x~ 

el!lpire, conbinecl in a vizorous canpai,':'.'!1 to acqnire the ~~orth-
64 

west for Ca.:-iada. " Anticipatins this develo:pme.'.'lt, the ~~orth 

::est I~avisation and Transportation Conpanx opened re:::;ular 

steamship co::1:::unications in 1958 between Colling·wood E!nd 

F'ort 'illiar:.. The d.irectors, :nen such as . ..tllan I:acdonall, 

',,[. F. -;.::owland, Sir Allan :,:acFab and ,Tohn r.:cr,:urrich, :projec.ted. 

a future e~pire of trade and settle~ent in ter~s that ri-
65 

vallecl the effusions of Gcmniff and Scad1in;-:;:. 

Althouc;h the achieve:nent of Confederation "buoyed 

the national ho?es of the ~enbers of the United Canadian 

Association, they were certainly not free of npprehension 

and dou~t when they came to speculate abm1t the future of 

the new Dominion. ~hey were Nell m1are that Canadians in 

1A72 had many troubles to contend 1<Ti th. :rhe ;::;reat north-

http:c.trn.bi
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west had to be tamed and settled. The established provinces 

were divided by regional , racial , and cultural differences . 

The republic to the south was a constant threat to the 

Domin ion ' s integrity, a situation made all the more serious 

by Britain ' s seeming disregard for colonial interests i n the 

negotiations leading to the Treaty of Washington , and by her 

decision to withdraw the i mperial legions from the n orthern 

half of .the continent . For good reason , then , hope and fear 

were opposite sides of the same coin. Latent apprehension , 

as well as visionary anticipations , explain the United 

Canadian Association ' s attempt i n 1872 to create national \ 

sentiment , pride , and confidence . Realisti c Canadians knew 1 

66 
that "nations do not spring l'Unerva - li re into existence ," 

that nationalism and a sense of identity had to be conscious-

ly and ca refully cultiva ted among the c itizenry if the 

experiment of Confedera tion ·were to succeed. All this was 

i mplicit in the constitution of the United Canadian Asso- \ 
\ 

ciation. The basic underlying premise of the document was I 

tha t an awareness of a shared past would provide the desired 

bond of unity among Canadians • . , 

S i nc e the United Canadian Association published no 

re ports or pamphlets, there are few definite statements on the ,' 

ideologica l position of its members . Fortunately , two of the 

association ' s founders , William Canniff and George T. Denison 

III , were spokesmen for another nationalistic group -- the 

Canada Fi r sters. Canniff and Denison cla rified their reasons 
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that movement. The United Canadian Association and the 

Canada First Movement actually had much in common. Both 

were the products of the same climate of opinion in which 
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the anticipation of an exciting national destiny combined 

with the uncertainties and apprehensions of the immediate 

post-Confederation period, Again, both groups believed that 

history was the most effective of all instruments for instill-

1ng a sense of national unity, because "the consciousness of 
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a common past would provide a bond of union." 

William Canniff, author of the now classic~ 

Settlement of Upper CB.l'la.da, and a loyalist by descent, was 

born in 1830 near Hastings, Upper Canada. After taking his 

medical degree from New York University and serving in the 

Crimean War, he eventually assumed a post at Victoria 

College as a professor of surgery and began a long career 

in the service of Canadian medicine. After moving to 

Toronto in the mld-'sixties, Canniff helped found the 

Canadian Medical Association, served as its first Ontario 

secretary, and eventually became its national president. 

Like other English-Canadians during the Confederation era, 

Canniff became enthusiastic about creating a nation of trans

continental proportions. He joined the Canada First group 

in 1870 and eventually became president of the North-West 

Emigration Aid Society, a body organized by the Canada 
69 

Firsters to promote the settlement of the Canadian prairies. 

http:CB.l'la.da


In the mid-' sixties Canniff first rec orded his 

thoughts as to why nationalism was so essential to Cana-
70 
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dians . His philosophy of history understandably included 

a cyclical concept of national life , moving from infancy 

through adolescence to maturity and "inevitable decline ." 

During infancy and adolescence the most "assiduous guardian-

ship'' was required to ensure that "right principles " were 

i mplanted and nurtured , and noxious doctrines expunged from 

the collective mind. For him , Canada was just passing through 

its period of adolescence ~hen the national mind was "still 

pliable and capable of being moulded into almost any form." 

In his opinion , a happy future for t he new nation depended 

upon the immediate cultivation of certain thoughts and 

principles to prevent Canada from emulat i ng the "spoiled 

child" example set by the American republic. 

Canniff elucidated several of the "right principles " 

that he believed should constitute the basis of national 

consciousness. Foremost in his thou[Sht was the value of the 

British connection through whi ch "the life- blood has flowed 

into the Province ." Just as significant were traditions 

from the "pages of Canadian history " which gave "character 

and stability to our Northern Nation." As a result of the 

''honest ," "industrious " and "enterprising" efforts of past 

generations, Canada stood before the world , "a nat i on gr and , 

firm, dee p- rooted , and free -- free to all men to the blaclr 

as well as the white man ," Hers was a history of loyal Br itons 

who had refused to live "under an a lien flag "; a history not 
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of "bloody revolution • but of "gradual and healthful changes"; 

a history not of "filabusterism" or "land pirates fi ghting 

under the mot tee (§ i~ of ' Manifest Destiny ' , 11 but of ''in-

ternal improvements , and of healthy advancement ." In short , 

Canniff ' s mes sage was that if Canadians were made aware of , 

and then remained true to , these past values a~d traditions, 

their British-Canadian future would be a happy one. 

In the mid- ' seventies , Canniff once again spoke out 

in support of nationalism in a pamphlet enti tled Canadian 

Nationality: Its Growth and Development , a statement that 
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smacked of Canada First ideology. The hindrances to the 

gr011th and development of the new nation , and a Ca..'Yladian 

national sentiment were commented upon at length. Farochi-

alism constituted a ma jor obstacle . "Each (}rovinc~ wanted 

to be head nurse," wrote Canniff . "The result has been un-
72 

fortunate for the child." He expr essed anger at the effects 

of the British national societies of S t. Ge orge , St. Patrick, 

and St . .Andrew. These groups had originally been the pre -

serve of British i mmi gr ants but they had later admitted 

native- bor n descendants of i mmigrants into their ranks . 

"The result of this is that , in a great measure , the popula-
73 

tion of Canada is composed of forei gn nationalities •••• " 

Canniff a cknowledged the i mmigrants ' ri ght to cherish the 

memory of their homelands , but vehemently denoun.ced their 

practice of bringing to the new country as the national 

societies appeared to have done ,"the prejudices and the dis -
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lilrns -- the clax1nish..'Yless and the feuds " which existed in 

their old homes. "Is it not a curse to any country to have 

its people split into factions -- divided into numerous 
74 

isms ?" 

Hhat was his solution? ''The barriers erected by 

sectionalism , pre judice, and bigotry not native to Canadian 

soil ," he wrote , could only be "dissolved by a n oble patri-

ot ism, so as to create a homogeneous whole ." Thi s process 

would include the blending of the French element with the 

Anglo-Saxon. "They are French so long as we have English, 

Irish and Scotch in our country; but if the English, Irish 

and Scotch would become Canadians , so would the French." 

The hope for common national feeling and the growth of the 

Dominion were t·wo aspects of the same thin_, . "They grow 
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together; one is dependent on the other." It Nas for such 

reasons , then , that Canniff supported both the Canada First 

movement and the United Canadian Association. In each i n -

stance his motives were frankly nationalistic . 

It is probable that the members of the United 

Canadian Association were inspired by similar thoughts and 

motives. According to Canniff , the local societies that made 

up the UCA had been created in part "to counteract the un-

toward influences of other national societies upon the young 
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men." That Canniff vilified these "other national societies " 

for encouraging a purely British patriotism deserves comment . 

Actually the differences between the :o ocieties of St . Andrew , 

S t . George , and St . Patric{ and the Ontario historical groups 

\ 
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were often ones more of degree than kind. Both groups, 

for example, tried to fulfil the needs of individuals who 

were imbued with feelings of nostaglia and ancestor worship, 

who desired to perpetuate tradition, and who had a historical 

sense that required fulfilment, while a few of the historical 

and pioneer societies like the Loyal Canadian Society of 

Grimsby were no different from the national societies in that 

they undertook benevolent work to aid distressed members. 

They differed, of course, on the matter of the kind 

of patriotism each was striving to develop. The historical 

and pioneer societies that made up the United Canadian 

Association sought to create a patriotism rooted in an under

standing of the history of British North America since the 

coming of the loyalists. As for the national societies of 

St. Andrews, St. George, and St. Patrick, they sought to 

maintain the patriotic enthusiasm of their members for the 

old homelands across the Atlantic. 

Most members of the United Canadian Association 

would have probably agreed with Canniff and George Denison 

that there was nothing incompatible between a strong nation

alism and a united Empire. In their opinion, a robust and 

self-reliant Dominion would automatically strengthen the 

whole Empire. Canniff explained: 

••• it would be a strange doctrine to advance -- that 
the natural affection an Englishman, or Irishman, or 
Scotchman possesses for his native country, is in-



compatible with a patriotic devotion to the whole 
empire; and on what solid ground can rest the accu
sa tion that Canadians , in fostering a similar love 
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of country , are compromising their patriotism as 
Britons . On the contrary , is it not true that the 
greater the attachment one has for his native land , 
the greater will usually be his devot i on to the whole , 
of ·which his province forms a part? 
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Canniff and probably others in the UCA accepted 

George 'I' . Denison ' s reasoning that the development of a 

Canadian national sentiment was the only means of checking 

the drift t oward imperial disintegration. According to 

this popular impression , it was Britain ' s attitude towards 

Canada that endangered imperial ties . Hany Englishm.en were 

thought to be indifferent to Canadian needs . They seemed 

to regard Canadians as inferiors and judged the imperial 

connection solely in econonic terms . But if the new Dominion 

progressed materially , the argument went , and developed nation-

al pride , and successfully assumed all its responsibilities 

such as defence , then Britain ' s supposedly misguided ideas 

regarding colonies would undergo a transformation, She would 

regard the Empire differently and would provide the web of 

protection necessary to ensure Canada ' s development i n a 
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hemisphere dominated by the AI!lerica.n republi c. Although 

it was anticipated that Canada would mature within the ma-

trix o~ the Empire , neither Denison nor Can..~iff intended 

Canadians to be inferior. "Ca!ladians will no longer toler-

ate imported supercilious mediocrity -- they will be satis 

fied with nothing less than equality with the people of the 
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United Kingdom. '' The§e were some of the reasons why 

prominent members of the UCA considered the creation of a 

national sentiment of vita l importance and formed organiza-

tions to promote t hat cause. 

This discussion of the "nati onalism" that the Uni ted 
I 

Canadi an Association aspired to promote begs a r ather cru-

cia1 question. When these Ontarians thought themselves 

staunchly nationalist in 1872 , were they not a ctually re-

fleeting an Upper Canadian patriotism by equating Canada 

with Ontario? After all , the Dominion was on ly a federation 

of provinces , and a ccordin"" to G. F.G. St anley , "the people 

who lived in the provinces tha t became Canada were not , in 

the ei ght een- seventies , really Canadians at heart . They 

were Nova Scotians, New l3runswic1cers , Islanders, French 
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Canadians, Westerners , British Columbians , and Ontarians ." 

Judging from the concepts of the nation and of the past 

espoused by some members of the UCA , the nationalism they 

intended to inculcate was hardly acceptable to the other 

regions of Canada. 'l'heir parochi a l perception of "Canadian" 

hi s tory was made cons picuous by the absence of any effort to 

study the historical contributions of the other provinces . 

Canada , i n their view , be.gan with t he loyalist migration to 

Ontario. The Anglo-Saxon , loyalist emphas i s in their thought , 

needless to say, was als o anathema to French Canadians , 

Because of its Ontario first phi losophy , t he United 

Canadian Association could never have r ealized its objective 

of fosteri ng national sentiments outside of Ont ario . Even in 



that province , tne UCA did little to accomplish its ma jor 

goals , The annual excursion became the most important 
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activity of the association. The first excursion , plan_YJ.ed 

to nar k the anniversary of Brock ' s capture of Detroit in 

1812 , too!.t place on Augus t 16 , 1872 , at Queenston Heights , 

Delegates from all the affiliated societies attended the 

affair ·which was highlighted by a brass band , patriotic 

speeches , and culinary delights , Richard Oates was honoured 

by the York Pioneers with a gold meda l for himself and a 

silver tea service for his wife in appreciation of the 
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valuable worl<:: he had done for t he society, 

In the l a ter ' seventies , the pilgrimage to Brock ' s 

tomb became a regular Titua l for the pionee r groups , For a 

few years , though , the a nnual picnic was peripatetic, being 
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held , for example , near Ha:nilton i n 1873 , 'I1hese annual 

excursions could not have inspired other Ontarians to new 

hei ehts of nationalistic fevour . Since press coverage be-

yond the pla ce visited was minimal , few people would have 
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given the United Canadian Associa tion a second thought , 

One of the pro jects pla:n...YJ.ed at the inception of the 

UCA was the building of a monu_11ent at ueenston Heights to 

the Shawnee chief , Tecumseh, Deli ghted that the association 

intended to bestow on an Indian a status almost equal to 

Brock ' s , t_ e Six Nations be3an to show an interest in the 

activities of the UCA, Chief ~ . J , S i mcoe Kerr explained 

that the matter of the monument had been unanimous l y approved 
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before a full meeting of his people , and he promised that 

eight hundred warriors would be present w·hen the foundation 
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stone was dedicated . 

All this turned out to be wishful thinking. The 

monu.m.ent never materialized in spite of the efforts made by 

several members of the association. At a meeting of the 

UCA in the Canadian Institute in Toronto , June 7 , 1876 , a 

committee was appointed to rendezvous at M oravianto1·m to 
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seek out the grave of Tecumseh. A month later , on July 

8 , 1876 , the Evening Telegram reported that the conmittee 

had been forced to abandon its search because people in the 

neighbourhood adamantly opposed the removal of the chief ' s 
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remains. A scheme to pacify the local residents dre1·r the 

following comment from John Ross Robertson: 

The members of the United Canadian Association are 
taking a very fair and equitable stand . .. • They now 
suggest that should a repeated search for the Indian 
warrior ' s grave prove unsuccessful , a suitable nonu
ment should be erected upon the battlefield on the 
ban~{ of the Thames . Should they • • • succeed in dis
covering the resting place of Tecumseh , they desire, 
in concordance with the wishes of the tribe to which 
the grea t chieften (§i £] belonged , to remove the re 
mains to Queenston He i ghts and to deposit them by the 
side of those of Gen. Brock. The idea of placing the 
t wo champions of British authority side by side , in 
death as in life , is a very fittin~ one .••• 

In early September , Richard Oates travelled to the valley 

of the Thames and exhumed what was supposed to have been 

Tecumseh ' s remains , Oates whislrnd his prize away to Niagara 

only to be informed that the remains were those of someone 
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else. The publicity generated by this incident cooled 

the association's enthusiasm for the monument scheme. 

The United Canadian Association had other setbacks. 

For instance, a potentially important task sanctioned by the 

constitution was not taken up. Documents and artifacts were 

supposed to have been collected by local societies and de-

posited in a central museum. No real effort, however, seems 

to have been made by the leaders of the UCA to co-ordinate 

a collection programme with the aim of establishing a provin-

eial museum. Another project that was not completed, at 

least by the United Canadian Association, would have involved 

the sponsoring of a centennial celebration of the landing of 
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the loyalists in Ontario. Unfortunately by 1884, the 

centennial year in question, the UCA had dissolved. Several 

one-time members of the association did keep the idea alive, 

however, and brought it to fruition. William. Canniff became 

the moving force behind the loyalist celebrations at 
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Adolphustown and Niagara in 1884. 

As for the fate of the United Canadian Association, 

Canniff informed Jedediah P. Merritt early in 1880a "I 

fear the Canadian Association is dead. I have done what I 

could and am. willing to do what I can to promote the objects 
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for which the Association was created." He gave a post 

mortem explanation of the death of the UCA: 

••• there are but few who care about it. I have time 
and again spoken to Dr. Scad.ding and others. The 
feeling prevails that the Canadian Institute affords 
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sufficient power to act, and it is already the de 
positary of a good many boolcs and articles of interest. 
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In addition to the competition of the Canadian Institute , 

Canniff also mentioned that the society faltered because it 

did not obtain "the Government support absolutely necessar~r 

to secure success. " Several efforts had been made without 

results in the 1870s to acquire government subsidization for 
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the collection of "historical lore ". Canniff still be-

lieved that a "National Society '' similar to the United 

Canadian Association was i mportant and aslted for Jedediah 

Merritt ' s assistance. "If you can induce the Dominion Govern-

ment to allow a sum sufficient to establish an historical 
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muset:lJ!J. •• • , it would be a blessing to the Country ." But 

without government sponsorship , "persons of ·wealth and 

leisure " would have to talrn up the torch. "Could I do so, 11 

Canniff confided, "it would be the pleasure of my life to 

engage in the work of collecting documents and historical 

articles. " 

The United Canadian Associat ion , lilce the earlier 

Historical Society of Upper Canada , exerted an influence 

beyond its .... . 
v:i.me . In several ways it anticipated some of the 

a i ms and structures of the Pioneer Association of Ontario 

and the Ontario Historical Society. The co-ordinating role 

among the affiliated societies , the i nterest i n collecting 1 
\ 

historical documents and artifacts for a central museu.m , the\ 

intention of diffusing a knowledge of Canadian history for I 
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patriotic reasons, the efforts to build monuments to ex-

traordinary historical personages, the annual meetings in 

various parts of the province, and most importantly, the 

federal structure with complete local autonomy were attrib

utes common to both the UCA and the Ontario Historical Society. 

Tbe direct link between the Uni tea Canadian Assoc ia ti on 

and the Pioneer Association of Ontario can be traced to the 

York Pioneers' organization. Members of the latter group 

Henry Scadding, William Canniff and W.H. Doel -- happened to 

be instrumental in the founding of both provincial societies. 

These men and others were unhappy that the UCA bad become 

quiescent and they continued to believe in the need for a 

body to co-ordinate the patriotic and historical activities 

of the various local groups. Consequently, Henry Scadding 

and the York Pioneers persevered to maintain the communica-

tions between the local groups and to resurrect a provincial 

organization. Correspondence in the J.P. Merritt papers in 

Dominion Archives indicates that throughout the 1880s 

numerous annual excursions to Queenston were arranged by 

the York Pioneers. These outings were attended by some of 
95 

the local societies that once made up the UCA. Finally, in 

1886, an effort was made by Scadding to re-establish a 

provincial association. He wrote to Merritt: 

I daresay you will have received ere this a Circular 
from the Secretary of our Pioneers' Society having 
reference to a proposed Pioneers' and Old Settlers' 
day during the Industrial Exhibition in September 
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next, namely Tuesday the 14th of that month. 
I hope, so far as you may find it convenient to do 

so, you will kindly help forward the idea with your in
fluence, as I ho e such a atherin ma result in the 
Formation of a general Association for Ontario. talies 
minE!)having in view the preservation in each locality 
of the province, of relics of its Past, of its records, 
traditions and reminiscences. 

96 

Although the idea of a Pioneer Day at the Industrial 

Exhibition was acted upon, Scadding presumably failed to 

muster enough enthusiasm for yet another provincial his

torical organization. Undeterred, he continued to work in 

this direction. Eventually, in 1888, he. arranged a federal 

union between his local association in York County and the 

Peel Pioneers' Society of Brampton, an arrangement that 

created the Pioneer Association of Ontario. This third 

provincial historical group was destined to succeed. 

As this chapter has shown, the PAO evolved out of 

several earlier efforts to create a lasting provincial his-

torieal association. Jedediah Merritt made the first attempt 

in 1861 when he organized the short-lived Historical Society 

of Upper Canada to collect documentary material for a history 

of Canada West. later, in the period following Confederation, 

a group of patriotic Ontarians sought to breathe more life 

into the new nation by establishing the United Canadian 

Association, a body dedicated to the fostering of nationalism 

by the diffusion of a knowledge or Canadian history. In its 

organization, aims, and membership, this soeiety anticipated 

the Pioneer Association or Ontario. Although both the earlier 
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groups failed to live up to expectations , the PAO had a more 

fortunate development . It drew strength after 1888 from the 

proliferation of local historical and pioneer societies in 

southern Ontario. The PAO , like the United Canadian Asso

ciation , was made up exclusively of delegates of these local 

groups . 

To acquire an understanding of the Pioneer Association 

of Ontario , an examination of the membership , motivation , and 

activities of the local historical organizations is essential. 

The following chapter, therefore, is devoted to a compre

hensive analysis of the local historical society movement in 

the last decade of the nineteenth century. 
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CHAPT3R T'IO 

1rHE I.OCAT. AFFILI.A'l'?.D SOC I ETIES , 1887-1898 : 
ORIG HTS , M31'13E3SHIF , It-C':'::' -Vfl.TIO?T , ~~·,.D ACHIEVEJ.13'!'.TTS 

The historical society ~ovement spread rapidly in 

Ontario after 1887; so much so , tha t by the turn of the 

century t he loca l historica l ass ocia tion had become a val-

uable social and cultural institution in some dozen conmu-

nities across the southern part of the province . During the 

period under review, the movenent r egistered substantial 

gains in such areas of endeavour as publications , museum 

work, and historic preservation. The historica croups in 

question were the York Pioneer and Historical Society , 

Toronto ( 1 869 ) ; the Lundy ' s Iane Historical Society , i'Iiagar a 

Falls (18, ?); The Peel Pioneer and Historica l Society , 

0rampton (1887); the Ientworth Pioneer and Historical Society , 

Hamilton (188R ); the Historica Section of the Canadian 

Institute , Toronto {lR 8) ; the El gin Historical and Scientif

ic Institute , St . Thomas ( 1891) ; the Grenville Pioneer and 

Historical S ociety , Prescott (1891); the Si mcoe County 

Pioneer and Historical Society , 3arrie ( 1891); The :Ungs ton 

Historica l Society (1893); the Thorold and 3eaverdams His

torical Society ( 1894); the ~Jiagara Historical Society , 

Niagar a - on- the-I.alee (1895); the ',-! omen ' s Ca nadian :I istorical 

S ociety , Toronto ( 89 .5); the To"Kn and County of Peterborough 

Historical S ociety ( 1896); and the ': omen ' s Wentworth Historic -

61 
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al Society, Ha· ilton (1899 ) . 

Per h,ps the popular i ma3e of these croups as more 

"hysterica " than historical explains '!rhy no historian has 

deemed it '" orthwhi le to s tudy them and to provide answers 

for sue_ basic questions as : Uhy were they created a t a par-

ticular time and plac e? :Jha t were their p rposes? Di t hey 

fulfil these pur9oses? '.·iho fo nded t hem , or joined them , and 

for Hhat motives? The only _ istorian to have exami ned the 

nature and aims of the loca l historica l orsanizations -- and 

this in an admittedly superficial way -- is Professor Carl 
1 

Berger i n The Sense of Power ( 1970 ) , Ber ger concluded that 

they wer e "one aspect of a wider :,-.orth 1L.111erican concern 'Hi th 

local history ,, " that the Ontario societies were "not pri mari-

ly concerned with disinter ested and det a ched anti quarianisn ," 

but wer e instead dedicated to the cultivat ion of British-

Canadian :J.ationalism (or i nperialism as Berger would have 

it) . "In 2:eeping with this avowed pur pose ," Ber zer continued , 

"their publications ~rnre almos t exclus i ve l y devoted to t ne 

hardships of the Unite 3!Lpi r e :..Joyalists and the i ncidents 

of the .:ar o-:: 1312;" hence , "ther e is r.:ruch to be sai d for 

recar u.inc these historical societi0s as branches of the 
2 

Imperi .::il Federation I.,eac;ue , " 

3ercer ' s i mpressions a r e partly correc t , b:t he 

erred in relyins on an overly n.arrow sample of the i deas 

ent ertaine by historical s ociety me::nbers . Hi s conclusions 

a re based a:i::nost excl1 .sively upon the publications and 
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pronouncements of Canon George Bull, president during the 

1890s of both the Lundy's Lane Historical Society and the 

Pioneer and Historical Association of Ontario, and of 

Clementina Fessenden, the corresponding secretary of the 

Wentworth Historical Society. The local historical groups 

to which Bull and Fessenden belonged did serve as vehicles 

for disseminating the message of the Imperial Federation 

League, and do fit the mould fashioned by Berger. But most 

of the other historical associations cannot be catalogued in 

this way, and indeed were created for reasons in no way re

lated to the movement to consolidate the Empire. It is the 

purpose of this chapter to examine these reasons, as well as 

the activities, membership, and achievements of the local 

historical groups. 

I 

A quickening interest in the past during the Con

federation period, an interest that was sustained through 

the 'seventies and 'eighties, was a factor behind the es

tablishment of the historical societies in Ontario after 1887. 

A historical consciousness, of course, had existed since 

the 1850s and had contributed to the formation of the ill

fated Historical Society of Upper Canada. With the impact 

of the .American Civil War and the achievement of Confederations 

this incipient historical awareness was heightened by an 

infusion of nationalism. Groups like the Ca.na.da. Firsters 

\ 

http:Ca.na.da
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and the United Canadian Association approached history as a 

useful devi ce for i nstilling a sense of national unity in the 

new Dominion. The ' nationalistic desire to trace the life of 

the nation to its roots , to exalt its founders and defenders ," 

explains Carl Berger , " ••• gave an immense stimulus to 
J 

historical work in gener~l •••• Though the heightened in-It 

terest in the past sprang from the nationalist fears and 
; 

enthusiasms of the Confederation era , several influences 

combined to maintain it through the ' seventies and ' eighties . 

For instance , the activities of the affiliated local patriotic 

and historical societies that made up the United Canadian 

;\.ssociation lilrnly had some effect . I1:ore inportantly , a 

growing number of writers began to produce historical liter- v ' 
ature that both satisfied and stimulated the public ' s appe -

/ f J. l 
ti te for Canadian history . ~ <) 6 ": "'') 

v?rancis ?arl:man , 1"Those seven epic volu."nes of France 

and En;;land in :~orth .::imerica appeared between 1865 an 1892 , 

probabl~r had an "influence upon Canadian historiography •.. 

greater than that of any other individual durinc; the nineteenth 
4 

century." His style and interpretations 1·rnre accepted as 

the standard criteria of excellence , Pari{:man also demon-

strated to nationalist writers that Canadian history had 

immense inspirational potential , filled as it was with heroic 
5 

fi gures , dramatic events , and grand themes . Another major 

' influence in "strengthening the conception of romantic history 
6 

and inspirins the retrospective spi:rit " was '!alter Scott . 
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Eis historical novels , for instance , influenced the writinz 

of several romanticizers 1:1ho became a ctive in the historical 

societies . ~:.' hese included !'~ iagara ' s '.'iillia::!l :: irby , author of 

'The Golden Dog (1 77) , Toronto ' s Sarah Ari.:ne Curzon , who wrote 

Laura Secord: The Heroine of 1812 {1887) , and Kingston ' s 

( Agnes I~au e Viacher , the ·»rri ter of For ::inc:; and Country ( 1874) . 

Other local , provincia l , and national histories ---------·-
appeared in Ont a rio during the 1870s and 1880s that helped 

to maintain an interest in the past and anticipated the 1cind 

of worlc several historical associations would later undertaJrn . 

Representat ive of some of the best publications were Henry 

Scaddins • s Toronto of Old ( 1P7J) , 1 f illiam Henry J i throw • s 

popular The History of Canada (18 0) , J . C. Dent ' s The Last 

Forty Zears: Canada Since the Union of 1 l-1-1 ( 1881) , Scadding 

and Dent ' s Toronto: Past and Present (1884) , D. B. Bead ' s 

The Lives of the Judges of Vpne r Canada (l · RS ) and his l ife 

and Times of General John Graves Si mcoe ( 1890) , Willia ... "D. 

Houston ' s Documents Illustrative of the Canadian Constitution 

( 1891), a nd iiilliam Kingsford ' s ambitious and multi - vol'l..une 

Histor of Canada (1887- 1898 ) . 

In ad ition to these individua l efforts , various in-

v/\ 
t1nru),.1 

YVt>-\ l~ 
I Jj 

\ 

sti tut ions prepared the ground ·rorl'i: for the historical societies 

by creating a."'1 interest in local history and archeology . A 

growing number of private and municipal libra ries (especial-

ly a fter the passage of the ?ublic Libraries Act of 1882) , 

the varied literary and scientific associations , ana. the 

' v 
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Eechanics ' Ins ti tut es , "11 provided the boolrn and facilities 

for some of the first forays into local history . Not sur-

prisin::;ly , the people ·who had belonged to such groups as the 

Hami_ton Association and the Canadian Institute of Toronto 
7 

became charter members of the local historical association~\ 
. 1-t:' 

Perhaps the most powerful factor i n exciting the \ /f!j\l "~· ,1 
I cr (l •f( •' l 

"retrospective cast of mind " was the tense climate of opini~f .r 'Jp1,,;._ 

! 
that developed in the 18ROs , the product of economic depression , 

political turmoil, and ~acial , religious , and sectional con~ 

flict . "It is in times of trial ," ·1rites Carl Berger , "that 

the sense of nostalgia for a heroic history is heightened and 

in the midst of turbulence ci.n change that traditions a.re 

most useful for maintainin0 the assurance of security . The 

mood of doubt , disillusionment , and uncertainty •hich cul

minated in the late 880s provoced many of the appea s to 
8 

the certainties of the past . " For instance , the widespread 

concern for the loyalist heritage so evident in the U:SI 

centennial celebrations at A olphustm~n and 'Niagara in 18 4, 

and in the s peeches and writings of many nationalist spolrns-

men , was largely a response to the attaclrn on the British 
9 

c onnection by continentalists or advocates of independence . 

The nationalists cum imperialists sought to preserve and 

strengthen imperial ties by involring the past to prove that 

i mperial federation was the logical end towards which 

Canadian history ha d been evolving since 17. J. As will be 

shown later in this chapter , the founders of at least trn 
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local hi st orical societies 1Jsed the mecli 1J ... ".1 of the loJulist 

tradition to ~"reach the nc::ssace of iP?eri~tl :'ederElti on , 

,1 fter lS72 , historical reseE.trch received n stimulus \ L 
1(\ 1h 

fr on an e~1ti rely different source '·rhen the Jol'.1ini on ~'~::-chives \1J)l,1 \iv · 
\ 

besan issuinc annual reports . \ 
1·as \ 

appointed t1::at sar::1e ~rear to t:'l.e :.1e·:rl~r c1·eated post of :'o::c.ini oh 

Arc hi vi st , directed t .. e )Ublicati ons pro;::rEtr:i,...,.e for thirt~r 

' 
docurr.entD..ry collections ir:. Ottai:fft then relia-oly descri ~)ec1• by 

-.: .. . ':.. . Crui'rnha:o.1: as "unrivaled. 01:i this continent '1ot!1 for 
10 

extent c.ind. inportcmco ." 'Sr;y:"!lr..e:.i:- hsLc. c ornpleted. the Cf'• lcnclar 

Colonial Cffice records by JJ'95 . In ad .. i ti on, several series 

of docu~::.ents '::nd 8cen printed. D.nc.er his ae:;is for the first 
11 

J_ • 

vine, 

Eenm:·:-i ile , factors e:cternal to the Canadia~--i scer:.e 

•·:ere of sreat i:r..portance i1_ pro:-r:.otin::; i''lte:.i:-est in local b..istor~r 

::tt this tj_rr.e . ,...,l:.e J .. T.1ericm1 historicnJ soc:!.ety ::rrover'.ent , for 

e::£1r.'.!ple , readily e'trne t_.e ad:c.iration of the foi_,mders of 

histo ~ic8l ossocintions in Ontario. 

:roups in the ~epub1ic h~ been assiduo~sly collectin3 ~nd 

pnblis'-1.L'.1::; source 1:1.E'tcrinls for nearl;;.r a ce::'ltur~r , a. ::-::nr~:ecl_ 

Cve:r eic;ht~r loc'1 1. ::.1.i:1c state societies ''7ere fovnded in that 
, ? 

decade . ·'-·- .lne ric::.tr- " docu:rieniE~ " soo.r- spilled over the bor,.,ter 

into Can8da as irnerican societies culled t~~ collections in 
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the mid- 189 s , the Vi ichi gan Pioneer and Historical Society \ 
the Dominion Archives , and spent large su.~s of money in 

transcribing and printing docuraents for their own use . By 

had published sone twenty- six hundred pages , and each of the 

1Hsconsin an Vermont Historical Societies over two hundred 
13 

pages of Canadian documents relevant . to .American history . 

Frovincial historical associations in Canada , on the other 

hand , unable to nuster the necessary financial resources , 

had done virtually nothing of this nature . 

Eany of the founders of local historical groups in 

Ontario certainly emried the American accomplishment and bore 

it i n aind when establishing their groups . For instance , 

when James Coyne formed the Elgin Historical and Scientific 
/' 

Institute and urged the collection of a. 1 docv~ents and 

facts related to the Talbot Settlement , he specifically 

r.ientioned the similar work being carried on south of the 
14 

border. In Simcoe Coun.ty , Andrelr F . ?.unte r , editor of the 
.L_ -

Barrie :?xEIJ!liner and the founder of the Simcoe County Pioneer 

and Historical Society , stressed the value of forr.iinc a local 

historical society by publishing a lengthy article on the 
15 

subject by an .American writer. \f illian Canniff , chairman 

of the Historical Section of the Canadian Institute in 1893 , 

was ashamed that "we of Canada are f sir behind the several 

neizhbouring States in the matter of collecting and publish-

ing the historical materi a l thic1cly scattered over the 
16 

r rovince , or to be found in by- places abroad •.•• " Finally , 

in applying for .c;overrrnenta.l financial support , Canon Dull of ----

\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
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Lundy ' s Lane emphasized t he f act "that each s t ate a cross the 

border- line hss long since a cted upon the plan of an annual 

er ant of money to assist in producing one or more volunes of 
17 

state historic value every year," 

Considering the British cha r acter of late-Victorian 

Ontario , the record is strangely silent on what i mpact , if 

any , the e_ar:i.ple of 3rita in ' s h istorica l s ocieties had in 

Ont a rio . Andrew F . Hunter , in a r guing for a county his-

torical organization , made one reference to the resea rche 

i nto local socia l and e conomic history undertaken by Oxford ' s 

J , 3 . Thorold :rtoger s as indicative of the "class of infor~a-

tion tha t such s ocieties could preserve ." Be \·rent on: 

The lat e Prof , J . ? . Thorol Rogers , of Oxford , spent 
twenty years of patient investi~ation amid the old 
business recor s , f a r m a ccounts , and municipal a rchives 
of :i<:n.s l and. The main results of his r esearch , Prof . 
Rogers has pl a c ed on r e cord i n h is "Si x Cent uries of 
'ior k an '.la 3es " and i n his six volu:r..e "Hi s tory of 
~~gricult re and Prices ." These are priceless v olU:'Ties 
of exact i nfoI'I.'.lation , and in late years have do-'le much 
to mould public opinion on labour , trade and soc ial 
questions •.•• 

18 

Thi s could well be the sole r eference i n this period. to work 

i n 3ritish local history by a founder of a historical society 

i n Ont a rio . 

Historical or3ani zations in other Canadian provinc es 

did not seem to e _crt much i nfl ence either . From the avE iJ_-

able sources , it 1'JO .ld appear t hat there m 1s an awareness in 

Onta rio of so:oe of the activities of the historical assoc i a - 1 

tions in lT ew 3r nswic'..c , :• ova Scotia , Quebec, and HEnitoba . 

I 
I 

\ l 
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E , A. Cr .. ilrnhan'~ , for e~:a::np e , vhi le ac:1.clressinr; the assembled 

delegates of the local societies at the arE1ual neeting of the 

?ioneer and Historical .Association of Ontario in 1 95 , 

briefed then on the publications of t hese Canadian orsan-

izati ons , There is no evidence , ho ,reve1~ , that any of the 

local historical societies in Ontario owed their existence 

to the e:rn.r:iple or encouragement of historical c;roups in the 

rest of the countr~' . 

II f{J /;ct /i''J 
Ontarians establi shed historical societies in Ontario 

after 1887 for :!nany reasons , the combination of which changed 

according to tine , place , and the interests and co-:.1.cerns of 

the founders . The -'::n01'iledge that irreplaceable historical 

docunents , artifacts , buildin0s , and sites were being 

destroyed ;:·ras often expressed as a good reason for establisr: -

in0 historical associations , Other factors that ought to be 

examined are local pride and jealousies , the vested interests 

of NO!L.en ' s groups , ancestor worship , and social prestige . 

Final y ~ sone importance ::nust be attached to the abiding 

need am.on_::; nany Ontarians to create a cohesive national 

heritage and a unity of nat i onal purpose in a period when 

the integrity of the Do::ninion seemed to be under attac1r . 

j_ fundamental reason foi~ the establishment of his -

torical societies in Ontario was the realization among a 

growinc; number of citizens that action r:ms essential to 

A ___ .., 

\ 
\ 
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preserYe historical ocurnents and artifacts , the destruction 

of which was apparent every·where . Invariably the frame of 

reference for the activities of each society e~braced the 

collection , preservation , and diffusion of histori cal nate-

rials . Eo limitation 1·ms put on the J~inds of docurnents and 

infor:rr:ation that were to be gathered. :;J;verything relevant 

to the history of early 3ritish settlement was considered 

accepta' le . The El3in Historical and Scientific Institute 

included among its aLns "the collection and preservation of 

the records of the early settlement of the Lake Shore 

[ J rii) counties . , , including histories , newspapers , pam-

phlets , old letters , booJrn, docunents and the personal 
19 

reminiscences of old pioneers ." _\.ccording to ': illiam 

Canniff , the end result of a ll this '""athering activity 

would be "a full an faithful history of the founders and 

ouilders of Upper Canada: " 

••. I . refer not alone to those noble United Empire 
Loyalists •.• , but as well to the brave-hearted sons 
and daughters of the several fatherlands a cross the 
sea • •.• 

How little is known about all these fathers of· our 
countr y individually, about the circunstances attending 
their voya2:es and their travels through trac1dess woods , 
and by treacherous waterways ; of the uncertainties of 
settlement , of the days and years of strugsle to conquer 
the obstacles 1· hich beset their way , and the eventual 
success which crm·med the labors of many of then a!ld of 
the failures of others . 

Hor little is lcnm· n about the organization of the 
several Lunicipalities , the gradual develop~ent of the 
country in the forrc.ation of various institutions , the 
introduction of schools, the beginning , t _e gro1th and 
development of the several learned profess ions - - in a 
word , a 1 that i com:prehended in the firm establishment 
of law , order and gooa. sovernment .•.. 



It is t o gather up and preserve all that can be 
obtained relating to these events that h i s torical 
socleties a re founded .•.• 

20 

Although the proclivity for t he history of settle-

72 
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ment was shared by the founders of a l the societies , several 

orsaniza tions wer e in part the product of an interest i n 

a rchaeology or natural h i story. In this respect David 3oyle 

of the Canadian Institute , Andrew Hunter of the Si mcoe 

County Pioneer rnd Historical S oci e t y , and nembers of the 

:Slc;in Historical and Scientific Institute a re particularl y 

noteworthy . 3 oyle , a Scotti sh i .m.ni gr ant of 1856 , e:!:'ltered 

the teachin3 prof ession and was principal of the public 

s chool in F:lora for t en years , a period i n which he made 

hi~se f an authority on Ontario a rchaeology , In 1884 he 

presented his va uab_e collection of Indian relics to the 

Canadian Institute , THo years later the Institute opened 

a museum of 1~atural :-! istory and Archaeology i th Boyle as 

curator , and in 1287 Queen ' s Par~i;: awarded Boyle a crant of 

one thousand dollars to promote archaeological ~esearch in 
21 

Ontario. The f ollm· ing year he publi shed t he first 

Archa eolo.°iical ?ieport as an appendix to the annual report 

of the Department of E ucation. Davi d Boyle was a lso partly 

r esponsible for awalcening an interest i n a rchaeology in 

Peterborough and vicinity in 1896 , after the discovery of 

the famous ser pent n ound. He wrote to individuals in the 

area suggesting that the;y establish a historical organization 

!: i (\···. 



to undertake further archaeological and historica re-
22 
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searches in Peterborough county. .'i...~drew Hunter , another 

self-educated archaeologist and friend of Boy e ' s accom-

plished valuable wor{ in uncovering and charting the village 
23 

sites and ossuaries of old Hurunia. Undoubtedly Hunter 

had archaeological activity in mind when he founded the 

Simcoe County Pioneer and Historical Society in Barrie . 

In Hamilton , the \fontworth Bistorica.l Society was 

organized in part to prosecute researches into archaeology , 

an activity first promoted in the area by the Hamilton Asso-

ciation. As early as 1883 , members of the latter group 

investigated and uncovered the exploits of French mission-
24 

aries and explorers at the fond du lac . The Elgin His -

torical and cientific Institute, situated in what used to 

be the country of the Neutrals , also included archaeological 

research in its list of prime objectives . Interest was 

aroused when farmers in the region repeatedly plou0hed up 

Indian artifacts and destroyed what might have been valuable 

prehistoric sites. Huch enthusiasm had also been engendered 

by the discovery of the SouthKold :Sarthworks , the only known 

double-wall ed Indian earthwork fort in existence . Thus , 

among the society ' s stated aims , were "the collection and 

preservation of Indian vocabularies , folk-lore and archaeol-

ogical specimens , " and "the investigation of Indian forts 

25 
and mounds , and their preservation as f ar as practicable." 

Th~ Slgin Histori cal and Scientific Institute, as its name 
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implies, was unique in that its field of enquiry encom

compassed natural history and "historical and scientific re

search." Actually the emphasis on the "scientific" func

tion in the title was something of an overstatement, being 

chiefly a response to the passion of one of the founders for 
26 

ornithology. 

It is tempting to speculate about what social phi

losophy with respect to the Indians underlay the new interest 

in things archaeological. Was it a product of "deep doubts 
27 

about the old certainties of progress and Western superioritytt 
28 

that first arose during the 1890s in Europe and North America, 

or a new social conscience and cultural relativism that would 
29 

later help to give the Indian a new lease on life? This 

does not seem to have been the case. These amateur archae-

ologists probably retained the image of the aborigine per

petuated by the Parkmans or the Duncan Campbell Scotts as 

"a combination of stealth, wild passion, absence of compassion, 
30 

and superstition." Tbe historical society member was more 

likely to be imbued with nineteenth century concepts of 
31 

progress, social darwinism, survival of the fittest, and 

tbe Anglo-Saxon duty to civilize, as James Coyne put it, 
32 

"inferior races upon principles of justice and equality" 

than with cultural relativism. 

Turning to other factors that led individuals to 

establish historical associations, it was the urge to pre-

serve historic sites, buildings, and landmarks that moved 
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individuals to band together in raagara Fal s , !Uagara-on-

the - La1ce , Thorold , and Hami ton, The Niae;ara Peninsula , 

one of Ontario ' s oldest settled regions , and the scene of 

some of the heaviest fighting during the ·:Jar of 1812, had 

perhaps the greatest concentration of historical military 

landmar_rn and buildinc;s in the province . 

In 1887, George Bull, the newly appointed canon of 

All Saints Church in Niagar a Falls , first gave voice to the 

concern of many Ontarians for the dilapidated condition of 

so many of the region ' s historic sites and buildings . Born 

in Dublin, 3ull had come to Canada in 1831. Ordained i.n 

1852 , he served in various parishes in Barton , Stamford, 

Lundy ' s lane , and Hamilton before retiring in 1902. For 

thirty years he was a superintendent of schools in the 

counties of Lincoln and '·i enti;.·rnrth , 

George 3ull was particularly appalled by the neglected 

state of the battlefield and cemetery of Lundy ' s Lane at 

the crest of Drummond Hill. The site was unmarlced and 

dotted with -eed-choked tombstones in various stages of 

decay , To transform this unfortunate scene and to Barlc 

the site with a fitting monument became the raison d ' etre 

of the Lundy ' s Lane Hi storical Society in its first years of 
33 

operation, Similarly , the founders of the '•!entworth 

Historical Society credited a visit to the neglected ruins 

and landmarlrn of the Eiagar a region for the inspiration to 

form a historical society in their area : 
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The scene of desolation presented was touching in the 
extreme. The utter neglect of these forts is re
sulting in their complete obliteration, and it was pro
posed to try and organize a Society for the purpose of 
collecting all possible information relating to these 
places and their early occupants, and enlist the aid of 
the Government in their preservation. 

34 

Two historical societies at Niagara-on-the-Lake, 

both impressed by the example of Canon Bull, were founded to 

ensure the preservation of the town's historic sites and 

buildings. A short-lived organization established by William 

Kirby in 1891 lobbied briefly for federal funds to repair 

Fort Mississauga before the centennial celebration of the 
35 

founding of Upper Canada in 1892. Janet Carnochan's sec-

ond Niagara Historical Society founded in 1896 dedicated it

self to "the preservation of all historical landmarks in 
36 

~h~ vicinity." At approximately the same time, the 

Thorold and Beaverdams Historical Society materialized with 

a view to memorializing the battlefield made famous by the 
37 

names of Secord and Fitzgibbon. And finally, much of the 

enthusiasm for the formation of the Historical Section of 

the Canadian Institute seems to have come from the interest 

of its founders in preserving such archaeological sites as 

Fort Ste. Marie and historic Forts George and Mississauga 
38 

in the Niagara region. 

Not a few of the historical associations discussed 

here were in part the product of a snowball effect within 

the historical society movement; that is, once the first 
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\ functioning , they directly encouraged the 
\ 

creation of similar organizations in adjacent counties, 

either through direct stir:rulus or simply by example . For 

instance , within months of its formation , the Lundy ' s Lane 

\ 
\' 
\, 
~ 
I 
\ 

Historica Society corresponded with individuals in Fort \ 

Erie , Stoney Creek , Niagara , and Thorold in the hope of 
39 

establishing branch societies . There seems little ques-

tion that Canon Bull ' s enthusiasm was at least partly re -

sponsible for the establish.ment of historical associations 
40 

in Hamilton , Thorold , and Niagara. All these groups 

manifested their indebtedness to the Iundy ' s Lane society 

by emulating its activities in al!Ilost every respect , Janet 

Carnochan, who was an active member of the Lundy ' s lane 

Ristorica l Society when she founded the Niagara Histor ical 

Society in 1895 , consciously patterned the activities of her 

historical group after Bull ' s organization , and readily 
41 

admitted relying on his advice on several occasions . { I 1 
_) l- 0 ,;1r/l 1 /t. \ 

Another clergyman , Henry Scaddj,ng (1313 - 1901) of 
-"',,..._..,.--. 

Toronto , actively promoted the formation of county historical 

associations in Ontario . The son of John Scadding , at one 

time the property manager of Colonel John Graves Si:ncoe , 

Henry was a native of Devonshire, Fngland and had come to 
Li-2 

Canada in 1821 . Fducated at Upper Canada College and St . 

John ' s College , Cambridge , he taught for several years at 

the former institution before assuming the position of rector 

of Holy Trinity Church in Toronto , He retired from a ctive 

parochial worl{ in 1875 and devoted himself to historical pur-
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I 
suits . By publishin3 Tor onto of Old (1873) , Toronto : Pas t 

and ?resent f;1884) in collaboration with J . C. Dent , and 

(/Toronto: Old and '£'.Yew (1891) with G. r'ie rcer :Ldams , Scadding 

earned his reputation as the historian of Toronto . In 

recognition of his acconplishments his peers elected him 

president of the Canadian Institute (1 70- 76) , of the Yorr 

Pioneers ' Society ( 880- 98) , and of the provincial Pioneer 

and Historical Ass ociation ( 1888- 94) . 

As leader of these historical societies , Scadding 

was instrurc.ental in forming the Peel Pioneers ' Society in 

1887 and helped to organize the Simcoe County Pioneer and 

Historica l Society in 1891. 'I'he former was created as a 

sister organization by the members of the Yorlr Pioneers 

residing in and around 3 rampton , and adopted the York 
43 

Pioneers ' constitution and by- laws as their own . So too 

did the Simcoe County society , founded mainly through the 

efforts of Andrew F. Hunter . When Hunter assumed the owner-

ship of the Barrie Fxa.niner in October 1889 , .. e promised 

that "every effort will be ma e to uphold the pos i tion of 

the Examiner as a wee~.<:ly neNspaper of the highest class . 

The series of Local and County historical s1.rntches already 
44 

announced to appear will be commenced in a few weelrn • • , . " 

'J 
' ! l l . t;~ 

f I I 
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Upon learning this , Scadding urged qunter to form a historical 
···- 45 association in Simcoe Cotmty . Taking up the challenge , 

Hunter educatea his readers as to the value of history and 

local historical societies, and reported on the activities 
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of existing historical associations across the province. 

After nearly two years of educating the public as to the 

desirability of having a historical society in the comm.uni-

ty, Hunter succeeded in establishing one in Barrie. 

79 

Admiration for the efforts of the Lundy's Lane and 

York Pioneers' Societies certainly contributed to the grow:th , 
j ·. v' I 

of the historical society movement. On the other hand, i ~· ~ 

local pride and jealousies )layed significant roles in th~ f"-i ' ,)\.L .. 

formation of some organizations. Niagara Falls residents 

stung the pride of adjacent communities by boasting that the 

battle of Lundy's Lane was the "most memorable, ••• the most 

severe and decisive, of all the engagements on the Niagara 
47 

frontier during the campaign of 1812-14." Naturally Went-

worth's "Men of Gore" had other ideas about the most sign.if-

icant military engagement in the Niagara region. It was a 

common belief in Wentworth County that the battle of Stoney 

Creek was more important, and "but for the reversal result

ing from that engagement the loss of ~h~ Southern peninsula 

would certainly have followed the advance of the American 
48 

forces" in 1813. After all, exulted a founding member of 

the Wentworth Historical Society, the skirmish was "a vic

tory which has proven most important to us Canadians ••• ; 

a victory which will not be erased from history in all time; 

a victory that has very few equals; a victory that has se

cured the home, the family and the country to British-
49 

Canadian people we trust for all time to come." Needless 



to say , the residents of Thorold reacted in much the same 

way ancl glorified the a.cco:oplish::nents of Laura Secord and 

the heroes of Beaverdams. 

80 

Ironically , rivalries within the same locality could 

give rise to a historical associa tion. In 1899 , for instance , 

::nost of the officers and members of the ladies ' auxilia!'y of 

the Wentworth Historical Society bitterly dissociated them

selves from. the parent body and formed the independent Uo::nen ' s 

~~ entworth Historical Society . This division of historical 

forces in Hamilton climaxed a running battle between the two 

groups over the question of a museum and monu_~ent site for 

the 3attle of Stoney Creel-:: . The ::najori t;>r of the original 

group , most of w·hom. were men , had resolved to build a log 

cabin ::nuseu.rn in Harvey Pe rli: adjacent to Dundurn Castle , near 

the defensive earthwor rn, built during the ·..:ar of 1812 , and 

to erect a monU!Ilent comnemorating the battle on a small plot 

that the~r determined was near the centre of the battlefield. 

'.·'iany of the 1·romen , however , rejected this plan. 1rhey 

advocated instead a more daring project involving the pur

chase of the Gase House and honestead . The dispute over the 

museum and ::nonurr:.ent site was further complicated by another 

controversy which to this day has not been settled to every

one ' s satisfaction. The women ' s claim that the Battle of 

Stoney Creek raged all arou..Yld the Gage house was rejected 

by the officers of the '.·! entworth Historical Society . From 

their reading of the documents pertainine to the battle , the 



men ·were convinced that the homestead remained on the 
.50 
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periphery of the battlefield. They argued that the 1rnmen ' s 

case 1~as biased by the f a ct that Sara Ca der , the president 

of the women ' s group , had a personal interest in purchasing 

the homestead since her ;::rand- parents had owned the property 

at the ti::ne of the battle . In any case , Hrs . Calder per-

suaded her feminist counterparts to raise the necessary funds 

by public subscription. ''ihen tha t proved insufficient , she 

signed the mortgage herself for the balance owing. Sub-

sequently , the main worlr of the 'l omen ' s 'J entworth B: istorica l 

Soci ety i nvolved raising additional fu:..r1ds to expand , renova t e , 
51 

and mainta in the property as a museum and parlr . It was the 

fir s t historic site and building i n Canada secured for per-

manent preservation by an independent agency . 

The format ion of the ~·: omen ' s Canadian Historical 

Soc i e ty of Toronto was a less dr&matic a ffa ir. At a meeting 

of the Fioneer and Historica l Association of the Province of 

Ont a rio , Septembe r 5, 1895 , a resolution moved by David B. 

Bead and seconded by Henr y Scadding was passed appointing 

Sar ah Curz on and r::ary Fitzgibbon a con.mi ttee to form a 

women ' s society i n a ffili a tion with t1:1.e provincial or0aniza-
52 

ti on. '· i thin a few months , the committee of two had crea ted 

their own organization. 

The women ' s historical :;roups in Ha::nilton and Toronto 

should be considered to so::ne degree a p!'oduct of the feminist 

movement which had been growing in strength since the 1870s . 
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status anc 1·rere a ttemptins in various ways to c a rve a more 

meanint:f .1 role for themselves outside the confines of t 11e 
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Victorian home . The leadinc:; personnel of the wo:nen ' s 

society in Toronto were deeply involved in the feminist 

movement. F or exanple , Sarah ~\. . Curz on ( 18JJ - 98 ) had been 

an a cti vi t for vromen ' s richts since the 1 870s when she helped 

Dr . ::mi Jy Hovw.rd S t01·re to establish the first wo:nen ' s 

suffrage .::roup in Canada i n the .__, ise of the Toronto '.:omen ' s 

Literary Cl b . In 1°'81 Frs . Curzon became a eading public -

ist for the f eI'linists as an associate editor of the Toronto 

weekly Canada Citizen , a temperance paper that had offered 

the literary club a column throu.::h vhich to propag.site its 
54 

philosophy and causes . Another charter ne:n er of the 

Toronto ·women ' s societur, :1rs . 'J illoughby Cumnine;s , had been 

on the e·itorial staff of t1e Globe for several years , the 

first 1·Joman in Canadian journalism to hold st ch a position. 

Other members -- Eary A, Fitzgibbon , Lady Sdgar , Earjorie 

Ec i-Iurchy -- 1·rnr e a ccomplished writers in an age when some 

men still frovmed upon such activity . Janet Carnochan (18J9 -
' '• 

1926) , the founder of the Yi ag' ra Historical S ociety , en-
I 

deavoured in her capa city a s a tea cher to advance the ca se 

of 1· omen i n her profession. After an exe"!Iplary teaching 

career , she i gnored m ch a dverse criticism in 1 S72 to ass .~e 

the position of princ i pal of the Niagara Public School, a 

position her critics believed wa s beyond the capabilities of 

I 

\ 
\ 
\ 
i 
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a woman. 

There is little doubt that the women had an axe to 

grind when they formed historical societies. History, they 

apparently thought, was a useful tool to promote the late 

nin•teenth century demand for equal rights, by illustrating 

what a vital role women had played in the development of 

the nation. It was partly for this reason that Laura Secord 

became the patron saint of the women's society in Toronto. 

Her deed was highly dramatized and suitably embellished in 

Sarah Curzon's Laura Secord, The Heroine of 1812 (1879). 

Mary Fitzgibbon, a grand-daughter of the male hero in the 

Secord story, and of Susanna Moodie, the writer of Roughing 

it in the Bush, used the first transaction of the Women's 

Canadian Historical Society to publicize her feminist beliefs 

and to stake a claim for the women's share of the national 

glory: 

••• We know the worth of our influence now for good or 
ill, and the devoted loyalty of the women in Canada in 
1812 was a strong factor in the preservation of our 
land to the British Empire. On every pat:;e of the his
tory of the U.E. Loyalists, and that of the War of 1812-
14, the energy, loyalty, bravery snd endurance of the 
women are written in letters of gold. 
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It is interesting that the first of hundreds of Women's 

Institutes across Canada, yet another manifestation of 

aroused womanhood, was formed in 1897 at historic Stoney 

Creek. Although originally designed to promote a knowledge 

of household science, these feminist groups soon included 

history within their terms of reference and became, in effect, 
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the r ural counter parts of the ur ban women ' s h istorical 

societ i es . 

Personal and f amilial pride of a ccompli srunent seems 1 1 

to have been anothe r pmrnrf ul factor :._oti va tinc many of the 

fou.nders of these e a rly historica associations . Certainly 

charter members in every sroup e ither tra ced their lineage 

to Upper Canadian pioneer stock or claimed to be ori 3ina l 

settlers i n their m,m rizht. Indeed , the York and Peel 

societies 1;ere exclusively "pio!lee r " associations that opened 

their ran:rn only to long- te:rm residents of the respective 

counties and their descendar-.t s . 'l'he folloi:·ring excerpt from 

a speech at the annual sames of t he Yorl{ an Peel Pio:'lee r s 

in 1891 provides i ns i shts i nto t~e mi nds of those elderly 

members w_ o had souc;ht and found their vers ion of the e;ood 

life in Ontario , men who had helped to l ay the founda tion of 

the provi nce and who r ecognized the significance of their 

undertaki n.::; : 

In lool{inc bac ~{ and ta_::ing a retrospect of the history 
of many of your ne~nbe rs , I fin they , li:re mys elf , ·uere 
lea-v i n::; their native country • . . acc ompanied by pove rt- ; 
but to- ay , thank God , many of us have left homes to 
cone here wherein there is a great plenty , and enough to 
s pare ; •• . C:Joll:] the Canadian farmer finds himself con-
f ortable Q i §] housed in his frame building , his fields 
surrounded with good f ences and waving with yellm"r crops , 
al l the vestiges of the old forest re:.i'!oved except here 
and there an old pine stum.p to remind him of f or:::ner 
,c;ener ations of :1.eroes that have passed away . 

57 

For such ~en , the zenith of agr a rianism had been reached i n 
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Cntario , 

Thouc;h eli3i bili ty to join :nost ot_"er historical groups 

was not restricted to those of pioneer lineage, there was still 

a tendency to encourage such people to join. The Si!:lcoe County 

?ioneer '.-!istorical Society , for exapple , especially ·welc omed 

"those Hho resided in the County of Simcoe prior to con-
58 

federation , Jul~' 1 , 18 7 , or their descen ants . " In 

'I'oronto , the orsanizers of the lam.en ' s Canadian Eisto"!'ical 

'3 ociety 1·-ere chosen by Eary Fi tz3i bbon and Sarah Curz on be-

cause they were represe::1.tati ves by nEt.me or descent of 
59 

far;;.i ies lone; resident in the city. Only one of the 

associations was co2prised e~clusively of loya ist descen-

d.ants . The Grenville !'ioneer and _ istorical Society re -

stricted its nembership to those who coi..;.ld establish that 

one of their ancestors had been a resident i n Canada before 
60 

1792 . rr.1his zrou:p 1·m basically the one man operation of 

its president , :? . T. ?rench , -;·rho spent his energy filling 

note"joo}:s with the rer!'.iniscences and pioneer experiences and 
61 

acco!:lplish.11ents of the !1leLbers and their fa:nil es . To be 

sure , loyalist na:nes cro9 1p i.n every historical society 

Denison , Canniff and Pla;,rte:r of Toronto , Rogers of Peter-

borough , :alls , Iand , ~az_e:r and Griffin of Ea~ilton , ~Cirby , 

3all and Servos of ~7°ia:;ara -- but loyalist ancestry '»!as not 

typical of the :enera membership in nnyof these ~roups . 

In an a::e when history 1ms used for nationalistic 

ends , i:Then loyalists and pioneers were extolled as the fou!l 
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e~s fft:.cl build.er"' of the cot.ntry, there nay have bee~1 deep 

personstl :md. ps;yc olo.::;icnl reaso:."ls for the ancestor ~-rnrship 

so evi ent i~1 the _.istoric8-l 2ssociations . 

clr::t1:rin:::; upon ?_ich:trd ~ofstaclter ' s status revolution thesis 

i~ ~he i~e of ~ef orm thf't the loyalist 

tradition f 1ourish0c. :xtrt ~,r becar:.se " it bolstered. t e st:oltus 

of J.oyalist descen :n~.ts b:r associatinc~ their ancestors 1·i th 
62 

the fov.ndatio:1s of nat i onal greatness . " Accor inc to this 

!'lypothesis, lo::ralist fa::ilies in Onts1rio , in co!!l.Inon 11ith 01-cl-

stoc'.:: Anglo-J.1erican fm:'.ilies alor_:::; the e2stern seaboard of 

the Pni ted Stci.tes , develo~Jecl an interest i::i history and 

c;ene alo::;y part .. :r in an attempt to rec ove:-- social ;iresti::::;e 

nnd to cornpsnsate for tho iwpendins or 8Ctual loss of sociel 

c nc polltical pm·rer to the ::-iouveaux riches of the so-called 

r-ilde . 1-:.:;e . In the repu1.Jlic , the o1d families a9parently 

sot :::; .. t to cot'..nter the social cli:::J.binz of the ne1·z aristocrEic:r 

of ueE.Llth and to shore , .p their m,m d.eclininc; pror:::inence b:" 

c.~airiin::::; ~: su9erior patriotis~n as descendants of the natio.:.". ' s 
-3 

founders , and as ,suE"l.r iens of ~~merica •s c 'lture . :.i:ence , 

filiopietistic patriotic orders a':in to the Sons of the 

A:neric<:m "'.evoh ti on ( 1°89) and the :Jau:::;hters of the \.nericnn 

~evolution ( q90) proliferated after 1R70, accessible only to 
<I• "-' r~"' 

the desce!1o ants nf the fou:n.dinc; fathers. 

:er.:::;er _perceives a sL:ii lar n _pattern in the El.SSDl!lpti ons 

of social su:!)eriori ty b::::i.sed. on cmcestry and patriotisn" in 

the literature of "?.ritish-Cq:nadian loyrlisn. f"f'he historical . 
' I 

societies , for instm:.ce, alle:;edly" •. , filled the pages of 
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published transactio:.1P ~,:ri th s 1:8tc __ es of lo:raJ i st fa.,...iiJ_ies , 

Dast sacrifices for 
- 65 

princi~JJ e anc. tgles of h£1rrl.ship in t:'.'le fore ts of Cntnrio." 

-~cc ordi:. .. :; to ~ ercer , J::>:;cili st descendants in the hi storica::1_ 

societ~r rrnve::::ient , individ1-1 l s li';:e C:- , 1' . Denisoyi , :illinn 

'Cmmiff , and '"illia:i --irby , helped create the lortlist cult 

rhich "could not "'::mt re _ound to t __ eir T·r21 personal presti:::;c 

En_ social status ." W1J.rth.:::r::r.ore, the cDtip':ithy :man:r of the 

lo:ralist descendants ho::.."'bo1Jre "touards 'nen of business " 

thesis . 

~ e~- :,..,lc! iri the :::i.oti v21t~_o:r of those ~·•ho for::ied hist ricel socie-

l tie in this :!_:)eriod? Ce-tainly ancestor wors'lip er filio-

pietis~ suffused the l "terature of the .i toricEl societies . 

Interest j_n the .'.1on- lo:ralist ~r fc:ithers Nas q_v.i te stro:1: , 
~--------

indeec_ , CTo:::-eso thon Professor -~.er::::er h£ls indico.ted . 'l'he l oc~:tl 

historif·~ns 1<1 cle the ::werac:e :::iioneers as fo i_nders gnd uild~ 

ers of the Doninion , 

.sL so )ortrn~red as s .fferin:= crnd toili::s in the forest ;::irime-

v::ll to build home cX!::.d co.ntry . rr:'hey too fo 1.;:::ht rebels in 

1 °37 and ':<'enians in the 1 q60s to pres· rve theil"' heri tE"tCe , 

even if the~T lwcl not participated in the hE~llm·red r.: ar of 18 -2 . 

'I'he ::or'i: !:io~eers ' Society , i:·:hich ~-ras conposed solely of 

pioneers and their descen ants , and t he other pioneer and 

historical societies that ~;elconed the :nen'8ership of old-

stoc~: fa::r:ilies , very lE:e::T l:.acl ne:;; ers who 1·:ere iIJ.bnccl ~ri th 
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tl1c s:::D.s filiopietisn thnt spa;·711e the tnerican p~itriotic 

order~. roreover , b~- :iub1icizir..3 their lineal connection 

-:·ri th the pioi"lee:r fo' ''lde:rs of the province , !.J.<tYly of the his -

to:-ico..1 societ~r rr..e·':lbe:::-s , ;r~1ether they reo.:Uzed it or not , 

~;J:::ty h:ive een see'::ir: .:rectter perso.'.1a1_ presti::::e ::m2 social 
I 

I 
'lis tatus , 
I 

It is dou tful , ho-:reve:!:', t nt no st historical 

·society :r.e~Jbers d3velo::-iccl £1!1 interest in _ istor:r as "t 111ears 

~to col:.:.:..ter the socia prete·:"lsions of s nei:•r ari toc:"'ac:' of 

rnalth Ema_ to bolster thei:"' orm ~.eclini1"l:.:.; status , It nay 

!:'lsive been a r~ictor in tl:1e r::oti vatio11 of D feT·r oyEtlist 

desce~1do:.1ts li 1:e Geor::;_e Denison nn "illiam ~rir :r , describe 

b~r ?er::;er as psycho:!.o::;icnl ::dsfi ts in the ne;·~ l.1.rban and 

ind~stri~l o:rde~ . 'Jut sue_ ·people do not eppear to hav e 

been ty~)ical i-:J.e1::i.bers of :1istorica:i.. associations , 1ctua ly , 

t:'1e historica1 cro 1.ps enlistecl many prosperous usii:.essnen, 
r 

1 
professional )eople , 1:md political a,r;.d sociD 1 <idPrs of 

V'.:lriou:::; descri:~tions 11ho lrnlc decis i on-:m.~,t';;:in.: positions iYl 

a.:id l:.r'xt:::.ized , onc1 ;:-rho ~;ere clearJ_v not est:".'an::::;ed b~r it . 

•Tot :t fer·; of those :118'lbers recollecte the eE1rlier 

ir.f'eci..:re ... ~1ys of their i....,ni :rant and. nDti ve - born fE:.:r:1il iGs 

[J.Yl hue :::;ooc_ :reason to '.:ie pro' of their fanilial ancl per-

""he re::::;ister of the vor:: Pioneers ' 

Socict:' , 1·~ith its ei::::;.t hun_re entries , 

na•r.es E'.nd the stories of ind.iv duals of 

is replete ~ith th1 

00' c.:;bi:n blrth or / 
-' 
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of owly i !I'..l"'.li gr ant background who s6gsequently developed into 

veritab e pilla rs of the community . In short , they were 

genera lly not representative of old-stock 'C'pper Canadian 

families knm·m over several generations for t heir wea th and 

prestige , certa inly not the class of families that Ber ger 

sugge s ts ·were losing power and s ocial prominence i n l a te 

nineteenth century Ont a rio , Some of the very parvenus that 

the Denisons , Canniffs , and I:ir ys were ostens ibly reacting 

against can be found ir- most local historical associati ons . 

\ closer exami nation of the social and economic 

baclcgrot.m.d of the membershi p of sever a l of t he historical 

groups will illustr ate these points more clearl y . ~ost 

associations enc ompassed a r e l a tively broad cross - section of 

t h ose levels of society abov~ the wor king c lasses , The 

l atter , who were r are y found i n t he historical associations , 

may have been i ndifferent to historical matters , or they 

may have fou:i::..d satisfaction in such bodies as r~echanics ' 

Institutes , trade unions, Orange lodges , and temperance 

societies . Of course , they may have boycotted the his -

torical ass ociat ions because of an av er s i on to the social 

structure of the membershi p. On t he other hand , it is qui t e 

possible that the historical groups , some of which were quite 

exclusive , simply l:::ept out lesser mort a.ls . Their constitutions 

usua ly included a clause requiring that all new nembers be 

voted into the society , a device that may have ensured that 

new recruits had the proper social qualifications . Admittedly 
' 

the r e is not one instance to be found wher e the application of 
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a prospective member was vetoed, but it is possible that the 

recording secretaries conveniently ignored such incidents to 

prevent possible embarrassment. At the very least, the 

prospect of being turned down might have deterred some 1n

di viduals from seeking membership. 

Turning now to the membership structure of specific 

groups, the ten charter members of the Lundy's Lane His-

torical Society located in the village of Niagara Falls 

represented a cross section of occupations in their community,. 

Four were small businessmen (a nurseryman, a grocer, a 

wholesale seedsman, and a hotel keeper), three belonged to 

the professions (a clergyman, a public school principal, 

and a teacher), and what appears to be an exception to the 

rule of working class participation, two were skilled artisans 
67 

(a stonemason and a plasterer). Within months more in-

dividuals of similar background joined this group -- James 

McGlashan, manager of the Imperial Bank of Welland, and 

Welland County treasurer; J. Wilson, superintendent of the 

Niagara Falls Park Commission; and the Reverends Canon 

Houston, s. Hobbs, and E.J. Fessenden. In the town of st. 

Thomas to cite another example, the founders of the Elgin 

Historical and Scientific Institute included several highly 

placed county officials (the registrar, a judge and a 

magistrate), as well as the county clerk, two civic engineers, 

a loan company manager, a lawyer, a bookstore owner, a 

j·eweller and the editor of the st. Thomas Journal, James A. 
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Brierley. Twenty-five new members of similar background 

joined within a month of the society ' s formation and included 

past and present county and municipal officials and civil 

servants , lawyers, teachers, doctors , loca businessmen , 
68 

and the editor of the St . Thomas .Times . 

In l .~92 the '!entworth F. istorical Society listed some 

two hundred members on its rolls, and of these roughly half 

were men. A breakdown of their occupations reveals that 

thirty-four owned businesses of nearly ever~' size and descrip-

ti on , t1·:enty- two were la ·Jyers, and thirteen were ci vie or 

county officials . Also listed were six doctors , six account -

ants an bookkeepers , five executives or managers . of large 

companies , three banlrnrs , two judges , two r eal estate agents, 

a dentist , an editor , and an architect . The chairr:J.an, 

secretary , and t wo elected members of the Hamilton Board of 

Education belonged to the soc iety in 1899 , as did t_1ree 

ala_ermen an five members of the fe .eral and provincial 

legislatures . A detailed chec~ of all the new recruits 

listed in the minut e book from 1899 to 1923 reveals that no 

substantial chan~e occurred in the basic social and economic 
69 

structure of this associa tion. The female representation 

was lareely made up of the wives and aughters of the male 

menbers . 

Several of the assoc i ations tended to become cl bs 

for the social or intellectual elite, which ma e membership 

in them desirable for ::.:>eople concerned with socia appear

ances. For instance , the tone of the Kingston '-I istorical 
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society meetings was set b~r the faculty and ad.r::iinistrati 0!1 

of '~ueen ' s University and the Royal :lilitary Collec:.:e , and b~r 

several of the li ternry lights of Eingston. In Toronto , the 

Historical Section of the Canadian Institute sported a 

plethora of degree holders inclu.din3 half a oz en H. A .. s and 

several Fh . D. s {thoush not in history ) among its rank and 
70 

file . The local society in Peterborough recorded on its 

rolls a long list of the town and co' .nty ' s socially prominent 

and wealthy families . Included in the list ·were representatives 

of such literary families as the Stricklands , Eoodies , 

Tra.ills , and Ste~·mrts , and lumber barons such as J . E. Irwin, 

J. Carnegie , I'l . Boyd , and '.J.H . Hall. I-Iany of the pioneer 

fanilies of the Feterborour.:;h area 1·rere also represented 

such as the Dunlops , Burnhams , Ro:;ers , 3arlees , Halls , Hays , 

3lac!rwells , Birdsalls , Denni stouns , Lundy ' s , Chamberlains , 
71 

C uxtons , and Peclrn . Similarly , a cert a i n exc l us iveness 

was evi dent in the me!TI.bership of the Women ' s Canadian 

~istorical Society of Toronto , The roster included such 

narr:.es as J.obinson , Jarvis , Eerritt , 3aldwin , Sullivan , 

? o-well , 3oulton , :Surwash , Cawthra. , Cayley , CU:11berland , Dent , 

Hod.gins , :'.:..ash , 3. iddell , Ro lph , 1 .'rong , and Strachan. All 

these nanes conjure up nuch of the city ' s indee the 
72 

province ' s history . 
I> \ l . 

Underlying the ancestor worship and the in:.terest in ' l 

pioneers and loyalists ~·ms a conservative urge to preserve 

the principles of the past for i nspiration and 3uidance in 
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the present and future . "" e have endeffvoured to 1::eep a J.i ve 

in our hearts ," r\rote Cle:::r:entina '7essen en of the ''entworth 

!:i storical '3 oc iet:r , " the best traditions of the eftrly 1i:fe 

of our forebea2~s -- loo::::in.:::; to t"l-:e •-_1ocJc fro:n whence ·;e T-re-:re 
73 

hern , ' E•s t~1e inspiration of our lj_ves. " "hat all the 

hiscorical associations aimed at ~ ndded Penry ScRddi~s , 

11 is thc1t t~1e r.ie'Ilor:• and ex~i:T.p1e of ou2~ b:rave ""'len in the _past , 

our pio~-ieers E1ncl f0t:nders of our coo:m .. 1..Y'.i ties , shot ld not 

be utte::..~l~r lost , Cur ?ioneer arid h istorica :i_ societies ~1re 

to fur11ish the ch:roriclers -~h .:.tre not to .al ow the ac.,ieve-
7L~ 

:i:r.ents and •Tj_sdo:n of onr NOrthy f orefDthers to pel"ish." 

:'he cor1 sorv~tti ve p-re-nise t_ ~tt there ·:-ere [:Uirlin:::.; 

rinci)les evbedded in the ~ast las inte3rally r~l2te _to 

£mother of the nain fee tors ~:c.)e11ins Ontar ·E"ns to fori1. 

hi toricql societies i~ t~is eriod -- t e nee to create 

pntriotiP:::. 0nd to "nid i:.1 weld.in:: to:;ether a •.. distinct -
75 

i ve ~r CnnadL.rn nati onsi.J. se·nti::.ent. " ~ ~ost all the his-

toricnl associatio:ns put the b'L1 ilc.in:; up of Ca;:.1.E~dian loyalty 

an p8triotis~ near the top of their list of objectives . In 

~act , this m3y DP seen as the ~lti~~te ~unctio~ of ~ost of 

their ~ 1 ctt vi ties . nhe ur:::ent need to create ::.i cohosi ve 

Fi th Cowc.erci8l Union <:rnc. ~-nrestrictecl '"'eci,ri~oci ty , "ll'l the 
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S'J.spectcd r:.ac~1in2\tio:1s of Eu:...ne::etio;iist :'orcss i:::;nite . 0:0 

explosive debrrte over the future of the 'lo:-r'.inion. J .. r:::u-

':le:::.ts over anne::atio.r.. , i:.1 .epen:::~e:"'ce ::rnd t_.e ..,rj_ti~-- conYlec-

' ei:;htics an earl:' 1 11i~1eties . 1 t the same ti::ne r£1cial an_ 

re igious di-visio:1s ~-rrac':ec. the Cfmadi2::. body Y"\Ol tic c•s the 

~-::iel hnn.:;in:;, t e esl).i t :?.states controversy , and the 

Eani to-:J:1 Sc ool ·-·uest ion become :'iery iss es , helpin:; to 

~i ve rise to sucn e::::-verse :pro,se-ny a.s t_ e :::'ql<.f.t:t. '1.i,s __ ts .'\.sso-

ciati on .::md the =:-rotest:x,1t :'.:'rotec ti ve '\.ssoc i 2t i on . 

eve:'lts £tnd iss es ~-~ere very :c~uc _ on the :cii:1ds of so:-::.c his-

toricetJ. soc :. et:r f01..mderc ~r~10 beli8ved :.n the capacit~T of 

rents in t~1c Can:1c ian socia_ fct::i1~ic and for co:r.bat'tinc tno 

dce;l7 fe~~ed contincntnlist threat. 

it is cleE1 r thEit the a)pec~r:t.:1.ce of ELt least tT o of t_:.en '·:'Els 

c onrn:.ectecl ·;i th the :;1:1~:.e::::lti o-rli st sc.<: re t~18t eve lope _ 

::1.:;. ·e-vit~rorth =~istoric ::~l Societies £Eld their ::l}l)enls for 

a national h i story m:is a a.eternination or_ their pc-irt to 

c o:ci.1)at t'.::.e clre:~dec1. c ont1nentn lists . ".:'hrou.'.:h £•11 their 

ncti vi ties , t e~r so"-'.: t to i 11 ustrnte t 1at i :J.periEtl fr:de:r::t-
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Canadian history had been evolving. 

The loyalist interpretation of Canadian history', was 
\ 

the vehicle by which these t wo local historical societie$ 
\ 

disseminated their i~perialist mess'ge . In brief , this 
76 

tradition portrayed the loyalists as the very cream of 

society in the thirteen colonies who suffered by choice 

unspeal{able depredations and atrocities, and the loss of 

cotmtry and all material possessions for the sa_rn of hig 

princ i ple and reli gious ahd moral values . In particular , 

they adhered to the institutions and philosophy of the 
I 

3ritish constitution, and to imperial unity . During the ·,·J a:!f 
I 

of 1812, the tradition said , the Canadian militia. comprised; 

mainly of loyali sts and their ldn , and i nspired by Isaac . j 
~roe~, successfully defended , preserved , and perpetuated ~e 

principles of the 3ritish constitution and of imperial fed-
77 I 

eration that had supposedly served to f ound Canada . 

Canon George 3ull fran.t{ly ad;ni tted that his organ-

ization ':\'as an agency devoted to propagatine:; the message of 

i mperial federation. "The resu t of our labour , "he con-

fided to ,: illiarn Kirby ," is not for money to ourselves ... , 

but for much higher consideration -- the raising of the 

3ritish Flag to its ri ghtful distinction in our count:ry ," 

I'o the public he declared that ''there 1s a tidal historic 

wave from East to ·.rest , which is affecting and teaching the 

whole population unmistakably for the good at this time. 

~·~ational sentiment wil by such means be cultivated in con-
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nection with the great Empire to whi ch -vrn belong , and wi ll 
79 

serve to strengthen i n Canada the bonds of 3ritish Un on." 

To understand what is meant by this statement , it is essen-

tial to reca ll Profe ssor Ber ger ' s thesis, that "Canadi an 

imperialism was one variety of Canadian nationalisrr: , " and 

that a t t he root of t his nationalism was a uniquely loyalist 
RO 

i nterpretation of the past. 

In speeches and publicat ions , :ne:nbers of the Lundy ' s 

_.ane group hamrr.ered home the message of the loyalist tra-

ition using the battle on Dr ummond Hi as the f ocal point 

of their a r gunent , It was at T_,undy ' s Lane that the militia 

defended the "priceless blessings ' of British co~stitutional 

government and i mperial unity handed down by the "loyalist 
81 

- f a thers ," E. A. Cruikshank , who declared tha t 11Canada 
. 82 

shou d never separate from the motherland ," d ocumented the 

details of the victory a t Lundy ' s Lane for the society ' s 

firs t publication , whi le Tiillia:n Kirby chronicled the loyalist 
83 

Annals of !Tiagar a ( 1896 ). The Reverend E, J , Fessenden 

edited what he called "a timely sermon for the new year of 

1892 , " a document entitled A I oyal Ser mon of 1814: Delivered 
84 

by Rev . John Bur ns (189 2) . The i ntroduction to this pub-

lication was a ::neasure of the almost in escribable emotional 

indeed quas i - religi ons co!IJIIlitment to the cause of imperial 

feder ation . Here Fessenden f u l minated against the enemies 

of the 3ritish connection in 1891 as well as 1814, declaring 

them irreligious and deserving of a " ' coNard ' s grave 1 " and 
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11 •the curse of }'Ieroz . '" He continued: 

·:J e are reminded . . . that no one can live in "the fear 
of God " and not be loyal and patriotic toward father
land •..• rr·his sermon is proof , if evidence were needed, 
that in those days all denominat ions of Christian men 
formed an invincible host of loyal unionists , iberal 
and conservative , ready with their ife b ood to main
tain the integrity of the empire , As was the manse then, 
so tt is throughout Stamford to-day . let us take heart 
of courage from this a ugury that the same is true 
throughout Car..ada. 
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To Fes enden , the proverbi al decree , "Hy son , fear thou the 

Lor an the 1~ing ; and meddle not with them that are ,siven 

to change" seemed an especially convincing retort to the 

continentalists as did all the other "c osely reasone 

Christian princ i ples " espoused by the Reverend 3urns in 1814, 

Shortly after the formal organiza~ion of the Hent 

~· orth Historical Society in January 1 q89 , George Hills, one 

of its founders and first president, recorded why he helped 

to form the assoc iation: 

Its inf uence wi ll naturally tend to enlarge patriotic 
and loyal sentiment, It will stimulate desire to in
crease our !Inowledge of our vast and invaluable in
heritance . It will chec~ the progress of discontent 
and elenental sedition of those who feel little interest 
in the country 1::hich the p uclc and patriotism of the 
early pioneers prese~ved against great odds , and trans 
mitted to them , to live and prosper in, To this time 
traitors and annexationists have been permitted , un
checirnd to proc aim their peculiar ideas through the 
press ••.. The quiet unostentatious influences of such 
societies will o wonders towar s dispe ling f a ls e and 
erroneous ideas , counteracting disloyal and untruthful 
statements , 

R6 

1-lil s, a loyalist by descent , Ii beral- Conservati ve in politics, 



and a past mayor of Hamilton, held the post of president of 

the Wentworth Historical Society for a decade. Along with 

other members of his group including F.W. Fearman, well 

98 

known for his meat packing company and civic endeavours, Mills 

used the society as a platform to voice imperialist ideology 
87 

and to combat the arguments of its arch-foe, Goldwin Smith. 

George Mills shared the attitudes and assumptions 
88 

of other Ontario imperialists. He believed that imperial 

federation was necessary to check the American policy of 
89 

absorption and to secure for Canada a national destiny. 

As for Canadian independence, it was a chimerical idea, 

presenting as it did "the spectacle of two nationalities on 

the same continent, with a comm.on origin and language, the 

one all powerful, the other comparatively weak," a situation 
90 

"so hedged in by danger as to preclude its ultimate success." 

Commercial Union or Unrestricted Reciprocity, he believed, 
' 

had "the look of a grand conspiracy to separate Canada from 
91 

the British Empire," the prelude to annexation. Within 

the imperial matrix, however, Mills felt that Canada would 

be able to develop its illlllense resources and ultimately 

attain a position "with power to command rather than to obey." 

In a word, Canada would not long remain a "mere colony," she 

would "become a joint instrument along with England in 

bettering the condition of the world." Indeed, Mills 

thought that there was much ~ruth in the "hackneyed prophecy" 

that the Dominion would become the "brightest jewel in the 

92 
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lutio:: fo:i..~ the :i..~acial crr..d reli:;ions discord Yi th:L. t~;s 

Dor:ii'1ion . ':'his i s si,::'lific:mt consiclerii1:; t __ at """"'rofessor 

:10 co!1~1ection "'oct1·reen the i :nperia2. ideo c..ncl the racietl and 

r eli ::::ious bitterness of the tiLe , 11 :1.ltl:ou::::r: this bi tteri1ess 

exi steel ," ::?a::;e statcrl , " it in ::10 1·;a3r focussed on C8Yl::1da ' s 
9L!-

pos ition ~·rithin the em::1ire ." -::.iJ.t Geor!3e I:ills ·:n1:t.ce the 

connection , ::mcl the :'a c t that r_e did so raises the quest io:'l 

as to ho~·r ::.!:any other people n i cht have shared this opinion . 

On issues such as F r ench- ~n:::;1 i sh dtwlis::::., Bor.1J.an Catholicis1::i , 

Et:::cl scpnrate schools , ::ills held vie~·:-s that were not entirely 

uni que in Ont~'ri o ju :::; i !"2.S f1~orr.. the rel8ti ·ve success o the 

=:qunl ii.::;:1ts Associa~ i on c-md the :0 rotestant :'.:'rotcct ive 
r' ) :> 

Associat i on . :e __ i nd the Jesuit :states ~·~ct , f or e::a'-rple , 

· he percci vecl. the spectre of " the :;·rench ancl 3.oI!lan :'.::Eitholic 

desire for clo::::.i::1~E1ce i n Canad~~ 111 and o. plot to re instate the 

":nefari 01. ... i.s ' Jes :it Orcler . As for separ8te school s , these 

vrere slo11_:_ ... ed. off as 11nv .. rse1"\ies for R.oIJ.anis:x!' 1~-hich stren.:::th-
96 

er..cd " t __ e _ands of the ene:cies of -=:ritish l_ibert3r ," 

,, ....,very constitutional r:ieElst1..re ," he ·Frote , " te.r}din:::; to the 

clestructio:'.'.1 of the separate school s , will therefore lessen 
97 

the i:-r:penclin:::; da!:cer II B.e i::::;io:,"..s rancor threate:::.ec_ 

"to burst f ort.1 into f~ st or-~ o'!: unprecedented r;~.:;ni t·u _e ," 

e:.1di nc:; in rt truc;s2.e f O!' Sl.pre:::P-8.C~T , Ct f iYJ.al struc;,:1e :'or 
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mastery which coul snap the bonds of Confederation . 

. l..lthough he a dmitted that annexation to the United 

S t a tes would effectively purge these French and 3.01:ianist 

influences , !.Jills was convinced that i mperial federation 

'ould "worl\: as radical a cure " while conferring "more 

lastinc; benefits " upon Canadians . Imperial federation would 

be followed by a mar ked increase in :British and Frotesta:nt 

immigration that would "lessen the influence of the French 

and ultimately entirely destroy it , while it would wea:rnn 
98 

the power of Roman Catholicism. " Bearing i n mind Page ' s 

observation that Canadians made no connection between the 

i mperial idea and the rac al and re i gious bitterness of 

these years , it is unfortunate t hat there is not sufficient 

information available to determine how ·w1dely It.ill ' s 7iei:rs 

were held among the members of the historical groups . The 

spokesmen of the Pioneer and Historical Association of 

OntEirio and the Ontario Historical Society , as 1·~ill be in-

dicated l ater , were certEiinly not of this persuasi on . In-

stead they sou3ht to develop a better understanding between 

the founding races throu~h the study of their common past . 

During the first few years of its existence , the 

"Jentworth Historical Society served a s a mediru~ throuzh which 

:'~ ills, F ea.r man , and others assiduous y promoted the idea of 

i mperial federation and attempted to foster their conc eptions 

of Canadian nationalism. In his inaugural a dress of 

November 8 , 1R90, Hills gave this explanation of the 
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historical society ' s function: 

The influence of such Associations ought to promote 
:::nanhood , furnish strength to the arm raised i n defense 
of right , and paralyze t he esi3ns of tra itors . It 
should nurture power to protect the wea'.c , ,'.!Uard the 
i nnocent and punish the guilty , :·Tations draw their 
stability from the patriotism of their s u jects . It is , 
in eed , the keystone to the a~ch of nationa_ construc
tion, and i n a free country t he gr eatest safesuar t o 
liberty , i ndependence and progress , its decline a pre
lude to nationa egeneracy , i ts spread an indication 
of national vigor. , .ithout pc:•triotism, Canada ..• may 
never hope to tal'.:e a prominent pl a c e among nat ons ; 1 i t h 
it, that destiny would seem inevitable . 
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Fol owing the example set by the undy ' s ane His -

torica l ociety , the l eaders of the 1:Jent xorth group inYo.,.rnd 

the oyalist tradition to promote the idea of i mperial fed-

eration. They bui lt their interpr etation a round the Batt l e 

of Stoney Creek , yet another i nstance , i n ' their view, of tne 
\ 

loyalist militia defending and preserving their traditions 
100 

\ 

11with heroic valor asai ns t great odds ." By i ncreasinc the 

public ' s awar eness of this s truggl e for i mperial unity , !·alls 

believed his society "woul d go far tov!a. r ds s t rengthening a 

deter:::nination to maint~i~ , continue , and even enl arge ou~ 
10 

affectionate relationship with the ~other Lan ,, ifo 

confessed in his dia~y that he a ttempted to use the h istorical 

soci ety outing at Stoney Cree·ir , June 5, 1889 to create a 

clinate of opinion favou~able to the establishment of a branch 
102 

of the Imperi a l :5'ederat ion T_,eague i n Hamilton. 

follow up to his activity a month earlier , when he , Fear:nar.. , 

and two other merr.bers of the society ha organized a pre-
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li:.nin~~~ pub_ic 3eetin3 to 

city , ::'rincipDl Georse 

f o:!'D a branch of the leacue in the 

r-rcmt of ~; uee~'l ' s T~1'li versi t;;,r , 

J ' Alton :·ccarthy of the i:;:qn.:.tl -:ic;hts .1ssocisttion , nn Georze 

Deni::3011 I'.:I , a 1:::'oronto :[)Olice 121a:::;istrate and chair::rran of 
. , 
01:.2 

natiom.tl orca:1izin::; cor:J.nittee of the I711peria1 ?eder:.:i.tion 

ea:;ti_e, had been th::; featt.red spes11:ers at that ::rreetin.z; . 

:'o1_oi:·rin:::.; Ca:ion Sull ' s exrnnple , "-eor:::e ;·111s en-

estvoti..red ::.ts president of the ent·,;orth ·::.~istor i cal Soc icty 

to lo1Jb~r fo::-:- f eclerst}. fv::: s to co:'l.Struct a :1'.onu.r-:.e.i::t at r:-:tone;:.r 

CreeJ.:: . ~·ot onl:r d:L:t he jt.stify t_'lo project i::: terr::.s of the 

r:iili t:::~ry si::::::0 iflcance of the lx~ttle , but he e:::.ph~.t2izecl the 

sentLne~-:.t ," so ~:sce~so:~;;r ·when. ' n:a:'1;:.• dislo;:.r2l people are 
lOlJ-

ventilsttin::::: their :?CCV.liar vie1,rn ." :'.:Joubtless this ~\;as a 

rc:'e:rence to C o1dHin S:ni th , the one-ti121e O:i:ford political 

econo~ist c.md historic1:.:: and an advocate of Canada ' s m:.!le:ca-

t;j_ on to the Fni tee stat es , and -~rastFs 'i iman , a Canadia:1 

e::patriate then resiclinc in ·-e1r ~'.'or~: ancl ttn arc __ i tect of the 

use the sa::ie ar.::;1ments: 

T!:le ti!r.s is at h~t:c:.d ~1~1en no more delay s:'lould be lJer
mi tted ; ~·rhen D s1'1ell rabble of rest1ess men a:::-e en
cle1vonrin.z to unsettle tVie :::in .s of the people and 
~ • sturb the peace of the co:nffU~'li ty , then it i s 11:ell to 
inspi:"e: all pa:::-ticularl;y the ;youn[i "C'li th E1 :cnowleclc:;e of 
the history of o ir countr:r; £me. there is no r1e2ns that 
c:::•n so ~·:e J. be do:'le th:m by the providinc of monur.2e.r.,ts . .. 
to the ::::.cuory of t" ese :;rent events , an to the heroes 
-:·Tho too1 : so prolnir:.ent a p:trt i :;i then . 

105 
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!·1enbers of the 'rentworth B.istorical Society also 

helped to establish and to wor~:: close y 'iTi th other patriotic 

organizations . At this time ?:amilton ·Nas a hot - bed of 

patriotic srou:p activity and the home not onl:1l of the first 
106 

Canadian Club (1P93 ), but also of the first Ontario 

chapter of the ImpericLl Order of the Daughters of the Smpire 

(1900 ). Nembe rs of the historical society were charter members 

of both these associations , branches of which soon appeare 

in other parts of the province and Dominion . The first 

IOD:? chapter in :-::amil to:1 was originally named after 

Clementina Fessenden, the corresponding secretary of the 

historical society , the founder of Empire Day (189?), and 
107 

the 1rnn w. chiefly responsible for establishing the chapter. 

Hrs . Fessenden (nee Trenholme) , who ·was born in Trenholme , 

Quebec and educated in r~ontreal before marrying the Reverend 

E. J . Fessenden , was second to no one i!l her crusade to 

inspire Canadians ~"ii th her iuperialistic brand of C~adian 
108 

nationalism.. 

In sv.m.mation , both the Lundy ' s Lane Historical 

Society ( 1 08 7) and the ·: ent1rorth Pioneer and !-Iisto!'ical 

Soc iety ( 1 3'.3 ) can be regarded at least as infor:i.al "branches" 

of the Inperial Federation :Sea.sue in that they consciously 

propagated the gospel of Lnperial federation through the 

I:J.edi um of the loyalist tracU ti on. ':'he question remains , 

however , as to what extent the other historical organizations 

becane propagandists for the imperial federation ~ove~ent . 
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Actur.A ly , ::i.one of ther-i s1:1oi:·recl the srn:c.e consistenc~r of pur-

pose th::.1.t was found in the historical societies at "~ i a2;ara 

One society that re:-r..air:ed ur:.touched by t".1.e thir.::in:::; 

of the i11peria.l f ederat i onists •ro.s the ·::; i :scoe C ovx1t;y Fi o:neer 

and rastorical Society. In an ideolo::;ical sense , .\.'1d.rex F . 

::unter, a :,i be:ral and the fou.,."lo.e:r of the society , ~,ms 

persona noY1.. "'rat.a to i T'.lperialists of Geor.se :.; ills ' il:: . 

Unlil:e Eills , Hunte r i:·ras not haunted by the annexationist 

bogey and he sa;N no ~tbsorptionist plot behind the Ii, eral 

Party ' s policy of Unrestricted Reciprocity . In f act , when 

he ass1rned. the ownership of the 13a:rTie :;:;~xal:liner in Cctober 

1RR9 , his lead editorial proclai11ed: 

In Canadian politics , t 'rie :Exari iner will continue to 
firmly advocate Li ber:::tl 9rinc i ples . :?or the prosperity 
of the cou..11.try it is necessary to obtain more favour
able trude re la ti ons 1·;i th the Anerican republic . The 
accomplishment of this refor::n. , which , we believe , c sm 
be effected without surrenderinc the sl i ghtest part of 
our "·"'.a ti onal In .e pendence , wi 11 be one which we shn lJ_ 
endeavor to brin3 a bout , 

109 

An ex9la::iation for the foundin3 of the S imcoe Cou!.1.ty 

Pi one er and :~ istorical :3 ociety need co no further tha ::i the 

intri.r..sic i nte rest of its ::ne:mh3rs in archaeolo,::,r :.ind loc8 l 

history , E.unter ' s two year car.J.pai:n to establ i sh a society , 

the e:<::a!nple of ~i.ne rican h i storicEil associs~tio1:.s , the perso:'.1al 

and fa~nilial pride of n ccor'lp lishrnerit showe by the menbers 

that i n cluded a r everence for the county ' s pioneer fovndin c; 
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f£tthers , E.tnd.. , finally. the enco1J.ra.semen:C of T-Tenr~,. ~Scctd_din3 . 

That Scaddins t an ardent i::r.perial federat ionist hi::.c.self , 

went out of his way to help ?'unter who was not , is i:>roof alo:.1.e 

that the ideolo:ical thrust of the historical society move-

:r:.ent ·was by no r:iew::.s doc;cnaticall~' i .r:iperialist. 

Society did not embrace the phi:1.osophy of the Trn.perial 

?eder~Ltion ~- eac;ue . ~\.s the :-ollo~·.rir13 excerpt s1..tg_:ests , 

Scaddi n;: realized that he ~·ms not spea.1-:ing to an audience of 

the cm1verted at a joi~:.t meet in:; of the ''."or'c and Peel Pionee rs 

in July lP.92 when he recr1_i.ested that his listeners 'lTeic::h 

carefully the virtnes of n federated Empire: 

••• inheritins as we do so large ya deep respect for 
the old ~ . i . principles , it will be expected of us , 
I thin1-:: , ff'..'1.d of our childre.~ , ~·rher. the critical tiBe 
shall cone , that we sh8.ll present a very de icatecl 
front acainst all '.·:ho shall be ensa;-sed in ~E1y move:ient 
for t!'le is;:ner:J.ber!ilent of the sreat Sritish ""mpire , and 
1'That I desire is that i.r:. the meant i l"'.le all our ne:;1bers 
should take into consi eration , ss far as it may be in 
their power , the pros and cons for the c:;reat :c:i.easure 
of Irr~perL1l Co:'lfederation ~·rh ich is no1;-r occupyin'.:'.: the 
Binds of so :r..o.ny . I o ::::.ot thin'r the ::natter should be 
thrust as ids as an i:r..pr~10t icable ar:d visio.r..ary project. 
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Eavinc a venerated 9resident who s pported a particular cause 

was evidently not £J cuarantee t:vi.a the historical society 

-~,r o1 lC. auto:natically fol low his lead. 

Another i·:isti tutim1 that id r-.ot de .icate itself to 

f osterir...2: a.:_ i nterest i::i the loya l::. st .fathers for nElti onali stic 

ends •·~c-ts the ::t::lsston 1-Iistorics.l Society. 'The stated objec -
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tives of this ::;roup -- " the collection and preservation of 

boo·:s , docVY;ents , ar-_ other o jects of -.ristor · c::L1 interest , 

the reading at the iestin3s of paper on historicE~l 

subjects , E:-:d the pu 1ic::.ttio~1 . .. of E~ll such docu:oents '.tnc 
111 

papers as it may be ee::ie.t. advisa le to publish" -- re -

fleeted more the interests of the acadenic than the patriot -

:r.Et1:er . The society ' roster included the na:ne of many 

f acu ty nenbers and administrators of queen ' s "f_ini versi ty 

and the .oyal ~ilitary Collese as well as the lite rary 
112 

a!ld soc i a:. li;::;hts of ::i:1.gston . Although the me:::.bers 

tal'-:ecl at lenc;th of srect i ng plaques i n the city , and of 

establis!lins a :nuse'J.D. , the =:i n::;ston ::istoricaJ_ S ociet~,. ' s 

nc t i vi ties iL the ' n i neties Fere virtuall~r lir:ii ted to col-

lectinc; OCi).:.::er..ts and preparinc pa) rs , :::::::n:.y of w _ich were 
lJ 

schols~ 1~1y product io.:-.s bused on e:ctensi ve research. ::est 

of the 98psrs were published in t e local press or the 

_:._'J_.e_s_1_:._' _s_,,._. _u_1,-_E_t_e_r_l_.~ .... r , ~Li le ~~:i.a::.: Shortt ' s valuable studies of 

~Jri~1ted in the Jm~':in:~ '"Tour~-i::1l . _he Binute 001: of t_ e 

society indicates t.1at nei t~1er i:E:pe:~ia i st r:'.'10toric no:-

p8triotic -.. J.b - tlT1JI!lpi:1::; interrupted the !'U:rr:inations of this 

st8id , intellectua~. circ l e . 

...=rof essor ~3,:;r_:er ;::;ives the impression t ~1nt the p"\.,fb-

lic<:ttio~s of all th'.?. histo:~ical societies 1·re~e basicall:r a 

lJeC.ivn. for the :l.~:,perial federation ·1e.ssD:::;e . ~-e states that 

these bl ications ;;-rere "cilnost e::c l usively devo eel to the 
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hardships of the United Empire Loyalists and the incidents 
114 

of the War of 1812. " As a matter of fact, only the early 

volumes of the Lundy's Lane and Niagara Historical Societies, 

were devoted ,.almost exclusively'' to loyalist and military 

history. This should come as no surprise considering that 

those historical groups were situated in an area of loyalist 

settlement that saw the bitterest fighting in the War of 1812. 

Yet even the publications of historical associations close 

by Niagara, at Tborold and Hamilton, dealt with other themes 

and subjects. For instance, the first three issues of the 

Journal and Transactions of the Wentworth Historical Society 

(1899-1902) included numerous essays on non-loyalist or 

military history ranging from general European and Canadian 

history to local social, economic, and political topics, 

reminiscences, topography, and biography, The title of the 

sole production of the Thorold and Beaverdams Historical 

Society -- The Jubilee History of 'rhorold, Township and Town: 
115 

From the Red Man to the ?resent (1897) -- indicates that 

the volume encompassed more than the period from the American 

Revolution to the War of 1812, although, admittedly, that 

period bulked largest in the book. 

Historical associations outside the Niagara region 

had understsndably even less interest in loyalist or military 

history simply because these subjects had little local rel

evance. The Elgin Historical and Scientific Institute's 

first publication, Historical Sketches of the CountI of Elgin 
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(1895), was made up of three essays that examined themes 

·peculiar to southwestern Ontario -- James Coyne 1 s •'The 

Country of the Neutrals," c.o. Ermatinger's "On the Talbot 

Settlement," and K.W. McKay's "The Development of the County 

.. of Elgin." The second publication of this group was a local 

institutional history, K.w. McKay's The Court Houses of a 
117 

Century (1901). In Simcoe County the pattern was similar. 

Of the many papers read to the society during the 1890s, some 

of which were leter published in six volumes of Pioneer Papers 
118 

(1908-1917), none dealt with loyalist themes. A few ex-

amined the county's minor role in the War of 1812, while the 

bulk involved pioneer social and economic history and 

reminiscences. I~ Kingston, only two of the thirty-six 

papers read to the historical society in the 1890s pertained 

to loyalist subjects. The remainder covered multiple topics 

such as European history as it related to North America, 

Kingston during the French regime, and Upper Canadian social 
119 

and economic history. Clearly, Professor Berger's gen-

eralization that the historical societies devoted their 

publications "almost exclusively" to the hardships of the 

loyalists and the War of 1812 needs to be qualified. 

That only two of some fifteen historical societies 

seem to have been °branches" of the Imperial Federation League 

is a reflection of the lack of enthusiasm for a more closely 

united Empire among the population at large. Professor Robert 

J.D. Page has recently argued that the attitude typical of most 
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Canadi2ns seens to have been ~eld by ~ir Joh~ A. :~cdo~ald . 

"''e =:nve :i:a:ry xpressions o:' unbour1d.ed. lo:rn lt~r to the -.-, ri tish 

connection on the public plntfo::.~'11. ," :'.:'ase ex:r;lained , "but he 

was 8~~a~s caref u to ensure that nothin: Nas ever done to 

strencthen those existinc; tieP. " :rac ona1d i:·'as "n ch:1:r:pi o:r 
120 

of the statt s quo rather th:1r._ of i::2pe rL ~1 fe erc:ition ." 

Dunca~ ' s The I~Derialist (190~ . 'orne Vil1rchis O!l , t"le 

prota.:;011ist of the :nove l t-ras rejected - y the vote rs in t_ e 

the chief plan';: of his electi on :plot:'orrn . " ' m.1 see , old nan , ' 

~-Iorac e ' :illi.st:ns p'.t i n , ' you d i dn ' t :et rid of trwt s ... tve -

the - r.::npire - or- die - s c herie of ymirs soon enou3h . 
121 

to thi:'11
': you "2e8nt sonethins by it , '" 

n t:ie subject of i":l_perial e .eration , the attitude 

of mos t ::ief'.lbers of the historici:.1 societ ies 1,ms li i::el~r that 

of the r:m j ori ty of Canadisms . 'l'he :mer.ibershi p , after a11, 

did encompass a f a irly representative cross - section of the 

r.ia jor soc i al groups in Ont ario wi t h t he exception of the 

wor~i~s classes . 3y the ssi.me to:rnn , it HO'\J.ld follo•17 that 

most historical .:;roups li';:ely _.aC. a f e~-.r :ner.ibers :'Tho endorsed 

the princ iple of a fee erated Krrpire . Ee_r-1ry S cact.~ling of the - - .,..-- -

~or'<: Pi onecrs ar:cl JaD_es Coyne of the ::lci n. ~'. i storical and 

Scientific I!lstit te Nere cases in po i!lt . 

Interestir::::_;ly enou:::;h , r..o rift appesi.red in the his -

tori cal soci ety :::10vene-l'lt 'bet~·reen the i m.9erial fe .erationi s cs 

and those ~7ho ~·:ere content '7 i th the exist in.: ties -:·r i th 
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3ritain. The minute boo~s indicate that the subject of 

imperial federation was rarely brought up in the meetings of 

local societies . Perhaps the members saw little relevance 

in the subject for an historical association meeting. Another 

exp anation may be th8t the meobers of some groups deemed the 

subject a dangerously poli ti ca one, in ~,rhich cEtse they HOU d 

have considered it unsuitable for iscussion since the con-

stitutions of most loca s specifically prohibited debates on 

political questions. If the subject ':ms broached by a spea:rnr , 

it 1-ias invariably cloalrnd in the most innocuous and hi:::;h-
122 

sounding rhetoric . 'I'here is no record of any spca~:er 

attempting to spell out the mechanics of the proposed fe era-

tion with the mother country . Controversy wou d a most cer-

tainly have erupted if this ha been done . 

Tith two notable exceptions , then , the local is-

torical societies should not be regarded as branches of the 

Imperial Federation I_eae;ue . The ma jority o them were 

establishe for reasons in no way connected ·with the move-

ment to consoli ate the E . ire. roreover , five of the local 

historical groups were f oroed after the annexationist scare 

which had helped to Ci ve rise to the 'Tentvorth and i:,undy ' s 

Iane Historical Societies in the late ' eighties . ri entworth ' s 

George :Hlls rejoiced at the radically different outlool~ of 

Canadians in 1R98 compare with " the condition of unrest an 

doubt as to our future that pervaded many sections of Canada 
123 

nine years ago , " The editor of the Canadian Easaz ine, J, 
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I. Cooper, expressed the renewed sense of anticipation among 

Canadians i n 1395: 

To convince one ' s self that a national sentiment is 
growing very strong in this young Dominion • • • one has 
on y to notice the patriotic tone of the nei·:rspapers an 
to 1 sten to the general comments of the tal1dng public. 
~i. feeling of thorough confidence in the resources and 
possibilities of this cou..~try has been engendered by the 
stability and progress of the past two years , and this 
feeling is both strong and universal . . . As our orators 
and writers have said , let us be French or British , 
Roman Catha ic or Protestant if we wish , but let us 
be Canadians first . • •. 

12 ~ 

The wave of optimism and concomitant national 

awareness referred to in this statement had a noticeable 

effect on the fornation of local historical associations 

after 1895. The Women ' s Canadian Historical Society rec-

ognized the broad factors underlying the appearance of their 

group: "The rapid y rising status of Canada among the nations 

of the world; that a unity of national purpose and a high 

ideal of loya ty and patriotism in her people wi alo~e 

sustain her in such high position; that to this end a 

thoroush acquaintance by her peop e , both native and im-
125 

r.iigrant , with her heroic past , is of the first i mportance •... " 

... '.i.pprehensi on , however , was never far be ow the surface 

of the heady optimism of the mid- ' nineties . ':hi le the 

Laurier era witnessed prosperity , it also saw a grea t wave 

of European and American i mmigration to Canada which aroused 

nativist fears of cultural submersion , or at the very least 
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the ~1atering down of the "3ri ti sh principles and traditions 

1 passed on by the loyalist a..'Yld pioneer fathers of the country. 

Such fears were first expressed towar the end of the decade, 

and became quite voca a fter the turn of the century . It is 

not difficult to read between the lines of the preamble to 

the consti tution of the J omen ' s Canadiari Historical Society 

1,:ri th its reference to "both native and _I!lJil i ,?;rant , ' or of 

the Peterborough Historical Society ' s decision to establish 
126 

3ritish citizenship as an e igibility requirement , and 

find an incipient nativist concern about the new i IJLmi::;ration. 

III 

'!'he activities and a chievements of the dozen his -

torical groups that fu.rict ioned in the peri od under review 

were noteworthy , Indeed , it is surpris ing that these vo -

untary organizations ·with such mo est financ i ng , an i; i th r:o 

more thEm a thousan rEm1'.'. and fi e me:nbers among t em in 
128 

1898 , were able to accomplish so much. By the turn of the 

century they had succeeded in fu fil .ing their stated purposes 

of preserving and pub ishing historical materi als , encourag-

ing the preservat on of historic buildings an landmar1rn, 

establishing ~useums , an genera .y creating a greater 

awareness of history by underta1cing a broad range of his-

torical and patriotic ac tivities. 

The historica_ societies in Toronto were in the 

vanguard of the campaign to preserve and to pub ish documen-

tary materials . ~ illiam Canniff of the Canadian Institute 

27 
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and Benry S cadding of the Yor1{ Pioneers aboured u.YJ.tiring ~r 

dur ng the 1890s , as they had earlier , to educate both the \ 
I 

public and the various levels of government on the need to 

i preserve historical information. 129 \iith the support of their 

/
I respective societies , they urged the provincial government to 

preserve archiva materia and to begin publishing ann a 
lJO 

volumes of docunents . In 92, the Canadian Institute 

sent a e egation to confer with Premier Oliver Ifo, at and to 

urge his government to collect a~d pub ish documents on a 

systematic basis. Later , the nstitute a vised 11owat to 

appoint an archivist "to make special enquiry about the 

valuab e historical documents i n the possession of private 
31 

families , and to procure the O!'i,sina s or copies thereof ." 

This pressure likely had a cul'!l.ulative effect over the years . 

It wou seem to provide part of the explanation for the 

appointment of Alexander Fraser as the first provincia 

.~rchivist in 1903 . The historical societies themselves 

benefited in 189 5 when 1~ueen ' s :'ar~: began to award small 

grants of up to severa hundred dollars for their publications 

projects •. 

Under Canniff ' s direction , the Historical Section of 

the Canadian Institute <:t-so urged county councils to record_ 

and collect mu.nicipa_ docu:nents , ~ocal historical asso-

ciati ons addec:t their voice to the Institute pl ea , and ne1t:s

papers in several centres endorsed the request, 32 Sub

sequently , several county councils became Nilling supporters 
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of historical society schemes. In Wentworth, Niagara Falls, 

Niagara-on-the-Lake, Thorold, and Barrie, for example, 

councils began to subsidize the publication efforts of the 

local groups. 

Another historical society activity that found favour 

in county councils was the essay contest. In Hamilton, 

when the Wentworth Historical Society organized a contest in 

1896 to produce a county history, the council promised to 

bear the expense of publishing the winning essay. Joseph 

H. Smith, a school inspector, was declared the winner and 

his valuable Historical Sketch of the County of Wentworth 
133 

was issued in 1897. In Elgin County it was the school 

board which encouraged the historical society essay contest 

among school children. This contest was of large proportions, 

involving the co-operation of the school authorities and the 

teachers' association. Gold and silver medals were ostenta-

tiously distributed to the winners at large public gather

ings and over fifty of the essays were published in the local 
134 

press. Many htstorical societies held essay contests 
135 

among school children, but none was quite able to mat.ch 

the fanfare achieved in Elgin County. 

The historical societies had less success in gather

ing and preserving collections of documents. Only one group 

considered here, the Niagara Historical Society under the 

guidance of Janet Carnochan, created a manuscript and news-

paper archives of respectable proportions. By 1910, the 
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society ' s archives ~·.ras a require research base for many 

notable historians such as A. H. Young , ~ ~ . D . Le Sueur , ~-r . L. 
136 

Grant , and Adam Shortt. 

In the pub ications field, the Lu..~dy ' s lane iiistorical 

Society stoo out mar.re y among its counterparts. F. . A. 

Crui 'rnh8.n1{ wrote pamph ets on the Battle of L .ndy ' s Lane 

( .99 , Jrd. ed., 1 95) , 13eechwoods (1889 , 2nd. ed., . P95), and 

Drumnond ' s -l inter Campa c;r;. (1895 ) . In 1896, Crui:.rnha:riJ.;: began 

his nuch acclaimed The Docu~entari Fistory of.the Ca~pair_;n 
37 

on the l"!'iao::ara Frontier . . . These works 

were of no little historiographica importance considering 

the depth of research an the information embod_e in the 

docu~ents. Fven the bias was not_eworthy , as Canon 3' 11 

noted: "For the first time the story of the battles and 

marches , the privations and sufferings of the founders of 

our Province is to d from a truthf l and sympathetic point 
138 

of vi e1'T . " .An . in' i cation of the popularity of C rui '. shanl ' s 

\.'or r is the fact that a f rst edition run of five hundred 

copies of the Battle of Lundv ' s iane was quic,dy depleted , 

req.uiring a second edition in 89 and D third in 1895. 

Furthermore , Canon Bull reported that 22 wee1dy newspapers 

in the 9rovince were reproducing the society ' s publications . 
39 

pilliam ~:irby ' s Annals of ::riagara (1896) and Janet Carnochan ' s 

riae;ara 100 ::ears Ago were also creditable stud es that 

contained r eful: infornation. 

r o other historical society in the period could boast 

of a_, publi shin3 record to rival that of the Lundy ' s Iiane 
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ore;a..n.ization , This is not to say that much valuable 1· or1: 

was not accomplished by the other groups; on the contrary, 

the publ cations of the Yiagara , ~Tent·worth , E gin , Thorold , 

and Simcoe associations are sti 1 welcome sources of in-

formation t at cannot be overloo::ed by researchers in local 
r, 

1111,~ history . ·At the same time, it is also true that a sign ficant 
\ri 

: ' I \i .. proportion of the material in these volu.nes was of du ious 
I' 

1meri t , material that ·wa.s mau.dlin. m1q anecdote: 1 , -poor y 

researched, short on interpretation , an base_ on reminiscences 

The establish::nent of museums was another en e8vour 

of Ontario ' s ear iest historica_ associations. The first 

group to establish one was the Yor,c Pioneers ' Society. In 

1879 , this group move the cabin original y built by ohn 

S ca .ding in 179 ' on the ba...vi11: of the Don River to its present 

site on the Toronto exhi bi ti on gro1mds , and stocl:ed it with 

historical artifacts . The Canadian Instit te ' s Euseun o 

l'~atural History and Archa.eology •ms opene in 1886 under the 

curatorship of Davi Boyle . During the 890s , the Instittte 

and other historical societies campaigned vigorously for a 
10 

provincia museun. This resulted in the esignat on of 

~oyle ' s collection in 1897 as the nucleus of a provinc ial 

museum under the auspices of George Ross ' Department of 
141 

Education. Ross supp ied new quarters and showcase facil-

i ties for the collection in the Toronto N' ormal School Build-

ing where it remained until absorbed in 1933 "by the Royal 
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Ontario Euseum. 

_it ~'iagara-on-the-Lalrn , Ja.riet Carnochan confessed 

to David 3oyle in 189~ that " .•. my ambitio!l is (how to be 

realized I 1.mow not) to have a room to ourselves ni th a 

collection of trhich Ki agara may be proud a!l I shall then 
l'-',2 

feel ! have accomplished somethine;." In 1903 , :.ass 

Carnochm:. announced her lons- :::-ange plan to raise money for 

the co~_struction of a museum bui_dinc; w·hich would double as 

a monu.-rnent to the loyalists . The museu...rn 11as bui 1 t on a site 

donated by I1iss Carnochan and opened in 907, the first 

buildin3 erected in Ontario specifically for museum purposes. 

:·:eanwhi e , the Peterborough Historical 8 ociety estab ished 

a museum in " Inverlea Eouse ," the past residence of an old 

Peterborouc;h fE.Lrrlily . Ii th substsmtial financial aid from 

both the town and county counci s , the 11Victoria Fuseu.'T. " 

v as opened in 1897. 

In Hanilton , both the ~:entworth and :om.en ' s .1ent1-rorth 

Historical Societies started I!l.Use"Luns in btLl inc;s that they 

ho ed to see prese::~ved. -- Sir ..'.\.l_an I•:ac1:-ab ' s Dvn urn Castle 

and the Ga.::;;e ::rouse at Stoney· Cree~c . The circumstances sur-

ro"Lm .in:::; the purchase of the Gage House museum have been ealt 

~·ii th ear1ier. Brief y , the Ga.::;;e House a.rid homestead were 

opened as a public parlr i::J. 1R99 , to become the first instance 

of historic grou..YJ.d being taren over and p_aced at the public ' s 

disposal by a private orcanization, Fot to be out one , t e 

r;e:ntworth Historical Society o:pened a display r oan in Dundurn 
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Castle the fo_lowins year . Since 1871, F . : . Fearman and 

Geor.:;e Eills , among others , had urc;ed the city to purchase 

the Castle an its grotmds for i..rne as a parl: , but they were 

repeatedly thuarted -oy either the city council or the rate-
143 

payers because of the projected costs of the scheme . 

Finally , in 1899 , Pearman and Eayor Teetzel of Hami ton led 

a novement to purchase the property and succeeded in con-

vinci :!'.lg the owner, the Ron. Donald It,cinnes , to drop the 

sellins price from ::75 , 000 to ~~50 , 000. ~\.fter a vieorous 

e ucational campaicn by city council and the historical 

society , the ratepa;/e:if-s carried a by-law to purchase the 
144 

property. The "YJ.e1'J" Parks Board consented to the reqyest 

of the historical society that a museu.m be established _n 

D .ndurn. Clementina Fessenden became the irst cur.;ttor , and 

the accu.mulated belone;inc;s of the society were loaned to the 
145 

city as the basis for the museum. 

J. c;reat many artifacts , booirn , and archival material 

1rnre li 1::ely preserved by such museums . It 1·;-ould be mis -

leadins , all the same , to picture them as unequivocal centres 

of learning, Perhaps Boy e ' s J.rchaeological l'.useum and 

Carnochan ' s ::iagara museu . were the best of their }rind mainly 

because the curators had some basic awarenes of sou..Y1.d col-

lection a:.'ld display policies . David 3oyle c;ave an ndication 

of his :nuseu..rn philosophy in the following: 

For local history purposes there is nothing superior 
to the local museu:rr. , .. . provicled that said museum 
shall be true to itself, It m st not eco~e a hetero-
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geneous collection , a mass of bric-a- brac , or a heap 
of curiosities . "':very object should illustrate a point , 
enforce some statement , or e ucidate something other;·Tise 
obscure. 

146 

I t is not lilrnly that the amateur curators of Gage House, 

Dundurfl Castle , or Victoria :;useum followed such a code . For 

eYample , the same women Hho established Gaze House set up a 

Historic :r.oan F,xhi bit at a f~te i n 1P95 that featured objects 

of either questionable pedigree or little educational va ue . 

'11hese included a pair of spurs Et-leged y worn at the 3att e 

of ·aterloo , the ~·rearer having had no fei:er than three horses 

shot from 1.m er .. im , Taura Secor ' s • 1i ttle dog" stuffec and 

mounted , ~i medallion ~rnrn by an officer of the Spanish Arn.ada , 

the 1:eys of the Bastille loaned by a gentleman from ·.roodstoc 1~ , 

Santa .Anna ' s ridin['.: i:·rhip , used at the :Battle of Buena Vista , 

Sir ~·:alter Scott ' s i::i rnta:.'l.d , and a sword used by George IV 
147 

at the Battle of 11a terloo . As for the museum at D ndurn , 

so:rre Hamiltonians may never be able to forget the stuffed 

two- headed ca f that caused a minor sensation i n its time . 

At Peterborough , local history again suffered Hhen the society 

opened a "Florida 'S.o om" in 190_ , filled wit. articles from 
148 

that state donated by a former resident of Peterborough. 

These museums , obvious y , nere somethin3 of a mi:ze blessing 

as agencies promoting the study of local history . 

One accomplishlr.ent of more certain value was convinc-

ing the pub ic .r:m. government for the first ti!!!e to ta1':e an 

interest in preserving historic buildin.:;;s , sites , and land.mar rn . 
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Granted, an initial concern for memorializing and preserving 

battlefields of the War of 1812 had been evident in the 1850s 

largely inspired by the erection of the second Brock Monu

ment, and the subject had been discussed in the 1870s by the 

United Canadian Association. But it was not until after 1887 

when the Lundy's Lane and Wentworth Historical Societies 

commenced their respective campaigns for the construction of 

monuments on the battlefields of the War of 1812, that either 

the public or the government began to take the matter of 

historic preservation at all seriously. 

As indicated earlier, the decrepit condition of the 

buildings at Forts George and Mississauga was a major factor 

behind the appearance of a number of historical societies in 

the Niagara Peninsula. Beginning in 1891, William Kirby of 

the first Niagara Historical Society memorialized Ottawa, 

with little success, to finish restoring Fort Mississauga 

in time for the centennial celebrations to mark the hundredth 

anniversary of the founding of Upper Canada. The fort had 

been partially repaired in 1889-90 at the request of Kirby 
~9 

and the Niagara town council. During the centennial year 

1892 1 the Canadian Institute, the Lundy's Lane Historical 

Society, and residents of the Niagara region jointly peti

tioned the federal government for repairs to the buildings at 
150 

Forts George and Mississauga. Members of Parliament from 

Toronto and Niagara also raised the question in the House of 
151 

Commons. After several years, Ottawa reacted favourably 

to the demands of the historical associations and granted the 
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funds for minor repairs to historic buildings li:rn those at 

Fort George , and for projects such as the monuments at 

Lundy ' s Lane , Chrysler ' s Farm , and Chateauguay . 

3y 1 96, the historical societies determined that 

the best solution for the preservation of Forts George , 

Ifo ississauga and Erie was to petition Ottawa to place the 

buildings and property under the contro of the Niagara Falls 
152 

Park Commission. ::::ventually they achi eved this goal , but 

not without difficulty . Several protests , for example , had 

to be made against plans to sell the fort properties to the 
153 

li1.res of private railway corporations or American golf c ubs. 

In 1901 , Fort Erie was the first garrison property trans-

ferred to the l:iagara Farr Corr..mission , fol owed by Butler ' s 

Burial Ground in 1907 and the Drummond Hill Cemetery in 1910 . 

Despite a dogged campai gn after 1896 by the Niagara H storical 

Society, Forts George and Hiss issauga, and Navy Hall were not 

put under the commission ' s jurisdiction until after the Great 

Kar had ended. 

These early historical assoc i ations also helped to 

conserve a number a valuable archaeologica sites through a 

v i gorous educationalcampaign. David Boyle and other members 

of the Canadian Institute , and Andrew Hunter of the Si mcoe 

County Historical Society , for example , took steps to in-

form the township council of Tay and the to1tm council of 

Hidland of the historical importance of Fort St . I>larie on the 
154 

River Wye , For a brief period in 1891, the Institute even 
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considered purchasing the old fort site by pub ic subscrip-
55 

tion. 3oy e and Hunter impressed George Ross and other 

provincial offic "a ls with the reports of their archaeo ogica 
56 

findings in Simcoe County an e sewhere . :?'or its part, 

the Elgin Fistorica and Scientific Institute was indefatig-

able in its endeavours to protect the Southwold earth1or{s , 

a unique double-wa led Indian fort , until the Tational Par1rn 

service assumed responsibility for it in 193 . 

In addition to the monuments at un y ' s Lane ( _ R95 

and Stoney Creek ( 91 ), the local hi torica groups under-

took other projects to commemorate people and events in 

Ontario's past. For example, the lundy ' s Ia. .. rie Society 
157 

sponsored the campaign to erect a stEitue to laura Secord, 

an the Yorl{ Pioneers pub_ icized the idea of building a 
158 

statue to T,ieutenant-Governor John Graves Simcoe. Both 

these projects were u timately brought to fruition after the 

turn of the century under the aegis of the Ontario Historica 

Society. '\ssoc iated with the erection of the monument at 

undy ' s Iiane were the several reinterment ceremonies , li 1rn 

those held on October 17 , 891 an witnessed by some three 
59 

thousand spectators. On these occasions , the remains of 

soldiers ,cilled n battle and accidentally uncovered in un-

mar1rnd graves were reintere with ful mi i tary honours . 

It is difficult now to un erstand the emotions that 

underlay the bui ding of monuments to exto past people and 

events in the ' nineties . :Sut li'-:e patriots in other countries 
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cauc;ht p by internal crises an growins nation(· 1 self-

a ,mreness, Cc-madians required an demanded the construction 

an_ preservation of symbols that epitomized their eepest 

beliefs and principles , symbols to which they cou __ d go to pay 

homage or see1~ spiritual guiclance or sustenance for the 
160 

present and future . 

In 1rnepins with their c;oal of encourasins an in-

terest in history and creating a -3ri ti sh- Canadian national-

ism , the local histor:.cal associations advocatec_ the intro-

duction of Canacian history into a 1 levels of the education-

al syste::i. :\.t tl'l.e seventy-fifth anni versory celebration of 

the ?attle of :.undr ' s Jane in l'.?89, "entworth ' s Georc;e :Tills 

and ~-iazara ' s ':i liam ·~ir"by introc.uced the fo_ loT'iin::;; res -

olution which was ,siven press coverage across southern 

Cntario: 

That in the opinion of this meetins the stu y of 
CanEldian history ouc;ht to be nade a special branc __ 
of education in the pu lie schoo s of Ontario , qnd 
tau.:;ht tho:.--ou;:hJ_y so c.is to i::n~:)Ue into the :ninds of 
our children love of country , a pc.itriotic pride in 
its history and institut ons, and coru1ections "Ti th 
the ,:;reat ?.mpire of which r·;re f orn a :part . 

161 

The f ollowinc; year , the Ccmadian Institute a e its voice 

to the 3roi:·rins number of intereste parties ur.::'.;ins that 

Canadian hist or~·, tf ue;ht with a "!llore lJl"Onouncecl spirit of 

patriotis~ ," be ~iven a more iFportant place in schools 2nd 
162 ~h3 

uni ve1"si ties. The T undy ' s ! ane an '.7 enti:·rnrth Societies 

also recomr:.ended the t lecture courses e est~1blished in 
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Canadian history in all the colleges and universities of the 

province , few of which provided instruction in the su ject 

at that time. At "'ueen ' s Adam Shortt of the political 

science department gave the first course in Canadian history 
16 

in 1895. _\teach of HcGi11 • . ~:ueen ' s and Toronto in 1896 , 

there was only one professor of Canadian history. In the 

same year, accordinc to George !1. ·;ron;:; , the Universit;;,r of 

Toronto provided no instruction in the history of Canada after 
65 

1 15, "for fear of appeals to existing party feeing. " 

By the sumner of 1R91, the historical societies re-

ported that '!ueen ' s Par k had responded to their pleas, that 

the requests for the introduction of Canadian history into 

the educational system , an the writing of textbooks by 

Canadian authors had been favourably received by the Einister 
166 

of Education , George Ross . 'Hth some justification the 

historical societies claimed partial responsibility for ~oss ' 

decision to ma1rn Canadian history compu sory in elementary 

schools , an to sponsor the publication of te:ctboolrn written 

by Canadian authors. 

These , then, were the major activities and achieve-

ments of the dozen or so historical associations which created 

the ?i oneer ~~ss ociation of Ontario and reconstituted that 

organization as the Ontario Historical Society. In the 

period 8 :7-1900 , before the rise of the university-based 

professional students of Cana_ian history , an the widespread 

appearance of courses in CaYladian history in the schools and 
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universities , the loca historical societies "\·;ere perhaps 

the chief instrt"L."!lents for creatinc an interest in , and an 

m·rn.reness of , Ontario ' s past , '.'..'hey were formed for nur:ierous . 1 

reasons , the combination o:' wt:ich depended on such f actors as,'. 
i 

the political beliefs and interests of the founders of each 

societ~r, t _e geographical situation of each group , and the .; 

date of establishri.e!l.t . .\i11ong the chief factors contributing 

to the ::;ro1·rth of the historical society movement after lQP.7 

~vere a 3eneral :X orth ~\.:nerican i 1'1.terest i n the study of history 

u at the re~iona and __ ocal level; a growin3 re;::ilization t .at 

historical docume:'lts , artifacts , sites and buildinzs 1rnre 

\)einc; destro~red at an alar::c.i:ng rate; ancestor worship and 

concoDi tant considerations of social presti:::e; and Et be -

1·rildering complex of national fears and doubts rel8.t i ve to 

both the external and internal developr:!.ent of the Dominion , 

apprehe!lsions that i·rere tempered by a .srowi ng national ;?rio.e 

and awareness 8s the decade of the l 90s procressed. J.nd I 

U::'l erlyin0 most of these cm1cerns was a basic , though not,, 

particularly com 1endab:te 

pro:r.otins any nuuber of 

trend to use history as a me di u.:r. .for 
~ 

causes , whether it was that of th• 
t 

imperialist , t e feminist , the status see~er , or the patrfot~ 
j 

:hatever the motive , the historical societies ful-

f illecl man~r of their purposes when one ta1ces into account the 

number of volu..mes published , the documents and artifacts 
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collected , the buildings and sites preserved, and the otr+.er 

activities 1.J.ndertR1.:en in an effort to create a ?iri ti sh-

Cana .ian nationalis:::, '.Tith this bac1c:::;rou!l in view, then, 

it is nOi'r possible to turn to the history of the ?ioneer 
\ 

Association of Ontario , a federation of the loca societies 

discusse here, an creE ted by them to further their ai1:is 

and objectives. 
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CHAPrER THREE 

THE :~OUNDING OF THE ONTARIO HISTORICAL SOCIErY, 
1888-1898 

I 

H1enry Scadding' s efforts throughout the 1880s to 

form a pr1ovincial historical organization for developing 

the study of history in Ontario bore fruit on September 4, 

1888 when delegates of the York and Peel Pioneers met in 

Toronto ai~d organized the Pioneer Association of Ontario. 

As its col1stitution suggests, the new provincial society was 

created e:!:clusively to serve the needs and to promote the 

various a:lms of the local historical groups. Ets objects 

weres 

to w~te the various Pioneer societies of the Province 
in one central head or organization, thereby the better 
to p:romote intercourse and union of all such societies, 
for ·the better preservation of historical and other 
reco:rds and memorials of the Province, for the forming 
of n1ew societies for such purposes, and for the promot
ing 1smd extending the influence and benefits thereof. 
Also, this Association shall publish an annual report, 
containing the names of all the members of each and 
ever,y affiliated society, with such other matters as 
may be required •••• 

1 

The Pioneer Association of Ontario was designed to 

function ~ls a clearing house for the historical society move

ment 1 the founders never intended that it should have an ex-

istence largely independent of the local groups. To prevent 

142 
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the assoc1.at1on from becoming a competitor for popular sup

port, its membership was severly restricted to the delegates 

of the affiliated societies, Consequently, ten years after 

its appearance, the association was comprised of a mere 

eleven men1bers since each local was entitled to send only 
2 

one voting delegate to the meetings, 

N<>twithstanding its tiny roster, the provincial 

pioneer ar:id historical association did experience a healthy 

rate of growth, During the few years of its existence fif

teen local groups joined the federation, although only eleven 

of them st~ill functioned in 1898 when the association was 
3 

reorgan1zE1d as the Ontario Historical Society. Much of the 

associaticm's success in attracting widespread support from 

the localEI may be attributed to the principle of local au-

tonomy anC:L the looseness of the federation. The provincial 

associatic>n had no prerogative "to exercise any control in 

governing or directing any of the affiliated societies, or in 

any way tc> interfere in their private workings," Only in the 

event that; a question was referred to the association by one 

of the loc~als, would 1 t have competence "to consider and de-
4 

cide upon any such question or reference." Furthermore, the 

associatic>n made few demands of the local groups. Each af

filiate ws~s required to do no more than pay annual dues up 

to a maxin1wn of ten dollars depending on the size of 1 ts 

membership, and contribute to the success of the annual meet

ing by ser1d1ng delegates, preparing a report on the year's 
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work, and recommending persons capable of researching and 
5 

delivering an address. 

The affairs of the provincial historical society were 

managed by the president, vice-president (a second was added 

in 1894), secretary, treasurer and an executive committee of 

five. Throughout the period under review, the executive was 

made up of some of the most capable and respected figures in 

the historical society movement. A cadre of these zealous 

individuals held one post or another in the provincial his-

torical society throughout the 'nineties. 

At the helm, three presidents -- Toronto's Henry 

Scaddin,g (1888-1894), Niagara's George Bull (1894-1897), and 
--- ---- .- . -

St. Tboma:s 1 James Coyne (1897-1902)-- each contributed in their 

own way tio the lasting success of the association. W.H. Doel 

of the Yoirk Pioneers also held positions of authority all 

through t~ese years. Then a justice of the peace in York 

County, D1oel was noted for his promotional work in support 

of the Industrial Exhibition in Toronto and bis activities 

in the East York Reform Association. Another York Pioneer, 

William Rennie, was an active officer. Rennie began bis 

working life as a farmer before opening in 1870 a seed and 

farm implement warehouse and a firm for manufacturing farm 

equipment. He was like Doel a Reformer in politics and a 

director of tbe Industrial Exhibition in Toronto. Grenville's 

David B. Read, a lawyer and historian, Liberal Conservative 

in politics and an ex-mayor of Toronto, also served on the 
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executive throughout the 'nineties. Other councillors in

cluded Eli Crawford, a well-known farmer and magistrate of 

Peel Count.y, Frederick w. Fearman, the Hamilton meat packer, 

Andrew Hun.tar, owner-editor of the Barrie Examiner, and John 

Orchard, a. St. Catharines' grocer and the warden of Welland 

County. 

This group of men from a variety of backgrounds was 
6 

bipartisa:riL, multi-professional, and multi-denominational, 

drawn toge:ther by a belief in the importance of historical 

work, a be:lief that transcended social, political, and re

ligious d1.fferences. Of course, other members of the PAO also 

spent much time and energy encouraging its interests, but 

none had the influence or staying power of these capable 

individuals. 

The presidents of the provincial association set the 

tone and dlirection of the organization and provided the 

leadership so necessary tor its success. Without Henry 

Scadding 's1 persistence, for example, there may not have been 

a federatlon of historical societies until well after 1888. 

By the tiDle he retired from the presidency in 1894, eight 

local socleties had joined the Pioneer and Historical Asso

ciation of the Province of Ontario. In keeping with its 

avowed ob~iective to promote the formation of new groups, 

Scadding had encouraged individuals like Eli Crawford and 

other Yorll= Pioneers in Peel County, A.F. Hunter in Barrie, 
7 

and F. J. F'rench in Grenville County to form local societies. 
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Moreover, Scadding arranged that the secretary, W.H. Doel, 

attend the organizational meetings of new associations such 

as the Wentworth Pioneer and Historical Society, and the 

Simcoe County Pioneer and Historical Society, in order to 
8 

facilitate their creation. 

During his presidency, Canon Bull continued this 

line of work with equal success and witnessed the affiliation 

of seven more locals. Perhaps the most noteworthy additions 

under his leadership were made at the end of his term of 

office in 1897 when the Six Nations Indians were given the 

special status of an affiliated society with each band entitled 
9 

to send one delegate to the meetings of the association. At 

the annual meeting in Niagara-on-the-Lake in 1897, Six Nations' 

representatives gave the delegates a rare treat by holding a 

formal council meeting with the full ceremony of the longbouse. 

The following year, the annual conference was held on the Grand 

River Reserve at Ohsweken. 

Tbe PAO executive welcomed the Indians into the bis-

torical association for various reasons. James Coyne ex-

pected the connection with the Six Nations would aid David 

Boyle 1 s ar•chaeological and anthropological research on the 
10 

Grand Rive1r Reserve. Moreover, Coyne must have been aware 

that the Six Nations adherence would bring the historical 

associatie>n some favourable publicity at a time when it was 

seeking governmental subsidization. 

What prompted the Indians to participate in the 
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activities of the historical association? The enthusiasm 

of one sympathetic individual, J.O. Brant-Sero, an author 

of several historical articles on the Six Nations and him-

self a lineal descendant of the Mohawk chief, Joseph Brant, 

may account in part for the Indians' interest. "I suspect 

that Brant-Sero is the moving spirit in the Six Nationa 1 

11 
Historical matters," wrote David Read to James Coyne. 

That factor aside, the Indians probably had good reason to 

join the historical association. Their recent glorification 
12 

of Joseph Brant and the Six Nations 1 ''red loyalist" heritage 

suggests that they were seeking greater respect in the white 

community. They may also have had political motives. In 

1911, for example, the "red loyalist" theme was used as a 

justification for exempting the Six Nations from the dis

criminatory legislation (the liquor clauses were cited in 

particular) of the Indian Act and for legal equality with the 

white man. Chief W.M. Elliott stated the Indians' case to the 

annual meeting of the Ontario Historical Society in the 

following terms: 

In tbe Indian Act we are cited together with the other 
Indians of Canada. As the Six Nations hold an unique 
posit.ion apart and different from any other Indian 
nation in Canada in that they fought for their land 
rights and privileges, there should be special legisla
tion made for them, and they should, as allies of the 
Briti.sh Crown, have some say in the making of these laws 
in tbe same manner as is the conceded right of the or
dinary British subject ••• ; but we are surprised to-day 
to find the Canadian Government by intrusion trampling 
upon our rights and privileges to such an extent that 
the Indian is reduced to a condition approaching so near 

http:Briti.sh


lq 8 

slavery that the line of demarcation is hard to define~ 
If the Six Nation chief and warriors were men enough to 
fight for Canada and the supremacy of the British Crown 
upon this North American continent ••• , why should the 
legislation of this country now place them in the cat
egory of minors? 

13 

The Six Nations' attempt in 1911 to persuade the 

Ontario Historical Society to champion their demand for equal 

rights wa;s unsuccessful. The leaders of the historical so

ciety decided to remain aloof from this sensitive political 

issue, justifying their decision by citing the clause in the 

OHS constitution that prohibited the discussion of such sub

jects. It was likely more than a coincidence that after this 

episode, the Indians' interest in the historical society all 

but disappeared. 

During the 1890s, the annual conferences of the pro

vincial historical association, held on the first Wednesday 

of June, were the main activity of the group. With the ex

ception of' the Brampton meeting in 1891, the conferences under 

Scadding's presidency were held in the Canadian Institute 

Building in Toronto. No attempt was made to balance the busi

ness trans.actions of the annual meeting with sightseeing tours 
14 

or other diversions. Since Scadding regarded the conference 

as the chlef means by which the association could fulfil its 

role as a clearing bouse for the locals, be let nothing inter

fere with the business at hand. Not surprisingly, the first 

annual mee1tings of the association were poorly attended. Only 
15 

six delegates, for instance, appeared in 1894. 
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In an attempt to extend the usefulness of the asso-

elation, to make it a more effective organization its own 

right, Canon George Bull gave notice of several reforms in 

June 1895 that included holding the annual meeting outside 

the Toronto area, appointing a committee of management to 

invite speakers and other guests on each occasion, and secur-

ing an annual grant from the provincial government to meet 
16 

necessary ,expenses. Although no provincial grant was awarded 

until 1898, Bull did make changes in the format which enhanced 

the effectlveness of the annual gathering. Among other things, 

it became peripatetic, going in tbe next few years to Brampton, 

Hamilton, Niagara-on-the-Lake, and Obsweken. 

The substantial increase in the attendance at the 
17 

annual meetings testifies to the success of Bull's efforts. 

Judging from the articles printed in the annual reports for 

1895 and 1896, the guest speakers were both informative and 

entertaining. Ernest Cruikshank talked on recent research 

in Canadian history, Sarah Curzon on early settlement in Peel 

and York Counties, Oliver A. Howland on the proposed four hun

dredth anniversary celebrations to commemorate Cabot's discovery 

of Canada, Joseph H. Smith on the history of Wentworth County, 

David Boyle on the philosophy of folk lore, and W.H. Da¥is, a 

Hamil ton s1cbool principal, on patriotism in the schools. Those 

in attend~mce at the conferences also enjoyed side trips to 

tbe bistor•ic sites of Niagara and Hamilton, and witnessed the 

spectacle provided by the Six Nations Indians in full cer-
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emonial regalia at both Niagara and Ohsweken. 

The provincial historical association also sponsored 

several projects which took it beyond the role of a clearing 

house for the local groups. The most prestigious of these was 

the centennial held in Toronto and Niagara-on-the-Lake to 

honour tbe establishment of the province of Upper Canada. On 

the petition of Henry Scadding, Queen's Park granted the pro

vincial historical society the sum of two thousand dollars in 
~ 18 

1892 to subsidize the fetes. The first ceremony was held 

on July 16th at Niagara-on-the-Lake to commemorate the issuing 

of the proclamation by Lieutenant-Governor Simcoe of tbe 

electoral divisions of the province of Upper Canada. A pa-

rade of dignitaries and several army and navy bands marched 

through the gaily decorated town, and was greeted by a twenty

one gun salute at Fort George. A luncheon followed with Epeeches 

by Lieutenant-Governor George A. Kirkpatrick and Premier Mowat. 

On September 17, a second ceremony took place in Toronto in 

front of the new Parliament Buildings to celebrate the hundredth 

anniversary of the meeting of the first parliament of Upper 

Canada. Bands, dignitaries, members of the legislature, city 

council, historical associations, patriotic groups, and fifteen 

hundred school children participated in the events. In re

membrance of tbese two occasions, the Pioneer and Historical 

Association of Ontario published five hundred copies of a 

memorial volume and struck a centennial medal. For their part, 

tbe citizens of Niagara-on-the-Lake erected a memorial fountain 
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in the cen1:;re of the town. 

As might have been expected of a central organization 

created by a group of local historical societies to promote 

their common interests, the provincial historical society often 

followed the initiative of the local groups in taking up 

causes. At the annual conferences of the Pioneer and Historical 

Association of Ontario, resolutions were passed urging govern-

ments to s1lbsidize the publication of local and provincial his-
19 

tories, the erection of monuments to the loyalists and Lieu-
20 

tenant-Gov~9rnor Simcoe, the creation of a provincial museum 
21 

and archiV4~s, and the introduction of more inspirational his-

tory and symbols of nationality into the schoolrooms~, of the 
2;~ 

province. 

Ghren the nature and size of the provincial historical 

association, tbe efforts it made to promote these causes were 

necessarily modest. With few members and no large source of 

funds, it could do little more than pass token resolutions on 

these matters, and on rare occasions send deputations to Queen's 

Park. As the decade of the 'nineties progressed, however, the 

associatio:n' s leaders became increasingly frustrated with this 

limited role that brought so few results. It was largely this 

frustration, as will be shown later, that led in 1898 to the 

reorganization of the historical society. Only then was it 

able to take a more direct part in the publications field, 

in museum work, in monument building, and in the patriotic 

indoctrination of the young. 
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Like the local historical groups, the Pioneer and His

torical As~ociatlon of the Province of Ontario undertook all 

the activities discussed to this point with a nationalist end 

in view. '1'The chief purpose of this association," e.xplained 

George Bull, "is to foster the spirit of British Canadian 

nationality, which shall remain strong and steadfast for gen-
23 

erations te> come." By transmitting an awareness of the 

Canadian heritage and inspiring pride in the past, Bull be

lieved that the association could attempt "to inculcate in

telligently the duties pertaining to the domestic affections, 

to probity of character in public capacities and in private 

life, to r~~spect for authority, and to love for our common 

country, the absence of any or all of which virtues inevitably 

tends to national decay." 
24 

It was a coincidence that the first three presidents 

of the pro,dncial historical society -- Scadding, Bull, and 

Coyne -- b1::lieved in the principle of imperial federation. 

All bad risen to the highest office of tbe association, not 

because they espoused an imperialist brand of Canadian nation

alism, but because of their exceptional talents and energies. 

Nevertheless, once in office, these individuals set the ide-

ological direction of the historical association and made it 

a champion of imperial unity. 
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George Bull rarely missed an opportunity to expound 

upon the theme of loyalty and the virtues of a united Empire 

when he addressed the provincial historical association. In 

his speech to it in 1895, the Canon invoked the Higher Power 

to justify his philosophy of loyalty to established constitu

tional and imperial relationships: 

Narrow partizanship we would exclude from our association, 
but loyalty and patriotism we desire to promote. This 
principle is briefly comprehended in words sacred and 
inspired: "Honor all men, love the brotherhood. Fear 
God. Honor the King." (I. Peter, ii, 17). I have no 
need to dwell upon this sacred text, but only to express 
a passing thought. Loyalty is to be grounded on piety. 
To be good citizens men must begin with being good 
Christians. Honor to kings and all in authority, is to 
be based on the fear of God, by whom kings rule and 
whose ministers they are. 

25 

In his annual addresses to the provincial historical society 
26 

in 1896 and 1897, Bull professed bis belief in the inevita-

bility of Canada's achieving greatness within the imperial 

framework. The success of the Bmpire in bis estimation rested 

on Britain's administrative genius to establish order based on 

tbe common laws of the Britisb constitution. These laws, he 

said, ensured the protection of life and property, and guar

anteed civil and religious liberty for people of all races 

and climates. Bull delighted on botb occasions in describing 

the benefits of Empire for "the heart of Africa." This ebul

lient though not too well informed missionary and armchair 

imperialist told his audience that in Uganda, murder, tribal-
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ism, and slavery had been replaced by Christianity, civiliza

tion, orde1:-, justice, and prosperity under the British flag. 

Imbued with similar beliefs, the historical society 

leaders we1'.'e concerned with the various methods of fostering 

correct "B1:-i ti sh-Canadian" patriotic and national sentiments. 

The importance of the school system as an agency for develop

ing certain feelings and attitudes in the younger generation 

was fully understood. History teachers, explained W.H. Davis, 

a Hamilton school principal, could 

instil into the minds of the children lessons which will 
enable them intelligently to perform those duties of 
ci tiz4::nship which they must soon assume. They must be 
instructed in the history of Canada and Britain, and in 
the doties of citizenship. They should be able to tell 
of th1e greatness of our country and empire, should know 
something of our great men, should understand our system 
of government and should be taught to revere the flags of 
Britain and Canada. 

21 

The resolutions urging the introduction of more inspirational 

history te:xts, flags, and historical pictures into tbe schools, 

and the efforts to erect monuments to Simcoe and the loyalists 

were all designed to nurture a better appreciation of the 

national h,eri tage and the historical significance of the British 

connection. 

James Coyne was also a vociferous exponent of tbe 
28 

loyalist tradition and imperial consolidation. According 
29 

to bis biographer, Coyne's philosophy was shaped by a number 

of influences. He grew up in a traditionally Liberal bouse

bold in south-western Ontario, witnessed the unbounded progress 
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of the railway era in the 18SOs, and served in the militia 

during the Fenian troubles at the ripe age of sixteen. His 

nationalist thought was particularly affected by the Canada 

First movemtent and bis friend George T. Denison III. During 

the 1870s, Coyne was active in the West Elgin Reform Asso

ciation and ran unsuccessfully as a Liberal candidate in the 

general eleiction of 1884, before accepting the political 

appointment of registrar for Elgin County. 

Wi t;hin weeks of assuming the presidency of the pro

vincial hiE1torical association in 1897, Coyne delivered an 

impassioned address on imperial unity at a mammoth Victoria 

Jubilee Day picnic at Port Stanley. His audience, estimated 

at some nine thousand people, was comprised mainly of school 
30 

children fJ:>om West Elgin and St. Thomas. For Coyne, Victoria'~ 

empire was synonymous with progress, wi tb "unparalleled material, 

intellectuia.l, artistic, scientific and religious advancement." 

As an exponent of the belief that commerce was "the great 

peace-make:r and solvent of international troubles," he mar-

velled at the opportunities for world peace made possible by 
31 

Imperial p.referential trade. 

Looking at the sweep of the nineteenth century, Coyne 

saw a general impulse toward consolidation, union, and peace 

of which the Empire was perhaps the best witness: 

It is the mission of the Victorian era to show that in 
union of communities and societies is not only strength, 
but peace. With the growth of the democratic idea of the 
greatest good of the greatest number, have come hostility 
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to war, the principle of arbitration, the tendency to 
union, and illustrated by the innumberable societies, 
the great trades unions, the federations of labor and 
capital, and the consolidation of states, all tending 
to the establishment of goodwill among men, and per
manent peace within and without the nation. 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
The genius of the Anglo-Celtic race is towards union, 
toleration, federation, righteous law and administration. 
Its instinct for exploration of new countries and exten
sion of territory is accompanied and justified by its 
extraordinary success in governing inferior races upon 
principles of justice and equality. 

32 

Blinded by his idealism and bis belief in progress, 

Coyne ignored the harsh realities of imperial expansion and sug

gested to his youthful audience that "throughout the vast empire, 

with brief exceptions, peace and contentment have prevailed for 

sixty years; and today there is no note of disaffection amongst 

the numerous colonies and dependencies." He concluded that the 

Empire was "the guarantee of the peace of the world" and that 

it was the duty of Canadians to do their part (what that part 

would be, he did not specify) so that 11 the imperial bond of 

union shall be strengthened not impaired with the rolling 

years." That a man of Coyne's intelligence could utter such 

rhetoric is striking testimony to the hold that the imperial 

idea bad on the minds of many Ontarians in the 'nineties. It 

is curious bow he could talk of world peace while the news of 

the infamous Jameson Raid had been filling the Canadian press 

since December 1895, while the well-armed Boer snarled his 

defiance in the Transvaal, while Germany and Britain eyed each 

other menacingly as a result of the South African imbroglio, 



and while French and British rivalry on the Upper Nile was 

threatening to lead to hostilities at Fashoda. 

III 
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The Pioneer and Historical Association of Ontario 

achieved many of its stated objectives. Annual meetings and 

published reports brought about the desired unity of action 

among the affiliated societies, while the executive actively 

encouraged the formation of new local historical groups. These 

modest acccimplishments -- little more could have been expected 

from a provincial historical association created as a mere 

clearing he>use for the locals -- did not however satisfy the 

ambitions c>f George Bull or James Coyne. Bull was the first 

to realize that the association could not hope to foster a 

general interest in Ontario and Canadian history without ex

panding itn original terms of reference. As a first step in 

this direction, Bull made changes in the format of the annual 

meeting. At the same time, he sought to establish a publica

tions progJ:-amme. 

Unfortunately, a financial straitjacket thwarted his 

publishing schemes from the beginning. The truth of the matter 

was that tbe Pioneer and Historical Association of Ontario had 

no financial basis whatsoever. The only source of funds were 

the annual dues of the local societies. Theoretically, each 

local was obliged to contribute up to ten dollars annually 

depending on the size of its membership. In fact, the asso

ciation was unable to collect even these paltry funds. "The 
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burden of carrying on the work of the local societies," ex

plained James Coyne, "usually falls upon a few of the more 

enthusiastic members. Their work is sufficiently difficult 
33 

without adding to it the burden of this assessment." 

Sa.lvation, of course, lay in subsidization from the 

provincial government, and numerous appeals were made to 

Queen's Park requesting an annual grant large enough to finance 

tbe administrative activities of the association and to launch 
34 

a publications programme. The reasons for the government's 

refusal to, grant the association publishing funds can only be 

inferred. Queen's Park which had supported the publication 

activities of various locals since 1895 by awarding small 

grants, may have seen little ~ationale for spending the tax

payers 1 mciney on a tiny eleven-member provincial historical 

society closed to the general public and comprised entirely 

of delegates of the local groups that the government was al

ready fina.ncing. 

By 1897 the leaders of the Pioneer and Historic.al 

Associatic1n of Ontario, and especially the new president, 

James Coyne, recognized that a general reform of the organ

ization was needed to broaden the society's terms of reference 

and its basis of membership. At a special session of the 

associatio1n held at the Industrial Exhibition Grounds in 

Toronto in September 1897, Coyne was authorized to appoint a 

committee for the following purposes: 

http:Historic.al


(1) To consider means for widening the basis of 
membeJ:osbip. 
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( 2) To formulate some more systematic plan of work. 

(3) To communicate with the Government with reference 
to obtaining financial aid. 

(4) To arrange for a permanent central office. 

(5) To report to the Association. 
3.5 

Before convening this committee, however, Coyne decided to 

inform George Ross, the Minister of Education, of the asso

ciation 1 s intentions to reorganize. Coyne also hoped to learn 

what reforms Ross thought were necessary in the programme and 

administration of the society before the government would 

consider subsidizing it. 

In his negotiations with Queen's Park, Coyne bad an 

advantage over his predecessors because he had known George 

Ross since 1871. The acquaintanceship lasted through the 

years both as a result of Coyne's activities on behalf of the 

Liberal Party in Elgin County and his work as a representative 

for the graduates of University College on the Senate of the 
36 

University of Toronto. In September 1897 Coyne approached 

Ross and told him of the plans to expand the scope of the 
37 

Pioneer and Historical Association of Ontario. Ross in-

timated that he would consider subsidizing the association, 

but first he desired to see a more detailed analysis of its 

plans. Ac:cording to Coyne, Ross stated that ••such a scheme 

would receii ve (11i!) favourable cons id era ti on if it appeared 
38 

to be effective and satisfactory." 
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After his interview with the Minister, Coyne looked 

to the example of the state historical societies in the 

American Mlddle West rather than those on the Atlantic sea-
39 

board since the former already carried on a wide range of 

activities funded by their respective state governments. 

Coyne intended to draw upon the administrative experience, 

the membership criteria, and the programmes of these pub

lically supported groups before submitting to Queen's Park 

his own plan of reform for the Pioneer and Historical Asso-

elation of Ontario. 

There appeared to be good reason for Coyne to ignore 

the older historical associations along the eastern seaboard 

of tbe United States. These groups unlike their Middle West 

counterpar•ts, regarded themselves as scholarly institutions 

devoted tc1 the collection, preservation, and publication of 

documentar·y source material for facilitating the writing of 

history. They had been founded by men rooted in an aristo

cratic tradition of learning, men unfamiliar with either 

universal education or public subsidy. "With the passage of 

time," wri:>te one observer, "they became dignified, exclusive, 

even snobbish, and as their private endowments grew, they 

felt unde:r no real pressure to serve a wide public audience." 
40 

The state historical societies in the American Midwest, 

on the other hand, were part of a more democratic tradition 

that began with the incorporation of the State Historical 

Society of Wisconsin in 1854. This organization was the first 
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of its kind to receive substantial state appropriations on an 

annual basis. Because it accepted public funds, it felt com-

pelled to open its membership to the general public and 

"recognized the obligation to pursue an aggressive educational 
41 

policy." The director of the society in 1897, Reuben Gold 

Thwaites, explained the philosophy of the state supported so-

cieties in tbls way: 

Such a society, in order to continue in the receipt of 
substantial government aid, must be popular in its or
ganization and methods; it must perpetually demonstrate 
its reason for being, by proving useful and inspiring to 
the public whose support it seeks •••• In short, a state 
supported historical society should recognize that a 
neces.sary condition of 1 ts existence is the cul ti va ti on 
of a sound historical interest among the people at large. 

This philc1sophy, as it turned out, became that of the Ontario 

Historical Society. 

By late November 1897, Coyne had received the in

formation he needed from the American societies and had passed 

it on to George Ross in the hope that it would persuade him 

42 

to subsidi.ze the Pioneer and Historical Association of Ontario. 

Tbe Minister was told that the Wisconsin Historical Society 

cost the 1:1tate government approximately fourteen thousand 

dollars annually, a figure which included cash grants, publish-

ing costs, office expenses, and the salaries of a secretary 

and two llbrarians. In Michigan, Ross was informed, the govern-

ment awarded twenty-five hundred dollars annually to the state 

historical society in addition to paying the salary of a per-

http:subsidi.ze
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43 
manent off:tcer. 

On the basis of the past experiences and needs of 

the Pioneer and Historical Association of Ontario, and of the 

information received from the Middle West historical groups, 

Coyne requested tbe eovernment of Ontario to print tbe society's 

publications, pay for a permanent secretary, furnish an office, 

and grant an additional sum of money for miscellaneous ad-
44 

ministrative expenses. Accompanying this application was 

the more detailed scheme of reform that Ross had demanded 

earlier. Goyne explained that the work of the association 

would be d:trected frorr. Toronto by a secretary who would manage 

the projected library, edit the new series of publications, 

and collect documents and reminiscencEs of pioneers. Aprarent-

ly the Mirlster had intimated that an employee of his depart

ment might without charge to the association undertake these 

duties; consequently, Coyne requested that the secretaryship 
45 

be arranged on that basis. As for enlarging the membership, 

Coyne hesitated to open the provincial historical society to 

the general public. He proposed instead that the present 

basis of membership be maintained, although augmented "by some 

system of 1election, which would bring in a number of members 

who (as professors or special students of history) might be 
46 

considered as experts." At this sta.ge, Coyne had not yet 

swallowed the democratic philosophy expressed by Reuben Gold 

Thwaites. 

George Ross was obviously pleased with the reorganiza-
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tion plans and he took steps in 1898 to include an annual 

grant of five hundred dollars for the historical association 

in the estimates of the Department of Education. Though it 

was far less than Coyne had hoped for, and a meagre sum by 

American standards, the grant did put tbe provincial historical 

society on a sound financial basis for the first time. 

Ross' decision to support the Pioneer and Historical 

Association of Ontario deserves comment. The Minister could 

well have been partly influenced by bis political friendship 

with Coyne, and perhaps he was impressed by the knowledge of 

historical society activity in the American Midwest. All the 

same, it should be noted that Ross probably had bis own good 

reasons from the outset for subsidizing the historical asso-

elation. He already had a reputation for encouraging the 

study of Canadian history within the educational system. And 
47 

as a nationalist and imperialist of the same breed as those 

described in Carl Berger's Sense of Power, be employed many 

devices to transform the schools into more effective agencies 

for fashioning patriotic attitudes and beliefs among the 
~8 

children of the province. For instance, the study of 

Canadian history was made compulsory in the elementary schools, 

and history texts were standardized and rewritten by Canadians. 

Patriotic exercises were encouraged in the schools on nation-

al and imperial holidays, and Ross himself prepared a teachers 1 

aid for Sllich occasions entitled Patriotic Recitations and Arbor 

Day Exerci~ {1893). Ross recognized that an effective 
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provincial historical society could bolster tbe patriotic 

work of tbe Department of Education by arousing pride in 

country and empire through the study of the past. ''An his

torical society should be educational," Ross told the re

organization committee of the provincial historical associa

tion, "and while scholarly and exact in its methods, it 

should reach the masses in its results -- it should appeal 

to our domestic affections as well as to our national 

pride and our patriotic aspirations." 
49 

With the knowledge that government aid was available, 

it was incumbent upon Coyne to name and call the special re

organization committee projected at the September meeting of 

the association. Although the majority of the members he 

eventually named to the committee belonged to the local his

torical societies, Coyne was also careful to include such 

qualified individuals as James Bain, chief librarian of the 

Toronto Public Library, Professor James Mavor, the political 

economist, Professor George M. Wrong of the University of 

Toronto's history department, the Rev. Dr. J.R. Teefy, 

superior of St. Michael's College, and W.R. Harris, the Dean 

of St. Catharines. By no means did Coyne expect all these 

gentlemen to participate, and admitted including some of them so 
"merely as an advertisement, if for no other purpose." 

The committee met only once, on March 30, 1898, at 

the Education Department Building on St. James Square in 

Toronto. Coyne chaired the meeting while David Boyle acted 
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as secretary. George Ross, Charles Canniff James, the Deputy 

Minister of Agriculture, David B. Read, Eli Crawford, the 

Reverend W.R. Parker of Barrie, a representative of the 

Simcoe County Pioneer and Historical Society, Miss Sarah 

Mickle, the delegate of the Women's Canadian Historical 

Society, J. Brant-Sero, James Bain, and George Wrong all 

attended the meeting. Coyne presented the co~.mittee with a 

scheme of reform which was accepted with few ame1ndments and 

incorporated into a new constitution. At a general meeting 

of the historical association held on May 23, 1898, the new 

constitution was taken up clause by clause and adopted with 
51 

few changes. From that point on the Pioneer and Historical 

Association of the Province of Ontario became known as the 

Ontario Historical Society. 

The most important difference between the old organ

ization and the new related to the widening of the terms of 

reference of the OHS. The society, of course, would continue 

its traditional role of uniting 

the various Pioneer and Historical Societies of the 
Province in one central bead or organization, thereby 
the better to promote intercourse and co-operation on 
the part of all such societies, to form new societies 
and to promote and extend the influence and benefits 
thereof. 

52 

In addition to this function, however, the society planned 

to publish volumes of local and provincial history, and to 

begin a collections programme for the establishment of a 
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library, museum, and archives: 

The Society shall also engage in the collection pre
servation, exhibition and publication of materials for 
the study of history, especially the history of Ontario 
and Canada; to this end studying the archaeology of the 
Province, acquiring documents and manuscripts, obtaining 
narratives and records of pioneers, conducting a library 
of historical reference, maintaining a gallery of historical 
portraiture and an ethnological and historical museum, 
publishing and otherwise diffusing information relative 
to the history of the Province and of the Dominion, and, 
in general, encouraging and developing within this 
province the study of history. 

53 

This was a grandiose statement of intent. Evidently the OHS 

anticipated filling the vacuum in historical endeavour caused 

by the lack of a provincial museum and archives, and a peri-

odical devoted exclusively to provincial history. 

A widening of the basis of membership constituted a 

second major change in tbe structure of the provincial his

torical society. Wbile maintaining the loose federal nature 

of the Pioneer and Historical Association which allowed each 

affiliate to send three delegate members to the annual meet

ings, provision was made for five other classes of members: 
54 

ex-officio, life, honorary, corresponding, and annual. The 

most significant of the new membership clauses allowed any 

resident of the province to join the Ontario Historical 

Society upon paying an initial entrance fee of one dollar. 

Government pressure likely forced Coyne to introduce this 

provision since he had not intended doing so in November 

1897. George Ross, on the other hand, had made it clear that 
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55 
he desired the OHS to "reach the masses in its results." 

In any case, to have restricted membership to the delegates 

of the local societies and to "experts" might have been un-

wise for a historical group that depended on government sub

sidization. As Reuben Gold Thwaites so aptly noted: ~state 

appropriations could not long be secured for a closed corpora

tion of scholastics, with whom the average voter (}lai) no 
56 

sympathy." 

Nevertheless, James Coyne still had reservations 

about the open membership clause. Fearing that the OHS 

might be dominated by members from Toronto, he offered the 

following advice at the special meeting of March 30, 1898: 

To guard against any objection arising from a possible 
preponderance of the Toronto membership, it might be 
well to follow the example of the Michigan Pioneer and 
Historical Society and limit the right of voting as at 
present to the officers and delegates, with perhaps the 
extension of the right of voting to ex-officio and life 
members. 

57 

The majority of delegates who ratified the constitution 

obviously did not share these fears (perhaps because they were 

from the Toronto area) since all annual members were given a 

vote in the society's affairs. It is interesting, however, 

that at least one local group did share Coyne' a fears. The 

Kingston Historical Society viewed the OHS with thinly veiled 

hostility because of the latter's Toronto connections. Al-

though the Kingston group bad affiliated with the Pioneer 
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and Historical Association of Ontario in 1894, its members 

had not taken affiliation seriously and rarely participated 

in tbe activities of tbe association. In November 1898, the 

OHS asked the Kingstonians to reaffiliate, but they haughtily 

rejected the offer. Their reasons for so doing appeared to 

be based on a complete misunderstanding of the origin and 

nature of the OHS as the following excerpt from their minute 

book indicates: 

Prof. Caeorge iiJ Ferguson reminded the meeting that this 
Soc' y L9Hfil was originally known as the "York Pioneer 
Hist. Soc'y" and that as such it was in no higher status 
than our own and that probably the idea was to absorb 
surrounding Societies into a central organization sup
ported by Gov't, and that the probable object of their 
programme was to receive all papers worth publishing 
and give them to the public in their own name -- whereas 
with a much smaller grant from Gov't we should be able 
to publish our own papers •••• 

58 

The nature of the changes made in the constitution of 

the provincial historical association indicates that Coyne 

borrowed heavily from the model of the state historical so

cieties of the American Midwest, particularly Wisconsin's. 

Tbe OHS leaders regarded the Wisconsin organization as "re

markable among historical societies for the generous support 

it receives from the state, as well as the amount of work 
59 

accomplished.'' Coyne certainly made no attempt to hide his 

admiration of the Wisconsin example when he revised the con

stitution of the Pioneer and Historical Association of Ontar-
60 

io. The programme outlined by Coyne for the OHS included 
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a museum, historical portrait gallery, a systematic collection 

of historical information, documents, and reminiscences, a 

library, and publications, all the trappings of the Wisconsin 

body. Coyne greatly admired the director, Reuben Gold Thwaites, 

who was then in the midst of preparing his scholarly edition of 

The Jesuit Relations and Allied Documents in seventy-three vol

umes (1896-1901). One of Coyne' a first decisions as president 

of the OHS was to arrange for Thwaites to visit Toronto and 

address a special meeting of the OHS in January 1899 on the 

subject of ~The Study of Local History." He was hailed as 

the secretary of "the most flour is bing wocietjl of its kind 
61 

in this conti~ent, if not in the world." 

It seemed pretentious for the Ontario Historical So-

ciety with its small five hundrea dollar grant, to tackle the 

same range of activities as Thwaite's Wisconsin organization. 

Nevertheless a good start had been made, and there was reaso~ 

to believe that the OHS would receive more governmental assis-

tance once it demonstrated its effectiveness as an educational 

force. Coyne could well be pleased with the new relationship 

he had engineered with the Department of Education. George 

Ross had consented to become the honorary president of the 

society, a gesture to publicize the OHS's connection with the 
62 

educational work of the province. His department also sub-

sidized the society indirectly by providing office facilities 

in the Normal School Building. Finally, Ross' suggestion that 

the secretary of the OHS be selected from the staff of the 
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Department of Education resulted in the appointment of David 

Boyle, the provincial archaeologist and curator of the Arche-

ological Museum, as a part-time secretary on the minister's 

recommendation. 

One facet of the reorganization still remained in

complete in 1898 as far as James Coyne was concerned -- that 

of incorporation. The OHS accepted his recommendation to 
63 

consider the matter in September of that year. Some months 

later, on April 1, 1899, "An Act to Incorporate the Ontario 

Historical Society" (Chapter 108, Ontario Statutes 1899) 

drafted by Coyne himself, passed through the legislature and 
64 

received royal assent. Incorporation became imperative once 

the provincial historical society had resolved to own property 

in the form of a museum and library. One of the chief ad

vantages of the act was that it provided the executive officers 

comparative freedom from personal liabilities of the corpora

tion. The act prescribed and limited the legal rights of the 

OHS and stated, among other things, that the society 

may by any legal title acquir~ hold and enjoy, for the 
use of the society, any property whatever, real or 
personal, and may alienate, sell and dispose of the 
same or any part thereof, from time to time, and as 
occasion may require, and other property real or per
sonal, may acquire instead thereof; provided always 
that tbe annual value of the real estate held at any 
one time for the actual use of the society shall not 
exceed four thousand dollars. 

James Coyne also believed that as a permanent incorporated 

body with the power to receive gifts and bequests, the society 

would be more likely to receive contributions of books and 
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other articles of biatoric value. 

Two of the clauses of the act of incorporation worked 

to the advantage of the local affiliates by providing for 

their incorporation: 

Any historical or pioneer society now affiliated with 
the said society may bEcome incorporated, with all the 
powers and privileges of said society, by passing a 
resolution to that effect, stating the proposed cor
porate name, and forwarding a copy of such resolution 
under the bands of its president and secretary to the 
Education Department and to the secretary of said society. 

Any historical or pioneer society hereafter becoming 
affiliated with the said society under the constitution 
and bylaws of the latter in that behalf, shall thereby 
become incorporated by the name under which it shall 
have become affiliated, and with all the powers and 
privileges conferred by this Act upon The Ontario His
torical Society. 

These legal rights were unusual in 1899 and are un

heard of today. They meant that any new local historical 

association upon affiliation with-the OHS became incorporated 

automatically without having to go through the customary legal 

procedures. The passing of resolutions by the OHS and the 

local association, when duly recorded in the minutes of each, 

completed the incorporation of the local society as well as 

its affiliation. Clearly, these clauses enhanced the attractive

ness of membership in the Ontario Historical Society among the 

local groups. 

The affiliates benefited in yet another way from Coyne's 

reorganization of the provincial historical association. They 

were relieved of the burden of paying annual dues. In theory, 
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the OHS could still call upon the locals to pay such fees, but 

after obtaining the provincial grant, Coyne advised the execu

tive that "no annual fee be exacted hereafter ••• , that the 

funds of each local society be devoted to its own local ob-

jects and no other, except in the case of appeals of a special 
66 

and extraordinary character." This statement was testimony 

to the fact that the OHS had come a long way from its founda

tion in 1888 as a dependent of the local groups. 

After the reorganization in 1898, the Ontario His

torical Society was firmly established as a society in its 

own right, indeed, as the foremost historical association in 

tbe province. In its early years, the Pioneer and Historical 

Association of Ontario had never been a particularly effective 

body. It had served its local masters well by co-ordinating 

their common activities, and by encouraging the growth of the 

historical society movement; but, it was unable to branch into 

the field of publications, or museum and archives work. To 

rectify this situation, James Coyne, following the example of 

the leading state historical societies of the American Middle 

West, and with the support and advice of George Ross, reshaped 

the largely ineffective Pioneer and Historical Association of 

Ontario. REorganized and incorporated, the new Ontario His-

torical Society soon began to enlarge its programme of activi-

ties. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

CONCEPTS AND ATTITUDES, 1898-1914 

The period between 1898 and 1914 was perhaps the 

most active one in the history of the Ontario Historical 

Society. During these years, the provincial historical 

association undertook a wide-ranging programme of activities 

that has yet to be equalled in scope or success. Before 

examining the achievements of this period, however, there is 

a need to understand the concepts and attitudes that in

spired much of the society's work. The fundamental objective 

of that work -- the nurturing of patriotic sentiments by 

educating Ontarians about the events and meaning of the 

British-Canadian heritage remained unchanged from the days 

of Henry Scadding and George Bull. But a different combina

tion of factors gave rise to the historical activism of this 

later period. An insurgent Canadian national feeling combined 

with nativist fears to sharpen the motives of the chief OHS 

spokesmen. Moved by these factors, they continued to cham

pion the cause of imperial unity and stepped up their petrio

tic activities to include the promotion of Empire Day and 

flag exercises, and the introduction of inspirational decora

tions and symbols into the schools. 

The most striking difference of attitude between the 

early 1890s and the period after 1900 stemmed from the fact 

180 
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that there seemed to be after the turn of the century no 

longer any serious question among Canadians that the nation 

would survive as an independent entity on the Nortb American 

continent. The beginnings of large-scale economic expansion 

and a growing national· pride and consciousness had dissolved 

most of the earlier annexationist fears of the 'nineties. 

Certainly the buoyant optimism and pride inspired by Canada's 

material prosperity -- expressed in Laurier's statement that 

the twentieth century would belong to Canada -- explains part 

of the OHS leaders' urge to create symbols of their heritage 

and to otherwise preserve their past. Such was the optimism 

in 1909 that reviewers of G.T. Denison' a The Struggle for 

Imperial Unity "found it necessary to explain to their readers 

that 'about twenty years ago' there had been something called 

the annexationist crisis which was now just a 'curious recol-
1 

lection. '" 

At the same time, however, it appears that those who 

directed the activities of the OHS after 1898 were well aware 

of the fragility of the developing Canadian character in a 

period noted for its rampant materialism and massive immigra

tion. Individuals like James Coyne, Barlow Cumberland, and 

Clementina Fessenden feared the consequences of these trends 

in the first decade of the twentieth century. In the first 

place, they realized that material prosperity could not alone 

provide a satisfactory foundation upon which to build the 

future nation state. "It is not in the bulk of the territory, 
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the magnitude of population or the wealth of possessions by 

which the greatness of a nation is to be estimated," explained 
2 

Bar low Cumberland, "but by the character of the people." 

To a man, the OHS spokesmen agreed that patriotism, 

rooted in an understanding of their version of Canada's past, 

could help significantly to mould a people's character. 

Patriotism, claimed Barlow Cumberland, 

arises to wrest the people out of their selfishnees, and 
fuses them mightily into a pervading fervid fellowship -
a process of amalgamating power arising from a spirit of 
self-sacrifice, rather than of self-seeking; from emotion, 
rather than judgement; from filial remembrance of parent
al guardianship, and of the honour and duty to the his
tory and tradition of their ancestors. 

3 

These ideas were similar to those of the humorist 

Stephen Leacock, who also preached that patriotism was a 

necessary purgative for the spiritual ills of an unbridled . 4 
materialism. Professor Ramsay Cook demonstrated r~cently 

that Leacock (who incidentally was a member of the OHS in this 

period) belonged to "a long and distinguished line of Canadian 

intellectuals, reaching back to the Canada First Movement and 

forward to Canadian Dimension, who have sought to solve 

Canada's problems by a strong injection of nationalism." To

gether tbese individuals formed a Canadian intellectual tradi

tion "••• characterized by repeated efforts to raise questions 

about the quality of Canadian life when the gross national 

product seemed the major concern ••• [anOl by an attempt to 
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5 
give Canada a self-consciousness and an identity." The 

spokesmen of the Ontario Historical Society were certainly a 

part of this body of thinkers. 

Another and more powerful consideration impelled the 

OHS leaders to develop patriotic sentiments in this era of 

prosperity. Now they feared the possibility that the massive 

influx of European and American im:nigrant~ newcomers who knew 

nothing of the Dominion's heritage, would endanger their unique 

British-Canadian character. Like most English-speaking 

Canadians, the OHS leaders believed that Canada was and should 

remain an Anglo-Saxon country embodying the highest principles 

of Christianity and civilization. Their thought was replete 

with the concepts of social darwinism, Anglo-Saxon superiority, 

the white man's burden to bring peace, religion and civiliza-
6 

tion to the "inferior races", and the myth of the superiority 
7 

of the northern races and civilizations. Coyne, Fessenden, 

and Cumberland were also most adamant in their conviction 

that Canada's national destiny properly lay within the Empire. 

Indeed Coyne proclaimed that Canadians were "a people 

more British in sentiment than the British themselves, keeping 

alive, as a sacred fire, the once almost extinguished spark, 

cherishing the idea of a united empire trrough good and evil 

report until it has become the watchword of the race tbrough-
8 

out the world. 11 The OHS spokesmen saw no contradiction in 

the claim that they could be nationalists and imperialists 

simultaneously. "A Canadian who is not an Imperialist,'' said 
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Cumberland, "must either be ignorant of our country's history, 

or else be wanting in the first principles of honour and duty, 
9 

for Imperialism is the basis of our Canadian existence.~ 

Support for the British connection did not preclude the con-

cept of a self-conscious Canadian nationality. In no un

certain terms Cumberland wrote that~ •• there shall be created 

in Canada, sprung from this nation, a people which in spirit, 

in character, in righteousness which exalteth a nation, shall 

not be less worthy than the British nation in whom we hold 
10 

united allegiance." Such statements would appear to 

contradict one recent writer, Professor Douglas Cole, who 

has denied that the imperialism of men like Cumberland was a 

form of Canadian nationalism. Cole describes their thought 

as simple patriotism or a colonial-minded pan Britannic 
11 

nationalism. 

The OHS spokesmen were particularly concerned about 

the possible effects that immigration might have upon the 

community's Anglo-Saxon character. Certainly they were not as 

optimistic as the majority of Canadians who, according to 

Professor Marilyn Barber, seemed to have been confident that 

the immigrants could be easily assimilated and that they would 
12 

contribute significantly to the future growth of the countrv. 

On the other hand, they were not quite so pessimistic as their 

fellow historian, William Stewart Wallace, who concluded that 
13 

"race suicide" could result from unrestricted immigration. 

The position of the society's officers lay somewhere between 

these extremes. 
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Together with other concerned educators and clergymen 

across Canada, OHS spokesmen feared that the assimilation of 

the immigrants was not an inevitability, and that unwanted 

alterations in the national character would result if steps 
14 

were not taken to absorb the newcomers. Referring to this 

possibility, Barlow Cumberland warned: 

Canada is now passing into the most momentous trial that 
has ever been set before a growing people. Never was 
there such a sudden, widespread and speedy task, of 
nation building, and patriot making, as is now pressing 
upon the Canadians of to-day. . . . . . . . . . . 
A great responsibility lies in every one of us, for we 
are proposing to do in decades what our forefathers did 
in centuries. The patriotic duty of education of both 
young a~d old, in the ideals and history of our past, 
lies upon our schools, our natlonal societies and our
selves •••• is 

George Locke, a future OHS president and chief librarian of 

the Toronto Public Librar~ agreed with Cumberland that history 

was »an all important subject owing to its influence on the 
16 

assimilation of the foreign elements in our population." 

Interestingly enough, the Methodist clergyman James s. 

Woodsworth of All People 1 s Mission in Winnipeg entertained in 

the religious sphere, fears and assumptions similar to those 

of the OHS leaders. In his volume Strangers Within Our Gates 

(1909), Woodsworth examined the problems arising from massive 

immigration into western Canada, in an attempt to spur the 

churches into becoming more effective agencies of assimilation. 

The fears of the OHS leaders might be seen as part of 
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a wider North Americen pattern of behaviour. During the 

1880s and 1890s, as the flood of immigrants reached the 

United States, a n2tivist reaction against large scale 

immigration, and especially against the ~ewcomers from south-

ern and eastern Europe had manifested itself south of the 
17 

border. American '•patriots" argued ttthat a great nation 

requires a homogeneous peoplett and called for a reawakened 

sense of riationality. "The period," argues John Higham, 

"resounded with organized campaigns to arouse a vigorous 

1Americanism. 1 Flag exercises, replete with special salutes 

and pledges, spread throughout the public schools along with 

agitation for inculcating patriotism. Among well-to-do, status-

conscious circles, ov€r a dozen hereditary, patriotic societies 

sprang up in the early nineties to cultivate a keener, more 
18 

exclusive sense of nationality." 

The parallels between the history of American historic-

al and patriotic societies in the 1890s and their Ontario 

counterparts in the following decade is more than coincidental. 

Ontarians such as Coyne, Fessenden, Cumberland, J.G. Hodgirs, 

George Locke and others kept close watch on the American 

scene and readily copied the attempts below the border to 

teach political attitudes by way of pledging allegiance to 

tr.e flag, schoolroom decorations, and rronument ~uilding. 

Visitors such as Reuben Gold Thwaites commented upon the 

similarity of the American and Canadian experience in "the 

number of foreigners they were called upon to educate along 
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19 
tbe line of patriotism." James Coyne also was cognizant 

of the common problems of eacb country: 

We are one in many problems we are celled upon to face. 
What are we to do with our foreigners? Shall we exclude 
them altogether, or shall we control immigration by more 
stringent regulations and conditions? Shall we assimilate 
it, or to what extent shall we admit the newcomer to the 
rights and privileges of citizenship? How shall we 
educate them to the duties and responsibilities of 
citizenship? Shall we encourage men of all races and 
colors to come and occupy, or shall we imitate tbe 
chosen people of old, and keep and develop our country 
as an inher:i.tance for our children and our children's 
children'? 

20 

Given the Anglo-Saxon racial emphasis in their thought, it is 

not difficult to understand why the historians reacted as 

they did to the new immigrants of European descent who, if 

they remained unabsorbed, seemed to have the potential for 

undermining the British character of the race. Not for nothing 

did Clementina Fessenden write that »the Government should help 

worthy Englishmen to settle amcng us ratber than assist such a 
21 

foreign element as the Doukbobors." 

Ironically Clementina Fessenden, while emulating the 

tub-thumping activities of the American patriotic societies, 

reacted e\~en more vociferously against immigrants from the 

United States than she did against those from Europe. Her 

speeches and letters promoting flag and patriotic exercises 

usually emphasized the American cultural threat above all 

else. She agreed wholeheartedly with the following statement 

by William Kirby: 
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We are entering on a grand national crisis. We are at 
the forks of the road of fate. We must choose whether 
we are to be Americanized or more closely bound to 
Britain by ties of trade preference as well as ties of 
sentiment. The pot is boiling over in the U. States, 
and its discontent. People will come into Canada's 
West by hordes, shall I say by millions, ard we must 
assimilate them or perish as a Dominion. 

22 

The American immigrant was feared because he brought 

with him the cultural baggage that some Canadian nationalists 

disliked most. Clementina Fessenden warned of a possible 

"leavening of our highest ideals by a people whose views and 
23 

laws do not make for highest good." The critique of the 

republic espoused by OHS spokesmen was by no means unique; 

indeed, it was virtually identical to the complex of ideas 

held by those imperialists examined in Carl Berger's Sense of 
24 

Power. Barlow Cumberland abhorred the rampant materialism 

below the border and railed against American immigrants coming 

"••• solely to better their condition and whose first qualifica-
25 

tion is the amount of money they have in their purse." Un-

checked individualism, and irreligion were thought to be at 

the root of American society. ttAmerican freedom," wrote Mrs. 

Fessenden, "is founded on the philosophy that all men are 

free and equal, and no man should be interfered with in his 

pursuit of happiness •••• It takes no thought of man other 

than man's relation to man; it gives to national life no 
26 

recognition of God or obligations to Him." American law-

lessness, corruption, the perilous 'coloured' problem, the 
27 

traditional hostility of American to Canadian interests were 
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all part and parcel of the image of the republic held by so~e 

OHS spokesmen. This subjectivE critique, based on traditional 
28 

tory biases, can hardly be taken as a sound interpretation 

of American society at this or any other period; but, it does 

reveal a great deal about the minds of the OES leaders and 

why they considered the American immigrant so serious a threat 

to the Canadian identity. 

These same fears were expressed by Lorne Murchison in 

Sara Jeanette Duncan's The Imperialist (1904). He explained 

to the voters of Elgin that they were facing an "invasion 

from the south" which threatened the Dominion's moral fibre: 

We took cur very Con~titution, our very chart of national 
life from England -- her laws, her libe~ty her equality 
were good enough for us. We have lived by the~, some of 
us have died by them •••• 

"And this Republic," he went on hotly, "this Republic 
that menaces our national life with commercial extinction, 
what past has ste that is comparable? The daughter who 
left the old stock to be the light worran among nations, 
welcoming all comers, mingling her pure blood, polluting 
her lofty ideals until it is hard indeed to recognize 
the features and the aims of her honourable youth. 

29 

Clementina Fessenden was more pessimistic than most 

of the members of the OHS insofar as she believed that the 

bulk of "the foreign United States immigrants now flcoding 

the West will not become naturalized and loyal British 
30 

subjects." Their attitudes and values, she believed, were 

rapidly formed and could not be changed. Still, their children 

could eventually be assimilated by subjecting them to careful 
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indoctrination, particularly in the schools. Mrs. Fessenden 

had given this subject much thought and had translated her 

ideas into action by initiating her remarkable campaign to 

have a Flag Day, or Empire Day as it was eventually called, 

introduced as an annual event in the schools of Canada. The 

success of this movement here and in the rest of the Empire, 

made Mrs. Fessenden's name a household word in Ontario, and 

rocketed her into international prominence after the turn of 

the century. 

Empire Day, the school day immediately preceding the 

24th of May, was intended to be "devoted specially to the 

study of the history of Canada and its relation to the British 

Empire and to such other exercises as might tend to increase 

the interest of the pupils in the history of their country 

and strengthen their attachment to the Empire to which they 
31 

belong •.•• " Beginning in 1897, Mrs. Fessenden single-

handedly launched a campaign to have her idea accepted. It 
32 

involved sending letters to the press in Montreal and Toro~to, 
33 

appealing to George Ross, the Minister of Education, and 
34 

organizing support in school boards across Ontario. Impressed 

by the enthusiasm that quickly built up behind the Flag Day 

concept, George Ross, himself imbued with the imperial idea, 

took up the torch and introduced resolutions in favour of 

Empire Day at the Ontario Educational Association meeting in 

April 1898, and at the Dominion Teachers' Association conferEnce 
35 

in Halifax in August 1898. In each case the resolution was 
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unanimously accepted. By the following year, Empire Day was 

incorporated :Lnto the school systems of many of the provinces. 

Within a few years, it was celebrated in Britain and through

out the rest of the Empire. The potential scope of the 

exercises in Ontario schools may be gathered from the follow-

ing circular issued by George Ross to school inspectors: 

Part of the forenoon might be occupi€d with a familiar 
talk by the teacher on the British Empire, its extent and 
resources; the relation of Canada to the Empire; the unity 
of the Empire, and its advantages; the privileges which, 
as British subjects, we enjoy; the extent of Canada and 
its resources; readings from Canadian and British authors 
by the teacher; interesting historical incidents in con
nection with our own country. The aim of the teacher in 
all his references to Canada and the Empire should be, 
to make Canadian patriotism intelligent, comprehensive 
and strong. The afternoon ••• might be occupied with 
patriotic recitations, songs and readings by the pupils, 
and speeches by trustees, clergymen and such other 
persons as may be available. The trustees and public 
generally should be invited to be present at the exercisPs. 

Early in 1898, James Coyne endorsed Mrs. Fessenden's 

Empire Day proposal with the Ontario Historical Society's 

stamp of approval. Ironically, Coyne believed that Canadians 

could well afford to follow the lead of the United States which 

already had special patriotic school days for conditioning 
37 

children and shaping their political attitudes. ~At this 

period," he explained in a burst of high-sounding rhetoric, 

the minds of men throughout the globe are dominated by 
the idea of the unity of tbe Empire •••• A more opportune 
time could not be chosen for setting apart a day on which 
our school children may be specially reminded of the great 
achievements of their ancestors, the enormous expansion 
of British sway, its vast responsibilities, the mission 
of the race to keep the peace of the world •••• Children 

36 
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cannot be taught too early what a noble lineage they 
are sprung from, the heroic struggles and accomplish
ment of the pioneers of Upper Canada, and of British 
and Canadian soldiers and sailors, and the influence 
upon our national growth of that reverence for law and 
order, and for the idea of Imperial unity which we have 
inherited with our blood and bone and sinew. 

38 

At the annual meeting of the OHS in June 1898, the general 

membership again supported Mrs. Fessenden and requested the 

Minister of Education to establish a flag day for patriotic 
39 

exercises in the schools. 

Inspired by Mrs. Fessenden, the OHS appointed her in 

1898 the convener of the flag and commemoration committee to 

lead a movement to have all schools in Ontario equipped with 

the Union Jack or Canadian Red Ensign, and to promote their 

use on proper occasions. Barlow Cumberland, an active member 

of this committee, explained why he and others considered flags 

and related ceremonial activities of such importance in his 

book, History of the Union Jack (1900). For Cumberland, a 

flag was the one emblem "universally accepted among men as the 

incarnation of their intensest sentiment, and ••• concentrates 

in itself the annals of a nation and all the traditions of an 
40 

empire." He believed that the value of a country's flag 

increased in direct proportion to the number of people who 

knew its story and understood its symbolism. ,,For of itself 

a flag is nothing, tt wrote Cumberland, "but in 1 ts significance 

it is everything •••• " The Union Jack was bound up "with love 

of country, defence of home, and all that is glorious in 
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Canada's history ••• ," and was 

the signal of parliamentary government by British 
constitutional principles. It represents progress and 
modern ideas -- the rule of the people, for the people, 
by the people, through their Queen; and, therefore, it 
is the evidence of their affectionate and loyal allegiance 
to that monarchy and system of government under whose 
benign sway the colonies have advanced and Canada, above 
all other countries on the continent of America, is the 
land of the self-governed and the free. 

41 

The OHS faced two main problems in taking this inter

pretation of the Union Jack's meaning to the children. In 

the first place, many schoolhouses, particularly in rural 

areas, had neither a flag nor a staff; a survey conducted by 

the committee in 1901 revealed that only one school in four 
42 

possessed a flag. Nevertheless, by 1907 the OHS succeeded 

in reaching its objective when the Minister of Education 

instructed Clarkson W. James, his personal assistant and then 

secretary of the OHS, to call for tenders for a supply of 

flags for rural schools. This action, James declared, met 

"the great end in view, namely -- the flying of the flag in 
43 

every schoolhouse in our fair Province." Once the flags 

were distributed, a second and more difficult problem arose: 

how to convince school inspectors and teachers to appreciate 

the potential significance of the flag in the education of 

the young? To what extent the OHS succeeded in unravelling 

the mysteries of the Red Ensign and Union Jack for the school 

children and inspiring them with its meaning is impossible 

to measure. But at least the effort was made. For example, 



at her own expense (and presumably at her own profit), 

Clementina Fessenden made up a colourful flag chart and 
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printed a thousand copies which she sold to various school 
44 

boards across Canada. Moreover, the Department of Education 

distributed Empire Day instruction booklets each year as a 

teaching aid for the flag exercises. 

After a few years of activity, the flag committee 

broadened its objectives to include educating all Ontarians, 

young and old, as to the meaning of the flag and its proper 

usage and display. Ontarians, it seems, became more flag 

conscious than they had evEr been before as a result of the 

campaigns of the OHS and other patriotic organizations. The 

greater public conern was reflected in the federal government's 

decision in 1908 to commence the practise of flying the flag 

over every government building. Furthermore, throughout this 

period the flag committee sought to educate the public about 

the constant misuse of the Canadian Red Ensign. In 1901, the 

failure of many Canadian vessels to hoist the ensign when 

entering a foreign port was condemned. On other occasions letters 

were sent to civic authorities urging the~ to enforce local 

bylaws to ensure the dignified use of the flag. This business 

was semetimes taken to ridiculous extremes. At one point 

Mrs. Fessenden denounced the action of an American circus 

troupe who had bought a small flag and hired "a coloured boy 

to carry it before them" as they entered one Ontario town. 

Such behaviour, which thoroughly affronted her sensibilities, 

was said to be~uite inconsistent with ••• good breeding." 
4S 
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Other itH.:idents aroused t~e ire of ars. Fessenden 

if she considered they involved ~the impertinent flaunting of 

foreign ~sually n euphemism for America@ flars on Canadian 

Soil." She sent indignant letters to the press or government 

when an unauthorized flag was flown over a Hamilton post 
~6 

office, when American flags were improperly displayed at 
47 

the Canadian National Exhibition, or when cottagers vacation-

ing in the M.uskokas hci s ted the "Ste.rs and Stripes" over their 
4s 

property. Whether such vigilance had any effect is uncertai~, 

but at least Mrs. Fessenden was convinced that it did. She 

reported to the OHE in 1S09, with obvious regret, that "at 

times it would seem ••• there was no further need for the 

continuance of this committee. It has done its work in calling 

public attention to the necessity of knowing well the story 
49 

of our flag and ••• its proper usage and times of display." 

Clementina Fessenden 1 s concern about the American 

cultural threat was shared by the rank and file members of 

the Ontario Historical Society. This was evident in the 

general support for the flag committee's activities. The sa~e 

concern prompted the passage of a resolution i'1 1900 urging 

Ottawa to stem the tide of American literature then flooding 

the country by encouraging the interchange of British rather 
50 

than of American newspapers and ma~azines. The subsEquent 

introduction of iffiperial penny postage was heartily welcomed 

as a step in this direction. 
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The same fear of American culture and values underlay 

the OHS's opposition to the attempts of an American patriotic 

order -- the Sons of the American Revolution -- to build a 

monument at Quebec City in memory of General Richard Montgo~ery 

who had laid seige to the city in 177). In 189S and again 

in 1901, the OHS joined the public outcry across Canada 

against the plan. James Coyne addressed a bluntly worded letter 

to Sir Wilfrid Leurier in 1898, arguing that since a monument 

had yet to be erected for the defenders of Quebec, it »would 

appear to be almost the climax of preposterousness to suggest 

that one should be erected to glorify the leader of the in

vading army.n The mere thought of such an action was "absurd 

and ridiculous, as well as insulting;" and if accomplished, 

"there could be no more grievous offence to the dignity of 
51 

the nation.'' Coyne's letter was indicative of the vehemence 

of the protest that forced various levels of government to 

thwart the plans of the American organization. 

In 1901 and 1902, the Sons of the American Revolution 

attempted once again to erect the memorial. Along with dozens 

of other Canadian patriotic and historical groups, the OHS 
52 

renewed their protest and petitioned the federal government. 

Laurier momentarily allayed their fears by publicly stating 

that no monument would be erected on government-owned land, 
53 

and that only a simple tablet marker was proposed. Little 

did anyone suspect that since no limit was placed on the size 

of the tablet, the Sons of the Revolution actually planned to 
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erect a nine thousand dollar marble slab about twenty feet 
54 

in height. Unluckily for the Americans, Clementina Fessenden, 

then the convener of the OES flag and commemoration committee, 

uncovered their scheme while visiting Massachusetts. Mrs. 

Fessenden had earlier informed the IODE branches, the his-

torical societies, and the press in April 1901 about the 

renewed efforts to erect a Montgomery monument, and she con-

tinued to feed them information which rekindled the protest 
55 

early in 1902. "I'm half dead looking after that Montgomery 

affairG-n~ seeing the Sons of the Revolution," she wrote to 
56 

David Boyle on Fehruary 12, 1902. Her efforts obviously 

succeeded. Within several months she proudly told William 

Kirby that "the wi tbdrawel ~iCJ was most humiliating to them, 

subscriptions have been taken up and no doubt a great demonstra-
57 

tion (well planned) prevented •••• " Woe to the American 

patriotic organizations now that they had raised the anger of 

Mrs. Fessenden. Almost immediately after the "Montgomery 

affair" had been settled, she and William Kirby published e 

letter decrying another American proposal to erect a memorial 
SB 

to George Washington in St. Paul's Cathedral in London, 

In addition.to the flag committee's efforts to nurture 

desirable political attitudes among the younger generation, 

the OHS assisted the movement to introduce into the schools 

"patriotic pictures, illustrative of our National and 

Provincial histories." According to J.G. Hodgins, the lihrar

ian and historiographer of the Ontario Department of Education, 

http:addition.to
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most of the classroom walls were "bare of everything that 

would excite any special interest in the young, or call forth 

either patriotic feeling, or enthusiasm in our national affairs, 
S9 

or even in our local Canadian History." In 1900, the OHS 

endorsed Hodgins' request that the historical societies in 

Canada bring before the public in their respective regions 

the subject of schoolroom decoration. Hodgins' appeal came 

in the form of a booklet published with the blessing of the 

Ontario Department of Educetion entitled School Room Decora

tion: An Address to Canadian Historical Societies (1900). 

In what amounted to a remarkable tribute to the American tech-

niques for instilling a feeling of national loyality and pride 

(and to a stunning lack of originality on Hodgins' part), he 

suggested that Canadian schools assiduously emulate those 

techniques. "Instead of the portrait of General George 

Washington ••• ," Hodgins suggested, 

we might have in our Schools, that of ••• the Queen; 
instead of the Declaration of Independence, we might 
have our Magna Charta ••• ; instead of Paul Revere's 
famous Ride, we might have a picture of Mrs. Secor~s 
notable Walk ••• ; for the "Surrender of Burgoyne" and 
Cornwallis, we might have a picture of the Surrender 
of Hull at Detroit; and pictures of the Holding of 
the Palisaded Fort by "Heroes of the Longue Sault •••• 

60 

Considering it an especially appropriate time to 

foster patriotic sentiment because of the conflict in South 
61 

Africa, the OHS promptly urged the local affiliates to put 
62 

Hodgins' suggestions into effect. There is no indication 
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that members of the OHS saw the irony in their endorsement 

of the Hodgins' plan to borrow American methods of political 

indoctrination. Meanwhile, for its own part, the provincial 

historical association offered to provide framed pictures of 

the Simcoe and Secord monuments to any school contributing 

to the monument funds. 

It is somewhat surprising that with their Anglo-Saxon 

and British proclivities, the OHS spokesmen had no difficulty 

incorporating the French fact into their image of the nation-

al character. Although there was a sprinkling of members in 

the Ontario Historical Society known for their anti-Catholic 

and anti-French viewpoints such as James L. Hughes and George 

s. Ryerson (both associated with the Equal Rights Association), 

there is no hint of such sentiments in the OHS reports, minutes 

or correspondence. Instead, the society established a tra-

dition of encouraging goodwill and understanding between the 

two peoples. As early as 1896, in an address published in 

the annual report of the Pioneer and Historical Association 

of Ontario, a Hamilton school principal, W.H. Davis, urged 

history teachers to inculcate "a broad tolerance for each 

other, no narrow provincialism, no narrow partizanship, no 

narrow creed should result from our teaching." He hoped that 

the day would soon come "when demagogues who set province 

against province, or creed against creed, shall find their 
63 

occupation gone." 

James Coyne added his voice in support of such senti-
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ments. Although he talked at times of the Anglo-Saxon's 

genius for "governing inferior races," his racism apparently 

exempted the French-Canadians. In part, this was a consequence 

of the fact that be was rooted in the Laurier Liberal camp. 

He may also have come to grips with the French-Canadian 

question through the study of Canadian history. Certainly 

be conceived of history as a panacea for the racial and 

religious turmoil in the country. 

This line of thought he developed in an address en

titled "The Value of History," given in January 1896 to a 

meeting of the Women's Canadian Historical Society of Toronto. 

"History is recorded experience," explained Coyne,"and there-

fore of practical utility. The continuity of national life 

is dependent upon unity of national purpose, and this can 
64 

only be maintained by cultivation of knowledge of the past." 

Without knowing the origin of present conditions and problems, 

Canadians would be unable to meet the questions that confronted 

them: 

When critical questions of statesmanship arise, dividing 
classes, creeds or races, the Canadian who wishes to 
decide with a full sense of responsibility to the whole 
Dominion must see the need of a clear and full knowledge 
of its history, of the elements constituting the nation, 
how the progress of fusion bas proceeded and upon what 
conditions alone the future nationality can be built 
up one and indivisible. 

6C:: 
/ 

To perform his duty adequately, each Canadian must know "the 

mainspririg of our beginnings in every part of the Dominion," 

especially the history of New France, of British settlement, 
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and of the West. Only then will he learn 

••• to respect the preferences a~d convictions of the 
various elements of our population, avoid occasions of 
conflict and strive to discover common grounds of 
national unity and common ideals for future action, up
on which all can join in harmony and mutual forbearance 
and regard. May we not say that those who have done 
the best constructive wcrk in Canadian statesmanship 
have been earnest students of the national history, and 
thus better able to harmonize the conflicting elements, 
racial, religious, political and commercial. 

~ 66 

From his own study of Canadian history, Coyne had 

become a subscriber to the providential view of the Conquest, 

and considered the French-Canadians as effectively assimilated 

by virtue of their profound devotion to British political 

institutions. French-Canadians, he believed, easily consoled 

themselves "with the thought that under the new allegiance 

(:thel) enjoyed more liberty, prosperity and happiness than 

under the old regime of tyranny and repression, and as much 

freedom in the exercise of their religion as in the most 
67 

Catholic country in the world •••• " Coyne praised French-

Canadians for fighting in defence of country and of the 

principle of imperial unity on several occasions in the past. 

During his presidency, Barlow Cumberland also urged 

the study of French-Canadian history as a vehicle "to better 

understand our brother Canadians." He looked to the day 

when the "blending of the races" would be completed and a 

homogeneous Canadian nationality created. This notion was 

rather more subtle andp~atable than the brutally simple 

68 
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concept of assimilation espoused in many quarters of English

speaking Canada. Cumberland's idea was based on his under-

standing of the precedent in Britain where the Norman French 

and Saxons had intermingled since 1066 to create a united 

nationality possessing the best characteristics of each 

group. English and French-Canadians, he believed, had enough 

in common to make another blending process feasible. This 

included a northern climate, a similar Norman ancestry, and 
69 

a common history in North America. Like Coyne, he believed 

that both groups were united by devotion to British political 

values and institutions, though English-Canadian loyalty was 

basically emotional and the French loyalty based on a cal

culated but "deep-seated conviction" that they had first 

acquired real liberty under the British constitution. In 

the creation of the new nationality there was to be "no 

thought of French domination or of English domination, but 

an amalgamation and union for the purpose and advancement 

of the whole." The new nationality would still be pre

dominantly British in character, but it would be a uniquely 

Cfu~adian product, a synthesis of the best characteristics of 

both races. Certain desirable French-Canadian character 

traits would temper the callousness of English-Canadians who 

Cumberland felt were too " ••• immersed in the whirl and 

struggle of development, expansion, and business success.'t 

From their French heritage, all future Canadians would dis

play "cheerfulness and gaiety of heart, a regard for religion, 
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a reverence for elders, a placidity of content which makes 

the living of life of equal consideration with that of 
70 

working for gain." 

To the end of this period which continued to be 

plagued with French-Canadian language and school controver-

sies, the OHS repeatedly urged an end to bigotry for the 

sake of the national future. Mr. Justice W.A. Weir's plea 

in the annual report of 1913 was strikingly reminiscent of 

Coyne's views in the "Value of History" fifteen years earlier. 

"The people of Quebec," wrote Weir, 

••• may differ in their customs and methods from the 
people of the Maritime Provinces, Ontario, or the great 
West; but any bitterness or prejudice on that account 
is apt to be unjust and certainly antagonistic to the 
development of broad citizenship. The differences 
after all are few and temporary while the common interests 
are as many and of enduring nature. The lesson of our 
history is that we should try to get each other's view
point and develop kindly and fraternal sentiments for 
the future activities of the various provinces seemed 
destined to remain linked together. 
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Tbese, then, were the national and imperial concepts 

and attitudes, the images of the Canadian character and 

identity, held by the Goynes, Cumberlands and Fessendens 

during the first decade of this century. After 1911, however, 

when these historian-patriots stepped down from high office, 

new OHS spokesmen came up from the ranks who entertained a 

set of opinions different in degree, if not in kind, from 

those held by their predecessors. By 1913, the first per-
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ceptible changes were reflected in the absence of imperial 

rhetoric in the presidential addresses and in the growing 

number of references to "the struggle for responsible 
72 73 

government" and "autonomy," figures of speech which had 

no relevance for the imperial federationists of an earlier 

day. Perhaps it was the unhappy Boer War experience combined 

with the growing criticism of the imperial idea in Britain 

and Canada which taxed many Canadians' enthusiasm for empire. 

After the General Election of 1911, moreover, questions of 

imperial unity and Americanization began to lose their appeal 

as Canadians faced the pressing social problems of an 
74 

increasingly urban and industrial environment. 

Though some nationalists strove to link imperialism 
75 

and social reform, it was apparent to OHS members that 

urbanization and industrialization in this "age of plutocracy" 

had created enough domestic social problems to gratify the 

most ardent reforming urge. Such concerns found their way 

into the literature of the Ontario Historical Society. One 

member wrote: 

To prevent the growth of caste and classes under a 
democratic constitution and the sense of social in
justice in the minds of many of our fellow-citizens, 
and to develop watchful guardians of our liberty, 
trained citizens, whose education must in large 
measure include the lessons of history were never more 
necessary to the public interest. 

76 

Edith L. Marsh, another member who looked at the 

social problems caused by the "unbridled greed and competition" 
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of modern society, rejected the predominant social and 

economic values of her own age and suggested that the Indian 

and pioneer customs of hospitality, sharing, and mutual 
77 

assistance be put in their place. Like others before her~ 

this speaker saw the solution for the problems of the present 

in the lessons of the past. Historians, argued Miss Marsh, 

could assist in the battle to combat social injustice: 

It is the county historian who can show how gradually 
the spirit of the early days which laid the foundation 
of our Dominion has been passing away, and by stating 
facts as they are can open our eyes to the dangers of 
the present. A time will come when we have put the 
power of money in the place where it belongs, when we 
have ceased to honor men for their wealth until we know 
how it has been obtained •••• A system that allows monop
oly to dispossess the tiller of the soil can never tend 
towards national greatness. 

The county history can do more than any other force 
to bridge the gulf of inequality that lies between the 
communal system of the Indians and the early settlers 
and a grand co-operative social system that is to come. 
Such a future is not a mere vision. For generations 
the great leaders of thought have realized that our 
competitive system is too wasteful. They have seen that 
many are struggling in poverty, some in a starving can
di tion, while the few can throw away what would keep a 
multitude in plenty, and they know that in time we must 
have a more just and economical system of production 
and distribution. 

7A 

This attack on the prevailing "competitive system" 

was part of the general reform current growing out of the 

problems of an increasingly urban and industrial society. 

"By the beginning of the twentieth century," wrote Professor 

Paul Rutherford in a recent study of the urban reform move

ment, "it was widely accepted that urban growth posed a serious 
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menace to the future of the nation." The social gospel, 

of course, was an important and integral dimension of the 
80 

reform tradition in this period. Miss Marsh's critique 

of the capitalist system, and her idealization of Indian 

and pioneer communal life, was a condemnation of the whole 
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sweep of nineteenth century social and economic development. 

Her belief in social degeneration, her disenchantment with 

latter-day values, represented quite a shift from the opin

ions of James Coyne. As an imperialist, Coyne was imbued 

with the mission of civilizing ,.inferior races", and as a 

Liberal, he had perceived nothing but unmitigated progress 

during the course of the nineteenth century. 

In addition to turning their attention to new social 

concerns after 1911, OHS spokesmen continued to address them-

selves to the problems of civic education, the assimilation 

of the immigrants, and the threat posed by American culture; 

but, they did so with less frequency and without the emotion

alism that coloured the thought of such as Clementina Fessenden. 

For instance, John Dearness, the president of the Ontario His

torical Society (1912-14), eschewed the kind of rabid anti-
81 

American sentiment so characteristic of Mrs. Fessenden. He 

rationally examined the state of Canadian-American relations 

and wrote of the need for both countries to know each other's 

history intirrately, since "we have already profited in many 

ways by their experience and they have profited by ours •••• 

Our school system, our municipal system, our transportation 
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methods, our provincial-federal form of government are more 

like the corresponding features of tbe United States than 
82 

like those of tbe British Isles." Dearness had no fear 

of '•Americanizing ourselves n simply by adopting American 

methods and adapting them to Canadian conditions. His 

statements were symptomatic of a change of opinion within 

the higher echelons of the OHS. 

The shift away from traditional concerns about main-

taining and strengthening imperial unity was best reflected 

in an address by Clarance Warner entitled "The Growth of 

Canadian National Feeling" presented at the annual conference 

of the OHS in 1915. Warner concluded: 

All parties, races and creeds in Canada agree that 
there has been a rapid growth of Canadian national 
feeling during the last fifteen years. But Kipling's 
great line, ''Daughter am I in my mother's house, but 
mistress in my own~, does not express the true epitome 
of Canadian spirit at this time. That was applicable 
to us when the South African War was in pro*ress. We 
are now full partners in the great firm of ·John Bull 
and Co. '1, and as the American branch of that house we 
shall probably conduct this end of the business in the 
manner deemed advisable by the Canadian directors of 
the firm. Conditions -- economic and social -- are 
bound at times to make our point of view different from 
that of the senior partners, but we will all have the 
same object in view and Canadian nationalism will never 
break with Britain. Our history is decisive proof that 
Home Rule is the truest form of Empire, and we have 
come to recognize that there is something ~ore important 
than material prosperity. 

83 

Thus, during the period 1898-1914, the Ontario His-

torical Society made a noticeable transition in its thinking 
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as the concepts and attitudes of the Goynes, Curn'berlands, 

and Fessendens gradually gave way to the outlook of people 

less enamoured of closer imperial ties and the Anglo-Saxon 

mission, of people more aware of the growing autonomy of 

the Dominion. Si~nificantly, the transition in mood and 

opinion bad an impact on the kind of patriotic activities 

undertaken by the provincial historical association. After 

1910, the flag and commemoration co~mittee slipped into 

oblivion along with most of the attempts to introduce patriotic 

exercises and historical symbols into the schools for the 

purpose of indoctrinating the children. The weakening of 

the impulse to nurture patriotic sentiment was 8 trend that 

would continue after the Greet War as the OHS turned to 

more scholarly pursuits. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

A CREDITABLE RECORD, 1898-1914 

When it appeared in 1898, the Ontario Historical So

ciety believed in its capacity to fill the void occasioned by 

the absence of other provincial his~orical agencies. At that 

time there was no central archival depository or historical 

library in Ontario, no museum to represent the full sweep of 

the province's past, no organization to issue a periodical 

devoted solely to recording and interpreting the history of 

Ontario, and no agency to preserve historic sites and landmarks. 

Although the burden of undertaking the work of all these insti-

tutions proved too much for the historical society, it none 

the less accomplished a great deal in the period prior to the 

First World War. By 1914 the OHS•s record was a creditable 

one that more than justified its existence. 

I 

After reorganizing the provincial historical society 

in 1898, James Coyne turned to the problem of setting the 

new OHS constitution into operation. To grapple with the 

ambitious objectives that the society bad set for itself, 

Coyne wisely delegated authority through the creation of a 

committee system. Tbe most pressing task of the OHS at the 

outset was to build up the membership, and in this work Coyne 

was assisted by a committee that included David Boyle, the 

216 
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secretary, Charles Canniff James, the vice-president, and 

Frank Yeigh, the treasurer. 

,.,.-'·"" (\\_)"·'' :Jt' 

Charles c. James (1863-1916), born in Napanee of 

loyalist stock and educated at Victoria College, had been 

a professor of chemistry at the Ontario Agricultural College 

before assuming in 1891 the position of Deputy Minister of 

Agriculture at Queen's Park. After joining the OHS he became 

one of its most active officers and succeeded Coyne as president 

in 1902. Frank Yeigh, the treasurer of the OHS, was for many 

years (1880-1896) a private secretary to the Hon. Arthur s. 
Hardy, then the Commissioner of Crown Lands in Ontario.Yeigh 

retired from the civil service in 1908 to devote himself to 

organizing historical tours, and to lecturing, journalism, 

and social work with the Young Men's Christian Association. 

He was author of Ontario's Parliament Buildings, or a Century 

of Legislati2!1 (1893), and of an annual compendium entitled 

Five Thousand Facts About Canada which he published for over 
1 

twenty-five years. 

These individuals succeeded in enticing some two hundred 

Ontarians to join the provincial historical association in its 

first few years of operation. Membership was made attractive 

by levying only a small entrance fee and by deferring the 

imposition of annual dues. Other inducements included the 

prospect of receiving the annual volume of papers and records, 

the first of whicb appeared in 18991 as well as the publications 

of the Dominion Archives, the Ontario Department of Education, 

.·' ,, 
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and tbose reports of the Department of Agriculture which were 
2 

of a historical nature. The affiliated historical societies 

were also approe.ched for their assistance and asked to sell 

their publications at a special rate to OHS members. At least 

one local group -- the Thorold and Beaverdams Historical So

ciety -- complied with this request and offered its History of· 
3 

Thorold at a discount. 

It was natural for the Ontario Historical Society to 

seek its base of support from the same groups of people who had 

joined or encouraged local historical associations. Hence, the 

first circulars advertising the society and its objectives were 

specifically addressed "To Members of Dominion and Provincial 

Parliaments, Municipal Councillors; High, Public and Separate 

Scbool Trustees; Professors and Teachers; Professional Men 
4 

Generally, and Intelligent Persons of Every Kind." To catch 

the interest of such people, Coyne arranged a host of activities 

and special meetings. Much publicity resulted from the gather

ings held during the Industrial Exhibition in Toronto at the 

end of each summer, as well as from such special events as the 

public meeting of January 1899 at which Reuben Gold Thwaites 

spoke, and the Historical Exhibition held at Victoria College 

in June of that year. The annual conferences proved attractive 

in a social sense. At the Belleville meeting in 1901, an en

tire day was spent on a steamer excursion on the Bay of Quinte. 

The following year, the high point of the conference waa a 

eteamar ride through the Kawartba Lakes between Lakefield and 
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Lindsay. Evidently the low fees, the free publications, the 

circulars, and the flurry of interesting meetings had the 

des-ired effect since the annual membership figures increased 

steadily through Coyne's term of office from 22 in 1898, to 
5 

170 in 190~ and to 216 in 1902. 

Under Coyne's presidency, the number of local historic-

al associations that affiliated with the OHS was also impressive, 
6 

jumping from eleven in 1898 to twenty-three in 1902. Coyne • 

actively encouraged their formation. For example, the OHS sent 

letters early in 1899 to individuals known for their historical 
7 

interest in those counties lacking a historical association. 

In Milton, just such a letter prompted the residents of that 

village to form the Halton County Historical Society in May 

1899, This group shortly organized small branches in 
9 

Oakville, Burlington, Acton, and Georgetown. 

Promoting the formation of local historical groups was 

an activity pursued by most of Coyne's successors in this 

period, though some with more enthusiasm than others. Frederic 

Barlow Cumberland, the vice-president of the Niagara Navigation 

Company and the son of Frederic William Cumberland, the archi

tect of Toronto's St. James Cathedral, Osgoode Hall, and 

University College, and the promoter of the Northern Railway, 

assiduously engaged in this work. Cumberland envisioned the 

establishment of historical societies in every county, and to 

that end he personally assisted in the formation of several 
10 

new affiliates. Of all his successes, the formation in 



October 1907 of a local historical society in the Thunder 

Bay District of Northern Ontario must have been the most 
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gratifying, this after he had sent no fewer than fifty-six 

circular letters to influential residents in Port Arthur and 
11 

Fort William. 

Another OHS leader who participated in the formation 

of local associations was President John Dearness (1912-14) 

of London. Born in Hamilton in 1852, Dearness began his career 

as a ~eacber in Strathroy before becoming principal of the 

London Normal School, and professor of biology in the Medical 
12 

School end Arts College of the University of Western Ontario. 

At the Ontario Educational Association he became something of 

a legend; be attended his first meeting in 1872 and missed only 

one convention over the next eighty-one years. As leader of 

the OHS, Dearness was instrumental in bringing local historical 

societies into existence in both Chatham and Amherstburg. 

In 1913 the OHS was in a relatively healthy condition 

inasmucb as some thirty local affiliates reported to the 
13 

provincial organization. Unfortunately a few of these local 

groups were sustained by the enthusiasm of but one or two 

members, and collapsed when the services of these people were 

for one reason or another withdrawn. All the same, the point 

to be emphasized here is that the OHS succeeded in garnering 

varying degrees of support from almost every local historical 

society organized in this period. 

There were many reasons i~pelling the locals to affili

ate with the OHS. Perhaps the most important consideration was 
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the desire of each local to communicate with, and learn from, 

their counterparts in other districts. A few groups with 

pretensions of starting museums joined in order to become 

corporate entities with the right to own property under the 

terms of the OHS act of incorporation. Such was the case of 

the Women's Wentworth Historical Society which affiliated in 

1899 to facilitate the purchase of Gage House and the Stoney 
14 

Creek Battlefield Park. It is also probable that some of 

the local groups realized that the OHS would support them in 

a number of ways, like helping to preserve a local landmark, 

collecting funds for a memorial statue or museum, or publish-
15 

ing material in the OHSPR. Another factor accounting for 

the Ontario Historical Society's popularity among the locals 

was that it carefully refrained from interfering in the af-
16 

fairs of the affiliates unless asked to do so. When the 

OHS did map out a policy for itself, the affiliates were not 

coerced into following that course of action and could adopt 

it or not as they deemed expedient. There were occasions when 

a local group actually pursued a policy diametrically opposed 

to the wishes of the OHS. This occurred in 1907 when the York 

Pioneer and Historical Society defected from the movement led 

by the OHS to save Old Fort York, and in a complete reversal 

of policy, endorsed the city of Toronto's scheme for a street 

railway through the fort to tbe Canadian National Exhibition. 

Though it lamented the York Pioneers' decision, the OHS re

spected that group's right to follow an independent course 
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of action. 

While the membership committee was building support 

and assisting in the expansion of the local historical society 

movement, other committees were engaged in activities to pro-

mote the establishment of a provincial museum, an archives, 

s.nd a library. At the meeting of the OHS at the Industrial 

Exhibition Grounds in Toronto in September 1898 a committee 

was appointed to investigate the possibility of holding a 

Historical Exhibition to stimulate public interest in the 
17 

establishment of a provincial museum. c.c. James convened 

the committee which was made up largely of the members of the 

Women's Canadian Historical Society of Toronto who for some 

time had urged the creation of a museum in the city. 

In the autumn of 1898 the committee made enquiries across 

Ontario to ascertain the nature and scope of tbe display material 

that could be borrowed for the exhibition from any individual or 

group interested in the idea of forming a museum. The response 

was excellent and the committee reported the results to the OHS 

in February 1899. But owing to a lack of funds and the society's 

inability to incur liability before incorporation, or even to 

furnish a guarantee against loss, nothing was done at that meet-
18 

lng beyond passing a resolution that an exhibition be held. 

The Historical Exhibition would have been postponed 

for at least a year bad not the members of the Women's Canadian 

Historical Society insisted that it be held immediately. Jolted 

into action by the news that the women planned to stage the 
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~xhibition themselves, James Coyne hastily explained that the 

OHS still intended to sponsor the project and would do so in 

June of that year. The women's group reluctantly acknowledged 

the provincial association's prior claim and agreed to work 

under its banner. Even so, the women assumed so much of the 
19 

preparatory work that it was their project in all but name. 

The OHS was fortunate enough to receive assistance 

in the museum project from a number of sources. James L. 

Hughes, a school inspector, gave indispensable aid by persuading 

wealthy Torontonians to provide a guarantee fund of a thousand 

dollars for the articles on loan. The board of governors of 

Victoria College offered to house the exhibition in their main 

building. Individuals and organizations from across Ontario 

and as far away as Montreal, Newfoundland, and Winnipeg sent 

thousands of articles for display; so many indeed, that it 
20 

took a catalogue of some 150 pages to list them all. It 

was only made possible, of course, by tbe promotional work of 

the Women's Canadian Historical Society. They had sent two 

thousand advertising posters across Canada, and supplied the 

press with news items to arouse interest and to solicit the 

loan of materials. Editors in Toronto, London, Brantford, 

Kingston, Montreal, Quebec City, Buffalo, and Winnipeg among 

others co-operated by commenting favourably in their columns 

on tbe preparations. Catalogues and souvenir pins were sold 

to the public. Luncheons, concerts, and drill corps marches 

brought the exhibition more publicity than would otherwise 
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have been the case. 

From the point of view of public acceptance, favour-
21 

able press coverage, and financial considerations, the 

Historical Exhibition staged between June 14 and July 1, 1899 

was a distinct success. Thousands of visitors poured into 

Victoria College and forced an extension of the show for an 

additional three days. Although tbe returns were modest 

(some three hundred dollars which were shortly placed in a 

trust fund) the primary objectives of the exhibition were 

acbieved for the OHS had demonstrated that there was consider-

able public interest in, and historical materials for, a 

provincial museum. 

Regrettably, Queen's Park did not share the OHS's 

enthusiasm for a museum of Ontario history, most likely 

because of tbe beavy costs of constructing and maintaining 

euch an institution. When the province finally did enter the 

museum field, it considered another project of potentially 

greater significance -- the cosmopolitan Royal Ontario Museum 

which was officially opened in 1914. Without provincial assis

tance, it was certainly out of the question for the Ontario 

Historical Society to attempt a museum project of its own, one 

which could have involved the expenditure of several hundreds 

of thousands of dollars. The OHS had to remain content with 

the Archaeological Museum in the Toronto Normal Scbool and the 

small space in that institution allotted to the historical 

society for displaying its few artifacts, rare books, and docu-
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ments. As for the small museum trust fund, it gathered 

interest for over fifty years until a sum of nearly two 

thousand dollars had accumulated, which was transferred in 
22 

1949 to the society's publications fund. 

Although it failed to achieve its goal of a museum, 1 

the OHS did play a role in the formation of the Ontario 

Archives and the appointment of Alexander Fraser as the first 

1-rovincial Archivist in 1903. The society achieved this 

~uccess by convincing George Ross of the desirability of a 

central records depository for the province. Soon after the 

appearance of the OHS in 1898, a committee for Archives and 

Publications with George Robson Pattullo as chairman, and 

Andrew Hunter as secretary, was appointed for the purpose of 

encouraging the collection and preservation of documents and 

reminiscences. Pattullo, tbe editor-owner of the Woodstock 

Sentinel was a member of a family known for its public spirit 

and services across Canada; his son, Thomas Dufferin Pattullo, 

served as Premier of British Columbia from 1933 to 1941. Also 

prominent in politics, George Pattullo was elected first 

secretary and general agent of the Liberal Party in Ontario 

and served in 1884 as a special commissioner of the Ontario 

Government during the Manitoba Boundery Dispute. A man of 

many interests and talents, Pattullo for some years was 

secretary of the Niagara Falls Park Commission and president 

of such groups as the Woodstock Horticultural Society, the 

North Oxford Agricultural Society, the Oxford Historical So

ciety, and finally the Ontario Historical Society (1904-
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During its first year of operation, Pattullo's 

archives committee accomplisbed some i~portant work by 

persuading Dr. P.H. Bryce, Deputy Registrar-General of 

Ontario, to take greater care in the preservation of early 

official registers of births, deaths and marriages, and to 

provide facilities for genealogists to peruse these records 
24 

at some central office. Bryce sent two circular letters 

to clerks of tbe p~ace in each county on the subject of old 

records in their possession, and he assured A.F. Hunter that 

he was 

most anxious, first for the purposes of this Department, 
and like you for their archaeological and bistorical 
value, that the records of the Province may be as complete 
as possible; and I shall feel much obliged for any further 
suggestions you make in this matter in which you have 
taken so much interest. 

25 

By September 1899, Bryce reported that considerable progress 

had been made in the work of collecting early genealogical 

records and listed the registers that had been sent to hts 
26 

office by the county clerks. For its own part, the OHS 

urged its members to seek out old parish records, many of 

which were published in tbe OHSPR. 

Pattullo's committee also recognized that municipal 

records of all descriptions were being destroyed at an alarm

ing rate and that only action on a provincial scale would 

effectively halt this loss of material. Thus by February 
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to George Ross, then Premier of Ontario: 
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It is thought desirable that early municipal records, 
records of township meetings, rolls of the early in

habitants, etc., -- wherever such exist, ••• be preserved 
in a central bureau for ready reference, and for safety 
from destruction by fire •••• At tbe present time, such 
records are almost always in the hands of township clerks, 
frequently farmers, who have no vaults or otber means of 
keeping them safely. Tbis state of affairs impels us to 
recommend that all such records be deposited for safe
keeping in some central repository, say, in the county 
Registry Offices, (with a view to concentrate them ulti
mately, in Toronto) •••• 

It may be added that many states regularly collect 
archives of tbe kinds mentioned, and even publish material 
extracts therefrom quite extensively. The Province of 
Quebec has always shown a favorable bearing toward his
torical matters, and the Dominion Government has been 
praised again and again throughout Great Britain and the 
United States for its encouragement to Archives. 

If you will take into consideration some legislation 
or order-in-council whereby the above desirable end may 
be attained, and the records gathered into a more secure 
place, it will be a service for which all persons 
interested in the local history of our Province will 
feel deeply grateful to you. 

27 

Charles C. James, the Deputy Minister of Agriculture and 

president of the OHS in 1902 added his voice to those urging 

the government to establish a central depository for archival 
28 

material. 

Premier Ross responded to these appeals and instructed 

David Boyle to prepare a circular on the subject which was 

sent to municipal clerks and other local officials. Then, in 

1903, Colonel Alexander Fraser, a past editor of the Toronto 

Mail and Empire and author of The Last Laird of MacNab (1899) 

and The 48th Higblanders of Toronto (1900), was commissioned 
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to investigate the archival facilities in Quebec as a pre-
29 

liminery step to setting up similar facilities in Ontario. 

On July 8, 1903 an order-in-council named Fraser Archivist 

of Ontario. Tbe leaders of the Ontario Historical Society 

took pride in the part they bad played in bringing about this 

appointment. 

When Alexander Fraser assumed his post as Provincial 

Archivist, the OHS anticipated working in close liaision with 

bis office. James Coyne commented to Ross "that the duties 

assigned to Mr. Fraser could easily be made to fit in with 

the Society's work, and this, I understand, is also your 
30 

own wish.'' c.c. James hoped that Fraser would "stir up 

the local societies to better work, and the two branches 

together could accomplish a great deal in the way of saving 

our local records, stimulating further research, and in the 

publishing of material that will be not only interesting but 
31 

stimulating to our national pride." This sought after 

collaboration never materialized, however, and the Ontario 

Archives went its own way and assumed almost all the official 

responsibility for preserving documents. That there was no 

co-operation with the historical societies was entirely the 

choice of Alexander Fraser who disregarded the offers of the 

OHS to work in conjuction with the Archives. Just how much 

more material could have been collected had Fraser encouraged 

the historical societies to work on his behalf can only be 

surmised. 

While falling short of its museum and archives goals, 

the OHS made some progress in establishing the rudiments of 
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a library. In 1898 before the Ontario Archives bad been 

established, David Boyle threw himself into the task of 

building up a central book and document depository for the 

province. He invited members of the OHS and the local 

affiliates to send him copies of "every pamphlet and fly-leaf 

that may appear on any subject," every kind of book relating 

to Canadian history, and "everything in manuscript form 
32 

that in any way throws light on the early days of this colony." 

Since the OHS could ill afford to purchase books and 

periodicals, almost everything in the library was acquired by 

exchange or donation. To encourage the latter, Boyle offered 

free memberships to all donors wbo gave volumes valued at 

one dollar or more. Once the society began to publish its 

Papers and Records, exchanges with historical associations 

in Canada, the United States, and Britain were sought with 

considerable success. In 1908, the secretary reported that 

forty-three American and thirty-four British and Canadian 

historical and literary associations were exchanging publica-
33 

tions with the OHS on a regular basis. By 1909 enough 

material bad been collected to make the library more fully 

operational and a catalogue of holdings was appended to the 

annual report of that year. The secretary gave the following 

breakdown of holdings: 

Relating to Historical Societies of the United States •••• 884 
Relating to Canadian Historical Societies ••••••••••••••.• 765 
Relating to Ontario Historical Society ••••••.••••••••••• 3068 
Relating to British and Foreign Historical Societies ••••• 127 
Miscellaneous -
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Magazines • •••••••••.•••••••......•...•.........••..•• 44 
Catalogues ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 65 
Souvenir Books •••••••••.•.•.••••••••••••••••••••••••• 97 
Newspapers••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••289 
Two Rolls of Diagrams 
Jtrlaps • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 91 
Photographs and Plates ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 21 
Other Miscellaneous •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 25 
Grand Total of Volumes of Reports, etc. 

Plus Miscellaneous Books ••••••••••••••••••••••• 5496 
34 

The library's only strength after its first decade lay 

in its periodical literature, and even much of that was Ameri-

can in origin and subject matter. Fortunately by 1914, this 

trend had been reversed and the bulk of the new accessions 
35 

pertained to Canadian and Ontario history. At no time in 

this period, however, was the OHS able to afford the current 

publications of publishers and authors not on the exchange 

list. Until it was able to do so, the library could not 

hope to compete with the growing Canadiana collections at the 

Toronto Public Library and the University of Toronto. And 

certainly the archival holdings did not amount to much except 

for a few incomplete runs of old papers, and miscellaneous 

photographs, maps, old deeds, account books, papers, minute 

books and diaries, most of which had been collected before 

the Ontario Archives was established. At be.st it can only 

be described as a modest beginning. 

In another area of activity the erection of monu-

ments to commemorate historical events and figures in Ontario's 

past -- the OHS made valuable contributions. Two quite dif-

ferent lines of reasoning, one patriotic and the other economic, 
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were given as justification for this kind of project. As 

one circular explained, monuments were valuable for instilling 

patriotism among the public at large: 

There is nothing better calculated to promote patriotism 
than tbe honor paid by posterity to those who in the past 
have served the public. Monuments are not less honorable 
to those who erect them than those whom they seek to 
honor. They are at once an index to the character of 
a people and constant object lessons of the civic virtues, 
of heroism, and public and private gratitude. Their 
educational influence can hardly be overestimated. 

36 

The second reason for erecting monuments -- as an aid 

to the province's fledgling tourist industry -- first cropped 

up in the historical society literature at the turn of the 

century. "There is also a material benefit from the erection 

of memorials," one circular explained, nin the added interest 

that historical sites thus marked acquire in the estimation 

of travellers •••• As an investment, apart altogether from the 

patriotic side of the question, the money spent upon monuments 
37 

is a good investment." Tbat the economic argument should 

appear at this time is not surprising, for according to a 

recent study, the first great expansion of the Ontario tourist 
38 

industry came with the economic boom that started in 1896. 

The OHS, it should be added, had a vested interest in bringing 

the profit motive into focus for provincial authorities since 

Queen's Park contributed financially to most of the society's 

monument projects. 

The statue of Lieutenant-Governor John Graves Simcoe 
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that now stands at the main entrance of the Parliament 

Buildings in Toronto was the major monument project of the 

historical society. In June 1900, at the annual meeting 

of the OHS in Hamilton, a committee was appointed to arrange 

for the erection of the statue. Within a short time most of 

the necessary funds were procured through grants from Queen's 
39 

Park and the Toronto City Council. Appeals for contributions 

were made to every school in the province, an action endorsed 

by Richard Harcourt, the Minister of Education, who believed 

that the monument would make an ''honorable, moral, useful, 
40 

and elevating" impression on the youth of the province. 

Circulars instructed inspectors and principals to ask the 

children to contribute a penny apiece. As part of the 

campaign, it was hoped that an awareness of the community's 

British heritage as symbolized in the Simcoe monument 

would be fostered. "··· It is especially desirable," the 

circular declared, ''for the youth of the country to know 

that our history has been a noble one, and that if we ap

preciate what British institutions bave done for us we should 

be resolved to pass on our blessings and privileges to 
41 

future generations." 

To the dismay of the historical society leaders, the 

appeal to the children was a failure; only two school boards 
42 

sent in donations totalling some fifteen dollars. Perhaps 

the poor response can in part be attributed to the policy of 

certain school boards to discourage such collections no matter 
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what the cause, and in part because principals and teachers 

were simply tired of penny canvasses. Outside the Toronto 

area, moreover, it is likely that teachers and students were 

short on enthusiasm for a statue in Queen' a Park that they 

would probably never see. 

Fortunately, the OHS had friends_in high social 

circles; otherwise, the balance of the costs may never have 

been met. One of the members of the monument committee was 

Byron Edmund Walker, then the General Manager the Canadian 

Bank of Commerce and author of a History of Canadian Banking 

(1896). He took it upon himself to persuade fourteen wealthy 

Torontonians to contribute a hundred dollars apiece to the 

fund. 

From the outset, the OHS decided to hold a competition 

among some of the world's leading sculptors for the contract 

to execute the bronze statue. While in Europe in 1900, John 

Ross Robertson approached several British sculptors and cor-
43 

responded with others in France. All told, eight artists 

(three from Edinburgh, one from London, England, one from 
44 

Paris, and three from Toronto) offered their models. In 

June 1901 a panel of judges comprised of representatives of 

the provincial government, the Toronto City Council, and the 

OHS voted in favor of the model submitted by Toronto's Walter 
45 s. Allward. The nine foot statue of "heroic" proportions 

was unveiled with suitable pomp and circumstance May 27, 1903. 

Unfortunately, there is no record of the judges' qualifications 
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as art critics, or the criteria by which they chose Allward's 

model. Evidently they were influenced by both the artistic 

qualities and inspirational appearance of the models. In 

any case, Allward's credentials were sound for he had al

ready designed several other public monuments in Toronto 

and Ottawa witb which the judges were probably familiar. He 

eventually became known as Canada's most successful sculptor, 

the crowning achievement of bis career being the splendid 
46 

memorial at Vimy Ridge in France. 

Before the Simcoe statue had been unveiled the OHS 

erected a smaller memorial to Laura Secord in the Lundy's 

Lane Battlefield Cemetery. First promoted by the Lundy's 

Lane Historical Society in 1888, this project, like the 

Simcoe one, had been stalled by lack of capital until the 

OHS assumed the responsibility for its completion. The 

statue, designed by tbe Canadian sculptress, Mildred Peel, 

sister of the painter, Paul Peel, was unveiled on June 22, 
47 

1901. The ceremonies were replete with all- the platitudes 

befitting the half-legendary story of "one of the bravest 
48 

and best known women any country has ever known." Aroused 

feminists revelled in the fact that this was the first public 

memorial erected in Ontario in honour of a Canadian woman. 

After the Simcoe and Secord statues, the Ontario 

Historical Society erected no other memorials. Its lea.ders 

had perhaps been discouraged by the difficulty that they 

had experienced in raising funds for these two projects. 



After 1903, the OHS took up a more unassuming role and 

limited itself to supporting the schemes of other groups. 

Sometimes this participation proved to be valuable. For 
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example, an OHS delegation made up of John Dearness and 

Alexander Fraser successfully persuaded the Dominion govern

ment to subsidize the efforts of Orillia's Canadian Club 

and Board of Trade to build a statue to Champlain. According 

to Andrew Hunter, this OHS delegation to Ottawa in 1912 re-

sulted in a federal grant of five thousand dollars to the 
49 

Orillia organizers. 

Another cause taken up by the provincial historical 

society at the close of this period was the introduction of 

local history into the curriculum of the public and high 

schools. David Williams, a Collingwood journalist and 

president of the Ontario Historical Society from 1910 to 

1912, broached the idea during his term of office. Other 

OHS spokesmen had often urged the study of heroic and 

inspirational history in the schools for patriotic motives, 

but Williams advocated the study of local history for dif

ferent reasons. He argued that the best way to develop a 

youngster's interest in general history was to teach him 

the heritage of the localities with which he was familiar 

before introducing him to wider historical subjects. "Boys 

and girls nowadays," claimed Williams, 

find little to encourage them to study the history of 
lands across the seas, or even of the general past of 
their own continent. History to them is a passing 
story, to be got rid of as quickly as possible. To 



arouse a proper spirit in this important branch of 
study would be a worthy aim and might perhaps be 
attained by a proper beginning. Where is the youth 
who has not the curiosity to learn the story of his 
native town or city, of the farm upon which he lives, 
of the school which sheltered his father or mother? 
Where is the youth who is not interested in the story 
of the settlement of his township, town or city? so 
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Delighted by this suggestion, the OHS council drew the atten

tion of the Department of Education to the matter. Alas, 

little came of this action. Few educators appeared to con

sider local history worthy of study. The political and 

constitutional themes of national and imperial history were 

deemed more suitable by the curriculum planners of tbat genera-

ti on. 

Ignoring this rebuff in official educational circles, 

the OHS sought to nurture an interest in local history among 

teachers and members of the university community as well as 

the public at large by holding an essay contest in 1912. 

The contest offered three casb prizes for the best original 

historical essays on a subject relating to the province of 
51 

Ontario. A thousand copies of the governing rules were 

distributed to public and high school inspectors and principals, 

university registrars, and college principals. Another two 

hundred circulars were sent to clergymen and almost the same 
52 

number of newspapers. Thirty-seven essays were eventually 

received, of which twenty-seven were deemed suitable for 

submission to the judges, Professors W.L. Grant and J.L. 

Morison of Queen's University. The competitors were mostly 

high school and public school teachers, and university students 
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who were "well distributed over the Province." The win-

ning essays were published in volume XII (1914) of the PaEers 
54 

and Records. Encouraged by the success of this exercise, 

the OHS planned to make similar appeals in future. Regret

tably, the First World War thwarted these intentions and 

essay contests were not resurrected in the post-war era. 

The essay contest was only one of many attempts to 

encourage history teachers to participate in the activities 

of the OHS and to popularize local and provincial history 

within the ranks of tbe teaching profession. Between 1902 

and 1906 the OHS held joint meetings at Easter time with 

the Historical Section of the Ontario Educational Association. 

On each occasion OHS members delivered two or three papers 
55 

to the assembled delegates. For some unknown reason, the 

joint meetings were terminated after 1906. While they 

lasted, however, the membership and executives of both groups 

became partly interlocked. Historical society members such 

as Janet Carnochan, John s. Carstairs, Jean Rose Holden, and 

others were found on tbe roster of the OEA. During these 

years, the OEA also lent its support to several causes that 
56 

the OHS had taken up including the flag campaigns and the 

battle to preserve Fort York. 

Although such close liaison was established between 

the OHS and the official history teachers' group, the his

torical society had little success in persuading individual 
57 

teachers to join its ranks. After a vigorous membership 
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campaign in 1913, for example, an exasperated Andrew Hunter, 

then the secretary of the OHS, reported that: 

Our letters of solicitation to 88 specialist teachers 
in history in the collegiate institutes have proved 
singularly unproductive{ieven responded and became 
memberij]. These specialists have salaries averaging 
$1500 per annum, and yet have not a single dollar to 
spend in promoting the making of history itself. We 
must give them a rap over the knuckles somehow •••• 

58 

To put the teachers' behaviour down to some kind of ir

responsibility or apathy as Hunter seemed to do was unjusti

fied. The subject of local history likely had no intrinsic 

appeal for many of them. For others, it would have had 

little relevance since local history had no official status 

in the school curriculum. 

By 1914, the OHS' a efforts to win the support of the 

university teachers of history seemed to be more successful. 

Initially, however, few academics deigned to attend the 

society's functions. There were some exceptions. George 

Wrong of the University of Toronto, because of his friend

ship with Coyne, appeared at several of the early meetings. 

In 1901 Adam Shortt of Queen's addressed the annual meeting 
59 

in Brockville on the ••Establishment of Responsible Government.'' 

Six years later, in June 1907, he and George D. Ferguson of 

the Queen's History Department helped the Kingston Historical 

Society host the annual meeting of the OHS at the university. 

Apart from these instances the historical profession remained 

aloof for a number of years from the activities of the his-
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torical societies. 

The turning point came in 1912 through the persever-

a.nee of Clarance M. Warner. As president and founder of 

the Lennox and Addington Historical Society in Napa.nee (est. 

1907), Warner cultivated the friendship of historians at 

both Queen's and Toronto Universities and persuaded some 

half dozen academics to deliver guest lecturers on a regular 
60 

basis after 1908. In these years the excellent speakers 

and lectures arranged by Warner helped make the Napanee so

ciety one of the most successful in the province. '10f course 

we are small," he wrote to Sir Edmund Walker after one 

particularly auspicious meeting, "but we had to turn over 
61 

one hundred away from our last lecture." 

Elected second vice-president of the OHS in 1910, 

Warner sought to involve the academics in the society's 

activities. He invited the OHS to hold its annual meeting 

in Napanee in 1912 and proceeded almost singlehandedly to 

make the necessary arrangements. He wrote dozens of letters 

in his quest to make the programme "the best ever offered at 
62 

a meeting of the IQntariS} Historical S.ociety, '' and billed 

the conference as "the first meeting held in Canada to 

celebrate the Centennial of the War of 1812.» He even 

managed to persuade the local chapter of the Imperial Order 

of the Daughters of the Empire to erect a tablet to corn-
63 

memorate the occasion of the meeting. 

To upgrade the society's academic image~ Warner com-
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municated with John Franklin Jameson of the American His-

torical Association and persuaded him to mention the program

me in the American Historical Review. The relationsbip be

tween the OHS and the prestigious AHA bad been cultivated 

for several years by Barlow Cumberland, Ernest Cruikshank, 

David Williama, and Warner, all of wbom had attended several 
64 

AHA conventions. Warner explained to Jameson: 

It is the first time the Ontario Historical Society baa 
had a real representative program offered at one of the 
annual meetings and I believe that we are going to be 
able to put some new life into this organization. Of 
course, this subject I will not care to have mentioned 
to anyone. 
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Warner also confided that "I am making a particular effort 

to have ~he meetin~ so interesting that the teachers of his

tory in Ontario will appreciate the work of such a society 
66 

and will in future devote some time to the Ontario Society." 

In fact, prominent educators such as Professors William 

Lawson Grant, J.L. Morison and Oscar Skelton of Queen's, 

and William Stewart Wallace of McMaster University did 

attend the conference which offered an impressive list of 

speakers. Addresses were presented by well-known personalities 

like Reuben Gold Thwaites on "Romantic Elements in tbe His

tory of the Mississippi Valley,'' Frank H. Severance of the 

Buffalo Historical Society on ''Collections of Historical 

Material Relating to the War of 1812, '' Adam Shortt on "The 

Economic Effect of the War of 1812 on the Settlement of the 



Canadian West," and Francis Cleary on "The Defence of Essex 
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County During the War of 1812." 

Time proved the Napanee meeting to be of some signi

ficance since a kernel of interest was aroused within academic 

circles in the activities of the OHS. At Napanee two univer

sity professors, William Stewart Wallace and William Lawson 

Grant, consented to be nominated for election to the council 

of the OHS. Wallace stayed on the council until be joined 

the Canadian armed forces after war broke out in 1914. Grant, 

a past Beit lecturer in colonial history at Oxford 1904-1910, 

and then lecturer in colonial history at Queen's, remained 

an OHS councillor until 1916. He was the trsnslator and editor 

of, among other volumes, Lescarbot's History of New France 

(Champlain Society, 1907-14) and The Voiages of Samuel de 

Champlain (1907). In 1913, Joseph L. Gilmour, professor of 

church history at McMaster University, joined the Ontario 

Historical Society and later served on both the editorial 

committ6e and the executive council from 1915 to 1917. Signi-

ficantly, ever since the Napanee conference engineered by 

Clarance Warner, there have been at least one or two academics 

on the councils of the OHS. 

II 

Although the Ontario Historical Society fell short 

of its aims to establish a museum, an archives, and a library 

of its own, its record in other respects was a creditable one. 



Indeed the achievements of these years seem all the more 

praiseworthy when the problems that beset the society are 

taken into consideration. Prior to the Great War, a grow

ing number of historical agencies appeared that superseded 

the OHS in several lines of endeavour. By 1914, for in

stance, archaeological investigation was under the jurisdic

tion of the separately financed Provincial Archaeologist. 

The work or collecting documents, manuscripts and pioneer 

narratives had been largely assumed by the Ontario Archives. 

The Royal Ontario Museum seemed to undermine the arguments 

for a provincial museum. Even in the publications field 

where the OHS was most successful, the volumes of documents 

and translations issued by the Ontario Archives and the 

Champlain Society obviated the once urgent need to publish 

original documents and to translate rare volumes into French. 

More importantly, serious financial and secretarial 

problems accounted for the OHS's want of progress in certain 

areas. As the society's activities expanded after 1898, the 

point was soon reached where museum, archives, library and 

monument work proved difficult, and in some cases impossible, 

without heavy government subsidization and a full-time secretar

ial staff. 

James Coyne originally anticipated tbat the annual 

government grant would be augmented substantially as the scope 

of the OHS programme widened. This proved to be wishful 

thinking. Despite annual requests for increased subsidization, 
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tbe society still only received a trifling six hundred dollars 

annually ten years after receiving the first five hundred 

dollar grant in 1898. 

Why was the government so reluctant to provide more 

funds when the three Ministers of Education in this period 

-- George Ross, Richard Harcourt, and Robert Pyne -- all 

agreed that the OHS was a valuable educational force? The 

answer may simply be that the historical society's argument 

for increased support was weakened by the fact that the OHS 

actually functioned well enough without lavish aid. The 

various activities of the historical society, and the press 

coverage given them, may have been interpreted as an indica

tion that the current grant was quite adequate. Still it 

is easy to sympathize with the OHS leaders. Their voluntary 

efforts seemed to be worthy of more recognition at Queen rs 

Park. 

All the blame for the societyrs financial difficulties, 

however, can not be laid at the door of the provincial govern-

ment. The historical society could have attempted to pursue 

another potential source of funds -- the income from a larger 
68 

membership -- with more enthusiasm than it did. After 

Coyne's vigorous presidency (1898-1902) no concerted effort 

was made to solicit new members until 1913 when Andrew Hunter 

became secretary. The number of names on the rolls levelled 

off after reaching a peak of 251 in 1903 to roughly 200 a 

decade later. Possibly the small membership also helps to 
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account for the government's reluctance to augment the OHS 

grant. In the society's defence, it can be said that its 

endeavours were hampered by the lack of a permanent salaried 

officer to look after the enormous amount of routine office 

business involved in a membership drive. But without a 

larger income, it was impossible to hire a permanent secretary. 

The society, in short, was caught in a vicious circle. 

The first part-time secretaries David Boyle, 

Clarkson ',~-. James, and Alex.and er Fraser were government-

appointed career civil servants whose normal duties were 

analegous to those of an OHS secretary. David Boyle, the 

Provincial Archaeologist and the first secretary (1898-1907), 

was appointed by George Ross. For several years Boyle worked 

diligently to build up the membership, to edit the Papers 

and Records, and to carry on the daily administrative chores 

of the society -- all this for a paltry annual salary of one 

hundred dollars. As the work load increased, however, Boyle's 

enthusiasm for the position waned and in 1901 he resigned. 

Personal financial problems led Boyle to reconsider his 

decision and he subsequently resumed the post and held it 

until 1907. The OHS had little choice but to retain his 

services since his appointment was a political one. As Coyne 

explained to Andrew Hunter, the society could not 

take part in any struggle that may arise over such an 
appointment. If we did ••• the Society might suffer 
seriously and permanently. All we could do properly 
would be to urge that the @ecretariJ should be a qual t fled 
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person and leave the selection to the Ministry •••• I 
think we would be going outside our province entirely 
if we interfered in a matter of patronage •••• 

69 

Boyle's performance during bis last years as secretary 

seems to have been only adequate at best. The society's 

membership slumped, and the communications with the local 

historical societies were neglected. In 1906, Barlow 

Cumberland, then the vice-president, deplored the lack of 

purpose in the OHS and gave r:nuch thought to "revivifying" 
70 

tbe society and "enlarging its usefulness." It annoyed 

Cumberland that the secretary had been unable or unwilling 

to further the work of the local societies. Wben Boyle 

finally resigned.because of ill health the following year, 

Cumberland was appointed chairman of a committee to consider 

the possibility of establishing the OHS as a branch of the 
71 

Department of Education with a permanent secretary. 

Never has the Ontario Historical Society known a 

more determined leader than Barlow Cumberland; yet, even he 

failed to convince Queen's Park of the society's need for a 

permanent secretary. The beat that Cumberland could elicit 

from the Department of Education was an increase in the 
72 

annual grant to eight hundred dollars, and the services 

of a part-time secretary -- Clarkson w. James, an assistant 

to the Minister of Education. Cumberland was pleased with 

James' appointment believing that it established a closer 

relationship with the Department of Education which would 
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partly compensate for the drawbacks of a part-time secretary. 

For all of Cumberland's expectations, Clarkson W. 

James proved to be an uninspired secretary. He accomplished 

little in the way of nurturing new local affiliates or as

sisting the established ones. He allowed Cumberland's ef-
73 

forts to launch a membership campaign to lapse. Worst of 

all, he neglected to prepare volumes of the Papers and Records 

in 1909, 1911 and 1912.an act of omission which contributed 

to a decrease in the membership and large arrears in fees 
74 

paid. For the second time, the OHS had been poorly served 

by a government-appointed official trying to accomplish the 

alrr.ost impossible task of administering the society's business 

while attending to another job. In James' case, tbe situation 

was further complicated by the secretary's declining health. 

It was a blessing for the historical society wben Clarkson 

James resigned in 1912. 

The Minister of Education appointed Alexander Fraser, 

tbe Provincial Archivist, as James' replacement. This seemed 

an excellent choice since Fraser had a proven interest in 

things historical, experience in editing publications, and 

administrative ability. In fact he quickly demonstrated that 

he was a more capable administrator than his predecessor. 

In only one year as secretary, he issued two volumes of 

Papers and Records, sent out over one thousand pieces of 

correspondence (much of it involved tbe essay contest in 

1912), and represented the society's interests on numerous 
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visits across the province. Regrettably, Fraser's per-

formance was marred by personality conflicts with the other 

executive officers, particularly Vice-President Clarance 

Warner. At one point Warner commented to Sir Edmund Walker 

that Fraser had "continued his obstruction tactics" (these 

were never detailed), and had ''made most unpleasant comments" 

during a recent meeting. "So much so," explained Warner, 

"that I have advised Dr. Coyne, Dr. James, and Mr. Dearness 

that I absolutely refuse to continue in my work unless that 
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man is removed •••• '' When faced with the choice of losing 

either Fraser or Clarance Warner the executive council was 

unanimous in its cboice to depose the secretary. 

Alexander Fraser's conflict with Clarance Warner may 

have been no more than a simple personality clash. Yet, it 

could well have been a manifestation of a rivalry for govern-

ment support between tbe Ontario Archives on the one hand 

and the Ontario Historical Society on the other. Was it just 

a coincidence, for instance, that Fraser's belligerence 

erupted shortly after Clarance Warner and Sir Edmund Walker 

had jointly persuaded Queen's Park to allocate to the OHS 

the partly furnished rooms formerly occupied by the Minister 

of Education and the clerk of records in the old Normal School 

on St. James Square? Possibly this concession to the OHS 

triggered a jealous reaction in Alexander Fraser. The 

Provincial Archivist, like the OHS leaders, had been starved 
77 

for both money and staff, and he may have considered his 
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archival work of more importance than that of the historical 

society. 

Whatever his motives, Fraser had so antagonized the 

executive council by August 1914, that they had determined 

to replace him. Aware that Fraser might seek to undermine 

the OHS position within official circles, Clarance Warner 

asked Sir Edmund Walker (who had agreed to become an officer 

for one year simply to help the society arrange for a per-
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manent home) to remain as a vice-president. "There is one 

important reason why I should like to have you continue as 

an officer ••• ," explained Warner, 

You know that at the present time there is opposition 
through the Secretary and that the Secretary will have 
to be disposed of at the Chatham meeting •••• I would 
like to be able to show him and bis friends that our 
organization is a unit and your continuing as an 
officer will help very materially to accomplish this 
object •••• 
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In view of the urgency of this request, Walker agreed to re

main in office. Meanwhile arrangements were made to have 

Andrew F. Hunter become the first permanent secretary of the 1 ' 
Ontario Historical Society. / 

Few people seemed better suited to handle the affairs 

of the OHS than Andrew Hunter who had been a leading figure 

in the historical society movement since the early days of 

the Pioneer and Historical Association of Ontario. Born in 

1863 in Innisfil Township of Simcoe County, Hunter was a 
80 

descendent of the pioneer Warnica family. He received his 
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early education in local Barrie schools before majoring in 

Mathematics and Physics at the University of Toronto, where 

he graduated with a B.A. in 1889 and an M.A. in 1892. Upon 

graduation, Hunter decided to try bis hand at journalism 

and purchased the weekly Barrie Examiner in 1889. Two years 

later he founded the Simcoe County Pioneer and Historical So

ciety (1892) and became an officer in the provincial historic

al association. Hunter soon tired of the deadlines and pres-

sures of an editor's life and sold the Examiner in 1895 to 

take up more congenial work. For some time he was associated 

with the Geological Survey of Canada (1904-1908). It was 

during these years, moreover, that Hunter contributed his 

best work to historical and archaeological studies. He 

provided information for Reuben Gold Thwaites• seventy-three 

volume edition of the Jesuit Relations and for James Baln's 

edition of Alexander Henry's Travels and Adventures (1901). 
''; 

More importantly, he compiled his two volume History of 

Simcoe County (1909), and contributed articles on Huron 

village sites to the Archaeological Reports of the Department 

of Education. 

In 1913, Hunter moved to Toronto to replace Alexander 

Fraser as secretary of the Ontario Historical Society, a post 

he was destined to hold for eighteen years. His abiding 

interest in Ontario history and archaeology, and his editorial 

talents served him well over the next two decades. Further-

mare, the personality and life style of this eccentric and 



shy fifty year old bachelor perfectly suited the require

ments and realities of the job. He thrived on mundane 

editorial and administrative tasks and seemed to enjoy 

working long hours in relative isolation. To augment his 

small OHS salary of three hundred dollars, he undertook 

editorial work for periodicals such as the Review of Historic

al Publications Relating to Canada. Hunter was almost a 

caricature of the historical society member, a man uncon-

cerned witb worldly needs, antiquarian in his love of books 

and artifacts, and an unconventional dresser. 

Andrew Hunter quickly demonstrated his value to the 

Ontario Historical Society by effectively coming to grips 

with the financial crisis that confronted the OHS in 1913. 

The major worry was the large printer's bill of over seven 

hundred dollars left unpaid by Alexander Fraser. ••This will 

use up the great€r part of our ~overnmenfil cheque when it 

comes," Hunter wrote to Clarance Warner, "20 we will have to 

develop the annual membership branch of our work to tbe 

utmost of our power. I have come to the conclusion that 

with another year of Dr. Fraser's reckless administration 
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the Society would be on the scrap heap.•• Within months 

of assuming office Hunter and Clarance Warner launched a 

carefully planned campaign that exactly doubled the member

ship of the provincial historical society to over four hundred 
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names by June 1914. 

A membership of four hundred, to be sure, was hardly 



spectacular considering that a local affiliate, the York 

Pioneer and Historical Society, claimed in 1912 to hs.ve 
83 

over one thousand names on its rolls. But at least now 
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the officers of the OHS had faced up to tbe society's need 

for a large increase in popular support, and had set a member-
84 

ship goal of two thousand for the immediate future. In 

social and economic terms, the people who belonged to the 

society in 1914 were similar in most respects to the type 

of person who had been joining the historical society move

ment since the 1890s -- educated and professional people 

such as lawyers, judges, doctors, clergymen, educators, 

librarians, engineers, journalists, civil servants, bankers 

and businessmen of nearly every description. 

The OHS did not enjoy or claim widespread public 

support, but what it lacked in numbers, it partly made up 

for in the social and political respectability of its members. 

The society received the support of such educators as 

Nathanael Burwash of Victoria College, James L. Hughes, chief 

inspector of Toronto schools, Sir Robert Alexander Falconer, 

president of the University of Toronto, and Principal Daniel 

M. Gordon of Queen's University; journalists like James A. 

Macdonal~ the managing editor of the Toronto Globe, John s. 
Willison, formerly editor of the Toronto ~; politicians 

like Sir John Boyd, the last Chancellor of Ontario, Martin 

s. Burrell, the federal Minister of Agriculture; and business

men such as Sir Edmund Walker, the president of the Canadian 
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Bank of Commerce, and Sir Edmund Boyd Osler, the president 

of the Dominion Bank. 

Included in the rank and file were over two dozen 

of the province's intellectual elite -- university administra

tors and professors from a variety of disciplines such as the 

historians, Archibald H. Young of Trinity College, and Edward 

Kylie of Toronto; the economist £..!!!!!. humorist, Stephen Leacock 

of McGill; the geologist, Professor A.P. Coleman of Toronto; 

the political scientist and economist, Professor Oscar D. 

Skelton of Queen's; the professor of French, John Squair of 

Toronto; and the professor of Teutonic Philology, L.E. 

Horning of Victoria College. Twenty-five percent (107) of 

the membership belonged to the Champlain Society, and over 

a dozen were members of the prestigious Royal Society of 
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Canada. Interestingly, by far the majority of members 
86 

were males. The women in the historical society movement 

seemed to prefer membership in the local women's historical 

groups in centres like Ottawa, Bowmanville, Sarnia, St. 

Thomas, and Toronto. 

While few in number the members were distributed 
87 

across southern Ontario as the following chart indicates: 

Toronto 
Ottawa 
Kingston 
Eastern Ontario 
Montreal and eastern provinces 
Northern counties 
London 
Hamilton 

147 
40 
12 
25 
12 
20 
22 
17 



l§outti) Western Peninsula 
St. Thomas 
Fort William and western provinces 
United States 

68 
16 
22 
19 
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Although roughly one third of the membership came from Toronto, 

the OHS was by no means a Toronto-dominated organization. The 

majority of the OHS leaders, for instance, were residents of 

other parts of the province. 

In June 1914, the future of tbe Ontario Historical 

Society looked bright. The critical secretarial problem had 

been solved and the membership showed signs of continuous 

growth. Thanks to Andrew Hunter's efficient administration, 

the OHS had overcome its immediate financial worries. New 

revenues flowed in from membership fees, and from sales of 
88 

the society's publications to libraries across Canada. 

Furthermore, Hunter effected a substantial saving by calling 

for tenders for the contract to print the society's publica

tions. Finally, the annual meeting in Ottawa in June 1914 

proved to be one of the moat successful ever held by the 

provincial historical society. The conference took place 

in the elegant Cbateau Laurier Hotel. Trips were arranged 

to the Dominion Archives, the Royal Mint, and other local 

historical sites. The sumpt:qous luncheon of June 4, sponsored 

by the Women's Canadian Historical Society of Ottawa, was 

attended by Prime Minister Laurier and his wife, Mrs. Robert 

L. Borden, the Hon. George Foster, and other prominent citizens 

of Ottawa. Elated by the meeting, Clarance Warner resurrected 



the grandiose notion of constructing a provincial museum. 

"I had several talks, while in Ottawa,» be wrote to Sir 

Edmund Walker, "with people interested in the question of 

an historical museum and it seems to me that we should 
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start at once with the idea in view of having this building 
89 

built in Toronto." Little did Warner suspect that all 

his hopes for the OHS would come crashing down around him 

within a matter of months. 

The First World War signalled the end of an era 

for the Ontario Historical Society. With the notable 

exception of its publishing work, the OHS was about to enter 

a period of meagre accomplishment and financial dif~,u}ty. 

The leaders of the society in the summer of 1914 could not 

have anticipated such a development. In fact the future 

had never looked more promising. Clarance Warne!' and Andrew 

Hunter seemed to bave solved tbe immediate financial and 

administrative proble:ms and were busily planning how to 

expand the society's efforts in museum and library work. 

These same leaders took pride in the OHS's achievements 

in its first decade and a half. The society had become a 

recognized cultural force in the provincial community by 

means of its growing list of publications, the monument 

building and related patriotic activities, its effort to 

promote the study of history in the schools and universities, 

and its major role in the formation of the Ontario Archives. 

And of course, there were the society's most important contri-



butions in the area of historic preservation which have 

yet to be examined. Thus before turning to the impact of 

the First World War, it is now necessary to retrace our 

steps through the first decade of this century to analyze 

the society's involvement in the movement to preserve 

Ontario's historic sites and landmarks. 

255 
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CHAPTER SIX 

HISTORIC PRESERVATION, 1898-1914 

At a time when there were no governmental policies 

for protecting the historical resources of Ontario, the OHS 

played an important role in preserving historic sites and 

buildings. From the very outset in 1898, the society pro

vided leadership in this field and became an effective pres

sure group urging all levels of government to preserve, re

store, mark, or maintain historical landmarks. At the same 

time a careful watch was kept over many of the major sites, 

and when required, the OHS took whatever political action 

was necessary to protect them from private and corporate 

interests. By 1914 the provincial and federal governments 

had reacted to the public demand created by the OHS and other 

historical organizations across Canada by establishing the 

first policies and agencies of historic preservation. 

I 

During the first decade of this century, Canadians 

responded to the campaigns of historical and patriotic groups 

to preserve the nation's historic sites. In Nova Scotia, 

for instance, public opinion swelled in support of the move

ment to protect Louisburg and Annapolis Royal, while in 

Quebec, tbe Governor-General, Earl Grey, triumphantly over-
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saw the formation of the ~uebec 3attlefields Commission to 

preserve the Plain2 of Abraham and Ste. Foye as a suitable 

means of celebratinf the tercentenary of Quebec. And i~ 

Ontario, the historical and patriotic societies goaded the 

provincial and feJeral authorities into preE"erving major 

historic sites, particularly the old forts and battlefields 

associated with the loyalist era and the War of 1812. 

The climate of opinion in Ontario at the turn of the 

century favo~red the preservatlonist cause. In this ~ra of 

rraterial prospe~ity, Ontarians could well reflect upon the 

past with a heightened sense of national and provi~cial 

accomplishment. It was perhaps people in this frame of mind 

who were most recsptive to the preservationists 1 idea of 

conserving historic landmarks as visible reminders of the 

sacrifices of 6arlier generations that had laid the founda

tions of a prosperous province and Dominion. Furthermore, 

as Canadians optimistically claimed that the bventieth century 

would belong to Canada, Ontarians became conscious of' the 

fact that historic sites, especially the forts and battlefields 

associated with the loyallst and militia traditions, supported 

their provi!lce's claim to the lion's share of the national 

glory. Ontarians never doubted for a moment the paramount 

role their province had played in building and defending the 

nation. 'tEere was laic; the cornerstone of Upper Ca"1ada," 

explained William Kirby with reference to Fort George at 

Niagara-on-the-Lake, 
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in its turn the cornerstone and foundation of our 
Dominion as it is to-day. Here was the landing place 
of the United Empire Loyalists, the noble exiles from 
the American Revolution, and here in the short time 
of eight years they were strong enough and prepared 
to lay the foundation and build up the Province of 
Upper Canada. 

1 

Because of their connections with the loyalists and 

the War of 1812, the military landmarks held a powerful 

attraction for OHS spokesmen. Many revered the old forts of 

Ontario as sacred symbols of the long struggle for imperial 

unity. At these places, the public was told, Canadians "died 
2 

to save Canada 1!'0:£1 the Empire." Old F'ort York, added another 

preservationist, ,.teaches us that during the war of 1812 

Canada was saved from being annexed to the United States, 

more by the valor of the Canadian militia than through the 
3 

presence of the Imperial forces." It would appear that 

much of the preservationists' success in arousing public 

opinion lay in the appeal made to the national and provincial 

pride, myths, and traditioDs of Ontarians. 

At the same time, the preservationists sought to gain 

converts by playing on the nativist fears of potential sup

porters. References to the problem of the immigrant, for 

example, were sprinkled liberally through the preservationist 

literature. Spokesmen for the OHS claimed that the military 

landmarks would facilitate the assimilation of newcomers by 

providing them with an understanding of the Anglo-Canadian 

heritage. In 1909 Sir William Mortimer Clark, the Lieutenant-
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Governor of Ontario, offered the following reason for pre-

serving Fort York: 

Large numbers of strangers are now coming to settle 
among us, and it is of great importance that they 
should learn something of our past •••• They will visit 
this historic scene, and learn that their country has 
been fought for, and is worth fighting for age in should 
occasion a.ri:,:ie. They will learn that it is their duty 
to do their part in upholding and sirengthening our 
Government and institutions •••• ITbeiJ will have it 
impressed on their hearts that we are part of that great 
British Empire of which we are so justly proud •••• 

4 

Nathanael Burwash, Chancellor of Victoria College and an OHS 

executive in 1909, supported this staterrent and argued that 

''if we are to make of llihe immigrant§) patriotic Canadian 

citizens, we ••• must make the most of our history and make 
5 

its monuments as impressive as possible.rt 

Another aspect of the preservationist literature 

that likely found support in an increasingly urbanized and 

industrialized society was its anti-materialjsm. Spokesmen 

for tbe OHS and the press built the issue of preservation 

into what Henry Adams might have interpreted as a struggle 

between Clio and the ~ynamo; that is, the forts and com-

parable landmarks pitted against reckless commercial and 

industrial expansion. nThere are two opposing points of 

view regarding the matter," explained Frank Yeigh in reference 

to the city of Toronto's attempt to build a street car track 

through Fort York, "the historic and what might be termed 

the commercial. The one seeks to preserve the ancient 

http:possible.rt
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landmarks; the other would remove them if they stand in the 

way of modern progress. The former holds a sacred regard 

for the past; the latter has more respect for the utility 
6 

of the present." The Toronto Evening News verbally portrayed 

the image of Fort York "being shoved off the map by ••• the 

commercialism of this later age," represented on the north 

by the railway yards and huge gas storage tanks, on the east 

by an abattoir, and on the west by the Canadian National 
7 

Exhibition. Another editor suggested that "in the hurry 

and jostle of tte present it is well that men have died and 

worms have eaten them for something more than the desire for 
8 

money and material success." 

The philosophy of the preservationists, however, was 

not anti-industrial or anti-co~mercial Eer se; on the contrary, 

the OHS position was perhaps best stated by Sir Edmund Wal~er 

when he said that "noble and high national ideals ought to 

go hand in band with the great industrial and commercial 
9 

advance of' the day. 0 Leading preservationists such as 

Barlow Cumberland, Sir Edmund Walker, and Emerson B. Biggar 

were successful and dedicated businessmen who believed that 

national life needed a stronger foundation than material 
10 

prosperity. Historic military landmarks, they said, would 

nurture the spirit of patriotism, the vital ingredient which 

prevented personal gain and economic expansion from becoming 
11 

the sole measure of national status. 
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II 

The successful struggle to preserve Fort York from 

October 1905 to May 1909 was the Ontario Historical Society's ~ost 

notewortb~con~ribut~on to the preservationist cause in these 
--~~---~ 

years. The battle over the fort revolved around the deter

mination of civic and CN"F officials to construct a street 

railway through the fort property in order to facilitate the 

flow of traffic to and from the grounds of the Canadian 

National Exhibition. That Fort York exists today is a tribute 

to the bitter four-year political campaign waged in its defence 

by Barlow Cumberland and the OHS, in conjunction with his-

torical, patriotic, and military societies across the province. 

In October, 1903 an agreement was reached between 

the municipality of Toronto and the Department of Militia 

and Defence for the sale of Garrison Common and Fort York. 

Since there were provisos binding upon the city regarding 

the preservation and restoration of the fort, a relatively 
12 

low price of $200,000 was to be paid for the property. 

Sir Frederick Borden, the Minister of Militia, had stipulated 

that " ••• it must be understood that the ordir.ance lands are 

only to be used for park and exh~!Jit_ion purposes, and that 

the old cemetery shall be properly cared for and the Old 
- 13 

Fort preserved." By agreement, the transfer of the pro-

perty was not to be consummated until the militia had erected 

new buildin&s elsewhere to replace the ones they were being 

forced to vacate. Meanwhile, the federal authorities were 
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to retain the deeds to the property, and the city of Toronto 

the bulk of the purchase price, until the final transfer 

deeds could be arranged. 

The prospect of owning and restoring Fort York was 

a minor factor behind city hall's decision to purchase 

Garrison Common. Little importance was attached to the fort; 

indeed, it was ignored in an official report to council 
14 

listing the advantages of buying the common. Nor were the 

CNE directors noticeably delighted with the prospect of pre-

serving the military post. They were interested in the pro-

perty because it provided room for the expansion of the 

critically congested fair grounds, and the right of way for 

a much needed trolley line via Bathurst Street to the eastern 
15 

side of the exhibition grounds. 

Toronto City Council's intense interest in the continued 

success of the Canadian National Exhibition was the product of 

civic pride and economic reality. The annual event had greatly 

increased the city's reputation and was considered a key 

ingredient in Toronto's civic pride and character, and a symbol 

of the economic and material progress of the city and the 

Dominion. In 1904, the exhibition was renamed the Canadian 

National Exhibition of Toronto, a name befitting its national 

reputation. But more important, the city council had solid 

economic reasons for maintaining the CNF's rapid rate of 

expansion. Since 1899, the city had assumed all the assets 
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and liabilities of the exhibition and was responsible for 

the _e£~~-~ion of all new buildings. In return, the assoc1ation 
16 

was required to hand over all surplus revenues tc the city. 

It was settled in 1901 that the mayor and aldermen should 

be standing members of the association and that five directors 
17 

should be named by city council. Hence, similarity of 

outlook between the CNE and city hall remained a constant 

factor during the period under consideration, and it is not 

surprising that the three civic administrations from 1905 

to 1909 held the belief that what wss good for the CNF was 

good for the city. 

Since the city fathers considered the needs of the 

CNE to be urgent, studies were ordered on January 14, 1905 
18 

for the trolley extension to the exhibition. The city 

engineer submitted a draft blueprint in March. Surprisi~ely, 

the plan disregarded the stipulations in the agreement with 

the Department of Militia and Defence referring to the pres-

ervation and restoration of Fort York. In violation of the 

terms of sale, a trolley route was projected through tbe 

garrison which required the moving or destruction of several 
19 

buildings. Tbe engineer considered that the street car 

line did not violate the agreement to use the property 

exclusively for park and exhibition purposes because the 

extension served the CNE. 

Until October, 1905 the Ontario Historical Society 

made no response to the plan to run the trolley line through 

Garrison Common. Only after Miss Jean Earle Geeson of 
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Parkdale had roused Torontonians from their indifference 

and increased their awareness of the importance of Fort 

York as a historical landmark did the OHS assume the re-

sponsibility of mobilizing opinion against the city's schEme. 

Miss Geeson, a public school teacher and an enthusiastic 

local historian, had undertaken research into the fort's 

background during her spare time and on vacation in England. 

The Tororto Globe of October 4, 1905 printed her appeal to 

save the fort and endorsed her cause in a sympathetic edito-
20 

rial. Within a week her personal campaign had succeeded 

in eliciti~g responses fro~ the OHS, local historical, mil-

itary and patriotic societies, the board of education, and 

the entire Toronto press. 

The OHS decision to become involved was made duriDg 

a has.tily-called meeting between Mr. E.B. Biggar, Miss Geeson 

and the society's secretary David Boyle on Thursday October 

5, 1905. Boyle was informed that a number of citizens had 

arranged for a public meeting at the fort on the following 

Saturday afternoon, October 7, to protest the city's plans, 

and that they believed the gathering would have the greatest 

effect if it were held under the auspices of the OHS. Contact 

by telephone was made with t~ose OHS executives who were then 

in Toronto -- c.c. James, Deputy-Minister of Agriculture and 

past president of the society, and Frank Yeigh, the treasurer. 

Both agreed that it would be quite proper to consent to the 
21 

suggested arrangement. In this undramatic fashion the society 
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was drawn into the leadership role of the preservation move-

ment. Not until December 29, 1905 did the OHS council 
22 

formally approve of the emergency action taken by Boyle. 

The chairman at the December council meeting was Frederic 
23 

Barlow Cumberland, the second vice-president. Cumberland, 

who most forcefully advocated that the OHS assume a leading 

role in the movement to save the fort, was inetrumental in 

the creation of the new Historic Sites and Monuments Committee 

to work for the preservation of historic landmarks, in 

particular Fort York, at the OHS annual meeting in Collingwood, 
24 

July 1906. He assumed the chairmanship of the committee 

himself. 

Then a resident of Port Hope, Cumberland was a member 

of a prominent upper middle-class Toronto family. His father, 

Lieutenant-Colonel Frederic W. Cumberland, had been a well-

known architect and railway promoter in the middle decades 

of the nineteenth century, and was especially recognized for 

his connection with the Northern Railway. After studying 

at Trinity Lniversity, Toronto, and tinkering with the idea 

of a law career, Barlow Cumberland opted to follow his father 

into the transportation business where success came naturally. 

From freight and passenger agent of the Northern Railway, he 

subsequently became traffic manager of the Collingwood and 

Lake Superior Line of steamers before organizing the Niagara 

Navigation Company of which he was vice-president. Cumberland 1 s 

net of personal relationships across the province was remark-
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able. He had become associated with er increasingly wide 

circle of prominent individuals as he held such posts as 

chairman of the Marine Section of the Toronto Board of Trade, 

director of the Ontario Bank, past president of the St. 

George's Society, the Sons of England, and the National Club, 

senator of Trinity University, and a Captain in the 10th 

Royal Grenadiers. Thus, he was exceptionally well suited 
25 

to lead the movement to preserve Fort York. 

The public meeting at the fort on October 7, 1905, 

called under the auspices of the OHS, discussed the steps 

to be taken to preserve the endangered landmark. A powerful 

corrbination cf political and social support was represented 

by the speaker~ on the roster: Lieutenant-Governor William 

Mortimer Clark, the chairman of the meeting; E.B. Biggar, 

OHS stalwart and owner of the Biggar-Wilson Publishin~ Company; 

Miss Geeson; WilJiam Rennie, president of tte York Pioneer 

and Historical Society; Mr. E.A. Maclaurin, president of the 

United Effipire Loyalist Association of Ontario; Reverend 

Chancellor Nathanael Burwash of Victoria College and president 

of the Ontario Educational Association; William Houston of 

the Toronto Globe; and Kr. J.A. Cooper of the Canadian 
26 

Magazine. The meeting unanimously passed a resolution 

moved by Chancellor Burwash and seconded by Mr. C.A. 5rown, 

chairman of the board of education: 

Tbat in the opinion of this meeting the preservation 
of these grounds should be considered a sacred trust, 
not merely for the citizens of Toronto, but for the 



Province and the Dominion at large; 
That no portion of the Fort or grounds should ever 

bE alienated, but that they should be preserved for a 
public park in fulfilment of the express conditions 
under which they were acquired by the city; 
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That the portion of the eastern rampart already 
destroyed to make room for a slaughter house should be 
restored, and that the other features of the Fort be 
repaired so that they may appear as nearly as possible 
in their original condition •••• 

27 

It was also decided to serd a deputation to interview 

Sir Frederick Borden who happened to be in the city that day, 

in order to ascertain his views and to appeal for his support. 

The deputation consisted among others of Mr. E.B. Biggar and 

Mrs. E.J. Thompson of the OHS; Lady Edgar, president of the 

Women's Canadian Historical Society; Mrs. s. Nordheimer of 

the IODE; Mrs. Clementina Fessenden of the Wentworth Historical 

Society and acknowledged founder of Empire Day; Colonel George 

Shaw of the York Pioneers; and Mr. J.A. Cooper of the Canadian 

Magazine. This formidable group made it clear to the Minister 

that they looked upon the fort property as a sacred national 

battlefield and burial ground. Borden satisfied them that 

he supported their cause, declaring that he too was convinced 

that the transfer to the city of Garrison Co~rnon and Fort 

York was upon the condition that the property must be kept 

as a public park, never to be alienated for any other purpose. 

The Old Fort issue became a cause celebre in the city 

press. The Globe's editor, on October 4, remarked that it 

was a general principle of the city that no car line should 

run through any public parks, and pointed to the city's 

28 



resistance to street railway cars running through Queen's 
29 

Park "where they would be a great convenience.'' Ha v inc 

traditionally been an advocate of Toronto's metropolitan 
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dominance, the Globe recognized that the fort was the city's 

claim to a large share of the national glory: 

Our civic authorities, contrary to the growing spirit 
of the time, threaten to destroy the characteristic 
features of a spot second to no other in Canada in 
patriotic and tragic interest. Not Fort Erie, or the 
Prescott Windmill, or ~ueenston Heights, or even Lundy 1 s 
Lane, can sur~a~s it i~ all that give such places a 
clai~ to preservation a~d veneration. 

30 

The T~ronto ~orld lauded the OHS for attempting to preserve 

• • • one of the few remaini~g landmarks we have left to re-

call the struggle out of which a nation was born on the 
31 

northern half of the Arrerican continent •••• " The Toronto 

Daily Star devoted a full page to the issue entitled nThe 

Defence of Fort York." Included was a large sketch by c.w. 
Jefferys portraying the ghosts of the soldiers who died in 

1813 standing resolutely at the gate of the fort, between 

the old cannon, bayonets at the ready, facing the ominous 

silhouette of a street railway car, with the caption "The 
32 

Spirit of 1812 -- 'Halt' ! 1
• 

Mayor Urquhart, evidently shaken by the spontaneous 

outburst of i~dignatlon at the city's plans, responded to 

the clamour by issuing a statement that the city did not 

intend to interfere with the preservation of the fort. 
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Considering that he concluded his argument with the following 

remark, it is clear why he failed to convince the public: 

"Naturally some old buildings will have to come down, but, 

as I have already said, the Old Fort will not be disturbed, 
33 

nor will the old military burying ground." The OHS found 

this logic somewhat disconcerting. In rebuttal, the Daily 

Star printed E.B. Biggar's retort with a diagram of the fort 

showing the proposed car line running through and between 
34 

the buildings. The reader was enjoined to compare the 

tracing of the street car route with the mayor's assurance 

that there was no intention to interfere in any way with the 

preservation of the garrison. The pressure brought to bear 

on city council by the OHS and its affiliates was successful 

in this first phase of the preservation battle. At city hall, 

the people's representatives decided that discretion was the 

better part of valour, and tabled the plans for the Bathurst 

Street extension until a more propitious time. 

It was six months later, in mld:Ap~il, 1906, when 

Toronto City Council and the new mayor, Emerson Coatsworth, 

initiated phase two in the contest over the future of Fort 

York. A plan was now entertained for the transfer of a sec-

tion of the northern part of the fort to the Grand Trunk 

Railway, to be added to a shunting yard, in exchange for near

by property. The OHS council, on April 19, passed a resolution 

condemning the plan on the grounds that it would destroy a 

large portion of the northern ramparts, disfigure the original 
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contour of the fort, and violate the city's agreement with 
35 

the federal authorities. Copies of the resolution ar.d a 

circular letter were sent to the Minister of Militia, to 

Mayor Coatsworth, and to the local historical associations. 

Aware of the potentially explosive nature of the issue, 

Coatsworth attempted to assure the OHS that the fort was in 

no danger. He explained: "The effect of this exchange would 

be to make the place more symmetrical and more accessible ••• '', 

but added that no final decision had yet been made by the 
36 

board of control. 

Realizing from the mayor's letter that the board of 

control was still flexible on the matter, Barlow Cumberland 

arranged a meeting with the controllers on May 2, 1906 at 

which time he outlined the society's objections to the ex

change. After the meeting Cumberland and the controllers 

visited the fort a~d appraised the situation. Tbe ~ajortty 

of the civic officials became Eo impressed by the WPll

preserved state of the place that they decided ar:ainst the 

transfer to the Grand Trunk Railway. Another factor which 

probably influenced their decision was the renewed activity 

in Toronto to mobilize opinion by the OHS and the women's 

Canadian Historical Society. The latter had obtained per-

mission from the board of education to allow senior pupils 

from forty-eight elementary schools to attend lectures on 

events related to the fort's history given by OHS executives 

Barlow Cumberland, Frank Yeigh, and Alexander Fraser on 
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The OHS had little time for self congratulations 
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after preventing the exchange of land with the Grand Trunk 

Railway. There war only a brief hiatus before the beginning 

of the next phase of the political struggle. By October, 

1906 it was certain that the city planned to construct a 

Bathurst Street extension through the fort involving a trolley 

line, with double tracks, and an accompanying road a~d side-

walk. The project would have necessitated the destruction 

of many of the earthworks, and the removal or demolition of 

three of the oldest buildings, including the central block-
38 

house. Alternative routes via Strachan Avenue and Tecumseth 

Street had been rejected by the city because the costs were 
39 

deemed prohibitive. On November 27, city council adopted 

a by-law to provide for the issue of loan debentures to defray 

the cost of constructing the Bathurst Street trolley route 
40 

to the exhibition grounds. According to the law, the 

ratepayers had to be given the opportunity to vote on the 

money by-law during the municipal elections on January 1, 

1907. This afforded tbe OHS a full month to wage a campaign 

against the ~unicipal legislation. 

The OHS campaign involved the circulation of letters 

to local affiliated sociEtles across the province urging them 

to ~orward protests to the mayor. The response was excellent 

and memorials were sent from all parts of Ontario. The high-

light of the activities again~t the by-law was a ~emorial to 
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Governor-General Earl Grey. He was approached because of 

his much-heralded interest in the creation of a Canadian 

nationalism and in the prEservation of historic sites and 

landmarks. Grey was asked to counsel the Dominion Government 

to prevent the contemplated invasion by the street railway 

and to place the fort beyond danger of future disturbance by 

creating a park commission as in the case of Annapolis Royal, 

to be made up of representatives from the city, federal govern-
41 

ment and historical societies. Copies of the memorial were 

sent to Premier James P. Whitney of Ontario and to Sir 

Frederick Borden. Whitney, who was in sympathy with the 

preservationists, helped the cause signj_ficantly by forwardi11g 

a strong remonstrance to Ottawa calling the Minister of 

Militia's attention to the city's project. 

Sir Frederick Borden's response was not long in coming. 

Although the request for a par~ commission was denied on the 

grounds that negotiations with the city of Toronto were too 
42 

far advanced, the ~inister did commit himself to forcing 

the city to abide by the provisos in the original agreement 

regarding Garrison Common. Borden admitted that his depart-

ment had not realized that there was a real threat to the 

fort llntil Whitney's communication had corroborated the OHS 
43 

charges. Once convinced, the Department of Militia and 

Defence immediately reminded Mayor Coatsworth of the stipula-
44-

tions binding on the city. Ottawa's intervention had no 

effect, however, si~ce the city was unyielding in its belief 
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that the proposed street railway would not violate the terms 

of the agreement. 

As the January 1st referendum approached, the OHS 

ended its campaign by a skilful use of the Toronto press. 

E.B. Biggar wrote letters to all the city dailies, many of 

which were published on December 31, the day before the vote. 

This last minute flurry of activity probably had some effect. 

When the results of the vote on the by-law were released, it 

was clear that the OHS had been successful. The by-law was 
46 

defeated by 9004 to 3968 votes. Factors other than the 

concern for preserving an historical landmark undoubtedly 

influenced the vote, for instance, the anticipated costs of 

the trolley extension. Nevertheless, OHS spokesmen had made 

the ratepayers aware of evEry kind of argument, historical 

and economic, and were probably correct in their belief that 

their campaign was the major factor in the defeat of the by-

law. 

Tbe defeat at the polls seemed to be shrugged off as 

a minor irritant by civic and exhibition officials. Within 

a month the CNE board of directors was again urging city 

council to build the eastern entrance trolley route, and 

45 

judging from the tone of the annual report, they were confident 

of success: "Your Directors have again urged the City Council 

to arrange for an easterly entrance; this, we are glad to 

report, the City Council are busily engaged upon, and we trust 

that before the next Exhibition is held much-needed accommoda-
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47 
tion will be provided." Just four weeks after the referendum, 

in March 1907, the city engineer was once again instructed to 
48 

draft plans for a Bathurst Street extension. Anticipating 

that Fort York was still in jeopardy, Cumberland visited Ottawa 

in March, and again in August, to appeal for safeguard clauses 

in the deed to Garrison Common. His requests were academic 

since the federal government was still not yet ready to trans

fer the property to the city. In late October 1907 the worst 

fears of the OHS were realized. The city engineer presented 

Cumberland with a slightly revised plan for a trolley line 
49 

through the fort. 

It was at this time that the unsuspecting preservation-

ists were bewildered by the news, made all the more galling 

because it came directly from CNF Manager-Director J.O. Orr, 

that the oldest and one of the most venerated historical 

societies in the province, the York Pioneers, bad decided to 

endorse the city's latest plan. This became a reality on 

December 3 despite an appeal by the OHS. E.B. Biggar explained 

the defection as a simple case of trickery and bribery. He 

charged that individuals sympathetic to tbe CNE had packed 

the membership rolls of the York Pioneers, and that Orr had 

bribed the society by promising them a new museum building so 
within the exhibition grounds. There is no question that 

these charges have some basis in fact. For example, the 

York Pioneers' minute book between April and December 1907 

reveals that William Crocker and ex-alderman Daniel Lamb, 
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leading advocates of the city's project, had jointly sponsored 
51 

114 new members. A special meeting of the society was called 

on December 3, 1907 and according to Biggar, it was largely 

attended by the new members, older members not having been 
52 

notified of the gathering. An architect's plan for a new 

museum was presented and discussed just before the society 

voted to endorse the trolley project by a majority of 31 to 
53 

11. 

To have risked losing the prospect of a free, new 

museum for opposing the city's scheme was a great deal to 

expect of any local historical association. But for the 

York Pioneers this inducement was only one of several considera-

tions impelling them to support the city. The society had . 
more at stake than any other historical association that sup-

ported the preservation movement. There was a very real risk 

of ending the splendid relations that had existed for decades 

between the society, the city council, and the CNE. Many 

past and present civic and exhibition officials were active 

York Pioneers. The CNE and the Pioneers had enjoyed a long 

and fruitful partnership. The society's Scadding cabin had 

been one of the interesting features on the exhibition grounds 

since 1879 and Pioneer Day had been a long established a~nual 

event. It probably occurred to the society's executive that 

these institutions could be terminated by the exhibition's 

directors if the Pioneers continued to oppose the trolley 

line through the fort. The York Pioneer and Historical So

ciety had simply too many interests at stake to remain in the 
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preservation movement. 

Barlow Cumberland realized that immediate action was 

essential to maintain the flagging morale of the movement. 

A meeting of the groups involved in the preservation battle 

was called on November 27, 1907, and a decision made to send 

a large deputation to confer with the Parks and Exhibition 
54 

Committee. This was effected and to the surprise of city 

hall the parks committee adopted the OHS position and recom-

mended that the proposed route be rejected and an alternative 
55 

line be considered. Manager Orr swooped into action when 

told of this recommendation. Bristling with indignation, 

he informed the board of control that the question had been 

dealt with in his absence, and expressed a desire to discuss 
56 

the matter further. The board acquiesced and refused to 

adopt the parks committee report, referring it back for more 

consideration. 

Faced with such a powerful opponent, Cumberland and 

the OHS decided upon more drastic action -- the creation of 

a society specifically dedicated to saving Fort York. Hence, 

on December 9, 1907, the Old Fort Protective Association was 
57 

organized at the Saint James Chambers, Toronto. The avowed 

purpose of the body was "••• to make every effort to secure 

the proper restoration of the Old Fort and its historic grounds 

as nearly as possible to their origiDal condition, and to 

have them put under the control or custidy ~iCJ of a Commission, 
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or other satisfactory body as shall be considered advisable." 

Personal membership and representation for local societies 

was provided for in the constitution. There was to be an 

annual meeting and special meetings when needed. Governor-

General Earl Grey consented to beco~e the patron of the asso-

elation, and Lieutenant-Governor W. Mortimer Clark, the vice-

patron. 

Although destined to play a leadinc role in the sub-

sequent stages of the political struggle, the OFPA did not 

function as its creators had intended. Only three meetings 

are recorded in the minute book, the last on February 12, 

1908, less than two months after the society's inception. 

No annual meetings were called. By mid-February both the 

original president and secretary had resigned and were replaced 

by Colonel Clarence Denison and J.O. Thorn respectively. Some 
59 

two hundred names are listed in the membership book, but 

only twenty-four of these had paid any dues by April 1908, 

and only three associations ha0 joined. The locel societies, 

effective to this point in saving the ~ort, were evidently 

not convinced of the reed for the CFPA. Possibly tbey felt 

that the OHS filled the role of a co-ordinating society more 

than adequately. The OFPA boasted that it represented over 
60 

thirty groups in Toronto and other parts of Canada, but 

this assertion is not borne out by the figures in the deposit book 
61 

of the association which never exceeded $21.63. Judging 

from the ccrrespondence extant, the association owed its 
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effectivenes~ ~o only four ~en: Denison, Ttorn, E.B. Birgar, 

and the indefetigable Barlow Cumberland. 

By January 1908, city council had decided upon its 

next tectical manoeuvre in the bid to construct the trolley 

line. Undaunted f;y a strongl:r worded war~~ng from the 

Department of Militia a~d Defence stating that the Minister 

had "no intention of receding" from the stipulettons binding 
62 

on the city regardi~g Garrison Common, Mayor Oliver announced 

that the city would apply to the Ontario Legislature for an 

act to empower the municipality of Toronto to issue debentures 
63 

for the cost of building the car route across the common. 

If granted, tbe provincial act would have exempted the city 

from seeking the consent of the voters who had rejected the 

proposal a year earlier. 

The OHS-OFPA leaders responded by begi'lnir..g e new 

round of political lobbying. A flood of letters and memorials 

descended upon provincial and federal authcrities. During 

March 1S08, before the Private Bills Committee of the Frovircial 

Legislature wa~ scheduled to rule on the city's application 

for special legislation, the OBS sought to influence its 

decision. A complete file of correspondence relating to 

the issue was deposited in the office of the Mint~ter of 
64 

Education, and copies of the Globe were forwarded to 

Premier Whitney with the observation that it would not be 

politically dangerous to charnpion the fort: »rt is quite 

evident that you would have the support of this leading op-



position newspaper in refusing to rrive the City Council 

authority to over-ride the expressed will of the ratepayers, 
6) 

which the City Council is asking you to do •••• 11 Cumberland 

also communicated with the chairman of the Private Bills 

Committee, stressirg the national importance of Fort York. 

We submit that the dealings of the City of Toronto 
with the Garrison Common Park are not purely local to 
Toronto, but are National, and that the interest of the 
Province, as also of the Dominion, must be upheld in 
any dealing with it •••• 

There is no more dominant subject at present in the 
minds of the Canadian public than the preservation of 
Historic Land~arks. The old fort at Annapolis has been 
restored, Louisburg has been rescued frorr spoliation, 
the Plains of Abraham and St. Foye are to be preserved. 

At such time it would not be seemly for the Parliament 
of Ontario to show itself indifferent to this principal 
historical landmark within its borders •••• 

66 

This steady application of political pressure had its desired 

effect when the Private Bills Committee unanimously refused 

to grant the city's request for enabling legislation. 

Barlow Cum"berland sensed that the city, after suffering 

another set-back, might be willing to come to an understanding 

with the OHS. During July 1908, a tentative agreement was 

hammered out with Maver Oliver. It was decided that when .. 
the city resurveyed the fort to ascertain its exact boundaries, 

the OHS would prepare plans, at its own expense, for the 

reconstruction and maintenance of the fort and submit them 
67 

to the city. 

While waiting for the surveys to be completed during 

the summer of 1908, Cumberland studied plans and maps of 
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Garrison Comma~ that he had received from Ottawa. He spent 

many hours walking the grounds of Fort York, comparing their 

condition with his documents. Suddenly, in August, he was 

astounded to discover that both the Park-Blackwell Company 

and the Grand Trunk Railway had encroached upon property 

which belonged to the fort. The railway company, he found, 

had annexed the land once occupied by Garrison Creek which 

had been filled in. The railway's deed, however, stipulated 

that the boundary was the northern bank of the creek, the 

river bed being the property of the fort. As for the Park

Blackwell Company, it had cut into the south-east bastion 

regardless of the registered plan of the acreage conveyed 
6f 

to the company which sbowe0 the bastton intact. Cumberland 

was determined that every foot of the original boundaries 

had to be retained by the city in order that a proper restora

tion could be accomplished. Mayor Oliver was urged to instruct 

the city solicitor to investigate the encroachments and to 
69 

take legal steps if necessary to recover the annexed land. 

A week later, Cumberland called on the city solicitor and 

found tbat no instructions had been given. Angered, he re-

tained his own lawyer to make search and report with a view 
70 

to possibly securing injunctions against the guilty parties. 

Arter studying the situation, the OHS lawyer agreed 

that encroachments had probably been made, but that no in-

junctions would be granted at the suit of the society because 
71 

of the lack of recent surveys of the Garrison Common area. 



This did not prevent the preservationists from suggesting 

to Mayor Oliver tbat legal action would follow if Ottawa 
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was not informed of the encroachments and steps not initiated 
72 

to recover the land. Mayor Oliver, who was becoming in-

creasingly short-tempered because of the relentless OHS 

pressure, bad no other recourse than to promise a survey, 

but only after the city surveyors had finished other business. 

To further vent bis anger he commented: "Ir you will pardon 

me saying so, it is my impression that if the Members of the 

Ontario Historical Society were to do a little more work and 
73 

less talk it would be much better for all concerned." The 

mayor soon regretted ever having suggested that the OHS "do 

a little more work.'' Upon receipt of this letter, Cumberland 

warned him that the city must put surveyors to work at once 
74 

or else the OHS would. It was no coincidence that within 

a week city surveyors were seen on the job. 

Two months later, in November 1908, the surveyors' 

report was submitted. The investigation substantiated that 
75 

encroachments bad been made by the two companies. Cumberland 

advised the mayor to arrange a compromise boundary with the 

Grand Trunk Railway since there was no way of locating the 

exact position of the old creek. With respect to the area 

annexed by the Park-Blackwell Company, the OHS demanded that 
76 

the alienated land be recovered. Mayor Oliver instructed 
77 

the city solicitor to act upon this advice. 

According to the terms of the informal agreement made 
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between Cumberland and the mayor in July, it was incumbent 

on the OHS to draw up plans for the restoration of Fort York 

once the survey had been completed. Consequently, a full• 

sized restoration project was undertaken by professional 
78 

architects under the s~pervision of Barlow Cumberland. ·It 

came as a shock, therefore, when it was learned, only one 

week after receiving the surveyor's report, that the civic 

authorities had no intention of waiting for the completion 

of the restoration plans, and that another assault upon the 

tort was in the offing. Mayor Oliver intended to visit 

Ottawa to expedite the transfer of Garrison Common and the 
79 

construction of a street railway through the fort. This 

was unquestionably a breach of the verbal agreement with the 

Ontario Historical Society. 

AB they had done so many times previously, the OHS

OFPA leaders attempted to co~ter the mayor's offensive by 
80 

appealing to the Department of Militia and Defence. This 

time, however, they were surprised by a new turn of events. 

Prime Minister Laurier himself replied and tried to opt out 

of the is8ue: ''I would respectfc:lly submit to you that this 

is a matter which concerns more the City of Toronto than the 

Federal Government. WewJllhe guided in the matter by the city 

authoritie~ and it is to them that you should address your 
81 

representations." This answer was paradoxical because the 

matter was of concern to the federal authorities. In fact, 

the Department of Militia had been largely guided by the OHS, 
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not city council, for several years. Laurier's reply may 

have been partly influenced by his predilection for provincial 

rights or by his innate ability to sense the dangers of be-

coming involved in a local political issue. But even more 

important, it was in the Liberal leader's interest not to 

commit his govern~ent to the preservation of Fort York if 

it meant alienating Joseph Oliver and the city council, most 

of whom were Liberals. Oliver's political influence could 

not be overlooked because the Liberal party received no sup-

port in the House of Commons from the city of Toronto. Only . 
a month earlier, in the general election of October 26, 1906, 

82 
the Conservatives had swept all five city ridings. Under 

the circumstances the Liberals may have felt some compulsion 

to nurture any source of support in Toronto. Laurier's reply 

momentarily jarred the preservationists, but, considering 

that Sir Frederick Borden had consistently upheld their cause 

and had given no indication that he would change his stance, 

little outcry was made against the Prime Minister's state-

ment at this time. 

In January 1909, the OHS was pleased to unveil the 

architect's model for the restoration of the fort. Tbe pro-

ject included a reco~struction of the earthworks and the 

great trench on the west with tts bridge, and the line of 

pickets which surrounded the post. A promenade was to be 

built along the top of the ramparts. Two elaborate gates, 

dedicated to Isaac Brock ard John Graves Simcoe were also 
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included. Shortly thereafter, Mayor Oliver made what 

appeared to be a magnanimous gesture. He announced that 

restoration funds would be forthcoming, and that the parks 
84 

commissioner was already studying the OHS blueprint. 

Actually, the offer was l ploy to ~ask a clever tactic. Mayor 

Oliver still intended to construct the trolley line through 

the fort, but, by initiating its partial restoration, he 

hoped to convince Ottawa to complete the transfer of Garrison 
SS 

Co~mon. 

A determined effort was soon in progress to speed 

up the transfer of the deeds. Oliver visited Ottawa and 

was in touch with Laurier throughout January and February 

1909. The mayor gloomily prophesized the ruin of the CNE if 
e6 

the street railway were not completed by August. Initially, 

the negotiations went smoothly but broke down when a controversy 

developed over the question of the property rights of the Park

Blackwell Company. It was the intention of the city to evict 

the firm from the south-east portion of the fort involved. 

The company's lawyer, however, argued that the Department of 

Militia and Defence had granted permis~ion in 1901 for the 

occupation of the small area of the bastion, and that 

considerable improvements had been made on the property in 
87 

the interval. Forgetting how urgently the city needed 

Garrison Common, Oliver informed Laurier that unless the 

meat-packing factory was evicted, the agreement for the common 

could not be consummated. He added " ••• that it would 



be an impossibility to comply with the wishes of the His

torical Societies of Canada if the Park-Blackwell Company 

was permitted to retain possession of any portion of the 
88 
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land included in the City's purchase." This sudden con-

cern for the wishes of the historical societies was not sin-

cere. Oliver was conv€niently ignoring the fact that he was 

dead-locked with the OHS over the issue of the trolley line. 

Laurier replied that he was not "disposed to interfere with 

the rights of the Park-Blackwell Company", and that he be-
e9 

lieved the firm had a "vested right" to maintain possession. 

Nevertheless, to clarify the matter, the Prime Minister sought 

a Justice Department opinion as to the rights of the company. 

He was advised that " ••• the Company would not be entitled 

to compensation should possession of the lands be resumed 

by the Crown" since "the permission given to the Company was 

a licence simply, not coupled with an interest in land, and ~ay 
90 

be revoked at any time •••• ~ This ruling strengthened 

Laurier's resolve to protect the property rights of the company, 

and he informed Oliver that the small portion of land occupied 
91 

by the firm would definitely not be included in the deeds. 

The federal government refused to budge from this decision. 

The relatively amicable relations that exiEted between 

Cumberland and Oliver over the problem of the eviction of the 

two companies were not enough to prevent the city from initiating 

a second attempt to acquire special enabling legislation from 

the provincial legislature in March 1909, to finance the 
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Bathurst Street extension without the consent of the rate-

payers. Surprisingly, the OHS-OFPA campaign consisted at 

this jucture of a few routine letters to Premier Whitney's 
92 

office and to the chairman of the Private Bills Committee. 

For the first time a trace of complacency was evident in the 

preservation battle, a complacency based on the expectation 

of an automatic second and favourable decision by the com-

mittee. To be sure, there was cause for smugness since 

Whitney was a vigorous defender of the fort, and since the 

same committee had unanimously rejected the bill a year before. 

In order to break the stalemate that seemed likely 

to continue, the OHS submitted a possible solution to Mayor 

Oliver a week prior to the Private Bills Committee hearing. 

Cumberland explained to the mayor that the proposed trolley 

line, made public in February 1909, was unacceptable since 

it would result in the removal of a large part of the ram-

parts, prevent all possibility of restoring the old gateway, 
93 

and necessitate the d.emolition of some of the buildings. 

The ideal route, from the OHS point of view, would have had 

the street cars passing below the fort, between it and the 

lake, on the projected water front. Cumberland conceded 

that this was unacceptable to tbe city for economic reasons. 

But the historical society was prepared to accept an alterna-

tive route which the city engineer had outlined during a 

meeting between Cumberland and Oliver. The plan was to have 

the tracks pass through the upper part of the fort, entirely 
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separated from the roadway, and without interfering with the 

buildings. Cumberland's proposal was a considerable concession. 

He was aware that it would be considered a capitulation by the 

purists in the preservation movement. 

Nevertheless, Mayor Oliver ignored the OHS compromise 

proposal. He likely sensed that the active behind-the-scenes 
9'+ 

activity of civic and exhibition officials had some chance 

of success in influencing the Private Bills Committee's decision. 

His confidence was warranted for the committee recommended to 

the legislature that the city be authorized to raise funds for 

the Bathurst Street extension. An urgent appeal was sent to 

Queen's Park by the OHS, protesting the city's tactics. The 

complaint was lodged that the Private Bills Committee had 

broken its promise that the preservationists would be informed 

when it visited the fort to appraise the situation. Instead, 

the committee investigated the fort without informing the 

OHS and in the company of a civic deputation. The OHS argued, 

with some justification, tbat because only one side of the 
95 

problem was presented, it affected tbe committee's decision. 

E.B. Biggar went so far as to suggest that unethical 

conduct was involved. The activities of George H. Gooderham, 

a York Pioneer, and a CNE director, and unnamed committee 

members were called into question. Biggar explained to the 

chairman of the Private Bills Committee: flNow Mr. Lucas I 

am not trying to be sarcastic when I say that it is through 

pure good nature and hospitality that Mr. Gooderham has been 
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entertaining the members of the Private Bills Committee at 

his club, but here you have the fact that certain members 

of your committee have been actively advocating the scheme 
96 

of a corporation in which they are directors •••• ~ These 

charges of conflict of interest can not be taken at face 

value. No na~es were ever produced and Biggar, who was prone 

to exaggerate, did admit that "the evidence was not complete 
97 

and I would not make formal charges which I could not prove." 

Upon receiving these complaints, Premier Whitney 
98 

promised to review the matter. There was little time for 

the OHS leaders to regret their earlier complacency in not 

having contacted Wt1itney personally. New tactics had to be 

devised within two or three days. After consultation between 

the OHS and government officials, it was resolved that the 

preservationists' ai~s could best be achieved by an amendment 

to the Toronto Bill setting forth that street cars were not 
99 

to be routed through the fort. Once again, the fort was 

temporaril7 saved from the invasion of the car tracks. 

Part of the preservationists' reaction to the Private 

Bills Committee's recommendation had been to memorialize the 
100 

federal government to establish a parks commission. Laurier's 

reply was disheartening af he reiterated his decision to stay 

clear of the matter. The Prime Minister statea: "Orders 

have been given to the proper authorities here to have the 

transfer of the Old Fort property to the City of Toronto 

completed within ~iij the shortest possible delay. The inten

tion of the City authorities to cat a wide roadway and run 
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a street car line through the Old Fort property is one as 

to which the Government have no opinion to offer and which 
101 

they must leave altogether to the citizens of Toronto." 

Many facets of the issue were intentionally ignored in this 

reply. The people of Toronto had made their opinion known 

in rejecting the city by-law to finance the trolley extensio~, 

yet the city was attempting to negate the expressed will of 

the ratepayers by acquiring special provincial legislation. 

Furthermore, Laurier's government had offered its opinion 

on the preservation issue on many occasions since October 

1905. For instance, the Minister of Hilitia and Defence 

had recently stated in the House of Commons: 

We have stipulated with the city that the fort should 
be maintained and restored, and of course if the street 
cars were to go through it or injure it in any way that 
would not be an observance of the conditions. I think 
there was a further order in council in reference to 
this very Matter which said that nothing of the kind, 
no railway of any kind could be carried through the 
Fort without the consent of the people of Toronto; it 
must first be permitted by by-law of the city. 

102 

Tt.e pre serve. t io'Jist s were not unaware of the possible 

political considerations which led Laurier to hand down a 
103 

decision that could only work to Mayor Oliver's advantace. 

Since the Prime Minister had chosen to try to make political 

capital with the issue, the OES-OFPA forces had l:f.ttle alterna-

ti ve but to retaliate b -:i opening communications with the federal 

opposition party. Encouraged by George E. Foster, they sup-
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plied the Conservatives with a stream of documents and in-

formation to be used against the government. But before 

the Ccnservatives could prepare their case, the LauriE:r 

government carre forward with the final surprise of tbe po-

litical carr;paign. lJithout any warning, an announcement was 

made that a condition would be inserted in the deed to 

Garrison Common prohibiting street cars through the fort. 

It was probably a combination of factors that led 

Laurier to accept the de~ands of the preservationists, begin-

ning with the protests sent to federal M.P.'s by historical 

and patriotic societies across the country. Another factor 

was probably the pressure exerted by Sir Frederick Borden 

who must have been embarrassed and annoyed by the decision 

to end the government's long-stondirg support of the preserva

tion movement. Finally, the Prime Minister likely sensed 

that his party coulc gain nothing politically in the Toronto 

area if the Conservatives championed the Old Fort and pressed 

for a safety clause in the deed. For these reasons, then, 

the following stipulation was inserted in tte patent issued 

to the city of Toronto, dated May 17, 1909: 

To have and to hold the same unto the Corporation, 
its successors and assiGns, upon and subject to tbe 
following trust and condition, namely; that the site 
of the Old Fort situated upon the said lands shall, 
as far as possible, be restored to its original condition 
as shown on the attached copy of a plan of it, prepared 
by G. Nichols, Government Engineer, and dated Quebec, 
24th June, 1816, and that the same shall be preserved 
and maintained in such condition forever. 

Provided that upon the breach by the Corporation, its 
successors and assigns of the trust and condition to 
which the Grant hereby made is subject as aforesaid, such 
grant shall immediately become and be null and void, and 



it sball be lawful for us (the Dominion of Canada, 
represented in this document by the Deputy Minister 
of the Interior and the Under Secretary of State) 
our heirs, successors and assigns, in, to and upon 
the said lands hereby granted (or any part thereof 
in the name of the ~hole) to re-enter and the same to 
have again, repossess, and enjoy as of our former 
estate therein, anything herein contained to the 
contrary notwithstanding. 

104 
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With ttis clause inserted in the deed, the preserva-

tionists were assured that their battle had been won a£Bil'lst 

the street railway. Money for the partial restoration of 

the fort had been granted by the city and work was to be 

commenced forthwith. Although the Park-Blackwell Company 

still retajned a portion of the fort propertv, and although 

a full restoration lay far in the future, the long campaign 

to ensure that the fort bEcame a permanent national landmark 

had be6n brought to a successful conclusion. 

One man and one group stood out most prominently in 

tb.e four year struggle to save Fort York -- Barlow Cumberland 

and the Ontario Historical Society. The episode is a splendid 

example of the role played by the OHS in the first decades 

of its existence. Throughout the effort, the society achieved 

many of its main objectives. It mobilized the affiliated 

societies, provided leadership for them when tb.eir interests 

merged, acted as their co-ordinating agent, enunciated the 

philosophy of the ~ovement, and assisted in the preservation 

and restoration of historic grounds a~d landmarks. As for 

Barlow Cumberland, his work in this cause alone assured him 
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of recognition as one of the outstanding figures in the his

tory of the CHS. It was the inspired leadership that he 

provided daily, and his persistent lobbying and manipulating 

at three levels of govern~ent that maintained the momentum 

of the campaign. 

III 

Although the struggle to save Fort York was tbe most 

noteworthy of the OHS's contributions to historic preservaion 

in these years, the society did spend considerable time and 

energy battling still other "commercial interests" that en

dangered such places as the Fort George military reserve, 

and Forts Erie and Malden. The OHS also assisted the ~ove

ment inspired by Governor-General Earl Grey to nationalize 

the battlefields of Quebec City. The outcome of all this 

activity was a happy one. The public responded favourably, 

major sites and buildings were saved, and the federal authori

ties acknowledged that they had a duty to perform in the field 

of preservation. 

During the 1890s, the deteriorating condition of the 

historic military sites in tte Niagara Peninsula was a con

tributing factor in the formation of local historical societies 

in Niagara Falls, Niagara-on-the-Lake, Thorold, and Hamilton. 

These groups, as was indicated earlier, sought to preserve 

the military landmarks by placing them under the care of the 

Queen Victoria Niagara Falls Park Commission. At first the 
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federal government failed to take the preservationists 

seriously. In June 1898, for example, Ottawa issued an 

order-in-council authorizing the lease of part of the Fort 

George garrison reserve to the American-owned Canada Southern 

Railway. Needless to say this action elicited loud protests 

from the local historical organizations in the Niagara region. 

The delegates at the meeting of the Ontario Historical 

Society in September 1898 rallied to the support of the local 

groups. A resolution was passed urging the government to 

rescind the railway privileges, restore Forts George, 

Mississauga, and Frie, and place them under the custody of 
105 

the Niagara Falls Park Commission. Meanwhile, the Prerr,ier 

of Ontario, Arthur s. Hardy, had responded to the pleas of 

the preservationists and memorialized the federal government 

to protect Fort George and rescind the order-in-council. 

Hardy's involvement seems to have been the straw that broke 

the camel 1 s back.. A special comrni ttee of the Privy Council 

quickly reviewed the matter after receiving Hardy's petition, 

and recommended the cancellation of the lease to the Canada 
106 

Southern Railway. This wai'1 done, but a second recommenda-

tion that the fort property be leased to the Niagara Falls 

Park Commission was ignored. The military, it was argued, 

still had need of the training facilities and barrack~ at 

Fort George. 

Just two months later in November 1899, the OHS en-

gaged in yet another preservationist battle. At this time 
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the society reacted angrily to the news that the land around 

Fort Erie might be sold or leased to a Buffalo country club 
107 

which had expressed interest in the property. Spokesmen 

for the OHS communicated with Ottawa on at least two occasions 

before May 1900 and demanded that the fort property be trans-
108 

ferred to the Niagara Falls Park Commission. "It makes 

ones [si~ blood boil," wrote Barlow Cumberland to Prime Minister 

Laurier, 

to see the patriotic care the Americans take of the his
torical places on their side of the river while we allow 
ours to go to rack and ruin and to be used for pig pens 
and leased out to caretakers for a few dollars. Pardon 
my language but if I were speaking to you I might pos
sibly be warmed to make it even stronger. 
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On this occasion the Minister of Militia pleased the preserve-

tior.ists by assuring them that the country club's proposel 
110 

would not be considered. Shortly afterward, Ottawa turned 

Fort Erie over to the Niagara Falls Park Commission. 

Although an important precedent bad been set by the 

transfer of Fort Erie to the commission, there was no certainty 

that the same good fortune would be enjoyed by Forts George 

and Mississauga, and adjacent Navy Hall. The question of their 

preservation was raised again in 1902 when Janet Carnocban, 

the president of the Niagara Historical Society, informed an 

appalled OHS that Navy Hall, which many Ontarians believed 

was the site of the first session of Parliament in Upper Canada 

(1793), was being used as a stable. After being told of this 
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situation, Sir Frederick Borden, the Minister of Militia, 

ordered an end to the use of the hall as an animal shelter. 

He did not, however, pledge to restore the historic buildinf. 

It was not until 1905, and then only after another 

round of protests, that the historical societies finally 

squeezed a commitment from the Minister of Militia that the 

historically significant areas within the military reserve 

111 

would be preserved. The renewed agitation to save Fort Georce 

commenced in the spring of 1905 when it was discovered that 

the government proposed to sell part (and perhaps all) of the 

Niagara military reserve in ten-acre lots for residential 

purposes. Both the town council of Niagara-on-the-Lake and 

the Niagara Historical Society leaped into action and sought 

the help of the Ontario Historical Society to scuttle the 

new plan. George Pattullo, the prEsident of the Ontario His

torical Society, promised them his full support. 

Early in May 1905, a deputation comprised of members 

of the town council, influential residents of the district, 

and the Ontario Historical Society waited upon Sir Frederick 

Borden in Ottawa. Borden seemed sympathetic and requested 

that their arguments for the preservation of the fort and 

common be put in writing. George Pattullo, who voluDteered 
112 

to prepare the necessary statement, explained that the 

Niagara Common was riclhfo inspirational history. It was con-

nected with the loyalists, with Simcoe's first parliament, 

with the council house of the Six Nations Indians (held in 
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Niagara for some years after 1783), with the centre of combat 

in 1812-15, and with the "immortala Brock. Borden was also 

reminded that the reserve had greet ee~timental value for 

the thousa~ds of militiamen who had trained there. Pattullo 

even struck a commercial note by arguing t~at as a tourist 

site, the returns from the reserve would augment "tbe large 

revenue already derived by the Niagara Falls Park. 0 

Meanwhile, the Niagara Historical Society aroused 

the public in its constituency. Open letters denouncing the 

alleged government plot written by Janet Carnochan and the 
113 

venerable William Kirby were given wide publicity. The 

local society also collected over three hundred signatures 
114 

for a petition to the Prime Einister. All this activity 

produced gratifying results; i~ July Sir Frederick Borden 

promised that the government would preserve the areas of 

historical value within the reserve. At this time Borden 

also claimed that his department had never intended selling 
115 

all the military common. Only those portions tbat did 

not contain points of historical interest and that were not 

suitable for future military or park purposes were considered 

disposable. Although this did not satisfy the Niagara Town 

Council, which desired the whole reserve retained as park 

land, OHS President George Pattullo was delighted with Sorden 1 s 

pledge. On the other hand, Pattullo was not so sure of the 

credibility of Borden's statement that no thought had been 

given to selling the entire common. urn view of what had 

previously occurred," he wrote to Janet Carnochan, "I am 
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convinced that the future of the Reserve was in danger and 

that the protest &nd agitation made were both timely and 
116 

effective.~ 

After the Minister of Militia and Defence had given 

his pledge to preserve the Fort George military reserve, the 

preservationists' role involved little more than lobbying 

the government to maintain and repair the old buildings until 

they were transferred to the Niagara Falls Park Commission. 

Almost on an annual basis, the Niagara Historical Society and 

the OHS complained to Ottawa about the neglect of certain 

buildings or the erosion of the shoreline near the ruins of 
117 

Fort Mississauga. The preservationists were particularly 

annoyed in 1911 when the roof of Navy Hall collapsed. Fortun

ately, Janet Carnochan, Barlow Cumberland, and John Ross 

Robertson, the editor of the Toronto Evening Telegram together 

persuaded the government to provide the Niagara Historical 
118 

Society with the funds to repair the hall. 

By this time the preservationists seemed to have had 

the Department of Militia and ~efence well in hand. In fact, 

the military dared not even cut down several trees near Fort 

George for fear of angering the Niagara Historical Society. 

The following letter to Janet Carnochan from the command 

engineer responsible for maintaining the grounds of the fort 

speaks volumes for the impact the preservationists had made: 

It is proposed to erect a wire fence on the outside of 
the ditch, brush and generally clean the interior of 



the fort •••• There are a number of trees which it is 
thought could be cut down, and in order that the His
torical Society and the Department may agree I am 
directed to ask if you would kindly set a date during 
the month of June on wbich a committee composed of 
members of the Historical Society and Officers could 
go over the grounds together, marking the trees to be 
cut down and decide on other questions which might 
arise. 
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Occasionally, the OHS's interest in the preservation 

of inspirational military landmarks drew the society outside 

its provincial scope. In 1908, for instance, the OHS joined 

the Dominion-wide movement led by Governor-General Earl Grey 

to nationalize the battlefields of Ste. Foye and the Plains 

of Abraham as a means of commemorating the tercentenary of 

the founding of Quebec City. InterestiDgly, this project 

inspired the members of the Royal Society of Canada to es

tablish the Historic Landmarks Association (1907). Although 

its immediate object was to further in every possible way 

the Quebec tercentenary, the general purpose of the association 

involved the marking and preservation of all Canadian his-
120 

torical landmarks. James Coyne became a member of the 

first council of the Historic Landmarks Association and in 

1906 Barlow Cumberland was elected a vice-president. 

OHS leaders helped th€ newly formed Quebec Battlefields 

Commission to collect subscriptions for the purchase of the 

alienated battlefield property and attended the tercentenary 

celebrations in Quebec City. Barlow Cumberland explained 

that the OHS chose to take an active part for several reasons. 
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"The principal objects that suggested themselves to me," 

he told the executive council of the CHS, 0 were that apart 

from the merit of fi:arl Grey'~ proposal, it was a good op

portunity for showing interest in the Historical Association 

of our Sister Province, end we might also obtain his advocacy 
121 

in the preservation of our own Old Fort at Toronto." 

'wJhether the OHS support of the Quebec Battlefields Commission 

would have been less enthusiastic had the Fort York issue 

not b€en a consideration is open to conjecture. 

The tercentenary celebrations, the formation of the 

Quebec Battlefields Commission, and the nationalization of 

the battlefields of Ste. Foye and the Plains of Abraham, all 

these gave preservationist groups across Canada new incentives. 

Earl Grey's initiative, declared the Toronto Mail and Empire, 

nhas stirred public feeling to an interest in historic spots 
122 

generally," a conclusion that was borne out by similar 

statements in the public press, and by the warm reception 

given to the appeal for funds to purchase the battlefields. 

Meanwhile, the idea took hold that the scope of the ~uebec 

Battlefields Commission should be widened to include the 

acquisition of all historic sites, military or otherwise. 

The Historic Sites Committee of the Ontario Educational Asso-

ciation, for example, reported that because of nthe instances 

of encroachment, neglect, threatened abandonment, desecration, 

ard destruction" of historic sites across the province, 

the ~ominion Government should be urged ••• to appoint 



a Royal Commission in perpetuity with power under 
statute to acquire such battlefields, places of his
torical interest, Indian sites, forts, buildings, 
residences, monuments, etc., as may be considered 
worthy of preservation for historical end national 
purposes, and that such acquisitions be restored, 
preserved, and worthily maintained at the public 
expense. 
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Once the various historical groups outside the 
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province of Quebec bega~ to demand Dominion-wide action on 

the preservation of historic sites, it was really only a 

matter of time before Ottawa had to face the problem of ex-

panding the scope of its preservationist activities. What 

bad been done at Quebec City could not be denied to the rest 

of Canada. The occasion that forced the government to con-

sider this matter was the sale of portions of Fort Malden 

in Amherstburg, Ontario, to private developers who had in 

1909 subdivided the property into building lots. The 

municipal council of Amherstburg delayed the registration 

of the new lots and urged Ottawa to acquire the site as a 

national park. '~e do this," explained the town council in 

an obvious reference to the work of the ~uebec Battlefields 

Commissio~, nwith the greater confidence because we feel 

assured that it is the policy of our present Federal Govern-

ment to preserve historic and patriotic memories by the 
124 

preservation of the ~istoric places of their origin.'' 

Other local groups such as the Essex Historical 

Society and the Public School Teachers of the South Riding 

of Essex County also sent resolutions praying that Fort 
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Malden be reclaimed by the federal authorities and preserved 

as a national historic park. Aware of the re~arkable campaign 

that the Ontario Historical Society had waged in defense of 

Fort York, the rrayor of Amherstburg approached the OHS for 

its support. Barlow Cumberland asked for the relevant plans 

of the fort, preferred some tactical advice to the mayor, 

and promised that the OHS would "take immediate action in 
12) 

aid." Subsequently, the provincial historical society 

joined the chorus of voices protesting the desecration of 
126 

the fort. 

Confronted by this considerable body of opinion, the 

Department of Militia and Defence studied the situation and 

made the following recommendations in a report to the Privy 

Council on July 14, 1910 • 

• • • the present applicatlon lfe Fort l'1aldeDJ raises the 
general question of the policy to be adopted by the 
Dominion in respect to the preservatio~ and ~ational
ization of all propertiGs of historic interest through
out the Dominion, other than those at ~uebec, for which 
provieion has already been made. 

The undersigned is of the opinion that it would be 
in the public interest to extend the powers of the 
National Battlefields Com~is~ion so that the said 
Commission shall have the power to acquire and be 
charged with the preservation and maintenance of all 
places of historic interest throughout the Dominion, 
such as the site of Fort Malden •••• 
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Thus, after years of lobbying by historical groups in Crtarlo 

and across Canada, Ottawa tegan to recognize the need for 

establishing policies for the conservation of historic sites 

of national sicnificance. As events turned cut, however, it 
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was not the ~uebec Battlefields Commission that became the 

chief federal agency of hietoric preservation. This respon-

sibility was given to the Dominion Parks Branch of the 

Derartment of the IntPrio~ then under thr supervision of tbe 

Commissioner of Parks, J.B. Harkin. It was the Parks Branch 

that took options on the Fort Malden property in lSlJ-14 

thereby ensuring itc: preservation as a national historic 

site. 

With the province's major military landmarks in 

Ottawa's safekeeping, the OHS began to play a less active 

part in historical preservation. Just prior to the Great 

War, its participation in preservation matters was limited 

to making a few recommendations each year which were forwa1~ded 

to various levels of govern~ent. At the annual meeting in 

1909, resolutions in favour of rEstoring and preserving 

Macdonald Park and the ~artello towers in Ki11gston were sent 

to the Dominion and provincial authorities and to the 
128 

munici~al council of Kincston. Similarly, the society 

approached the Superintendent of Indian Affairs in 1910 and 

requested that he protec_t historical and archaeological sites 

on Indian reserves; Fort St. Marie on Christian Island was 
129 

especially mentioned in this connection. In 1913, John 

Dearness corresponded with federal and provincial authorities 

to urge the preservation of what remained of the stockaded 
130 

fort at Penetanguishene. And Clarance War~er anticipated 

the work of the federal Historic Sites and Monuments Board 



when he recommended that Ottawa establish nsome kind of 

bureau with power to erect suitable tablets upon known 

historic sites which are bound to be forgotten as time 
131 

passes." 
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Although this was still valuable work, it paled in 

comparison with the earlier efforts to save Forts York, 

George, Erie and Malden. Tbe deputations, special meetings, 

press campaigns, public demonstrations, and indeed the 

emotionalis~ that had been part of the battles to save the 

military landmarks were not to be found after 1910. What 

accounts for this changed situation? In the first place 

there were stmply fewer instances of encroachMents upon 

major historical sites after the publicity achieved by the 

campaigns to preserve the old forte and the Quebec battlefields. 

Furthermore, there was less pressure on tbe OHS now that the 

Dominion government, not to forget the forty or so local 

affiliated historical groups, was guarding historical land-

marks against private a~d commercial interests. 

The passing of individuals like Barlow Curr.berland 

also helps to explain why the OHS took a less active role in 

preservation matters. Concerned with maintaining the symbols 

of the British connection and the loyalist past, Cumberland 

and others had brought a remarkable emotional commitrrent to 

the preservationist cause. As indicated earlier, when a 

different climate of opinion emerged after 1911, and a new 

set of leaders appeared who were much less concerned than 
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Cumberland witb the questions of American domination a~d 

imperial unity, the remarkable emotionalism that had 

characterized the earlier preservationist work was noticeahly 

lacking. 

In conclusion, the period from 1S98 to 1914 stands 

out as the Ontario Historical Society's heyday as an organ

ization dedicated tc protecting historical sites and landmarks. 

Prior to the First World War, the OHS succeeded in goading 

both the public and the government to take an interest in 

conserving the province's historical resources. As a result 

of the OHS's efforts, some of the major national historical 

sites in the province were less likely to be endangered by 

railway corporations, trolley cars, country clubs, aDd 

building developers. Clearly, an important watershed had 

been crossed in the work of preserving Ontario's heritage. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

AMBITION DENIED, 1914-1939 

In the summer of 1914 the Ontario Historical Society 

appeared to be on the threshold of its possibilities, sus-

tained by a bigh morale, an impressive roster of officers, a 

growing membership, and a diversified programme of activities. 

To the members attending the annual conference in Ottawa that 

year, tbe future of the organization had never looked brighter. 

It was all the more unfortunate, therefore, when the Great War 

reared up to deny the society's high ambitions. Before that 

disastrous conflict drew to a close, the OHS, like so~e of 

the combatants overseas, had suffered reverses in almost 

every line of endeavour and was wracked by internal dissension. 

Not until 1920 did the society begin to shake off the effects 

of the experience. 

I 

The First World War quickly delivered a series of 

crippling blows to the work of the Ontario Historical Society. 

The initial setback came hard upon the declaration of hostil-

ities. As a result of the reallocation of building space for 

the military in November 1914, the Department of Education 

gave the Workmen's Compensation Board the suite of offices 
1 

then occupied by the OHS. The historical society had to be 
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content with one small room in the Normal School Building and 

was forced to place the bulk of its library in storage. 

The war also abruptly ended the membership drive far 

short of the ambitious annual enrolment goal of two thousand 

set in 1913 by Clarance Warner. At the outbreak of the con

flict, approximately four hundred individuals were listed on 

the roster; by 1919 this figure bad dropped to just over three 
2 

hundred. The society apparently chose to terminate its 

membership drive and to curtail much of its regular programme 

for patriotic reasons. It was assumed that the members would 

rather spend the time normally devoted to historical pursuits 

on war-related activities. "'In a crisis like the present one," 

added Andrew Hunter, ''the Nation comes first •••• It would 

have been almost a discredit to our Society not to make some 

sacrifice in refraining from making a campaign for new members, 
3 

even if there had been prospects of success in that direction." 

This same masochistic logic accounts for the decision to purge 

the annual meeting of all its literary and social aspects and 

to hold it eacb year in Toronto for the duration of the war. 

Stripped to its business essentials, the annual conference of 

1915 lasted a mere ninety minutes. Even the council meetings 

were few and far between, and initiative passed to the secre-

tary and the small executive subcommittees. 

In place of its regular programme, the OHS offered the 

services of its members to the Recruiting League and the 

Speakers' Patriotic League. In March 1916, Andrew Hunter 
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provided each organization with a full list of members who 

were willing to participate in recruiting and fund raising 

drives. Presumably, representatives of the society had al-

ready spoken on behalf of these groups since the secretary 

expressed 

the desire of the Council to continue the hearty co
operation [italics min]] of our members and the members 
of the local historical societies ••• in the efforts for 
recruiting, and their hope that it may be possible for 
organizations such as the Speakers' Patriotic League to 
utilize to the fullest extent the services of our members 
in such undertakings. 

4 

Unfortunately none of the addresses given by the OHS members 

survived to indicate how these historically minded individuals 

conceptualized the causes and events of the Great War. 

As for individual efforts, few members served at the 

front or saw active duty largely because of their advanced 
5 

age; only twenty-nine were known to have done so. At home, 

one member, Vice-President Sir Edmund Walker, head of the 

Canadian Bank of Commerce until September 1915, spent the 
6 

greater part of his time in activities related to tbe war. 

As one of Canada's chief bankers, he became deeply involved 

in matters connected with the adaptation of national finance 

to war conditions. He was a committee member of, and fund-

raiser for, such organizations as the Canadian and British 

Red Cross, the Patriotic Fund established to assist the 

families and dependents of those on active duty, and the Vol

untary Aid Conmittee which had charge of a number of military 

hospitals. These and other responsibilities demanded so much 
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of Walker's time that be felt compelled to decline the pres

idency of the OHS when elected to that post in June 1916. 

Judging from the annual reports, it appears that 

many members became involved in war work through their local 

historical society. The women's historical groups, for in

stance, threw themselves into Red Cross and relief work. 

"Owing to the war," reported the Women's Auxiliary of the 

Elgin Historical and Scientific Institute in 1915, "and the 

demands upon the time and attention of our members, who are 

also active members of the Red Cross and other war relief 

associations, it was not considered advisable to hold our 
7 

regular afternoon meetings this season." Instead they sent 

some two hundred cholera belts to the men of Elgin County 

overseas, and in 1916 this same group raised six hundred 
8 

dollars to make socks for local soldiers. Not to be out-

done, the Women's Canadian Historical Society of Toronto set 

up a Red Cross Committee as early as August 1914 which by 

war's end had raised over three thousand dollars for hospital 
9 

supplies and soldiers' comforts. Like its counterpart in 

Toronto, the Women's Canadian Historical Society of Bowmanville 

reported in 1916 "tbe merging of its work into tbe activities 
10 

called for by tbe war." 

Other historical societies, while they did not actually 

participate in Red Cross work and the like, did contribute 

funds raised during the course of their normal schedule of 

activities to the various relief agencies. The Niagara His-
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torical Society, for example, reported in 1918 that "we have 

given each year a contribution for war fund purposes, first 

for the hospital ship, then the British Red Cross, the Bread 
11 

Fund, [!.n!} the Navy." James Coyne, president of the Elgin 

Historical and Scientific Institute in St. Thomas, noted in 

1915 that "the Institute bas gladly contributed a substantial 

sum ••• to the Patriotic Fund, to wbicb its members generally 
12 

have also individually contributed." 

The local historical associations actually responded 

in a variety of ways to the events of the Great War. Some 

suspended all operations to devote their time to war-related 

activities. A few attempted to carry on as usual. Others 

tried to combine a historical programme with some kind of war 

work. Whatever the response, local historical activity suf

fered because of a natural slackening of interest in local 

and provincial history as the great conflict raged overseas. 

Fewer meetings, declining enrolment, and diminishing revenues 
13 

were the rule. "With other organizations," explained the 

Brant Historical Society in 1918, "our work has suffered some

what and been in many ways retarded by the hurry and stress 
14 

of tbe time." Janet Carnochan, president of the Niagara 

Historical Society, had carried on a full range of activities 

including publications, meetings, special outings, the placing 

of markers, and museum work, but she admitted that during the 
15 

war her society had "fallen behind the record of other years." 

At least one local group, the York Pioneer and Historical 
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Society, came through the war period unscathed. That society 

met regularly, recorded slight increases in its membership, 

and made a most important gain in 1918 when it purchased the 
16 

Davidite Sharon Temple of Peace near Newmarket. 

Although there was unanimous agreement within the OHS 

that the society should contribute in some way to the war 

effort, a few members questioned the wisdom of limiting their 

regular routine so severely. Janet Carnochan, for instance, 

believed that the truncated annual conferences held exclusive-

ly in Toronto were "injuring the usefulness and progress of 

the Society" by stifling historical interest and activity in 
17 

the rest of the province. Andrew Hunter's reluctance to 

call council meetings worried Clarance Warner who believed 

that "it is through the influence of the Council and the fact 

that the members are called together occasionally even if 

very little work is done that the interest in the Society is 
18 

maintained." 

As the OHS's activities were curtailed, interest in 

the society naturally waned and the membership declined. This 

in turn contributed to a financial crisis since the revenues 
19 

from membership fees dropped considerably. Meanwhile in-

flation chipped away at the fixed annual provincial grant of 

eight hundred dollars. It also became necessary to raise the 

secretary's stipend from four to seven hundred dollars in 

view of his years of service and the rising cost of living. 

In an effort to trim expenses, the executive drastically 
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reduced the number of pages in the Papers and Records, and 

at one point, President Clarance Warner had to assume person-

ally the costs of publishing William R. Riddell's biography 
20 

of Robert Gourlay in the 1916 issue of the periodical. 

Fortunately, the government recognized the society's plight 

and agreed in 1917 to bear the costs of publishing the 

annual report. The following year this privilege was ex

tended to cover the Papers and Records. 

Under wartime austerity conditions, the OHS 1 s morale 

and sense of purpose was noticably undermined. The disil

lusionment was further ex.acerbated by a number of unhappy 

events. In the first place, the OHS lost the services of 

the very capable Clarance Warner who in 1916 emigrated to 

Boston, Massachusetts. Tbe loss of Warner was followed by 

Sir Edmund Walker's refusal to direct the society. ''I am 

now responsible," Walker explained, "as Chairman, or President 

for several bodies, and the amount of work entailed is really 
21 

all that I can manage." The upshot of this episode was a 

second election and the accession to the presidency of John 

Squair, professor of French at University College in Toronto. 

Squair proved to be an excellent second choice and was able 

to guide the historical society through this troubled period. 

It was Squair who led the deputation in 1916 that successfully 

persuaded the Department of Education to assume the costs 

of printing the society's publications. 

Another event during that year which caused some 
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bitterness was the decision of the city of Toronto to build 

the Bathurst Street trolley extension to the Canadian Nation-

al Exhibition grounds, ecross the northern part of Fort York. 

~he city authorities attempted to justify the streetcar line 
22 

by emphasizing that no buildings were to be affected, and 

that it would later be rerouted to run along the waterfront. 

Emerson Biggar, who had been so active in the earlier preserva-

tion campsign, sought unsuccessfully to frustrate the city's 

plans by leading deputations to the Ontario Railway and 

Municipal Board and to city council. His protests to the 

federal authorities were also to no avail. Struggling through 

the worst year of the war, Ottawa had no time for what seemed 
23 

such a relatively inconsequential local dispute. Eventually 

the streetcar line was constructed across part of the northern 

ramparts in clear violation of tbe 1909 transfer deed to 

Garrison Common. 

In the midst of this adversity, the executtve was 

further weakened by internecine conflict which hampered the 

society's efforts until 1920. The rift developed and widened 

after 1916 as a consequence of a personality clash between 

Secretary Hunter and George Locke, the new vice-president. 

Locke was the chief librarian of the Toronto Public Library 

who, over a period of several decades, built up one of the 

finest public library systems in North America •. He took 

great pains to stress history in children's library classes 

and he himself wrote two volumes for younger readers entitled 
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When Canada was in New France (Toronto, 1919), and Builders 

of the Canadian Coamonwealth (Toronto, 1923). 

It was Andrew Hunter's bitter effusions against Locke 

which escalated what should have remained a cold but workable 

relationship to an open feud. Hunter seemed to be jealous 

of Locke's accomplishments with the Toronto Public Library 

and he made little effort to hide his feelings, being rude 

and surly in everyone's presence. Hunter charged that a man 

in Locke's demanding position would not or could not work 

in the best interests of the OHS. "Frankly, I say again," 

he wrote to Fred Landon, then a librarian in London, "it 

would be a calamity to our Society to have Dr. Locke for 

President, as be has a Library of his own (Seventeen in fact) 

and has no interest in the development of ours.'' 
24 

Since both Locke and Hunter possessed welcome talents, 

factions developed within the executive in support of each. 

George Locke's adherents included the most influential figures 

in the organization, individuals such as James Coyne, Clarance 

Warner, and George Pattullo, a past president of the OHS 

(1904-1906) who had since been re-elected to the post in 1918. 

Hunter's adherents included John s. Carstairs, a long-time 

OHS officer and active member of the United Empire Loyalist 

Association, and then a Captain in the Department of Militia 

and Defence, and Lieutenant-Colonel Alexander Emerson Belcher, 

the OHS treasurer. Once a successful travelling salesman, 

Belcher had written What I Know About Commercial Travelling 
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(1883). For many years he served as president of the North 

Bruce Conservative Association and was prominent in municipal 

politics in Southampton. Belcher had personal reasons for 

disliking the Locke faction since James Coyne and George 

Pattullo, both Liberals, had frustrated his own attempt to 

become president of the OHS in 1916 by nominating and sup

porting John Squair. Belcher suspected that they had opposed 
25 

him because of his Conservative party affiliations. This 

seems unlikely considering that other Conservatives had held 

the presidency of the historical society and that political 

issues of any nature had been assiduously avoided. 

The test of strength between the two factions came in 

June 1919 at the annual conference in Woodstock. In a bid to 

thwart Locke's election to the presidency, Hunter tried des

perately to arrange the election of Stratford's J. Davis 

Barnett, a respected local historian and an engineer by 
26 

profession. The secretary's machinations came to light 

at the conference when his supporters marred the usually 

tranquil business session by attempting several tactical ploys 

from the floor to block Locke's election. All the intriguers 

looked foolish, however, when Barnett, who had not been ap

proached beforehand, declined the nomination for the pres-
27 

idency.. Locke bad no opposition after this pronouncement. 

A.F. Hunter was extremely lucky not to have been dis

missed from office for his behaviour. Not only did be fail 

to oust Locke, but he still stubbornly refused, as late as 



1919, to support the expansion of the society's programme, 

claiming that the war crisis had not yet passed. Hunter and 

Belcher had been the only councillors to oppose the revival 

of the traditional annual meeting at points outside of 
28 

Toronto. A priggish individual at the best of times, Hunter 

claimed that because of these outside meetings nour business 
29 

affairs are subordinated to social and festive exploitation." 

In this case, it seems that Hunter was motivated by a per

verse desire to obstruct the attempt of President George 

Pattullo, a supporter of George Locke, to restore the for

tunes of the OHS. Distressed by the secretary's behaviour, 

Pattullo confided to one correspondent that unless Hunter's 

attitude was so modified that "he will readily and promptly 

carry out the wishes and the policy of the Executive," he saw 

"little hope for the Society's future. I ••• would not con

sider for a moment a place on the Executive Committee under 

the conditions that have prevailed during the past twelve 
30 

months." Hunter would have been dismissed had he not been 

held in such high regard by some of the society's members. 

John Carstairs, for example, intimidated the secretary's 

enemies by threatening to "carry the discussion into the 
31 

Toronto Newspapers'' if Hunter were removed. Still, it was 

a subdued Andrew Hunter who emerged from the annual meeting 

of June 1919. Earlier in March, he had been reprimanded by 

the executive for trying to undertake all the duties of the 
32 

editorial committee himself, and now bis rival, George Locke, 
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controlled the historical society. 

As might have been expected, given the internal 

strains within the society, George Locke's tenure as pres

ident (1919-20) was not an auspicious one. Weakened from 

the outset by the rift between the secretary and the pres

ident, the society's difficulties were compounded by several 

other factors. In the first place, George Locke suffered a 

nervous breakdown shortly after taking office. '•Dr. Locke 

has been sick since the Woodstock meeting,» Andrew Hunter 

wrote unkindly to Carstairs, 

as he also was at the time of the meeting, brain and 
nerves being broken down, as described to me by two 
••• of the female assistants at the Library. This 
trouble used to be called insanity, and the person so 
afflicted not infrequently called a d--n fool, but the 
more euphonious speech of the present day discards the 
harsh terrr:s of the past generation and substitutes the 
term neurotic condition. The late president Pattullo 
was no better, and I am wondering why this poor Society 
has to be afflicted year after year with some mental 
wreck at its head. 

33 

The efficiency of the OHS was undermined further by 

the fact that Hunter temporarily lost both his enthusiasm for 

his job and his faith in the efficacy of the society. He be-

gan to talk about the need for a government-appointed his-

torical commission to assume the society's functions. Ac-

cording to Hunter, the annual changeover of officers and the 

0 go-as-you-pleas e way•t of selection, made tti t impossible to 

get definite or continuous policy in serious historical ef-
34 

fort." His solution was to all but abolish the OHS. tt 
• • • 
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It can be relegated to the function of grouping the federated 

societies for an annual outing," he said, while the new his

torical conmission would undertake "the more serious matters 

of publishing records, collecting a library, a historical 
35 . 

museum, etc ••••• " Hunter's loss of faith must largely be 

discounted as the product of the factionalism within the OHS 

councils. Still, it took incredible audacity for Hunter to 

complain about lack of progress when he was being so unco-

operative with those who now sought to expand the society's 

usefulness. 

At this juncture, Hunter should have resigned. Instead 

he continued in office and without the executive's knowledge, 

began to urge the Hon. R.H. Grant, the Minister of Education, 
36 

to set up a permanent historical commission. As a private 

citizen he had every right to do this, but he had no authority 

to use the OHS letterhead or to sign the correspondence as 

secretary of the OHS as if to suggest that he spoke for the 

whole society. Thus, with its president incapacitated and its 

secretary playing the role of the subversive, the Ontario 

Historical Society staggered into the 'twenties. 

In a complete turn of events, character and circum-

stance combined in 1920 to give the OHS a new lease on life. 

Before the year's end, even Andrew Hunter's confidence in the 

society's future had been restored. Ironically, the secretary's 

critical appraisal of the organization's usefulness had a 

valuable effect; it made other members realize that if the 
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OHS did not quickly expand its activities, its collapse was 
37 

imminent. This subject was carefully debated in 1920 at 

the annual meeting in Owen Sound. 

In retrospect, the Owen Sound conference was of con-

siderable importance in the history of the OHS. Here, the 

way was paved for a reconciliation between the rival groups 

when George Locke resigned for reasons of health and was re

placed by Brigadier-General Ernest Cruikshank, then the chair

man of the recently created federal Historic Sites and Monu

ments Board (est. 1919). After a year of Cruikshank's inspired 

and forceful direction, the bickering within the executive was 

all but ended. There had been no difficulty in prevailing up

on the Brigadier to assume the presidency. He seemed eager 

to take the position which circumstances had denied him earlier. 

As first vice-president in 1908, Cruikshank had retired from 

the OHS after being appointed to take charge of the military 

records in the Dominion Archives. Now his less demanding 

position at the Historic Sites Board once again allowed him 

the time to renew his association with the Ontario Historical 

Society. 

Cruikshank entertained great plans for the OHS. Dur

ing the debate at Owen Sound be first raised the idea of 

imitating the extensive publications programmes of the American 
38 

state historical associations. Thia idea was soon trans-

lated into reality when be and Andrew Hunter began to edit an 

exciting new documentary history series intended to encompass 
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tbe correspondence of all the Lieutenant-Governors and 

Administrators of Upper Canada. Cruikshank also used his in

fluence at Queen's Park to reacquire larger office and li-
39 

brary space and obtain a small increase in tbe annual grant. 

Within the two short years of Cruikshank's presidency, then, 

most of the adverse effects of the Great War had been removed. 

Again the hopes and ambitions of the OHS leaders were on the 

rise. 

II 

As a result of Cruikshank's guidance and energy, the 

Ontario Historical Society made its most important gains dur

ing the inter-war period in the publications field. The his

toriographical significance of this material will be discussed 

in a later chapter, but briefly the OHS made a valuable con

tribution to Ontario and Canadian historical scholarship 

through the pages of the OHSPR and the new documentary his

tory series. The latter project eventually included five, 

large volumes of the Simcoe Papers (1923-31), three volumes 

of the Russell Papers (1934-36), and The Settlement of the 

United Empire Loyalists on the Upper St. Lawrence and Bay of 

Quinte ••• (1934), all of which were edited by E.A. Cruikshank 
40 

with the assistance of A.F. Hunter. Cruikshank personally 

considered that the OHS should be first and foremost a pub

lishing society, and believed that its main object had always 

been to collect and publish original documentary material not 
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41 
already in print. More than anyone else he worked to make 

that aim a reality and after Cruikshank stepped down in 1922, 

;his successors continued to stress the publications function 

.above any other. 

During the 'twenties the provincial government seems 

to have appreciated the value of the society's publications. 

At one point in 1925, it was solely on the strength of the 

OHS's publishing record that the government of Premier George 

Howard Ferguson, which was then otherwise bent on a policy of 

retrenchment, continued to subsidize the historical society. 

Although Ferguson's austerity programme left all the local 

affiliates without annual subsidization, the OHS was granted 

special dispensation. The Premier explained to OHS President 

W.H. Breithaupt, a civil engineer and a member of one of 

Kitchener's distinguished families: 

I have taken the trouble to go through the transactions 
of the Ontario Historical Society for the last ten years 
or so, and I have become convinced that the character 
of the work is so outstanding and important that this 
Organization is deserving of special consideration. 

I am instructing the Deputy Minister of Education to 
see if some way cannot be worked out whereby your 
Organization might be given assistance through the 
department that would not involve a special vote in the 
House, and a violation of our policy of withholding these 
special grants •••• 

42 

But, not even the favour of the provincial authorities 

could save Cruikshank's publications project from the Great 

Depression. The provincial government, which had borne the 
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cost of printing the society's periodical and reports, the 

Simcoe Papers,and the first volume of the Russell Papers, 

terminated that support in 1931. At first, the historians 

cut expenses by discontinuing the valuable annual report and 

with much difficulty managed to raise the funds to print the 

remaining volumes of the Russell Papers. Brigadier Cruikshank 

himself assumed the costs of printing the Loyalist Settlement. 

By the mid-'thirties, however, the society recognized that 

the documentary history series had to be scuttled. It had 

become economically impossible for the OHS to publish volumes 

of documents with a prospective sale of only a few hundred 

copies. Even during the prosperous 'twenties, the society 

bad experienced trouble selling the massive tomes of docu

ments at the ridiculously low price of one dollar each. The 

situation worsened in the following decade leaving the OHS 

holding thousands of unsold volumes, many of which remain in 
43 

storage to this day. 

Apart from the documentary history series, there were 

no other major innovations in the society's work before the 

Second World War, and in almost all the traditional lines of 

endeavour only modest gains were registered. During the 

1920s, it appeared as if the library might become a useful 

resource centre. Andrew Hunter, his enthusiasm aroused once 

again, made it accessible to the general public for research 

and book borrowing, and acted as a one man reference section 

for the dozens of enquiries made each year by mail or tele-
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phone. With perhaps the exception of editorial duties, the 

library tasks consumed most of the secretary's time. In 1921 

the library contained nearly three thousand books and five 

thousand pamphlets, a considerable increase from the 1913 col-
45 

lection of six hundred books and two thousand pamphlets. 

Throughout the 'twenties the acquisitions by exchange and 

donation grew apace and were frequently supplemented by 

purchases of new publications not on the exchange list. In 

1928 the secretary reported that the society possessed some 
46 

six thousand books alone. Although no catalogue of holdings 

was prepared by Hunter, the lists of acquisitions in the an-

nual re~orts indicate that the library's main strengths were 

in the areas of Canadiana, Ontario local history, and the 

periodical literature of Canadian and American historical 

societies. 

The library, like the publications programme, fell 

upon bad times during the 'thirties. At least Andrew Hunter 

was spared the agony of watching atrophy set in; be resigned 

in 1931 after suffering a stroke wbich left him partially 

paralyzed. He was replaced by J. McE. Murray, recently re-
47 

tired from the Canadian Bank of Commerce in Toronto, and a 

graduate of the University of Toronto wbo could boast of hav

ing studied before the turn of the century under the eminent 

political scientist, Sir William Ashley. Murray complemented 

his administrative experience with a sense of humour whicb 

the stern Andrew Hunter had utterly lacked. "··· I am getting 

the 'kick' out of a new experiment in life," he wrote to one 

friend shortly after becoming secretary. 
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The work gives me pleasant but not too pressing oc
cupation and ••• a modest salary to supplement my 
pension. I tell my family that an added advantage is 
that I can now wear my old clothes longer. They insist, 
however, that I must continue to shave each day, although 
I pretend that I see many facial decorations that would 
be most appropriate to my new responsibilities. 

48 

Murray's good spirits were put to the test during 

his dozen or so years as secretary. The library was one of 

his chief worries. Financially unable to do anything about 

the library's plight, he could only watch acquisitions and 

users dwindle away. By 1936, Murray recognized that the 

library was an unreasonable project for the OHS to continue 

and reported to the executive that "Publi~Legislative, and 

University Libraries in Toronto and at other centres are 

better equipped for reference purposes than the Society with 
49 

its limited resources could possibly be." Apparently the 

feeling was shared by other councillors since the question 

of disposing of some of the material on the society's shelves 
50 

was seriously discussed the following year. Although this 

step was deferred until the midst of the Second World War 

it was clear by the mid-'thirties that tbe library's fate 

was already sealed. 

In the work of historic preservation, the OHS made 

itself useful in various ways. For example, it played a part 

in the first restoration of Fort York, a project undertaken 

in 1934 as a centennial project for the city of Toronto. The 

restoration was tbe product of many factors such as the desire 
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of the city fathers to attract tourist revenue and to create 

52 
a make-work scheme for the unemployed; but, it was also the 

result of the uninterrupted lobbying by some fifteen his

torical and patriotic groups located in Toronto that banded 

together to form a joint preservation committee in the fall 
53 

of 1925. A.F. Hunter was elected chairman of the group. 

Tbe preservationists made little progress until 1930 

when Bathurst Street was extended to the new lakeshore. This 

development permitted the city to remove the trolley line 

contructed during the war across the northern bastion. 

Furthermore the city expropriated and later demolished the 

old meat-packing plant encroaching upon the southeast corner 

of the fort. With the historical societies urging him on, 
54 

the parks commissioner undertook in 1931 to make the first 
55 

repairs. That same year George Locke chaired a sub-

committee of the Toronto Centennial Celebration Committee 

which recommended that the Old Fort and Stanley Barracks be 
56 . 

restored and maintained as museums. The OHS organized 

deputations in support of this plan and later appointed 

representatives at the request of the city of Toronto to the 
57 

Advisory Committee on Historic Sites and Buildings. Mean-

while, in association with the other Toronto groups and in

dividuals, the OHS procured a large scale model of the ·fort 

(costing some two hundred dollars) which was displayed in 
58 . 

various parts of the city. Through such activities, then, 

the provincial historical society encouraged the city to 
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make its first honest attempt to restore Fort York according 

to the terms of the 1909 deed transfer to Garrison Common. 

The preservation, restoration, and maintenance of the 

pioneer cemeteries in Ontario, many of which had fallen into 

a delapidated state, was another cause championed by the OHS 

during the 'twenties and early 'thirties. At the annual meet

ings of 1923 and 1924 delegates like A.E. Belcher, A.F. Hunter, 

and James Mitchell of Goderich, a field officer for the Ontario 

Archives, urged the affiliated societies to pressure local 
59 

authorities and to arouse public sentiment on this matter. 

After efforts for reform at the local level failed, the society 
60 

turned to Queen's Park for legislation of a provincial scope. 

The agitation of the historical groups was a major factor in 

the government's decision in 1927 to introduce a Cemetery 

Act. When this legislation proved unsatisfactory, OHS 

presidents Louis Blake Duff (1928-30), the past owner-editor 

of the Welland Telegraph and then head of the Niagara Finance 

Company, and Ernest Green, F.R.s.c. (1930-31), a civil servant 

with the Federal Department of Trade and Commerce, again 

petitioned Queen's Park. They also endorsed the campaign led 

by the Member of the Legislative Assembly for On~~rio County, 

Dr. T.E. Kaiser, to strengthen the Cemetery Act. Eventually 

the government responded and new legislation was passed. By 

1932, Dr. Kaiser was able to report that in half the counties 

in the province, some action had been taken to preserve the 
62 

old pioneer graveyards. It was unfortunate that the re-
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trenchment programmes of the 'thirties prevented the act 

having full effect since the province did not press the 

local commissioners to enforce it strictly. In any case, 

the public and the government were more aware of the problem, 

useful legislation had been passed, and improvement was visible. 

The Ontario Historical Society also co-operated with 

the Historic Sites and Monuments Board of Canada in the work 

of erecting plaques, cairns, and monuments at sites of nation

al historic significance. Several prominent OHS personalities 

were asked to join this organization. Ernest Cruikshank and 

James Coyne were among its original members, the former being 

the first chairman of the board. Fred Landon replaced Coyne 

in 1932 as the Ontario representative, a post he retained 

until 1958. In the initial task of compiling an inventory 

of sites and a rating scheme, the OHS assisted the board by 

offering its own list of sites in Ontario, while A.F. Hunter 
63 

provided a wealth of information on Huronia. Later, Hunter 

directed a federal official sent by the board to survey the 

Huron village site of St. Ignace, and on another occasion 

accompanied an engineer to investigate the ruins of St. Marie 
64 

II on Christian Island. The OHS also helped the board on 

a number of occasions by arranging the details for the public 

unveiling of plaques and monuments to coincide with the society's 

annual conference. It was perhaps fitting that the first 

memorial unveiled by the board in 1922 was at Port Dover to 

commemorate the discovery and exploration of the shores of 
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""' Lake Erie in 1669-70 by Dollier and Galinee. James Coyne 

himself had discovered and identified the latter's wintering 

place twenty years earlier and had translated the written re-

cord of that expedition for the fourth volume of the OHSPR. 

During the 'thirties, a lack of finances restricted 

the society's activities in many lines of work and bred a 

cautious attitude among its leaders. This was particularly 

unfortunate because a nu~ber of situations arose connected 

witb the preservation of historic sites that called for a 

certain amount of pluck and initiative. For instance, when 

plans were being entertained in 1931 to remove the old 

Cawthra House from the corner of King and Bay Streets in 

Toronto, Professor A.H. Young made the point that the Ontario 

Historical Society, along with such groups as the Royal Cana

dian Institute, the York Pioneers, and the Women's Canadian 

Historical Society, should attempt to raise the money to purchase 
65 

the home and convert it into a provincial museum. Tbe rEst 

of the executive, however, gave the idea short shrift, and 
66 

considered it far beyond the society's financial means. No 

effort was made by the society to test the public's enthusiasm 

for the project. The house was demolished in due course. 

Another opportunity slipped by in 1937 when tbe OHS 

refused an offer to become the occupant of the William Lyon 

Mackenzie House on Bond Street in Toronto. A large group of 

wealthy individuals including Sir William Mulock, Sir Joseph 

Flavelle, E.R. Wood, T. Wilbur Best, Newton Rowell, and 
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Leighton McCarthy, had purchased the house and were looking 

for a sultable tenant. The occupants would be required only 

to assume the costs of heating, lighting, and incidental re-
67 

pairs. J. McE. Murray thought the deal an exceptional one 

that could bring the OHS many benefits. "If we could get 

behind us the influence and driving force of such men as are 

contributors to [}h~ purchase fund, 0 he explained, "we should 
68 

have what we now lack." 

Despite Murray's enthusiasm, the executive decided to 

turn down the offer. Charles W. Jefferys, an unrivalled 

authority on the pictorial side of Canadian history and an 

art instructor at the University of Toronto, was adamantly 

opposed to the idea on political grounds. He believed that 

anything connected with William Lyon Mackenzie was "colored 

by party politics'' and could arouse the latent t cry and loya

list biases within the OHS rank and file. 

Our association with the Mackenzie House would give the 
impression that we were a Liberal or Reform organization 
••• , ~rote Jefferyfil. Our membership includes all 
shades of political opinion, without recognizing any •..• 
I fear that if we were to move into these quarters it 
would precipitate a very lively and acrimonious contro
versy in our membership. 

69 

Jefferys also raised the point that the OHS could become in-

valved in the schemes of the house's owners. "··• We should 

avoid being entangled in any scheme in which our tenancy possibly 

might be used as a lever to gain further financial or other 
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support for a cause •••• Self preservation must be our first 
70 

and main consideration.'' The memory of having turned down 

the offer must have haunted the executive a few years later 

when the society was evicted from its quarters in the Normal 

School Building during the Second World War. 

Perhaps the most basic of all the OHS functions was 

that of co-ordinating the work of the various local historical 

groups and encouraging the creation of new ones. In this area 

of endeavour, as in others, the OHS 1 s fortunes languished as 

the historical society movement remained static durin~ the inter

war years. Andrew Hunter reported in 1923 that twenty-four 
71 

locals were active; twelve years later only twenty-two were 
72 

functioning. 

One factor that accounts for this stagnation was, 

of course, the Depression. But even before the hard times of 

the 'thirties, the disconti~uation in 1924 of the small govern-
73 

ment appropriations had contributed directly to a decline 
74 

of activity and enthusiasm. "The withdrawal of the Govern-

ment Grant," reported the president of the Lennox and Addington 

Historical Society, "has had a very serious effect on our 
7S 

organization." "I think our Society would never have been 

formed if we had not counted on that f£ran] , '' added a dejected 
76 

spokesman for the Stratford and Perth Historical Society. 

Premier George Howard Ferguson apologized for the term

ination of the support, claiming that ''the imperative necessity 

for eliminating everything to the bare cost of carrying on 
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business made it necessary •••• n The OHS leaders realized 

that there were other reasons. W.H. Breithaupt admitted 

that ''some societies received larger grants for less work. 

This has grown up in the course of years and this favouritism 

.-•• had much to do with the discontinuance of the 7 ~rants as a 

whole •••• The whole question required revision." 

A.F. Hunter, nevertheless, could well wonder why a 

reduced number of grants were not re-allocated on a merit 

basis and why there had been no reductions in grants to the 

many agricultural societies in Ontario if the government 
79 

was so bent on a policy of economy. He suspected that the 

government was heeding the advice of the old OHS rival 

Alexander Fraser. ttwe know," wrote Hunter to Fred Landon, 

"that the civil service, and particularly the Archivist Fraser, 

have been advocatinS
0

the cancellation of the grants for two 

years or more ••••" Hunter could not restrain his anger 

when the province, so niggardly in its relations with the 

historical societies, authorized the Royal Ontario Museum to 

spend some four thousand dollars on a single piece of English 

armour. ''I make no complaint about the development of interest 

in the Wars of the Roses ••• ,n moaned Hunter, 

but our own Province, our own land, is the one that 
should receive the $4,000, instead of the antique 
dealers in England. Nobody appreciates more than I 
do our indebtedness to the Motherland, but when such 
extraordinary conditions arise it is time for us to 
take notice of the extraordinary things that are taking 
place in the expenditure of money. That is why I wish 
to emphasize this point of dealing with Canadian matters 
first. 

81 
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During the 'twenties, the Ontario Historical Society 

did what it could to alleviate the plight of its affiliates. 

In 1925, for example, the executive resolved to pay any local 

society a twenty-five percent commission for selling volume 
. 82 

XXII of the OHSPR. For those local groups unable to publish 

material without financial assistance, the OHS printed some 

of their manuscripts that had general interest in the OHSPR 
83 

and provided off prints for their members. Finally, after 

considerable lobbying by such OHS leaders as W.H. Breithaupt 

and Fred Landon, the government consented in 1926 to print 

the researches of the half dozen locals that published on a 

regular basis. When A.H.U. Colquhoun, the Deputy Minister of 

Education, hesitated to do so unless an officer of the OHS 

edited the material, A.F. Hunter volunteered to undertake 

this work without extra compensation and to supervise its 
84 

passage through the government printers. These printing 

privileges lasted until 1933 at which time they became the 

victim of yet another government austerity programme. 

The troubles that beset the historical society move

ment after the mid-'twenties seemed to weigh most heavily 

upon the overworked and underpaid secretaries of the OHS --

A.F. Hunter and J. McE. Murray. Both men grew particularly 

sensitive to the lack of co-operation shown on occasion by 

the affiliates. Often the locals failed to send in the 

required annual reports and ignored OHS questionnaires. In 

1923-24, for instance, A.F. Hunter, in order to compile a 
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central catalogue of museum holdings, communicated with each 
85 

affiliate that maintained a museum. Perhaps because they 

had no full-time curators or because it would have proven too 

costly or time consuming to catalogue their holdings, not one 

society responded to Hunter's letter. On another occasion, 

J. McE. Murray sent out a special circular in 1931 asking 

the affiliates to furnish lists of their publications so that 

a general bibliography could be compiled. Only one response 
86 

was received. Murray's patience finally snapped that same 

year when the locals were slow in sending their annual reports. 

''The experience with these reports ••• , " Murray complained, 

clearly demonstrates a lack of co-operation that the 
Ontario Historical Society has a right to expect from 
affiliated local societies. We are fighting their 
battle, helping them in every way we can by arranging 
to get their printing done gratis and giving their 
activities wide publicity. All we ask of them is a 
simple annual report from each. Surely we should not 
have to BEG for that! 

87 

Other executive officers further removed from the 

frustrations that plagued the secretary, tried to convince 

Murray of the importance of the locals to the Ontario His

torical Society. "While they do not give us much assistance 

in the way of membership or book-sales,'' argued Ernest Green, 

~they do send valuable people to our annual meeting. Also, 

we must not overlook the fact that ~wenty affiliated local 

societies means that there are tw- ''.y places in the province 
88 

that have an interest in the we) · of the OHS." Still, 
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Murray's disillusionment with the affiliates persisted and 

several years later he still could not "understand why so 
89 . 

mucb emphasis [wafil laid upon their connection." Not 

surprisingly, given Murray's attitude, the ties that bound 

the locals to the central historical society were gradually 

neglected. This became evident to David Williams and James 

Talman who recommended in 1937 that "special efforts should 

be made to strengthen the relationship with the local 
90 

societies." 

Circumstances, however, prevented the OHS from 

strengthening its relationship with the affiliates during 

the late 'thirties. The provincial historical organization 

itself was by then operating under an impending sense of 

doom. Each year J. McE. Murray wondered if the annual grant 

of one thousand dollars needed to pay his salary and the 

printing bills would materialize. In 1938 the situation 

was so critical that the secretary voluntarily reduced his 

salary by a half and the Papers and Records was not published 

that year. Cruikshank's documentary history series bad al

ready been suspended. There was little hope that revenues 

could be acquired from an increased membership if the OHS 

could no longer guarantee its members a regular series of 

publications. Sucb was the state of tbe Ontario Historical 

Society in 1939, that a mere 130 paid-up members were listed 
91 

on tbe roster contrasted with 326 in 1919. Secretary 

Murray realized that it was only the small annual government 
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grant that kept the OHS afloat. Should that support be 

terminated, he wrote, itthe only course for the society would 
92 

be to wind up at once •••• " 

III 

The unhappy experience of the Ontario Historical 

Society during the 1930s -- the declining membership, the 

straitened circumstances, and the severely curtailed pro-

gramme of activities -- appears in keeping with a decade 

notorious for its social and economic dislocation. Certainly 

the leaders of the provincial historical association in this 

decade, raced as they were with critical financial difficulties, 

had little leeway within which to improve the society's per

formance. Still, the financial problem does not constitute 

a sufficient explanation for the want of any major projects 

apart from the documentary history series throughout the en

tire inter-war period. A leadership that was sometimes un-

imaginative and irresolute must also be weighed in any ex

planation of the society's generally modest accomplishments. 

The conclusion ls inescapable that during the 'twenties 

and 'thirties, the OHS leaders could have shown a great deal 

more initiative in fulfilling their primary responsibility of 

building up the membership. Granted the war, the government 

austerity programmes, and the Depression all bred disenchant-

ment and defeatism; but, this cannot entirely justify the fact 

that between 1919 and 1929 the number of annual subscribers 
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93 

the membership declined from 330 to 130. There can be 

little doubt that had the executive arranged a series of 

systematic and extensive campaigns every few years, the 

number of names on the roster would have increased substantial-

ly. Andrew Hunter and Clarance Warner had demonstrated the 

effectiveness of such membership drives in 1913 when their 

carefully engineered canvass easily brought in over two 

hundred new recruits in just a few months. 

Wby later executives did not follow this example is 

a baffling question. Instead, they sent out a few circulars 

each year which sufficed, at least before the Depression, to 

bring in enough new members to maintain the status quo. 

Ironically, it was Andrew Hunter himself, previously a 

proponent of the large-scale membership drives, who dis-

couraged the executive from undertaking similar efforts. In 

1923 he argued that 

there may not be more than four or five actual workers 
in every county, that is to say, people who are pro
ducing literary work for the press on historical subjects. 
Therefore, two hundred or three hundred members ••• would 
be as much as this society could expect to receive. 

94 

Hunter was talking nonsense for his own successful campaign 

ten years earlier had pushed the membership over the four 

hundred mark. Possibly he was deliberately trying to avoid 

the labour involved in such a canvass. It might be said in 
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the secretary's defense that he was already overworked with 

editorial duties, library responsiblilities, and general 

office routine that would have taxed the energies of several 

full-time employees. All the same, he did the OHS a dis-

service by discouraging those who suggested that the member

ship could be larger. 

The failure to augment the membership was but one of 

many opportunities lost by the OHS leaders during the inter-

war years. By examining the programmes of some of the 

American state historical associations in this period, it can 

be shown that the OHS could have undertaken many other kinds 

of activities despite its financial difficulties and limited 

enrolment. To compare the programmes of the American groups 

with that of the OHS ls a valid exercise considering that 

the historical society movement was a North American phenomenon, 

and that the OHS itself bad originally been conceived in the 

light of the American example. Prior to the Great War, the 

OHS spokesmen borrowed heavily from the ideas and practices 

of the American historical groups. After 1918, however, they 

seemed to ignore the many public education programmes organized 

by historical associations south of the border. The dis

interest in things American could well have been a manifesta

tion of a general Canadian trend to resist the ••onrush of 

American mass culture" between the Peace of 1918 and the 
95 

Depression. Whatever the cause, it was evident that the 

Americans could have taught the OHS much about methods of 
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popularizing provincial and local history. 

The American societies, for example, became quite 

skilful in using the press to generate interest in local 

history. Various state historical associations issued monthly 

press bulletins, and over a period of time supplied hundreds 

of newspapers with historical articles and news items that 
96 

were extensively reprinted. In Missouri, a newsletter to 

local editors entitled "This Week in Missouri History" proved 

to be an effective means for creating an interest in the his

tory of the state. The Historical Society of Iowa furnished 

newspapers through the Associated Press with a series entitled 

"Stories Out of Iowa's Past" and it took advantage of the '~sk 

Me Another" vogue to supply the press with questions and answers 

on Iowa history. In many states, newspapers were encouraged 

to draw upon historical society materials and personnel for 

feature stories. 

In Ontario during the same period, the provincial 

historical society sometimes failed to ensure that the annual 

meeting received adequate press coverage. "I may be inclined 

to over-emphasize the importance of the matter," commented 

the editor of the Woodstock Daily Sentinel Review in 1932, 

but nevertheless I offer the opinion that the item of 
publicity should be given some consideration when the 
council decides upon the place of meeting each year. 
That is, if a good attendance and an increase of interest 
on the part of the general public are of any consequence 
•••• Nothing is done in this respect. 

97 
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The executive at this time were aware of their neglect in 

publicizing the society's activities. At the annual meeting 

in 1924 the following resolution was passed: "It is the sense 

of this meeting that the work for which we stand should be 

much better known, and as it is evident that interest in 

Canadian history is considerably on the increase, advantage 

of this fact should be taken by the adoption of a more active 

policy in publicity, such as the appointment of a small 
98 

committee for this purpose.•• For some reason, the new ex-

ecutive ignored this resolution. 

Over a decade later, in 1936, David Williams, the 

Collingwood journalist, Louis Blake Duff, the ex-newspaperman 

from Welland, and Fred Landon of the University of Western 

Ontario, attempted to rectify the inadequate liaison with the 

press. They devised plans based on a successful project in 

New York State, this is, to make an annual award to the weekly 

newspaper in the province that made the most valuable contri

bution to local history by publishing articles dealing with 
99 

the history of its own locality. Arrangements were made 

with the editor of the Bulletin of the Weekly Newspaper 

Association for an advertisement giving full particulars about 

the contest, and inviting the submission of candidates for the 
100 

award. Unfortunately the notice brought only one response. 

Discouraged by this initial setback, the executive discontinued 

this potentially valuable project instead of pursuing the matter 

knowing that the contest bad worked elsewhere. 
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In addition to the press, the American societies used 

the new medium of radio to reach a larger audience. Historic-

al broadcasts were heard in school assemblies throughout a 

number of states. In Iowa, a notable series of radio talks 

was given annually in connection with "Iowa History Week," 

while in Minnesota, one series of some twenty historical 
101 

broadcasts was given wide acclaim. The subject of radio 

programmes was broached at the annual conference of the 

Ontario Historical Society in 1931 by broadcasting personality, 

Merrill Denison, who argued that ''radio can be not only an aid 
102 

in the teaching of history, but one of the greatest aids." 

One delegate, upon hearing Denison's talk, frankly admitted 

that "it is a subject to which I have never given any atten-
103 

tion prior to this." The other members sat in stoney 

silence which forced President Ernest Green to apologize: 

Mr. Denison, I feel that the reluctance of the audience 
to discuss this subject is not due to any lack of keen 
appreciation, but to the fact that it is such a new sub
ject, and such a big subject, and you have presented it 
to us in such a wealth of detail and variety of points 
of view that it is a little too big to grasp on short 
notice. 
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Presumably the subject was also too big to grasp in tbe long 

run since the society made no subsequent attempt to exploit 

this medium of communication. 

Closely related to the use of radio talks was the 

motion picture. Realizing the value of such visual aids for 
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popularizing history, some industrious American historical 

associations launched into film projects. Others installed 

archives for motion pictures or sponsored the exhibition of 

films in local communities. One ambitious group organized 

and filmed a large-scale historical pageant and widely dis-
105 

tributed the result. In Ontario, however, the financially 

starved provincial historical society dared not think of 

implementing such exciting though expensive schemes. 

American state historical societies were also busily 

engaged in another kind of activity related to the visual 

reconstruction of the past -- museum work. The Indiana 

association, for instance, looked upon the establishment of 

local historical museums as one of its main objectives, while 

in Minnesota, the state historical group nurtured interest 
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in local history by employing travelling museum exhibits. 

The Ontario Historical Society acknowledged that it had a 

similar duty in the museum field but failed to meet its 

responsibilities. Two separate attempts to compile a catalogue 

of museum holdings, one in 1923 and the other over a decade 
107 

later, were suspended when little enthusiasm for the 

project was registered among the affiliates. 

According to a Carnegie Foundation study of museums 

in Canada published in 1932, fifteen of the twenty-three 

local historical societies affiliated with the OHS operated 
108 

a museum. These ranged in size from one room in a public 

library to a separate memorial hall as in Niagara-on-the-Lake. 
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Several OHS leaders recognized that there was scope for the 

provincial historical society in guiding and co-ordinating 

the local museums. In 1930 the executive agreed to organize 

a conference of museum curators at the annual meeting planned 
109 

for the following year. But, Andrew Hunter's sudden ill-

ness and retirement threw the society's plans into disarray, 

and the idea of a curators' conference was lost in the co~-

fusion. Several years later in 1934, and again in 1935, a 

lone member urged the society to take more interest in the 
110 

museum field. His appeals went unheeded and no action 

resulted. 

Although financial difficulties provided a valid 

excuse for much inactivity, there is little question in this 

case that the OHS could have provided valuable services to 

the museums without much expense or difficulty. None of the 

local museums had professional curators and all had to rely 

on inexperienced voluntary, and part-time help. The findings 

of the Carnegie library study revealed how inadequate that 

assistance was: 

Few objects are exhibited with a definite purpose behind 
them; overcrowding and reduplication are common; direction 
notices, instructive labels, guides, and handbooks are 
conspicuous by their almost entire absence; and last, 
but not least, it is made as difficult as possible for 
any one to find the museum, and when found, to be able 
to see it as it should be seen. Paralytic modesty is a 
common museum disease •••• 

111 

Obviously the amateur curators could have profited from even 
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the most basic instruction in methods of exhibition and 

principles of museology. The OHS might have provided that 

instruction by drawing upon the services of museologists from 

such as the Royal Ontario Museum. It was not until after 

the Second World War, however, that the OHS began to provide 

workshops for the amateur curators of the local museums. 

In yet another familiar line of work -- the promotion 

of provincial and local history in the schools -- the OHS 

might have looked to the American example. In addition to 

films, radio programmes, pageants, and the usual publications, 

some state historical societies assisted teachers by preparing 
112 

guides, outlines, textbooks, and special volumes of readings. 

Regrettably, few of these activities can be found in the 
113 

Ontario record. 

It would be misleading to leave the impression that 

the Ontario Historical Society failed to make any contribution 

to the study of local history in the schools and universities. 

Actually it did, mainly by virtue of its lengthy publications 

list which provided both student and teacher with a wealth 

of primary and secondary material and interpretations. It is 

also worthy of note that OHS member Duncan McArthur, who left 

his post as professor of history at Queen's University in 

1934 to become Deputy Minister of Education, arranged in 1937-

38 for the introduction of new history courses into the 

elementary schools that stressed the heritage of the local 

community and emphasized the importance of linking past with 
114 

present. The OHS deserves recognition for helping to 
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create the climate conducive to tbe acceptance of such courses 

in the educational system. 

IV 

It was the OHS 1 s misfortune that during the depression 

decade, when its leaders did devise a number of excellent 

projects which had the potential for enhancing the society's 

effectiveness, hard times combined with a continuous turnover 

in the executive to frustrate most of these efforts. Ernest 

Green was the first to attempt a widening of the society's 

usefulness in the face of the Depression. ttwe have been do

ing magnificent work in publications," he observed in 1929, 
115 

1•but that is the extent of' our members' activity.'' Aware 

that the growing number of family reunions and genealogical 

groups had tta bearing on the vital problems of [}bi) Society," 

Green proposed to encourage these organizations to join the 

OHS. 

Initially, he distributed a circular letter to the 

officers of some forty known family organizations. The cir

cular urged these family groups to collect and preserve his-

torical documents and records of every kind, to assist in 

the movement for the restoration of old cemeteries, to under-

take the compilation of genealogies, and to form themselves 
116 

into local historical associations affiliated with tbe OHS. 

The response to the circular (about a dozen replies, two of 

which included family genealogies) cheered A.F. Hunter who 
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felt that it "yielded sufficient information to indicate that 
117 

the Society might be useful in this line of activity." 

Hunter was further encouraged by his firsthand knowledge that 

the majority of his library's users were genealogical re-

searchers. 

Despite this favourable beginning, Green's effort to 

attract the interest of the genealogical associations went 

unfinished since he resigned from the presidency after only 

one year of a traditional two-year term. Green found that 

his new post as Investigator of Foreign Tariffs in the 

Department of Trade and Commerce required all of his energies. 

At this same time the society's affairs were also disrupted 

by the illness of Secretary Hunter. After overcoming the 

difficulties of losing these two officers, the executive 

turned to new projects, preferring to start afresh and to 

ignore the family unions as possible allies in historical 

endeavour. Consequently, not one genealogical group joined 

the OHS. 

Trinity College's A.H. Young, who succeeded Green as 

president in 1931, proved to be an exceptionally capable 

leader. Well-known and respected in official educational 

circles by such people as A.H.U. Colquhoun, the Deputy 

Minister of Education, Young was able to persuade Queen's 

Park to grant the provincial historical society special 

appropriations (a thousand dollars in 1931 and two thousand 

dollars in 1932) so that it could discharge most of its out-
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standing obligations. This represented a dramatic improve-

ment in the society's relationship with the Department of 

Education. Over the years, Colquhoun's support for the OHS 

had soured because of a personality clash with Andrew Hunter. 

The latter bad been most indiscreet in criticizing the Deputy 

Minister for the government's tardiness in publishing the 
119 

society's periodical. 

The financial relief afforded in the early 'thirties 

proved to be short-lived, however, as the provincial govern-

ment, harassed by the Depression, terminated the practice of 

printing OHS publications. Premier George Henry advised the 
120 

OHS to defer its work to more propitious times. It was to 

Young's credit that he ignored this suggestion and determined 

instead to proceed with his plans for a full programme of 

activities for 1934· That year was the occasion of the 

centennial of Toronto's incorporation, the 150th anniversary 

of the loyalist arrival, and the 400th anniversary of Jacques 

Cartier's first voyage to Canada. The highlight of the OHS 

celebrations was a series of six well-attended public lectures 

at Trinity College. The speakers were notable professional 

and amateur historians: A.H. Young and T.A. Reed, a leading 

authority on the history of Toronto and co-author of Our 

Royal Town of York (1929), spoke on aspects of Toronto's past; 

Professors Chester Martin and George Wrong of the University 

of Toronto and George Locke of the Toronto Public Library, 

lectured on the loyalists; and the Hon. Louis Cote prepared 
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a paper on Jacques Cartier. In other ways, Professor 

Young gave freely of his time in 1934 to ensure the proper 

commemoration of the various anniversaries. He spoke out 

strongly for the reconstruction of Fort York as a Toronto 

centennial project, and co-operated with the Canadian and 

Empire Clubs to hold a joint Empire Day banquet in honour of 

the loyalist settlement. 

Young's most notable attempt to revitalize the society 

was of a constitutional nature. With the assistance of J. 

McE. Murray, George Locke, and Charles W. Jefferys, Young 

sought to broaden the society's base and to bring it into 

closer liaison with other historical agencies like the 

Ontario Archives, the departments of history and political 

economy in the universities, the Royal Ontario Museum, and 

any other organizations with a historical bent. In short, 

the constitutional changes were offered as a means of bring-

ing together through the medium of the OHS the many disparate 
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and isolated agencies at work on the history of the province. 

To attain this end, Young created a new and enlarged 

council while retaining a small executive committee of nine 

to look after the finances, publications, and general business 

of the society. The new council was to consist of the members 

of the executive committee, all past presidents of the OHS, 

and representatives of the local historical groups, the 

departments of history and political economy in the universities 

and colleges, the Ontario Archives, the Royal Ontario Museum, 
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and the new class of corporate member societies. Corporate 

membership was to be granted on payment of an annual fee 

to any organization interested in the study of any part of 

Ontario's past. According to the constituion, the object 

of the council was to "devise means for co-operating in the 

finding, collecting, and making available historical material 

and, generally, for furthering the cause of the history of 
123 

the Province of Ontario." The first meeting of tbe new 

council in November 1933 attracted delegates of the local 

historical associations, professional historians like Chester 

Martin of Toronto University, Father Morriseau of the University 

of Ottawa, and Professor Duncan McArthur of Queen'~ and 

Professor W.F.M. Hart, a representative of both the Ontario 

Agricultural College and the Royal Ontario Museum. These 

individuals set up two committees of council to pursue pro-

jects of joint interest to the various organizations represent-

ed at the meeting. Tbe first committee had the responsibility 

of co-operating with the Institute of Historical Research of 

the University of London, England in preparing a Dictionary 

of British Empire Place Names. A second committee was 

appointed to conduct a survey of the province to compile a 
124 

record of all existing historical and museum material. 

Young's success in bringing together the diverse 

groups through the OHS was duplicated at the annual conference 

of 1933 where scholars from a variety of backgrounds and 

disciplines presented papers. Professor H.A. Innis, a politic-
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al economist at the University of Toronto, gave an "Intro

duction to the Economic History of Ontario,'' Professor Hart 

of the Ontario Agricultural College examined the "History, 

Purpose and Development of Community Halls in Rural Communi

ties," Fred Landon of the University of Western Ontario 

lectured on "Agricultural Journals in Upper Canada and Ontario," 

and James Talman of the Ontario Archives examined the "History 

of the Teaching of Agriculture in the Colleges and Schools of 
125 

Ontario.tt 

Unfortunately, after Young's death, the OHS's attempt 

to unite through the council the various agencies at work on 

the history of the province came to an end. The new council 

met only twice in its first fourteen years apparently because 
126 

there were few substantial matters to bring before it. The 

two committees of council named at the first meeting accomplish

ed nothing. The one appointed to assist in the compilation 

of the projected Dictionary of British Place Names was informed 

by the Institute of Historical Research that the scheme had 
127 

been terminated owing to a lack of finances. As for the 

committee named to make a survey of the museums, illness 

among the members and a declining intere~t as time passed 

account for its lack of results. Meanwhile, no other committees 

of council were appointed. By 1936, the participation of the 

university community in the OHS had lapsed markedly. Apart 

from a few stalwarts like Fred Landon and James Talman, and 

later George Spragge, there were fewer instances of involvement 

http:Ontario.tt
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by professional historians in the administration or activities 

of the historical society. 

A.H. Young's passing had another adverse effect. 

Following the success of the Trinity lecture series in 1934, 

Young had begun to plan another series of lectures in Toronto 

for the following year which he intended to repeat at outside 
128 

centres if local groups made the necessary arrangements. 

This project was only in the planning stage when Young died 

and none of the other OHS leaders came forward to complete 

it. In defense of Young's succesors -- George F. Macdonald 

(1933-37), a Windsor merchant, and David Williams {1935-37) 

of Collingwood -- it can be said that they had few personel 

contacts in the academic community and would have found it 

difficult to arrange for the calibre of speakers that par

ticipated in the 1934 programme. Even so, they might have 

worked through individuals like Fred Landon and James Talman 

to set up the second lecture series. 

Although a constantly changing executive made it 

difficult to implement long-term policies, the turnover had 

at least one beneficial result; it permitted new and enthusi-

astic officers to assume leadership. One such was James 

Talman who was to direct the society for a three-year term 

(1937-40) and play a crucial role in its survival and res-

urrection during and after the Second World War. Talman, who 

rose quickly through the ranks to become vice-president in 

1935, brought a healthy attitude to the demoralized executive. 
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''I think that if the society will get busy on some constructive 

work," he confided to Secretary Murray, ~our problems of de-
129 

clining interest will be eliminated." Talman, along witb 

such officers as David Williams, Louis Blake Duff, Percy 

Robinson, and c.w. Jefferys, made yet another effort after 

1935 to enhance the society's usefulness and sense of pur-

pose. The most important aspect of their administration was 

not so much the number of actual achievements, as the fact 

that they continued to bring forward innovative ideas. 

One of the imaginative projects contrived by this 

group was that of encouraging the many local fairs in Ontario 

to make an annual feature of exhibiting material of distinctive 

local relevance. In February 1937, David Williams addressed 

the annual convention of the Provincial Fairs Association on 

this matter. Circulars were then distributed to the district 

directors of the association, and OHS members offered to co-

operate with the local agricultural societies and Women's 
130 

Institutes to establish the exhibits. As a consequence, 

numerous fairs across the province began in 1937 to advertize 

the heritage of their regions. 

Efforts were also made to enthuse the existing member-

ship and to attract new recruits in the mid-~hirties by holding 

joint annual meetings in 1936 and 1938 with American historical 

associations in states contiguous to Ontario. The annual con-

ference of 1936 was held on both sides of the Niagara frontier 

in conjunction with the New York State Historical Association. 
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Two years later a similar conference was arranged in the 

Detroit-Windsor area with the Detroit Historical Society and 

the Michigan Historical Commission. The Niagara meeting 

turned out to be a distinct success, with over a hundred 
131 

Ontario delegates in attendance. But, distance and place 

frustrated the efforts of Windsor's George Macdonald to make 

the 1938 conference a memorable one; only forty members 
132 

attended that meeting. This was a great disappointment 

for the executive who had hoped that the joint conference 

with the Michigan people would erase the memory of the equally 

poor attendance (thirty-seven members registered) at the 
133 

Ottawa meeting the year before. 

One noteworthy project investigated by the Talman 

administration involved working with the Department of High-

ways to create a historical guide for the tourist industry. 

In 1938 the executive met with the Ontario Minister of High-

ways, T.B. McQuesten, and offered to co-operate in the pre

paration of a booklet "on the lines of 'Historic Nova Scotia'" 
134 

for the use of motorists. This project interested McQuesten 

and might have proved useful in popularizing history had the 

priorities of the Second World War not prevented its implementa-

ti on. 

Although there were encouraging signs of vitality in 

the Ontario Historical Society in the late 'thirties, the 

organization was in a very frail condition. It seemed to 

stagger along, subsisting on a paltry grant of one thousand 
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dollars. Tbe secretary was on half salary and his work suffered 

as a consequence. Publication sales were low. Cruikshank's 

documentary history series bad been terminated, and because 

of a lack of finances in 1935 and 1938, the periodical was 

not issued in those years. Naturally, without the publications, 

fewer people responded to the membership circulars and the 

numbers on the rolls continued to decline. As the Depression 

dragged on members could ill afford, or were simply unwilling, 

to attend the annual conferences. Weakened by all these dif

ficulties, the OHS was suddenly confronted with the crippling 

effects of the Second World War. The circumstances of this 

conflict were shortly destined to drive the provincial his

torical society to the very brink of dissolution. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

"TO THE VERY EDGE OF THE PRECIPICE" AND BACK 

The crisis may not be entirely a misfortune. Sometimes 
individuals and organizations need to be pushed to the 
very edge of the precipice before they can be roused 
to requisite action. (c.w. Jefferys, July 18, 1941). 

1 

The effect of the Second World War on the provincial 

historical society was even more devastating than that of the 

first. Indeed, the OHS came close to the point of disintegra-

tion in the frustrating years of the early 'forties. The credit 

for its survival belongs for the most part to a handful of 

stubborn individuals who refused to accept the conclusion 

reached by some members that their historical association had 

outlived its usefulness. 

The main impact of the war came suddenly and uncere

moniously in July 1941 when the executive officers read in 

the Toronto press that the Normal School Building, the society's 

home, had been given over to the military authorities as an Air 

Force training centre and that all residents of the building 

were to be evicted. Informed by the Department of Education 

that no alternative quarters were available, OHS Vice-President 

Charles w. Jefferys and Secretary J. McE. Murray were fortunate 

to solicit free temporary office and storage accommodation in 

a building owned by the Ontario Hydro Commission on Elm Street 
2 

in Toronto. These quarters provided only a short respite; 

381 
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in February 1944 Hydro asked the society to vacate the property. 

From this time until 1947 when the Department of Education 

provided office space once again, the OHS had no rooms to call 

its own. 

There was a string of adverse effects related to the 

loss of the permanent office which helped push the Ontario 

Historical Society "to the very edge of the precipice.n 

Following the notice of eviction from the Normal School, the 

executive decided to destroy a thousand sets of the Simcoe 

Papers in order to save the cost of storage. "In the emergency," 

wrote c.w. Jefferys, 

I took it upon myself to move a resolution which passed 
unanimously to clear out 1000 sets of the Simcoe Papers 
and have them chopped up for pulp •••• It will still 
leave on our hands an ample supply for all future genera
tions. I hope General Cruikshank and Mr. Hunter will 
not turn in their graves; but the idea of an edition of 
2000 was absurdly extravagant at the outset, even though 
the Government paid the bill, and we now have an elephant 
on our hands which will eat more storage hay than we can 
afford. I am prepared to urge further eliminations 
of the same kind with regard to some of our other publica
tions and to be ruthless with regard to the library. 

3 

There was little question that the crisis situation 

required decisive leadership. Still, the haste with which 

Je~ferys passed sentence on the Simcoe Papers raises a number 

of questions. Could the books not have been used as gifts to 

attract new members or to retain the membership that was slow-

ly declining? Could they not have been deposited in the 

offices of the Department of Eaucation (whether Queen's Park 
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appreciated this gesture or not) for free dispersal to the 

history teachers a~d students of the secondary schools and 

universities? To say the least Jefferys' decision to shred 

the volumes was a controversial one. Fortunately his ap-

petite to eliminate the surplus of past OHS publications was 

satiated after this initial foray into the stock rooms and 

he resigned himself to paying the storage costs on the re-

rnainder. 

The second major effect of the eviction from the 

permanent office was the closing down of the society's 

library. Many of the books were packed away after the move 
4 

from the Normal School, while others were sold. In this 

case, Jefferys' decision to dispose of some of the society's 

literary assets seems to have been a wise one. He explained: 

[}.McK:;l Murray has looked up the joint comparative 
catalogue prepared by the University, the Legislature 
and the Public Libraries and finds that many of our 
items are on the shelves. These, or some of them, 
could be disposed of to dealers in Canadiana ••• and 
the cash, however little, would be of more use to us 
than the books. Other books on the shelves have no 
relation whatever to the work of the Society and should 
also be disposed of. 

5 

Although a small portion of the collection was sold at this 

time, the bulk of the library remained inaccessible to the 
6 

public until it was purchased by McMaster University in 1972. 

As the time factor suggests, this decision did not come easily 

and before it was made, required almost three decades of hand-
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wringing and soul-searching on the part of many executives. 

Sharp cuts in income received from sales of publica-

tions and from membership renewals also accompanied the 

closing of the permanent office. With the society's stock 

of books locked in storage, the secretary was unable to fill 

many of the orders for past publications; consequently, in 

the fiscal year ending in May 1942, he was able to report 
7 

only the sale of some $13.50 worth of publications. This 

astonishingly small figure also reflected the effects of a 

two year hiatus {1940-41) in the printing of the OHSPR be-

cause of both financial retrenchment and wartime shortages. 

The lack of annual publications in the early 'forties also 

contributed to a falling off in the membership which, as 

indicated earlier, had been declining through the previous 

decade. Understandably, many subscribers, be they individuals 

or libraries, preferred to pay their annual dues on receipt 

of the OHSPR. Based on the treasurer's statement of dues 

received, the paid-up membership in 1941 slid to thirty-

eight. The number of names on the roll recovered, however, 

after the OHSPR reappeared in the following year. Just over 

a hundred members were listed in 1943 as having paid their 
8 

fees. 

With the library stored away, few publications to edit, 

a tiny mailing list, and only one executive meeting between 
9 

October 1942 and May 1944, the scope of Secretary Murray's 

job narrowed markedly. As his work load decreased, his 
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10 
salary was reduced to $250 annually, a mere fraction of the 

salary of a thousand dollars he once laboured hard to receive. 

Little wonder that the aging Murray grew weary and disheartened 

with the business of the OHS. In February 1942 he informed 

the members of the executive committee: "My personal judgment 

is that the Society has outlived its usefulness •••• If the 

conditions cannot be improved, only one course is ••• open to 
11 

the Society: to surrender its charter •••• " Murray based 

his opinion on the fact that except for its publications, the 

OHS no longer met any of the objectives listed in its charter 

and constitution. It had failed to provide a provincial li-

brary, an archives, a museum, and a historical portrait 

gallery. Even the functions of uniting the various local 

affiliates and co-ordinating their work had for many years 

been poorly served. At that time only a half dozen or so 

local historical societies bothered to send in an annual re-

port. 

Although the executive recognized that the OHS was in 
12 

a precarious position, they unanimously rejected Murray's 

conclusion that the society should be disbanded. A question

naire sent to leading members of the society in 1942 revealed 

a consensus that the OHS "should make every effort to carry 

on, even though the war situation might compel a further 
13 

curtailment of activities." 

Nevertheless, Murray's pessimism deepened when the 

society was forced to vacate the temporary quarters in the 
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Hydro building a year later. Once again he reiterated his 

belief that the OHS should turn over its charter to the 

Department of Education. This announcement shocked and 

annoyed several of the more determined members such as James 

Talman and Fred Landon who wrote to President c.w. Jefferys: 

"This letter has disturbed both of us for it appears to be as 

clear a statement of a defeatist attitude as we have ever seen. 

Surely Murray should resign if he feels that the society should 
14 

fold up.'' Talman was aware, however, that the society owed 15 . 
Murray a debt of gratitude for his past services, and was 

not eager to demand his resignation. Luckily the executive 

was spared this embarrassment when Murray relinquished the 

secretaryship for reasons of health in the spring of 1944. 
The old banker agreed to continue on as treasurer, however, 

and conscientiously kept the books up to date until just four 

days before his death in 1945. James Talman, then assistant 

librarian at the University of Western Ontario, volunteered to 

undertake the secretary's duties on a part-time basis after 

Murray's resignation. Little did the executive suspect that 

the OHS would function without a permanent secretary for the 

next twenty-two years. 

J. McE. Murray's pessimism in the early 'forties was 

entirely understandable. The OHS was inactive for the most 

part, and its membership almost non-existent in the period 

from 1942 to 1944• Fortunately the majority of its leaders 

found some reason for hope in this otherwise discouraging 
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period. c.w. Jefferys, for example, responded to Murray's 

second cry for dissolution in 1944 with the following 

evaluation: 

It seems a most inopportune time to commit suicide. I 
am not, I think, unduly optimistic, but it seems to me, 
••• with evidences of a revival of local interest ••• , 
and the attendance and activity shown at our last two 
meetings, this is no time for us to fold up. There is 
still plenty of work for us to do. 

16 

Certainly, as Jefferys suggests, there was cause for 

optimism given the success of the annual meetings during the 

war. The executive carefully selected the sites for the 

annual conference, choosing urban centres in south-central 

Ontario such as Niagara Falls, Simcoe, Brantford, Hamilton, 

and Kitchener where an active local affiliate was prepared 

to administer the details of the meeting. On each occasion 
17 

the attendance was agreeably high, and President Jefferys 
18 

"was much encouraged by the general spirit shown." 

Relations with the local affiliated societies also 

began to improve by the war's end. At the annual meeting 

in 1942, the general lack of communication between the locals 

and the OHS led the delegates to pass a resolution urging 

that the provincial historical association do more to develop 

the work of the local groups and to bring about some uniformity 

of effort in such endeavours as printing, preservation of war 
19 

records, or marking sites. The executive of the OHS sub-

sequently tried to act upon this resolution. Secretary 
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Murray reported a year later that he, Jefferys, and Talman 

had managed to do "a little in the way of personal touch with 
20 

a few local bodies." 

This kind of "personal touch" shortly had a positive 

result when C.W. Jefferys was instrumental in creating a 

local historical association in Wentworth County. 'twhile in 

Hamilton," Jefferys reported to Fred Landon in August 1943, 

I saw Miss [Fredi} Waldon, [Georg.fil Laidler and Col. 
[!;harles Ii] McCullough, and discussed with them the 
prospect of organizing a local historical society, and 
sounded them on the idea of holding the next annual 
meeting of the OHS there, as a stimulus to arousing 
popular interest in their history •••• 

21 

Jefferys obviously succeeded, for in March 1944 the Head-of-

the-Lake Historical Society was created in Hamilton and played 

host to the OHS conference that summer. Members of the new 

local society like George Laidler, an engineer and keen local 

historian, the Reverend T. Melville Bailey, and T. Roy 

Woodhouse, a district manager with the Bell Telephone Company, 

provided most of the papers for the annual meeting. 

The OHS leaders also sought to bring about some uni

formity of effort among the local groups trying to preserve 

archival material, antique furniture, implements and the like 

from the wartime salvage campaigns. After the annual meeting 

in 1942, Secretary Murray circulated a letter on this subject 

to the local affiliates, educational institutions, and the news 

media. Fred Landon had already spoken to the London Free Press 
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with the result that the editors wrote an article on the 
22 

subject which in turn was widely quoted by other papers. 

Murray's circular was also published in many of the leading 

papers across the province. "A -worthwhile result, n the secre

tary reported later, "was the preservation of certain cor

respondence of John Norton, a Mohawk Chief, and associate of 
23 

Joseph Brant.... Murray subsequently wrote an article for 
24 

the OHSPR based on this material. 

The executive's most imaginative attempt in the early 

'forties to improve the relationship with the affiliates and 

to develop an interest in the work of the OHS was the publica

tion in July 1944 of the News Letter. As a medium of com-

munication between the local societies this small bulletin 

(issued up to six times a year by 1947-48) filled the vacuum 

created by the termination in 1931 of the society's Annual 

Report. Fred Landon, chief librarian at the University of 

Western Ontario, prepared the first number of the News Letter. 

After assuming the secretaryship, James Talman undertook the 

responsibility for editing the remainder. A thousand copies 

of the first issue of the News Letter were printed and sent 

to newspapers, government departments, OHS members, and non-
25 

members known for their interest in history. These efforts 

succeeded in building up the society's roster. 'tpor the first 

two numbers,'' Talman reported, ''fees from new members paid 
26 

the cost of printing." 

With the publication of the News Letter, the Ontario 
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Historical Society had taken a major step to recovery. Thanks 

to the efforts of a cadre of officers who refused to fall 

victim to a defeatist attitude, the OHS had passed through 

the worst part of the war crisis. By 1945, the signs for the 

future looked promising as the membership ~allied and the 

executive attracted new leaders of high calibre. George 

Spragge, having completed a stint in the Air Force, returned 

as treasurer. And significantly, people like George Smith 

of Port Colborne, George Laidler of Hamilton and Jean Waldie 

of Brantford came up from the ranks of the local societies 

to direct the provincial historical association. 

Finally, the war itself seemed to have strengthened 

the OHS's resolve to preserve and disseminate a knowledge of 

Canada's historical tradition~values, and institutions. An 

appreciation of this heritage, it was argued, would help 

Canadians as they assumed greater international responsibilities 

in the post-war era. "We live in a world where narrow pre-

judice is an obstructive and retrograde influence of the most 

dangerous kind," remarked Professor George Brown of Toronto 

University as he presented the Ontario Historical Society's 

brief to the provincial Royal Commission on Education in 

December 1945· 

We do believe, however, that a just pride in and under
standing of the local community on the part of its 
citizens is essential to an understanding of world 
problems and our share in them. The family which has 
such a just pride and knowledge of itself is an asset 
to the local community, and similarly the province or 
the nation cannot contribute what they should to the 
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body politic either national or international unless 
they have an appreciation of their best characteristics 
which are rooted deep in their history.'' 

27 

II 

In 1945 a formidable task still lay ahead for those 

who sought to revive the Ontario Historical Society and to 

expand its usefulness. The membership had to be greatly 

augmented, and new projects devised to broaden the much-

diminished programme of activities. By the end of the 1 forties, 

the society's leaders had for the most part succeeded in 

meeting these objectives. 

The aggressive efforts of the executive chiefly account 

for the membership gains made immediately after the war. George 

Spragge, the treasurer (1945-47) and later the secretary

treasurer (1947-51) was especially successful in conducting 

canvasses for new recruits. By 1948, he reported that the 
28 

society's membership had increased from a mere 130 in 1945 

to an all-time high of 415. Other individuals, of course, 

assisted Spragge in the drives for new members; these included 

James Talman, the acting secretary from 1945 to 1947, George 

Laidler, a Hamilton engineer who served as president from 1946 

to 1948, and Jean '1'i'aldie, a journalist with the Brantford 

Expositor and the first woman to serve as president {1950-52) 

of the OHS. 

John Barnett, a manager of a Toronto financial house 



and president from 1948 to 1950, was another officer who 

gave unstintingly of his time to promote the work of the 

provincial historical association. He addressed over a 

dozen local groups on the aims of the OHS and arranged in 

1948 to mark its sixtieth anniversary by securing booth 

space at the Canadian National Exhibition for the purpose 
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of bringing the OHS to the attention of a wider public. Over 

forty members helped to staff the booth, fifteen hundred 

folders were distributed, and some twenty-five new recruits 
29 

were landed during the course of the exhibition. 

In 1947, the reacquisition of office space in a 

Department of Education building at 206 Huron Street in Toronto 

also worked to the society's advantage since the stock of past 

publications was again made available for sale. They had 

been locked in storage and largely lost as a source of revenue 
30 

since 1944• As for the current publications, the News Letter 

and the high editorial standards set by Talman and Spragge 

for the Papers and Records (renamed Ontario History in 1947) 

probably account for much of the society's popularity and 

growing membership. 

The annual meetings in these years were very well 

attended, reflecting a new enthusiasm within the OHS. More 

persons signed the register at the 1946 conference in Guelph 

that at any other meeting since the register was begun in 1913. 
31 

No fewer than 120 were present. The attendance at the en-

suing annual meetings continued to please the executive. "It 
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is dangerous to use superlatives," commented one excited 

member in 1949, "but the Society is growing and flourishing, 

and one may expect our annual meetings to become better and 
32 

better." 

In addition to undertaking an aggressive canvass for 

new recruits, the executive attempted to expand the society's 

usefulness. Some members, for example, began to seek ways 

and means to assist the dozen or so local historical museums 

in Ontario. Those who were interested in museum work took 

advantage of the annual conference at Kitchener in June 1945 
33 

to organize themselves as an informal museum's section. 

Wilfrid Jury, the curator of the Museum of Indian Archaeology 

at the University of Western Ontario, was elected chairman of 

the group, and Dr. Effie M. Milner of Chatham, secretary. 

The museums' section sought to systematize and to 

improve display methods and the classification and catalogue 

schemes of the local museums. At the initial meetings of 

the group, the members exchanged ideas on these matters and 

received some basic instruction from Wilfrid Jury and Effie 

Milner among others, who had some expertise in the principles 

of museology. At one such meeting in London in March 1949, 

Dr. Milner presented a plan for a uniform and efficient 

cataloguing system for adoption in all county museums. The 

bare details of the system were described in Ontario History 

and the complete scheme was offered for the asking to any mu-
34 

seum in the province. Just bow many local museums followed 
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Dr. Milner 1 s catalcguing method is uncertain. Although a 

handful may have done so, a survey of the museums conducted 

in 1957 indicates that the majority were 8till unwise to the 
35 

ways of sound museum management. 

While the OHS was extendin~ its services to the local 

historical museums, it was also enhancing its reputation as 

a publishing society. George Spragge 1 s edition of The John 

Strachan Letter Book, which included a revisionist interpreta-

tion of the Tory role in Upper Canada, appeared in 1946. 

Under the editorial direction of James Talman, the calibre 

of article in the OHSPR improved in quality from an academic 

point of view. This trend was even further encouraged by his 

successor, George Spragge, who began in 1949 to issue the 

periodical on a quarterly basis. These publishing efforts 

did not go unnoticed. In 1951 the American Association for 

State and Local History presented its coveted Award of Merit 

to the OHS ''for the outstanding job of any historical society 

in eastern Canada, and for its annual publication program of 
36 

reports, documents and monographs." 

The connection with the prestigious American Association 

for State and Local History and the Canadian Historical Assa-

elation was fostered by the activities of that ubiquitous duo, 

James Tal~an and George Spragge. The former had been a member 

of the AASLH since 1944 and had helped that body compile a 

list of Canadian historical associations for a new edition of 

its Handbook of Historical Societies in the United States and 
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Canada. As secretary of the OHS, Talman attended the 1946 

conference of the AASLH in Washington D.C., where a large 

part of a morning session was devoted to his report on ''The 
38 

Local History Scene in Ontario." That same year, George 

Spragge travelled to Washington, Albany, St. Paul, Madison, 

and Indianapolis, and conferred there with officers of various 

state historical associations. In the autumn of 1947 he was 

elected to the council of the AASLH. Closer to home, Spragge 

was instrumental in setting up the national committee on 

local history at the annual conference of the Canadian His

torical Association in May 1947 held at Laval University in 
39 

Quebec City. Shortly thereafter, he reported that he bad 

been appointed supervisor of local history with the Ontario 

Department of Education, a position he held until 1950 when 
40 

he became the Archivist of Ontario. 

The contacts forged with the AASLH and the CHA were 

indicative of the efforts made by the OHS leaders to seek 

new avenues for promoting the cause of local history. Other 

examples of this concern included their submission of briefs 

to ~oth the Ontario Government's Royal Commission on Education 

in 1940, and the Federal Royal Commission on National Develop

ment in the Arts, Letters and Sciences in 1949· James Talman 

and Fred Landon prepared the brief to the Royal Commission on 

Education while George Brown of the University of Toronto 

History Department presented the document on behalf of the 
41 

OHS. The primary recommendation in the brief was that a 
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Provincial Historical Centre be established in Toronto. 

Professor Brown explained that the recommendation stemmed 

from a widespread belief that the archival facilities in the 

province were inadequate. At that time the Ontario Archives 

was poorly financed, understaffed, and literally stuffed into 

the basement of the Parliament Buildings. The OHS suggested 

that the new Historical Centre should take over the Ontario 

Archives and its staff should encourage the systematic and 

extensive collection of archival material. 

It was also hoped that the Historical Centre would 

become a clearing house for the schools, local historical 

societies, Women's Institutes, museums, and every governmental 

agency involved in projects pertaining to Ontario history. 

Without it, the brief explained, ''the result is a serious 

lack of direction and absence of any over-all policy with 

regard either to objectives or methods." As events turned 

out, no Historical Centre was instituted by the government 

to co-ordinate the work of the many private and official 

historical agencies, or to devise a master plan for co

operative action. But, the brief likely added considerably 

to the mounting pressure on the government to nourish and to 

house more adequately the Ontario Archives. It was not 

entirely a coincidence that before the decade was over, a 

large new building for the archives was under construction 

at Queen's Park. 

Having been partners in misery since the Depression, 
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it was fitting that the OHS and the archives assisted one 

another in their period of regeneration. Helen McClung, the 

Provincial Archivist throughout the 'forties and an OHS 

councillor from 1941 to 1946, co-operated with the historical 

society on a number of occasions. For example, at the 

suggestion of George Laidler, she set up a display room 

of archival material at the OHS' a annual meeting in 1947 
42 

at Trinity College. For its part, the OHS began to publicize 
43 

the archives• recent acquisitions in Ontario History. The 

ties between the archives and the OHS became even closer after 

1950 when George Spragge replaced Helen McClung as Provincial 

Archivist. 

The idea of submitting a brief to the Royal Commission 

on National Development in the Arts, Letters and Sciences was 

first raised by James Talman who wished to ensure that the 

needs of the historical societies would not be forgotten 
44 

during the commission's deliberations. John Barnett, 

in consultation with the executive, wrote the submission; in 

it, he recommended the establishment of a federal Historical 

Board to bring about co-operation on a national level between 

all groups interested in local and provincial history. It was 

suggested that the new board could ''give continuing study to, 

and make specific recommendations on" such matters as: the 

introduction of scholarships as a means of providing personnel 

for national and provincial archives and libraries; the wider 

publication and distribution of basic reference material; the 
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encouragement of inter-provincial historical studies and 

research; and the correlation of historical work by all 
45 

local and provincial authorities and organizations. The 

philosophy of the brief was in the mainstream of traditional 

OHS thought on the relationship between history and nationalism. 

Indeed, it was remarkably reminiscent of James Coyne's philos-

ophy of the value of history. The brief stated: 

Local history is of vital importance in producing common 
understanding and mutual respect as between provinces 
and communities and, in the end, a national consciousness 
and unity. 

• • • • • • • • • • • 
This Society is firmly of the opinion that increased 
historical research and the publication and dissemination 
of local historical materials is vitally important to 
Canadian unity, culture and social progress •••• 

46 

Evidently the OHS recommendation for a Historical 

Board was lost in the mountain of paper that descended upon 

the Massey Commission. No national organization of an official 

nature (or an independent body akin to the ASSLH for that 

matter) has yet emerged to co-ordinate the work of the various 

provincial historical associations. 

The road to recovery for the Ontario Historical Society 

was not always a smooth one and a number of failures and lost 

opportunities marred what was otherwise a successful comeback. 

Such was the case with the project to mark farmsteads in the 

province that had been continuously occupied by the same family 

for a century or more, a scheme first suggested in 1945 by 
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Louis Blake Duff. Lillian Benson, a librarian at the 

University of Western Ontario, was appointed chairman of a 

committee to compile a list of the farms. Assisted by a 

London radio broadcaster, Andy Clark,, the committee's search 

generated a great deal of interest and elicited many responses. 

In June 1946 Miss Benson reported tbat the preliminary survey 

had uncovered more than a hundred farms, six of which had 

been owned by the same family for over 150 years. 

The search,, however, eventually proved to be too 

successful. It became apparent that the project was much 

larger than the OHS had originally envisaged. The executive 

decided that an excessive amount of work was involved in 

checking the validity of the information sent in by supposed 

century farm owners. John G. Harkness, a second member of 

the committee and a lawyer, was wary of tbe legal technicali-

ties involved in defining what was or was not direct descent 

in borderline cases. In 1947, the executive approached the 

Ontario Department of Agriculture with the request that the 

government take over the recognition of the farms,, or at least 
48 

help evaluate the claimants to century farm status. When 

no aid came from this quarter, the society resolved to terminate 

the project. Since 1948 the neatly bound pile of century farm 

information sheets compiled by Lillian Benson has lain dust

covered and forgotten in the archives of the OHS. A later 

governmental programme to mark century farms inspired by the 

centennial celebrations in 1967 was undertaken in complete 
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ignorance of this data. 

Another opportunity lost by the OHS in its period of 

recovery was the chance to provide a forum for those interested 

in family history. Impressed by the number of genealogical 

inquiries received by the society during his tenure as 

secretary, George Spragge advocated that a special section 

be formed for those members interested in genealogy. On his 

advice, the executive appointed a committee in June 1948 to 

study and report on the possibility of setting up such a 
49 

section in the society. The committee reported in favour 

of the venture but since it was not clear how the section 

would function without adding to the duties of the already so 
over-burdened secretary, no action was taken on the report. 

George Spragge regretted that none of the other executive 

officers came forward to assume the task. He wrote to one 

correspondent some years later: 

I think that the study of genealogy should be encouraged, 
and two or three years ago I suggested the formation of 
a genealogical section in the Ontario Historical Society. 
But because the only name suggested as a person who might 
co-ordinate the work done was my own, and as I was too 
busy to undertake more work, nothing was done •••• 

51 

Interestingly enough, the idea of a genealogical 

section was raised again in the mid- 1 fifties by Leslie Gray, 

an executive of Silverwood's Dairy in London and president 

of the OHS from 1954 to 1956. Gray reported that 
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as an experiment I have been handling all such 
~enealogica:f)queries since the first of the year. 
l believe that information has been provided on about 
forty families. Wbere I could not help the query was 
passed on to some individual or agency in the district 
involved. 

52 

Although there was an obvious need for a genealogical section 

of some kind, the idea was deferred once again because the 

OHS bad other priority projects underway at the time. Since 

then, a separate body -- the Ontario Genealogical Society 

has been organized to serve the needs of those people 

interested in family history. 

During the immediate post-war period, then, the 

Ontario Historical Society registered its share of successes, 

failures, and lost opportunities. The most important develop

ment, though, was the simple act of regeneration. From the 

brink of dissolution in the early 'forties, the society had 

Pecovered its respectability and expanded its membership and 

usefulness. 

Of course, the society's success in the late 'forties 

(as it would be in the future} had been made possible by a 

climate conducive to historical endeavour. Rapid economic 

development worked in a number of ways to foster an interest 

in the past. The tourist industry was greatly stimulated as 

the number of registered motor vehicles mushroomed after 
53 

1945, and highway construction grew apace. In addition 

to acquiring the means to tour the province's historical 
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localities, more individuals now had the leisure time to 

pursue their historical interests as industries shortened 

the work week, granted longer vacations, and pensioned older 

workers. 

Tbe post-war economic boom also gave rise to urban 

sprawl, massive redevelopment, and rapid immigration, all of 

which impelled many Ontarians to attempt to preserve some 

vestiges of what was quickly passing away. Lillian Benson 

summed up the fears of these people in the following state-

ment: 

The economic expansion of Ontario is erasing many 
historic landmarks, the largE influx of immigrants 
is diluting our Anglo-Saxon heritage and our pattern 
of life is of necessity changing. The study of local 
history provides not only an invaluable means of 
keeping alive the best traditions of the past but, 
also, an excellent method of explaining our way of 
life to new Canadians. 

54 

Throughout the fifties, moreover, Ontarians were awakened 

to an awareness of the history of their local communities by 

the centennial celebrations held in numerous municipalities and 

townships created under the aegis of Robert Baldwin's Munici-

pal Act of 1849. The Women's Institutes' Tweedsmuir histories 

of local communities, and the growing number of local historic-

al societies and museu~s also nurtured a greater pride in the 

past. Jean Waldie noted too that an interest in local his

tory was being stimulated by the daily and weekly press and 

by the radio. "Many papers both large and small," she reported 
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in 1951, ''have weekly historical columns, pages, or individual 

historical articles. A number of radio stations have similar-
S5 

ly been fostering an interest in history." Miss Waldie 

knew well of what she spoke. For a number of years she had 

been on tbe staff of the Brantford Expositor and a frequent 

contributor to other newspapers, particularly to the London 

Free Press where many of her historical articles appeared in 

the "Looking Over Western Ontario" section. 

During the 'fifties, the government of Premier Leslie 

Frost assumed a greater role in protecting and popularizing 

Ontario's heritage. The Frost administration combined the 

Conservative's abiding sense of history with a calculated 

understanding of the economics of tbe tourist trade. Acting 

on the recommendations of the First Ontario Tourist Conference 

at Niagara Falls in March 1949, and of the Historical Conference 

convened by the Department of Travel and Publicity at the 

Parliament Buildings in January 1950, Queen's Park set up a 

Provincial Historical Advisory Council to help preserve, 
56 

develop, and publicize Ontario's historical resources. An 

Archaeological and Historic Sites Advisory Board appeared in 

1953, which three years later began an extensive programme 

of erecting historical plaques. By 1958, the expanded his

torical wor.k of the Department of Travel and Publicity re

quired the establishment of a special Historical Branch to 

undertake all the departmental matters relating to history, 

archaeology, and museums, Meanwhile other governmental agencies 



such as the Niagara Parks Commission, the Ontario-St. Lawrence 

Development Commission, the Department of Lands and Forests 

(now the Ministry of Natural Resources), and a plethora of 

conservation authorities and municipalities had begun to play 

an expanded part in the development of historical attractions. 

Finally, in the 'sixties, historical endeavour in 

general was given an enormous fillip by the celebrations to 

mark Canada's Centenary. At the federal, provincial and 

local levels there was a great swelling of historical interest, 

awareness and activity. All these development~ then, since 

1945, created an atmosphere eminently suited to the continued 

expansion of such organizations as the Ontario Historical 

Society. The main outlines of that expansion comprise the 

subject of the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER NINE 

SO:ME NEW WINE IN AN OLD BOTTLE: 
THE SOCIETY SINCE 19$0 

It is both difficult and risky for a historian to 

examine the very recent past. He lacks the perspective of 

time and necessarily harbours tbe biases of a participant. 

These limitations notwithstanding, it is still worthwhile 

to investigate briefly tbe main developments of tbe past two 

decades in the history of tbe Ontario Historical Society. 

The most striking aspect of that history appears to be tbe 

change in tbe nature of the organization's programme before 

and after 1960. Prior to tbat date the general thrust of 

the society's work in public education was directed towards 

previously unexplored lines of endeavour. Here tbe efforts 

of the ill-fated New Canadian and Junior Historian Committees 

come readily to mind. Since 1960, on the other band, the OHS 

programme, while often dynamic, bas been limited mainly to 

traditional objectives such as publications, preservation, 

and assisting local historical groups. If James Coyne bad 

been alive to pass judgment on the OHS work in recent years, 

be migbt well have said: "some new wine in an old bottle." 

I 

Perhaps the most important aspeet of the OHS programme 

in the past twenty years bas been the growth of the Museums 

410 
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Section. Its roots, as indicated earlier, are to be found 

in the meetings organized in the late 'forties by Dr. Effie 
l 

Milner of Chatham and Wilfrid Jury of London. In the early 

'fifties, their efforts to form an association of museum 

workers faltered temporarily largely because the executive 

of the society was overly cautious about subsidizing the 
2 

section's work or formally recognizing its status. But the 

group did not stay inactive for long. It had set a valuable 

precedent by providing a forum for the discussion and dis-

semination of new ideas and methods that the expanding number 

of untrained local curators sorely missed. A survey or The 
3 

Canadian Museum Movement undertaken in 1957 by the profes-

sional museologists, Carl and Grace Guthe, gives an indication 

of the condition of the small community historical museums 

{some twenty-five of which sprang up in Ontario between 1945 

and 1957) which the Museums Section hoped to serve. The 

Guthea found that 

most of these museums have been created in response to 
a locally recognized need for preserving historical 
materials which would otherwise be lost and forgotten. 
They are kept alive by a small group of interested 
••• citizens, who are quite unfamiliar with museum 
management procedures. Many of these museums are so 
young they are still in the stage of accumulating objects •••• 
They have been opened to the public prematurely and have 
encountered insurmountable staff and maintenance problems •••• 

A number of these museums do not have access to sound 
guidance in museum management, and in others the need 
for such guidance is not recognized. None of them have 
facilities to render normal museum services to the public, 
and many do not know what such services are •••• 

4 
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Aware in a general way of these problems, a number 

of local museum workers again met informally in 1953 at the 

Ontario Historical Society's annual meeting in Kingston. 

Here they determined to set up a permanent Museum Committee. 

Witb the encouragement of OHS President T. Roy Woodhouse 

(1952-54), one of Wentwortb County's well-known local his-

torians, the first formal meeting of the Museum Committee 

took place on September 19, 1953 in Hamilton in the office 

of Dr. Freda Waldon, the chief librarian of the Hamilton 
5 

Public Library. 

At this meeting, the delegates agreed to sponsor tbe 

first of a long series of weekend workshops at Jordan, Ontario 

in May 1954, to publish a news letter, and to compile a 
6 

directory of museums in tbe province. All these projects 

were completed with despatch and proved to be popular in 

the museum connunity. The OHS executives were also impressed, 

so much so that they agreed in 1956 to reorganize the com

mittee as a Museums Section with a separate membersbip,and 

subscription list. The constitution was amended to give the 

section full recognition. Tbe chairman of the new section 

was made an ex-officio member or the OHS executive. "The 

purpose of tbe Museums Section," tbe constitution now states, 

"shall be to ascertain tbe needs and desires of the museums 

or the Province, to establisb standards, to exchange ideas, 

to disseminate information, and unite all in a fellowship of 

museum workers." 
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Since 1956, the Museums Section bas gone far to achieve 

its purpose. Above all else, the annual workshops have been 

the most useful activity. The attendance at these functions 

now rivals that of the OHS annual conference. As a type of 

museum training the workshops are valuable, since they ~each "a 

constantly increasing number or individuals" and stimulate 
7 

"active improvement in museum methods." Like the OHS annual 

meetings, the workshops have been held all across southern 

Ontario. At eacb workshop, tbe practice has been to provide 

instruction on one or more themes of common interest such as 

museum administration, internal organization, display, cata

loguing, publicity, budgeting matters, the care and repair 

ot museum materials, furniture restoration, and museum security, 

to name but a few. Experts in such matters from a wide variety 
8 

of backgrounds have been brought in to assist the amateur 

curators. By 1968 some 120 speakers had addressed tbe work-
9 

shops since the first meeting in JordAn. Many of their 

addresses were subsequently mimeographed and distributed 

among tbe local museums. The monthly news letters have also 

been a popular medium tor disseminating ideas and maintaining 

interest between the workshops and meetings. 

The performance of the Museums Section has been widely 

praised. In 1962 the American Association for State and Local 

History presented the section with an Award of Merit in re-

cognition of the effective assistance it gave to the museums 

of Ontario. The Canadian Museums Association also gave the 



OHS its nod of approval in 1968 by deciding that the weekend 

worksho.riewould be accepted as partial fulfilment of the 

requirements for accreditation in the CMA's own training 

scheme. ''We are now well on our way toward having a body 

of formally trained museum people in this province," com

mented R. Alan Douglas, the curator of Windsor's Hiram Walker 

Historical Museum, ''and museum service can only benefit from 
10 

this." There is little doubt that the OHS bas helped to 

provide tbe training essential for the improvement of the 

community museums. The extent and depth of that improvement, 

however, can only be known after another survey similar to 

the one undertaken by the Guthes in 1957. 

Not surprisingly, the very success of the Museums 

Section gave rise in the mid-'sixties to the belief that it 

should take leave of the Ontario Historical Society. The 

recent creation of provincial museum associations in British 

Columbia, Quebec, and the Maritimes gave added strength to 

the arguments of the would-be secessionists. Actually there 

was only a fine line between de jure independence and the 

existing relationship with the Ontario Historical Society. 

That relationship was described in 1964 in the following 

terms: 

The Society's Museum Section is self-sustaining in all 
respects, even to publishing its own monthly news letter. 
The section operates with no interference from the parent 
Society and little direct contact except through its 
chairman who belongs to the Executive Committee ex-officio. 
Since the appointment to the provincial Department of 
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Tourism and Information of a Museums Advisor several 
years ago, museologiats bave been drawn closer to the 
government and further from tbe work of tbe Society, 
though it is noteworthy t~at the Presidentf!aye McFarlan~ 
and ber two predecessors ~drew Taylor, David A. McFal~ 
are active in museum work. 

11 

Those members of tbe Museums Section wbo sought in

dependence did want to retain some kind of special affiliation 

with the OHS. A joint membership or inter-locking directorate 

was proposed at one time or another. "I do not for a moment 

suggest that our spiritual bonds be severed," explained R. 

Alan Douglas to the Museums Section in the tall of 1967. 

Wbat I do bave in mind is a shift 1n emphasis, from a 
parent-child relationship to a relationship between 
equal members of the adult world -- and I may say, 
equals who need each other. I am not talking about 
a sentimental attachment; we, of course, owe our very 
existence to the OHS, and we all know it. I am speaking 
of our very real and practical need for a continued 
working relationship. The OHS, for its past and present 
exceedingly valuable work, unquestionably deserves our 
support, ••• and it is equally true that we need the OHS. 

As events turned out, the section preferred to retain tbe 

status quo in its relationship with the OHS; but, wbether 

tbe debate over independence bas been concluded remains to 

be seen. 

At the same time tbat OHS members began to assume a 

leadership role in tbe museum. movement, tbe society began 

to reassert itself in the field of historic preservation. 

The OHS's interest in preservation matters, which had been 

12 



dormant since the Depression, was revived in tbe 'fifties 

bJ the alarming number of buildings and landmarks of his

torical and architectural significance that were falling 

victim to tbe bulldozer. One circumstance in particular 

moved tbe provincial historical association to resume its 

political involvement in the preservationist cause: the 

realization in 1952 that the St. Lawrence Seaway Project 

threatened to flood thousands of acres of land that had a 
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history of white settlement stretching back at least to the 

arrival of the loyalists. For the next four years, OHS 

spokesmen, o:rten in conjunction with sucb groups as the 

Royal Ontario Museum, the Architectural Conservancy, tbe 

Ontario Archives, and the Departments of History, Architecture 

and Anthropology at the University of Toronto, applied pres

sure to ensure the preservation to the fullest extent pos

sible of "the materials ot history in the area to be inun-
13 

dated." 

Tbe OHS took on tbe role ot a pressure group after 

receiving a report in tbe fall of 1952 of tbe probable effects 

of the Seaway Project from Professor George F.G. Stanley, 

chairman of tbe History Department at the Royal Military 

College. Stanley recommended that the Ontario Historical 

Society ensure that plans be made to photograph and to record 
14 

the history of the endangered area. The first of a series 

of meetings between the OHS and the Ontario Hydro Electric 

Commission, the organization then in charge of the Seaway 

Project, took place in February 1953· A delegation led by 
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T. Roy Woodbouse interviewed Robert Saunders, the chairman of 

the Hydro Commission. The meeting was an amicable one and 

the deputation was delighted to learn that Hydro planned to 

employ the necessary experts for compiling an inventory of 

historical resources in the Seaway area as a first step to-
15 

wards their preservation. Tbe OHS, nevertheless, decided 

to monitor developments until the project was completed. 

This was a wise decision. After fully twenty months, Hydro 

had made little progress in compiling a systematic inventory, 

and a rating scheme of historical resources. At this time, 

November 1954, the OHS resumed its discussions witb the Hydro 

Commission. 

John M. Gray, president of the Macmillan Company of 

Canada, beaded the OHS Seaway Preservation Committee which 
16 

proceeded to probe Hydro for details of their plans. On 

the basis of the information received, the historical society 

prepared a lengthy memorandum for Hydro. It made the sug

gestion that a systematic study by a team of experts in such 

fields as historical records, buildings, textiles, arts and 

crafts, and historical anthropology be made at the earliest 
17 

possible moment. Tbe memorandum carried with it the sup-

port of representatives from the University of Toronto's 

History and Archaeology Departments, the Royal Ontario 

Museum, the Community Planning and Development Board, tbe 

Ontario Archives, and tbe Women's Institutes. 

A meeting to discuss the proposal was cancelled by the 

untimely death of the chairman of the Hydro Commission, Robert 
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Saunders. and the subsequent change in control of the Seaway 

project in 1955 from Hydro to the Ontario-St. Lawrence Develop

ment Conuniasion. Tbe creation of tbe latter agency by an 

act of the Provincial Legislature actually constituted a 

victory for the preservationists. The legislation anticipated 

tbe establishment of a parks authority and tbe building of 

a system of recreational and historical areas on the general 

pattern of the Niagara Parks Commission. Tbe Hon. George 

Cballies 1 the first chairman of the new Ontario-St. Lawrence 

Development Comm1ss1on1 stated as a principle of park plan

ning that "every opportunity should be taken to preserve 

tangible links with the area's historical past by preserving 
18 

homes and landmarks and establishing museums." Challies 

also promised that a Historic Centre comprising some of the 

distrlc~s oldest buildings would be established. This was 

the genesis of Morrisburg's Upper Canada Village. 

Regrettably. tbe St. Lawrence Development Commission 

did not entertain tbe same sense of urgency as tbe OHS and 

its allies with respect to conducting a systematic survey of 

historic resources. No amount of persuasion. meetings. nor 

briefs could persuade the commission to finance an immediate 

survey of historical and architectural records of the more 

significant buildings by the OHS and other volunteer agencies. 

The reason given (which never satisfied the OHS) was that 

access to such houses would be a major problem until such 
19 

time as tbe property settlements bad been completed. "We 
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bope tbat when Hydro acquires tbe properties," the OBS con

cluded in 1956, "it will not be too late to do at least a 
20 

good portion of tbe suggested research.'' With this state-

ment, the historical society ended its participation in the 

campaign. The executive felt that they bad done all that 

was possible to ensure the preservation of historical re

sources in the region to be flooded. How much data and 

material was lost because of tbe delay in the survey can 

never be determined. Still, mucb was ultimately preserved 

judging from the impressive display at Upper Canada Village. 

Another significant preservation issue caught the 

Ontario Historical Society's attention during the early 

'fifties. This was the outcry by archaeologists and tbe 

press against the unregulated excavating of historical and 

archaeological sites, and the uncontrolled export of artifacts 
21 

from Ontario by American interests. In September 1952, the 

OHS joined the protest and recommended to W.J. Dunlop, the 

Minister of Education, "tbat some form of control be established 

wbereby archaeological remains may not be removed from Ontario 

without a permit from tbe provincial authorities. Also that 
22 

permits be required fer the excavating of historic sites." 

Dunlop replied promptly that this suggestion would "receive 
23 

complete and sympathetic consideration." 

Sensitive to the growing criticism, Dunlop soon intro

duced legislation on this matter. By April 1953, "The 

Archaeological and Historic Sites Protection Act" bad received 
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royal assent. This legislation authorized the Minister to 

designate any land an archaeological or historic site, to 

which only permit holders would be allowed access. All per• 

m1t holders would be required to file detailed reports of 

tbeir activities and findings, and would be forbidden to 

remove any artifact from a site without tbe permission of 

tbe owner. For the administration of this act, Queen's 

Park appointed a special Archaeological and Historic Sites 

Advisory Board. Much to the delight or the OHS, almost all 

of the board's complement were active members of the society-

Leslie Gray, the first vice-president, George Spragge, J.M.S. 

Careless, G.F.G. Stanley, and Wilfrid Jury. 

The last major preservationist controversy which in• 

volved the OHS in the 'fifties was yet another battle to 

save Fort York. On this occasion tbe old landmark Conly just 

restored in 1953), was threatened by the proposed elevated 

bighway (now tbe Frederick G. Ga?'diner Expressway) along the 

Toronto Lakeshore. The announcement in January 1958 that 

tbe city intended to build the highway partly on and over tbe 

fort brought angry protests from the Toronto Civic Historical 

Committee, the OHS, and various other local historical groups. 

The details of this latest struggle have been recorded else-
24 

where. Briefly, tbe OHS for its part sent letters of pro-

test to Premier Leslie Frost, Metro Council, Toronto's mayor 
25 

and controllers, and the Toronto Globe and Mail. A notice 

entitled "Fort York Threatened" appeared in Ontario Historx 
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informing the readers of tbe situation and enjoining them 

"as individuals and through their local historical societies, 
26 

to act to save Fort York." Midway through the imbroglio 

the Associated Historical Societies Committee bad to oppose 

an idea supported temporarily by both the press and politicians 

to move the fort from its original site to one closer to the 

lakeshore. The massive costs involved in such an operation, 

however, soon cooled the enthusiasm of its advocates. Ulti

mately, economic and engineering realites, the 1909 proviso 

in the deed to the fort property, and the public protest 

organized by tbe preservationists combined to save Fort York. 

The once heralded •only practicable route" for Mr. Gardiner's 

expressway was eventually amended by the addition of a curve 

in the bigbway to the soutb of the fort property. 

In addition to tbe successes in local museum work and 

historic preservation, tbe OHS performed a valuable service 

through its Microfilm Conmittee. Indeed, Leslie Gray of 

London, the chairman of the comm1 ttee, became the chief 

architect of a monumental project to film. all the scattered 

land book and municipal records and some of the parish records 

of several denominations in Ontario. Tbe scheme grew out of 

the fear expressed by tbe OHS executive in 1954 tbat there 

was a great potential for loss because most of the Upper 

Canada Land Books and the municipal records were still widely 

dispersed, and often inadequately stored, in record offices all 
27 

over the province. Leslie Gray, who knew of tbe internation-
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al microfilming programme of the Genealogical Society of the 

Cbureb of Jesus Christ of tattterDay Saints, enquired as to 

the possibility of tbeir filming land and municipal records 

in Ontario. "It might interest you to know," he was told by 

the co-ordinator of the Mormon Genealogical Society, "that 

we made a few feeble attempts to get permission to microfilm 
28 

in Canada but were not able to make any arrangements." 

Eventually the Mormons promised to supply the Ontario 

Archives with free copies of all the records microfilmed if 

the OHS made the necessary plans for them to film the docu

ments. The OHS's executive agreed to sponsor the project and 

proceeded to arrange for the filming. Gray obtained a letter 

of approval for tbe plan from tbe Department of Municipal 
29 

Affairs which be distributed to municipal officers across 

the province. George Spragge, then a vice-president of the 

OHS as well as Provincial Archivist also used bis influence 

in the civil service to expedite the project. Meanwhile. 

at the suggestion of Professor Richard A. Preston of the 

Royal Military College, the microfilming programme was ex• 

panded to include tbe parisb records of any denomination which 
30 

would permit the cameramen to film their files. Again it 

was Leslie Gray who sought the approval of the various synods 
31 

of the Anglican and Presbyterian Cburcbes in Ontario. In 

tbe spring of 1957 the filming of municipal records was 

finally commenced. 

This project was a mammoth one that has yet to be 
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completed. In the first two years alone some 3800 reels 

or film, the equivalent of 4.6 million pages of material 

was deposited in the Ontario Archives. As of July 1973 the 

Ontario Archives reported that the Churcb of the Latter Day 

Saints bad provided them with approximately 6900 reels of 

County Registry Office records and Municipal records, and 

1426 reels of Surrogate Court registers, wills, and indexes 
32 

to wills. As for church records, the OHS and the Mormons 

experienced difficulty in obtaining permission to film tbe 

records of the various denominations. The Presbyterians 

and Baptists were most co-operative; roughly 140 reels of 

Presbyterian baptism, marriage, and death records are on 

file (most of which are from counties east of York) and nine 

reels tbat contain the Canadian Baptist Historical Collection 

of MeMaster University. There are only two reels of Anglican 

records, three of Methodist and one of Evangelical. This 

enormous programme, completed at practically no cost to the 

province, may well be one of tbe OHS's most significant 

contributions to scholarship. It ensured the preservation 

of a vast store of widely scattered records and brought them 

into a central archives for the free use of students of his-

tory. 

Although the microfilming project was of much signi

ficance, few members of the historical society were involved 

in the undertaking. Furthermore. it brought the OHS little 

public acclaim. Other new projects bad to be devised if tbe 
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society wished to attract new members, acquire public recog

nition, or to encourage the existing members to participate 

more actively in the society's affairs. The major attempt 

to meet these objectives was tbe scheme to establish junior 

historian clubs in the elementary and secondary schools of 

the province. The example set by successful junior historian 

prograumea in the United States was the chief influence lead

ing the Ontario Historical Societ~,to investigate the pos

sibility of expanding into tbis area of endeavour. 

In September 1956 the OHS executive named Dr. A.S. 

Hardy Hill the convener of a committee to investigate the 

possibilities of establishing junior membership in the so

ciety. Dr. Hill, a long-time teacher in the secondary schools 

and then a resident of Richmond Hill, launched a thorough 

canvass of existing junior historian programmes in the United 
33 

States and Canada. At the annual meeting in Guelph in 

June 1957, a full morning session was devoted to an address 

by Hardy Hill and a panel discussion on tbe topic ~Ontario 
34 

Needs Junior Historians." Significantly, officials from 

the Department of Education, particularly Inspector Fred 
3S 

Swayze, were favourably impressed by the whole idea of 

furthering local history in the schools and promoting it by 

means of junior history clubs in association with the OHS. 

In an effort to acquaint history teachers with the 

idea of junior history clubs, the Ontario Historical Society 

sought a hearing in the spring of 19S8 at tbe annual conference 

of the Ontario Educational Association. As well as arranging 



a display at the conference, the OHS brought in Edward Roth 

of Cooperstown, New York>as a guest speaker. Roth was the 

editor of the New York Historical Association's junior history 

publication, tbe Yorker Magazine. 

Rotb explained to the delegates that in New York State, 

the Department of Education had made state history a compulsory 

subject in the early 'forties for students in grades seven and 
36 

eight. At the same time the department had assisted the 

state historical association to initiate local history chapters 

in the schools. By 1958 there were 150 such chapters with 

some 5500 members, all of whom received an annual subscription 

to the Yorker Magazine. Tbe state historical association also 

provided special crests, monthly letters, and pen pal lists. 

Annual conventions were held and museum materials circulated 

among the chapters. Individual groups had their own meetings 

and activities such as compiling local histories, operating 

historical newspapers, and contributing to radio and television 

programmes. Roth also briefly described the junior movements 

in such states as Wisconsin wbere some 23,000 children were 

organized into 1200 chapters. Mention was also made of the 

Manitoba Historical Society which bad just begun that year 

to establish junior history clubs in the schools (thirty-two 

branches with nearly six hundred participants by June 1956~ 

and to publish a junior club magazine. All this information 

evidently impressed Hardy Hill. He spent part of his vacation 

that sunmer in Cooperstown, New York, learning the operation 
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of Roth's Yorker Magazine. 

At the annual meeting in June 1958, Hardy Hill reported 

tbat his committee had reached the conclusion that the Ontario 

Historical Society should organize junior historical clubs in 

conjunction with the Department of Education along the lines 
37 

of the system operating in New York. Having received 

promises of financial support from the Atkinson Foundation, 

Hill wanted to distribute a questionnaire through the Depart

ment of F.ducation to determine how much support the historical 
38 

society could expect. The executive endorsed the idea but 

several critical comments were expressed. Professor J.M.S. 

Careless of the University of Toronto History Department 

emphasized the necessity or arousing greater interest in 

Ontario history among adults and suggested tbat a project of 

that kind should take precedence over the organization of junior 
39 

historical societies. George Spragge added that the promotion 

of junior societies should be handled mainly by the Department 

of Education and not the OHS. Certainly there was reason for 

such concern considering the magnitude of the task that Hardy 

Hill was asking the OHS to assume. He eschewed a gradual 

approach and declared his intention of organizing clubs 

across tbe whole province at one time with three tiers of 
40 

administration at the local, district, and provincial levels. 

This grandiose plan, of course, depended entirely 

upon the interest that could be cultivated among students and 

teachers. In the fall of 1960, some three thousand question-
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naires, covering letters from the OHS and the Department 

of Education, and a copy of the Yorker Magazine were sent 

to every secondary school as well as a cross section of 

primary schools in the province. The Atkinson Foundation 

defrayed tbe costs of the survey while the Ontario College 

of Education distributed tbe material and tabulated the 
41 

results. Approximately seven hundred schools responded 

to tbe questionnaire. When tbe final analysis was made, it 

was learned tbat fewer than two hundred had heard of tbe OHS 

and its publications, and only fifty seemed genuinely interested 
42 

in promoting a junior historical society. 

If Dr. Hill had remained active, he might possibly 

have convinced the OHS to help form junior chapters within 

the fifty or so schools that indicated a more than casual 

interest in tbe idea. Tbis was more than enough interest 

with which to begin. In Manitoba, for example, the provincial 

historical society had commenced operations in 1956 in just 

over thirty schools. Unfortunately, Hardy Hill was in

capacitated by illness. The new convener of the Junior His

torian Committee, J.M.S. Careless, after consultation with 

Dr. Hill, advised tbe OHS to approach the junior historian 

project cautiously, possibly as a ten-year plan which would 

culminate in a junior society publication or three or four 
43 

county histories. At the time, this suggestion seemed 

feasible and was accepted. The society had already decided 

to sponsor a pilot book for a projected series of county 
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histories for use in the schools. But by the time this 

volume -- C.M. Johnston's Brant County: A History 1784-1945 

appeared in 1967, not only had the need for the county his

tory series been undermined by tbe spate of volumes written 

as centennial projects, but the enthusiasm for the junior 

historian clubs bad languished as well. 

Tbe idea was revived briefly in the mid- 1 sixties when 

the Department of Education under William G. Davis began to 

encourage the study of local history in both the lower and 

advanced grades. In 1966, for example, local aspects of 

Ontario history were included as a unit of "Your Ontario 

Community" in tbe proposed advanced level curriculum for 
44 

Grade 1). Moreover, experiments were then being conducted 

in a number of Grade 10 classes in St. Thomas and Elgin County 
45 

where special emphasis was placed on local history. Again, 

the Department of Education began to give school boards greater 

freedom to develop locally-oriented curricula which, accord

ing to Morris Zaslow, would act as "an impetus for the develop~ 

ment of history courses that took cognizance of major develop

ments in the evolution or tbe various districts and their 
46 

institutions." George Thorman, an OBS executive and the 

principal of Parkside Collegiate in St. Thomas, bad already 

received a fifteen hundred dollar grant to embark on a 

programme to collect documents, write pamphlets, and compile 

anthologies of local history for classroom use. In 1966, 

twelve of his classes at Parkside were working on tbe project. 
47 
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Impressed by these developments, Morris Zaslow com

mented in August 1967 that "the time now appears ripe for 

another attempt to promote the establishment of a junior 
48 

history programme in Ontario." Most of the other executive 

officers did not agree; they felt that such a scheme was 
49 

beyond the society's staff and financial resources. Pro-

fessor s.F. Wise, a member of the Department of History at 

Queen's University (1955-66) prior to becoming director of 

the Canadian Armed Forces Historical Section, and Mrs. Margaret 

Angus of the Kingston Historical Society had reviewed the 

question and concluded that the OHS was "certainly not ready 
50 

to embark on a junior history programme." 

Instead, the executive decided that its work in the 

field of education would have to be limited for the time 

being to making direct contact with the schools which had 

implemented local history programmes. The society would 

co-ordinate these programmes and perhaps review the idea of 
51 

Junior history clubs at a later date. Professor Wise reported 

in 1967 that he and other members of the executive bad spoken 

on a number of occasions to audiences of school children and 
52 

teachers. Since then, however, very little has been done 

to co-ordinate the work of the schools wbicb have established 

courses in local history. 

Tbe Junior Historian Comn.ittee was one of two groups 

established in the mid-'fifties to investigate programmes 

which had a great potential for giving the OHS a new sense of 
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purpose, the other being the New Canadian Committee. "Tbere 

is a growing interest in local history and growing need for 

it too," exclaimed Leslie Gray in a statement that echoed 

the words of OHS spokesmen before the First World War, 

with our great influx of immigrants who need to learn 
the background of our traditions -- not only from tbe 
political viewpoint but tbrougb the study of the develop
ment of our social life and traditions. 
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Spurred into action by such beliefs and by the interest shown 

by several of tbe local historical societies in attracting 

recent immigrants to tbe subject of local history, the executive 
54 

named J.M.S. Careless convener of a New Canadian, Committee. 

Professor Careless examined the question and presented an 

enthusiastic report in June 1957. 

The question of interesting new Canadians in the OHS, 

the report stated, was "one which should be of concern to 

every member" if for no other reason tban that new recruits 

from this "large and growing segment of our provincial popula

tion" would allow the OHS "to grow in proportion to the growth 
55 

or Ontario as a whole." But more importantly, the report 

continued, "an interest in our provincial past could help 

immigrants truly to become part of our community, give tbem 

a sense of understanding and belonging, and the feeling tbat 

they too have roots in Canadian soil." 

Professor Careless recognized that there were barriers 

to the idea of involving the recently arrived immigrants in 
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the activities of tbe OHS. There were still those "'old' 

Ontarians" and loyalist die-bards who considered tbat interest 

in local history was their private preserve and were not 

anxious to associate with the newcomers. Careless believed that 

it would be tragic if these people prevented "the appreciation 

of the men and women, ideas and forces which have shaped this 

province" from being transmitted to the new citizens • 

••• Though only a few of us may actually be descended 
from United Empire Loyalists, that does not prevent 
the rest of us taking pride in the Loyalists' achieve
ment, and regardi.ng it as part of our heritage in 
Ontario, whether or not our own ancestors bad anything 
to do with it. 

Finally, tbe report reminded OHS members of the fundamental 

fact "that we in Ontario, essentially, are all immigrants: 

the only difference is in time." 

Careless also outlined a scheme for gradually interest

ing the immigrants in local and provincial history. Recogniz

ing that new Canadians had enormous adjustment problems and 

tended to overcome their sense of strangeness by staying close 

to their own ethnic groups, tbe report recommended that the 

inmigrants he first approached at the comm.unity level on a 

"fairly personal basis." This would be the task of the local 

museums and historical groups. Once some historical interest 

had been nurtured locally, then membership in the OHS might 

follow. The following plan for making initial contact and 

arousing interest was submitted. 

http:regardi.ng
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Tbe Ontario Historical Society, to begin with, might 
draw up a general programme for tbe guidance of local 
societies, send local speakers to New Canadian groups 
or ethnic organizations to give them colourful and 
interesting information on the background of the com
munity in which they now have settled •••• Churcb groups 
might help in making contacts. With Department of 
Education approval, school boards could also assist by 
making lectures available or by inserting talks on 
local history into citlzensblp and other orientation 
courses provided for immigrants. Finally, when contacts 
of these sorts have been made, then it should be pos
sible to issuelilvitations to New Canadians to attend 
meetings of local societies, museum nights, or special 
gatherings •••• 

Actually, all this was wishful thinking. The OHS 

executive, influenced by Hardy Hill's arguments for promot-

lng tbe junior historian scheme in the schools, decided to 

ignore the recommendations of the New Canadian Committee. 

Despite Professor Careless's protestations tbat adult educa-
56 

tion was a more important priority, nothing was done at this 

time to implement his recommendations or to determine how 

much support for his ideas actually existed among tbe ethnic 

groups. Interestingly, almost ten years later Professor 

S.F. Wise briefly revived tbe idea of involving the ethnic 

groups in tbe activities of the OHS. "'We could greatly profit 

in this area," be said, "and in so doing become more truly 
57 

tbe Ontario Historical Society." Presumably the executive 

felt they had more important priorities since they have not 

yet acted upon Wise's suggestions. 

The decade of the 'fifties, a period of new ideas 

and policies for the OHS, ended on an appropriate note in 

1960 with a revision of the constitution. The first major 
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amendment involved the restatement of the society's objectives. 

Outdated references made in the original 1898 document to a 

historical museum, archives, and library were finally deleted. 

Instead, the following statement was included beneath the 

traditional declaration of tbe society's responsibility for 

uniting and co-ordinating tbe local pioneer and historical 

societies: 

Tbe Society shall publish a magazine and other material 
devoted to the history of the Province, shall hold 
annual meetings in various cities and towns in the 
Province, and sball co-operate with the Provincial 
Archives, the Royal Ontario Museum, and other historical 
societies and museums in preserving the documents and 
archaeological artifacts which may contribute to tbe 
understanding and interpretation of our history. It 
may also undertake projects of any nature to encourage 
and develop within tbis Province the study of bistory. 

The second major amendment eliminated tbe council and 

vested its powers in the executive committee. As indicated 

earlier, the large council, created in 1933 by Professor A. 

H. Young to co-ordinate tbe activities of all historical 

agencies in Ontario, failed lamentably. At no time did it 

fulfil its role as the decision-making body of the OHS. In 

a fashion that was certainly unconstitutional, the small 

executive committee usurped the policy-making function from 

tbe outset. The constitutional revision in 1960 simply 

legalized the existing situation. 

II 

The amendment of the constitution was tbe prelude to 

58 
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an extended period of stock-taking and paradoxically, stagna

tion in the early 'sixties. Tbe unhappy fate of tbe Junior 

Historian and New Canadian Committees encouraged this develop

ment. Having been unsuccessful in these attempts to move 

into new channels of activity, the OHS leaders grew cautious 

and less willing to embark on other expansive schemes, or 

new schemes at all for that matter. Indeed, the society was 

painfully slow in substituting different projects for the 

plans of the defunct committees. 

Discontent at this state of affairs was voiced in the 

executive during the mid-'sixties. One unidentified officer 

gave this evaluation of the society's withered programme in 

1964: 

In addition to publishing Ontario History the Society's 
main function is holding an annual meeting for business, 
reading of papers and visiting historic sites •••• During 
the rest of tbe year the Society gives limited assistance 
and advice to affiliated organizations and to individuals. 
It has little or no contact with related departments of 
government beyond receiving an annual cash grant. 
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Two years later, John s. Moir, a professor of history at 

Scarborough College, and autbor of Church and State in Canada 

West: Three Studies in the Relation of Denominationalism and 

Nationalism, 1841·1867 (1959}, admitted that the situation bad 

not improved: 

••• The functions of the Society have not developed much 
beyond the stage existing a generation ago. The only 
new services offered members is ~i<U the quarterly 
magazine that replaced the annual some twenty years ago 



and the establishing of a Museums Section ten years 
ago. 
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Fired with enthusiasm by the historical interest 
61 

engendered by the Centennial of Confederation, and dis-
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turbed by the society's lethargy, the executive began to 

study ways of improving the OHS's effectiveness. President 

Morris Zaslow (1966-67), a professor of history at the 

University of Western Ontario, bis successor John s. Moir, 

(1967-68) and Philip Creighton, the treasurer and chairman 

of the Administration Committee, acted to streamline the 
62 

society's administration, enlarge the committee system, 

and to expand the programme of activities. Understandably, 

after the sorry experience with some of the experiments of 

the late 'fifties, they and their successors chose to develop 

the society's usefulness along almost exclusively traditional 

and secure lines of endeavour. Since then, publication schemes, 

the work of co-ordinating and encouraging the local affiliates, 

and historic preservation activities have absorbed the society's 

energies. 

The renewed emphasis on special publications has been 

the most striking example of the trend back to traditional 

kinds of activities. Since the mid-'aixties, the OHS bas 

churned out a spate of volumes that considerably raised its 

stock in scholarly circles. Tbe Defended Border: Upper 

Canada and the War of 1812 (1964) edited by Morris Zaslow, 
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and c.M. Johnston's Brant County: A History 1784-1945 (1967) 

were followed by Profiles or a Province (1967) edited by 

Edith Firth. Two recent publications, Jean R. Bu.rnet's 

Etbnic Groups in Upper Canada (1972) and Gerald A. Hallowell' a 

Prohibition in Ontario, 1919-1923 (1972) are tbe first of a 

long series of research publications to be issued under OHS 

auspices. This publication work has proved to be lucrative. 

In 1963 before the first special volume appeared, the sale 
. . . 63 

or publications grossed only some $480. For the year ending 

December 31, 1971, the society received over i6300 from 
64 

publication sales. 

Encouraging and co-ordinating the work of local his

torical associations is another of the Ontario Historical 

Society's original functions. In recent years the OHS 

has never been more effective in assisting tbe work of the 

affiliates. The breaktbrougb came under John Moir's presi

dency (1967-68) wben Margaret Angus of the Kingston Historic

al Society was named chairman or a new Local Societies Com• 

mittee. This group began its work by distributing a question

naire to determine exactly bow the affiliates wanted the 

provincial historical association to serve them. A new group 

of activities were launched on the basis of the suggestions 
65 

received. 

One of the most frequently beard complaints of the 

locals was tbe lack of communication between the various 

affiliated groups. Local societies wanted and needed to know 
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more about the activities of their counterparts. Hence, the 

OHS decided to publish a news letter or Bulletin as it was 

called to report on historical activities in the province and 

to answer tbe general queries that came into tbe society's 

office. Alice Davidson, a former school teacher who came to 

the OHS as executive secretary in 1968 from the Toronto His

torical Board, has edited the Bulletin since its appearance 

in the fall of 1968. Another frequent request of the affili

ates was for speakers. Again tbe OHS responded by establisb

ing a speaker's bureau and offered to do its best to meet 
66 

all requests. 

Perhaps the most important function of the Local So

cieties Committee has been the organization of regional coun

cils to foster communications between local historical groups 

clustered in various parts of the province. Tbe idea received 

its first trial in November 1968 wben representatives from 

nine societies in the St. Lawrence-Bay of Quinte area met 

in Kingston for a one-day workshop sponsored jointly by the 

Ontario Historical Society and the Queen's University Archives. 

There was a panel discussion on the research materials avail-

able for local historians and tbe sources offered in this 

field by archives and libraries. The talks also touched on 

a wide range of topics related to local historical society 

programnes. So successful was tbe meeting that tbe enthusi

astic delegates agreed to meet again at six month intervals. 

Tbe OHS offered to provide the necessary administrative frame-
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work by arranging the time and place of meetings, setting 

the topics, and chairing the discussions. The regional 

council and workshop idea caught on quickly. By 1970, Ian 

Wilson, the archivist of Queen's University and then the 

chairman of the Local Societies Committee, reported tbat 

some fifty-six societies were participating in the regional 
67 

councils. Tbe St. Lawrence-Bay of Quinte group bad held 

its fifth workshop, and the Peterborough and Toronto regional 

councils their third. Affiliates in the London, Hamilton, 

Niagara, and Bruce Peninsula areas bad been approached to 

follow suit. 

When the regional councils were set up in the late 

'sixties, tbe OHS leaders became more knowledgeable than 

perhaps they had ever been before with respect to the needs 

of the local affiliates. Consequently, more projects were 

devised to meet those needs. Tbe idea of a seminar on archival 

management, for example, sprang out of the continuing dialogue 

in the regional councils. Designed for those local historic

al groups that asked ''what do we do with these papers, letters, 
68 

manuscripts, maps and old books?n, the seminar provided an 

elementary and practical course for tbe local archivist. The 

two-day seminar was held in November 1970 at Queen's University. 

Only twenty-five applicants were selected on the basis of the 

use their society could probably make of the instruction. 

Readings were assigned beforehand. Tbe staff and facilities 

of the archives in the Douglas Library were fully utilized, 
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and the archivist, Ian Wilson, gave most of the lectures. 

Once again the delegates agreed such seminars were extremely 

useful. Since then workshops have been held to assist local 

groups in their publications programmes and in their efforts 

to promote local history in the schools. To be sure, these 

workshops have great potential, but more time will be needed 

to determine whether they can measurably upgrade the per

formance of the local historical associations in their 

various activities. 

Next to the enlargement of the publications and local 

societies programme, historic preservation has consumed an 

increasingly larger portion of the society's energies since 

1967. Actually, the OHS continued to participate in this 

work all through the 'sixties but in an essentially limited 

capacity. Often this participation boiled down to little 

more than passing resolutions and sending off letters urging 

tbe preservation of revered provincial landmarks. For example, 
69 70 

Toronto's St. Lawrence Hall, Old City Hall, and Osgoode 
71 

Hall, Stoney Creek's Battlefield 
72 

Park, and Almonte's "Mill 
13 

of Kintail," the home of the internationally renowned sculptor 

painter, surgeon and physical educator, Dr. Robert Tait 

Mackenzie, all received such attention when they appeared to 

be threatened for one reason or another 

There were a few instances when OHS involvement went 

beyond the passing of a supporting resolution. In 1963, for 

example, the society responded to the request of the Royal 
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Architectural Institute of Canada for financial aid to develop 

a photographic exhibition of hist?ric buildings from coast 

to coast. This was pa~t of a larger e~fort by the Institute 

to press the Dominion government to begin a national inventory 
. 74 ' 

of historic buildings. The OHS agreed to contribute five 

hundred dollars -- a large amount considering the small an

nual grant of 13500 -- to the project being organized by the 

late Professor William Goulding of the University of Toronto's 
75 

School of Architecture. This and other related activities 

succeeded in their aim. In September 1969, the National 

Historic Sites Service announced that it would undertake the 
76 

desired Canadian Inventory of Historic Buildings. 

Not all tbe campaigns engaged in by the OHS were suc

cessful. Pleas by the OHS and other preservation organizat:i.ons 

like the Architectural Conservancy for legislation establishing 

an Ontario or Federal National Trust akin to existing program

mes in Great Britain and the United States bave not yet been 
77 

successful. Similarly the battle to save the home associated 

witb Barbara Heck, the reputed foundress of Methodism in North 

America, located near Maitland in Grenville County, did not 

have the desired result. The building in question was partic

ularly valued not only for its historical associations, but 

also because it was the last Norman-style home (circa 1800), 
78 

in Ontario, and one of three such in North America. Despite 

OHS protests and efforts to help the United Church of Canada 

raise the necessary moving and restoration funds, the preserv-
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ationists failed to discourage Dupont of Canada from dis

mantling the building, placing it in storage, and using the 

original site for industrial purposes. 

The fate of the Barbara Heck Home was typical of the 

treatment meted out to dozens of other buildings representa

tive of Ontario's architectural heritage. As these historical-

ly important structures were torn down, however, a growing 

demand began to be heard for their preservation. By the late 

'sixties all levels of government had acknowledged and re

sponded to the pressure of such as the OHS and its affiliated 

locals, the Architectural Conservancy, and other citizens' 

groups and individuals interested in preserving the province's 

architectural heritage. After nearly a decade of lobbying, 

Kingston was granted special provincial enabling legislation 

in 1970 which allowed it to take action to conserve its 
79 

exceptional mid-nineteenth century limestone buildings. 

The city of Toronto was also successful in obtaining a limited 
80 

form of preservation legislation in June 1967. 

For its part, Queen's Park created the Ontario Heritage 

Foundation in 1967 to acquire and to administer property of 
81 

architectural and historical value on behalf of the province. 

Finally, the Department of Municipal Affairs, inspired by 

Kingston's successful bid in 1970 for special legislation, 

determined to institute a study "with a view of identifying 

the problems of architectural and historic conservation on a 
~2 

~ province-wide basis and taking suitable remedial measures. 
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In 1971 the Department released the results of the study --

A Programme for the Preservation of Buildings of Historic or 

Architectural Value in Ontario. Briefly, this report recom

mended that municipalities be provided with enabling legisla

tion for the protection of both individual buildings and also 

groups of buildings and districts. Furthermore, tbe province 

was advised to assume similar powers for the protection of 

buildings of particular importance from a provincial stand

point. Legislation is now pending based on these recom-
83 

mendations. 

Like the various governmental authorities, the OHS 

responded to the upsurge of interest in architectural censer-

vancy which it bad actually helped to create over the years. 

In December 1970, the executive made the decision to assume 

a more active role in such matters and to that end established 
84 

a Preservation Committee. Margaret Angus, the president 

of the OHS from 1969 to 1971 and writer of The Old Stones of 

Kingston (1966) especially welcomed this development. She 

berself bad been a moving force in Kingston to secure the 

special provincial legislation that empowered the city to 

protect its historic buildings. She also had become the 

OHS' s chief' philosopher on architectural conservation. ''Be

yond the emphasis on the economics of tourism or on sentiment," 

stated Mrs. Angus, 

preservation as a social and cultural benefit has become 
important in our search for a meaningful environment. 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
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We can usually provide evidence of the historical and 
architectural significance of buildings worthy of preserva
tion, but there are intangibles beyond that significance. 
Many old Ontario buildings have a simple beauty seldom 
found in modern buildings. As symbols of the past they 
have a direct emotional appeal, speaking for their own 
times more eloquently than we realize. They give us a 
sense of continuity; they contribute to our sense of 
identity; they enricb our lives. 
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Such an empbasis on the importance of the aesthetic as well 

as the historical importance of old buildings was new to the 

OHS preservationist philosophy. 

The first Preservation Committee was made up of, among 

others: the convener, Mrs. Kenneth Kidd, a well-known activist 

among Peterborough ratepayers against indiscriminate urban 

renewal; Mrs. Angus; B. Napier Simpson Jr., a Toronto architect 

and long-time advocate of establishing a closer liaison be

tween the OHS and the Architectural Conservancy of which be 

was a leading member; and Larry Ryan, executive director of 

the Ontario Heritage Foundation. The committee was given the 

responsibility of screening tbe requests for support of 

various projects received by the OHS from communities across 

the province, and of advising the executive on appropriate 

action. Moreover, it was envisaged that the cot11P1ittee would 

act as an information centre for local groups. 

Obviously it is too soon to measure the effectiveness 

of this committee. At best it can be said that the OHS has 

become much more active in recent years in encouraging pres-

ervationist activities at the community level. Guided by the 
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Preservation Committee, the society has lent its support 
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to several causes and proferred advice in a number of others. 

Articles on preservation have been specially written for 

Ontario History in a bid to excite more public awareness and 
87 

action. A panel discussion to serve the same purpose was 

arranged for the 1972 annual meeting at Kitchener-Waterloo. 

By such activities, then, the OHS appears to be assuming a 

new place at the forefront of the preservation movement as 

its leaders had hoped. 

It would be impossible to explain the waxing fortunes 

of the Ontario Historical Society in recent years without 

mentioning in some detail the contribution of the full-time 

executive secretary. The hiring of such an officer in 1967 

filled the society's greatest need. As the OHS expanded its 

membership and functions after 1945, it had to stagger along 

administratively by depending upon the efforts of a half-dozen 
88 

part-time secretaries. These individuals, who worked either 

two or three times a week, or at nights and on the weekends, 

bad difficulty keeping a semblance of order at the OHS office. 

The part-time hours, the frequent cbanges at the secretary

ship, the working environment of the small and dingy office, 
89 

and two office moves after 1958, all these made it dif-

ficult to achieve the desired degree of administrative ef

ficiency. 

Long before 1967, the executive had sought to get an 

increase in the annual cash subsidy large enough to retain 
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the services of an adequately trained and experienced secre-
90 

tary. Not until the mid-'sixties, however, was the govern-

ment persuaded to augment the grant to cover at least a 
91 

portion of the salary of a full-time officer. It was per-

haps Morris Zaslow'a most valuable single contribution as 

president when he convinced the executive in 1967 to take 

what he described as a "bold momentous step -- considering 

its slender financial resources -- of appointing a full-time 
92 

executive assistant •••• " 

The first incumbent of the new position was a part

tlme graduate student at the University of Waterloo. Re

grettably, before be could make a positive contribution, he 

had to relinguish the post in 1968 and was replaced by Miss 

Alice Davidson, a graduate of the Ur.iversity of Toronto in 

Fine Arts and of Columbia University in Arts and Archaeology. 

Miss Davidson's background in local historical society and 

museum work with the York Pioneers and the OHS Museums Section, 

her years of teaching experience, and her association with 

the Toronto Historical Board, eminently suited her for the 

post. Alice Davidson quickly became the society's indispens

able." jack of all trades.'' Her responsibilities include most 

of the office routine such as tbe heavy daily correspondence, the 

book orders, the mailing lists, and the preparation of the 

biannual Bulletin. The executive secretary also acts as the 

OHS liaison with the general public, the local affiliates and 

every other historical agency. 
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Other executive officers, needless to say, have 

worked diligently on the society's behalf. This is particular

ly evident in the success the OHS has had in building up its 

membership. The number of names on the rolls has increased 

fivefold in the past twenty-five years as the following 

table indicates: 

Total Membersh1:12 

1948 •.•..••••••.••.••.••...•• 400 
1956 ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 500 
1958 ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 800 
1961 ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1000 
1962 ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1150 
1966 ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1450 
1969 ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1700 
197) ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2000 

Unlike the inter-war period when OHS leaders neglected large

scale membership drives, the officers of the society since 

the mid-'fifties have been moat assiduous in maintaining an 

active membership committee. Beginning in 1955, a canvass 

for new recruits bas been undertaken nearly every two or three 

years. On each occasion significant numbers were added to 

the society's rolls. One massive effort between 1956 and 1958 

conducted by George Spragge and Richard Preston netted some 
93 

three hundred new members. Later canvasses by Paul Cornell 

in the early 'sixties and George Thorman at the end of the 

decade increased the society's membership by roughly two 

hundred on each occasion. 

The breakdown of the OHS membership in this period 
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is revealing with respect to the growth of the historical 

society movement since the Second World War. George Spragge 

reported in 1948 that the membership was made up of some 383 
94 

annual subscribers, 23 affiliated locals and 44 libraries. 

A similar survey in 1968 indicates that a considerable advance 

rm been made in tbe interval. There were approximately 1000 

individual subscribers, 99 local historical societies, 173 

schools, 263 libraries (in Ontario), 42 subscriptions from 
95 

other provinces and 41 from the United States. Still tbe 

leaders have never considered the size of the membership an 

adequate proportion of the total population of Ontario. A 

roster of five hundred in 1949 with a provincial population 

of 4.3 million, or of 1700 in 1970 with a population of 7.6 
96 

million was nothing to boast about. Moreover, various 

executive councils have expressed some concern that tbe OHS 

has made few inroads in northern Ontario. In 1968 only 

thirty-five members resided north of a line drawn roughly 
97 

from Ottawa on the east to Penetang on the West. As in 

the past, the heaviest concentration of members continues to 

be in south-central Ontario; nearly fifty percent (490) of 

the individual subscribers in 1968 were residents of metro-

The rest of the annual subscribers were poli tan Toronto. 
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scattered across southern Ontario in the following proportions: 

London, St. Thomas, Woodstock ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 55 
Essex County, Windsor ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 8 
Prescott, Brockville, Kingston, 

Cornwall, Morrisburg, •• ,,,,,, 1 ,~ ••••••••••••••••••• 44 
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Lanark, Pembroke, Ottawa •••••••••••••••••••••••••••.• 74 
Paris, Brantford, Hamilton ••• ••••• •••••••••.••••••••• 38 
Huron, Lambton •••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••• 17 
Sarnia •••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 5 
Dunnville, Niagara Peninsula ••••••••••••••••••••••••• Sl 
Simcoe, Tillsonburg •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 9 
Penetang, Barrie, Orillia •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 23 
Listowel, Seaforth, Stratford•••••••••••••••••••••••• 9 
Peterborough, Oshawa, Port Hope, 

Whitby, Trenton ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 63 
Kitchener-Waterloo, G~elph, Galt ••••••••••••••••••••• 43 
Cha th am. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • 7 

In social and economic terms, the background of the 

members has not changed markedly since the turn of tbe cen-

tury. The majority are still well-educated people of both 

sexes from the professions and the business world. Miss 

Edna Ash, the secretary in 1961, examined the social composi

tion of the membership and found tbat it included 

doctors, lawyers, professors, and teachers; architects 
and engineers; members of parliament and civil servants; 
archivists and curators; publishers and book dealers; 
military officers; newspaper, television and film 
personnel; bond insurance, and real estate dealers; 
proprietors of department stores, chtna shops, and 
dairies; secretaries; farmers; inn-keepers; housewives •••• 

The composition of the membership bas changed in at 

least one important respect; more professional historians 

now take an active part in the society's affairs. In fact, 

five of the six presidents from 1966 to 1973 have been 

academicians -- Morris Zaslow, John s. Moir, Sidney F. Wise, 

J. Keith Johnson, and Paul G. Cornell. It is only since the 

mid-'sixties, however, that tbe nature of the executive 

council had been changed by the inclusion of so many professors 

99 
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of history. 

As indicated in an earlier chapter, there have been 

one or two professional historians on. most executive councils 

since W.L. Grant and w.s. Wallace joined the executive in 

1912. All the same, for many years the majority of university 

professors of history still gave the OHS a wide berth. In 

1923 Ernest Cruikshank commented that 

••• as far as my recollection goes, the professors of 
Canadian history ••• have very rarely attended the meet
ings of this Society, or paid any attention to this 
Society whatever. They seem to think that societies 
of this sort are more ''hysterical" than historical. 
I dare say there is some foundation for it. 
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Fred Landon added in 1932 that "there has not, in the past, 

always been the best discrimination used in connection with 

our programs or our publications and one result has been 

that practically all the professional historians have stood 
101 

aloof." 

After tbe Second World War, as the historical profession 

and graduate schools grew apace. and as historians began to 

appreciate more fully tbe value of local studies. academicians 

joined the OHS in increasing numbers. George Brown of the 

University of Toronto and for many years the editor of the 

Canadian Historical Review was a councillor in the late 'forties. 

He was shortly joined by his colleague Professor J.M.S. Care.less, 

a graduate of the University of Toronto and Harvard (Ph.D., 

1950), and later author of Canada: A StorI of Challenge (1953) 
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and Brown of the Globe (two volumes1 1959, 1963). Careless, 

who remained on the executive through the 'fifties, was 

the first academician to assume the presidency (1959-60) 

since James Talman held the post from 1937 to 1940. George 

F.G. Stanley and Richard A. Preston, both members of the 

history faculty of Royal Milita17 College were also on the 

executive during the 'fifties. 

Finally in the 'sixties the academicians were elected 

to the executive in ever-increasing numbers. Interestingly 

enough, most had done their graduate work at the University 

of Toronto before taking up posts in other colleges and 

universities. These included Charles Humphries, the biog

rapher of Ontario Premier James P. Whitney, Paul Cornell, 

an authority on the political history of pre-Confederation 

Canada, Morris Zaslow, one of the few experts on the his

tory of the North, John Moir, a writer of pre-Confederation 

religious history, Frederick H. Armstrong, a historian of 

Toronto, and J. Keith Johnson, a student of Ontario social 

history and the editor of the John A. Macdonald papers. 

The academicians have had a notable impact on the so

ciety's development since 1950. Their important historio

graphical contributions, for instance, will be traced in the 

following chapter. Administratively, they were quite capable 

and enthusiastic officers who took their respons1b1l1t1es 
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seriously. It is no coincidence that since the OHS's 

resurgence in the mid-'sixties, academicians have presided 

over it (with the exception of Margaret Angus' tenure 1969-

71). This is not to say that the professors of history are 

solely responsible for the society's recent achievements. 

From the foregoing narrative it should be very clear that 

many non-academicians should be given a great deal of the 

credit. 

There is perhaps one regrettable aspect to the greater 

participation of the professional historians; some non-acade-

micians have voiced the fear that the OHS might become too 

much the servant of the intellectuals. Almost as soon as 

James Talman and George Spragge and others began to restore 

the OHS's fortunes in the mid-'forties, the Reverend 

Percival Mayes of Niagara Falls and a past-president of tbe 

OHS (1940-42) complained that "the OHS has had a tendency 

to become too academic, being largely controlled by the 
102 

professional historians of the province." 

The fear that the OHS might become ''too academic" hes 

not been realized. The various executives have been conscious 

of the fact that the OHS could not function without the sup

port of the non-academicians who make up tbe bulk of the 

membership. To be sure, the society has become more academical

ly oriented in some respects. For example, Ontario History 

is more scholarly in its emphasis to-day than it was in 1945, 

and the new series of research publications has definitely 

I 
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more appeal in the universities than among the public at 

large. But if the society has become more valuable for the 

professional historians and university students, it has not 

been at the expense of the non-professional members. On the 

contrary, it will be recalled tbat the OHS has at the same 

time become of much more value to the latter through the 

work of the Local Societies and the Preservation Committees 

and the Museums Section. The OHS, in short, believes that 

it can serve well the interests of both the academicians and 

non-academicians, a claim substantiated by its work in recent 

years. 

It has been true throughout the history of the 

Ontario Historical Society that the organization's successes 

and failures have been determined in large part by the talents 

and energy (or lack thereof) of its key leaders. That cer

tainly is the basic interpretation given here for the events 

in the society's recent past. All the same, there has been 

a limit to what even the most talented and determined leaders 

could do without sufficient financial support. In this period, 

as in every period in the OHS's past, the financial problem 

continued to have a large bearing on the society's policies 

and actions. 

It is obvious that if tbe OHS had been more adequately 

subsidized, its programme woulo have expended much faster 

than it did and the periods of stagnation might not have 

occurred at all. With the resources to hire a full-time 

officer or officers in the 'fifties and to embark on a junior 
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historical publication, perhaps the OHS would have had the 

confidence to carr~r on successfully with both the New 

Canadian and Junior Historian projects. Even the s'ociety 1 s 

revival in the late 'sixties and the expansion along tradi-

tional lines of work was largely patterned by tight financial 

considerations. The work of the Museums Section and the 

Local Societies end Preservation Committees, for example, 

was possible only because the operating costs were minimal. 

Additional special publication schemes were feasible only 

because the sales of past volumes found a ready market in 

the universities. 

Although the support of provincial authorities has 

been crucial in the survival of the Ontario Historical So

ciety, it can never be said that Queen's Park was overly 

generous in its funding of the historical association. 

Between 1950 and 1964, for instance, the OHS received an 

unimpressive annual average income of just over two thousand 

dollars. Several increases during the 'sixties raised the 

annual cash grant to the present amount of $8500, but even 

this sum does not cover either the cost of publishing 
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Ontario History, or office and administrative expenses. 

Fortunately, tbe government continued to provide free office 
104 

quarters. 

Considering what the Ontario Historical Society has 

accomplished, and what it baa attempted to accomplish, in 

tbe work of preserving Ontario'E heritage and developing the 

study of local history, the grant structure has never been 



adequate. The extraordinary thing about the society's recent 

history, indeed its whole career, is that it has managed to 

achieve so much with so little financial backing. It is 

fascinating to ponder what the Ontario Hietorical Society 

migbt have done had it been given the financial support 

commensurate with its ambitions and achievements. The OHS'a 

greatest accomplishment, of course, has been its fine collection 

of publications. The following chapter attempts to evaluate 

the historiographical significance of those volumes. 
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Population 

4.3 M. 
3.9 
3.8 
1.3 
2.9 
3.5 

Historical Society 
Membership 

soo 
2000 
4962 
1850 
2478 
3400 

OHSA, minute book, report of Education and Member
ship Committee, October 25, 1968. A number of factors ac
count for this including the long distances to be travelled 
to OHS functions, the sparse population of the North which 
makes it difficult to establish historical societies, and 
perhaps the fact that the history of settlement is still rel
atively young. Furthermore, the OHS has done little promotion
al work in the North except for holding the 1970 annual meet
ing at Sault Ste. Marie. 
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CHAPTER TEN 

THE PUBLICATIONS OF THE ONTARIO HISTORICAL SOCIETY: 
A HISTORIOGRAPHICAL AND BIBLIOGRAPHICAL REVIEW 

Publishing material that adds significantly to our 

understanding of this province's past has been a raison 

d'~tre of the Ontario Historical Society since 1898. The OHS 

collection is now the largest and perhaps most valuable single 

body of literature in print pertaining to the history of 

Ontario. It includes the periodical Ontario History, previous

ly known as the Ontario Historical Society Papers and Records, 

that bas long been respected for the sources, interpretations, 

and information contained within its pages. Furthermore, the 

OHS has published ten volumes of documentary material, five 

special publications since 1964, and several dozen reports 

and newsletters. Although many of these works were reviewed 

individually shortly after printing, the collection still 

awaits a reviewer to provide essential bistoriograpbical and 

bibliographical perspectives. 

Not surprisingly, the Papers and Records contain 

articles which run the gamut from sheer antiquarianism to 

brilliant historical craftsmanship. It is this spectrum of 

essays, however, that provides the main historiographical 

lessons; the changes in the degree and kind of scholarship 

presented in the periodical are an expression of tbe substantial 

effect that the publication bas bad on the mainstream of local 
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history in Ontario. For instance, during the first two 

decades a core of non-academicians used the journal to set 

higher standards of research and writing that contributed 
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to the foundation of critical historical scholarship in Canada. 

Later, by the 1920s, those OHS members on university faculties 

ventured into local history and began studying social and 

economic subjects, the natural habitat of the local historian. 

These academicians promoted meaningful social and economic 

history in the OHSPR fully a decade before the main body of 

professional scholars had lost their enthusiasm for political 

and constitutional themes and turned to those of a social and 

economic nature. More recently, certainly during the past 

twenty-five years, Ontario History baa evolved into a quite 

complete scholarly journal, encouraging and guiding the increas

ingly sophisticated work of professional historians and serious 

amateurs studying the province's past. To examine these 

developments and the individuals responsible for them, and to 

evaluate the contributions of tbe OHS collection to Ontario 

and Canadian historiography, is the object of this chapter. 

I 

When James H. Coyne reorganized the largely ineffective 

Pioneer and Historical Association of the Province of Ontario, 

and renamed it the Ontario Historical Society in 1898, he set 

the society a difficult task: "the original investigation and 

publication of historical material relating to Ontario, includ-
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ing the reminiscences of pioneers, maps, journals, letters 

and other documents ••• , the translation of important works 

written or printed in French, the reprinting of rare and 

costly books and pamphlets of general interest, the collection 

of information relating to the ethnology of Ontario, and 

generally to endeavor to place before the people of Ontario 

and historical students all available facts relating to the 
1 

history of the Province." With the blessing of George Rosa's 

Department of Education, new quarters in Toronto's Education 

Department Building and a five hundred dollar provincial grant, 

the OHS was fairly launched as a publishing society and edu

cational force. Under the editorial direction of four eminent 

amateur historians, James H. Coyne, Charles Canniff James, 

David Boyle, and Andrew F. Hunter, the first annual volume 

of tbe OHSPR was issued in 1899. 

The society hoped to serve two general purposes by 

publisbing bistor1cal material, one educational and the other 

patriotic. In terms of its educational objective, the new 

periodical was created for several reasons: to preserve and 

circulate rare documentary materials; to provide an outlet 

for the research papers written by members of the growing 

number of local historical societies; to inspire the production 
2 

of historical works of ''a higher and more exact character"; 

and to stimulate the study of, and interest in, Ontario history. 

In theory, only original research papers on topics in which 

"the information J!la~ authentic and the evidence in support 
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3 
sufficiently strong" were to be included in tbe periodical. 

Such written history, however, as far as James Coyne initial

ly planned, was to assume a subordinate role to tbe publica

tion of rare documents, "'materials for bistory' rather than 
4 

histories in the ordinary sense." 

A second purpose that lay behind the birth of the 

OHSPR was frankly nationalistic: the inculcation of a nation

al sentiment. History was conceived as a means of accelerating 

and shaping the slowly emerging national consciousness in the 

early Laurier era. George Pattullo, president of the OHS in 

1905, gave voice to the "high purpose -- the upbuilding of 

our beloved Canada" -- behind the society's publications: 

••• the importance of collecting and disseminating the 
materials of history, especially in a young country, can 
scarcely be over-estimated •••• This work successfully 
prosecuted must ••• have a wholesome effect upon nation
al life. It is, indeed, nation building. Nothing will 
more surely stir tbe patriotic impulses of a people and 
create a steady and sturdy patriotism, than a complete 
knowledge of tbeir history •••• 

s 

Although sincere, tbis nationalistic rhetoric smacks of pa

rochialism and must be kept in perspective. Typical of On

tarians then and now, the OHS leaders, while thinking their 

interests and concerns were national in scope, presumed that 

the history of Canada was simply the history of Ontario writ 

large. 

All these considerations, then, educational and pa

triotic, shaped the character or the OBSPR in its early years. 
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James Coyne's hope to publish rare documents and translations 

in preference to narrative history, however, was not fully 

realized, and the format of the periodical in the pre-war 

period changed considerably from issue to issue. Though 

four fifths of tbe first volume was comprised of documents, 

it was followed by L.H. Tasker's narrative Tbe United Empire 
6 

Loyalist Settlement at Long Point, Lake Erie. After Coyne's 
7 

edited translation of Galinee's journal appeared in the 

fourth issue, the format of the OHSPR through volumes five 

to nine settled down into a judicious blend of documents and 

articles under the editorial supervision of c.c. James. In 

terms of printed page~ churc~ marriage, baptismal, and burial 
8 

records bulk largest, but militia rolls, travellers' accounts, 

official documents, and an early business account book, all 

pertaining to the Upper Canadian period, are examples of other 

kinda of documents included in the first issues of the period

ical. 

Perhaps the highlight of early documentary material 

from the point of view of the great care and scholarship in

volved in its preparation, was Coyne's edited translation of 

The Exploration of the Great Lakes (1669-1670) by Dollier de 

Casson and de Brehant de Galin'8e ••• • which included both the 
9 

origin'al manuscript and the English translation. The journal 

was of much value tor it contained the earliest description of 

southwestern Ontario as written by two Sulpician missionaries. 

The volume was praised in scholarly circles. The Review of 



Historical Publications Relating to Canada conmented that 

"••• neither the editor nor the society whicb published it 

need fear comparison with the best work of the kind done on 
10 

tbis continent," a statement perhaps in reference to the 

monumental seventy-three volume collection of The Jesuit 

Relations and Allied Documents 1610-1791, translated and 

edited by Reuben Gold Tbwaites, tbe director of the Wisconsin 

Society, between 1896 and 1901. This work, which also included 

both the original French text and the English translation, 

could well have been a model for Coyne. Shortly after Galin~e 

was published, Coyne's abilities were recognized in tangible 

form by George Wrong and H.H. Langton, when they invited 

him to become a reviewer for the Review of Historical Publica-
11 

tions Relating to Canada. 

The appearance of the Ontario Archives in 1903 and the 

Champlain Society two years later may explain why the OHS 

stopped trying to live up to its original expectations of 

publishing volumes of documents and translating and reprinting 

rare works in French such as Galin~e. In 1904 Alexander Fraser, 

tbe Provincial Archivist, began to issue annual volumes of 

documents pertaining to Upper Canada. For its part, the 

Cbamplaln Society was devoted solely to the publication of 

rare volumes or unpublished materials relating to Canada. 

Witb these organizations reproducing documentary material, 

tbe editors seemed more willing than they had first been to 

include narrative history in the OHSPR. 
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With respect to the so-called original articles tbat 

appeared in tbe first dozen volumes of the periodical, little 

praise can be lavished on most of them. At best they pre

served information that might otherwise have been lost. In 

terms of subject matter, studies of early loyalist and pioneer 

settlement in various sections of southern Ontario were most 

numerous, while 'loyalist and pioneer biographies, genealogies 

and reminiscences, and pieces on Joseph Brant, the Mohawk 

obief, and military affairs, together vied for second place. 

Papers on such varied topics as the naval history of 1812-14, 

place names, folk-lore, and political and constitutional sub

jects helped to fill o~t the rest of the journal. 

or the articles in the category of loyalist and pio

neer settlement, few showed evidence of much originality, 

interpretive framework, or literary merit. In short, they 

were antiquarian essays often cluttered up by meaningless 

details. Tasker's United Empire Loyalist Settlement at Long 

Point showed evidence of research at the Dominion Archives 

into family,backgrounds, and gave brief glimpses into various 

aspects of pioneer social and economic life. The book was 

otherwise marred by subjectivism and sentimentality, a poor 

writing style and a penchant for relying on unsubstantiated 

hearsay. Most of these faults were obvious in the- opening 

paragraphs of Tasker's work and were typical of many other 

essays published at the time. 

From infancy we have been told of the brave men of our 
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race, and yet tbe tale, ever told, is ever new. Tbe 
hero stories that thrilled us in our childhood have 
still tbe power to make the heart beat quickly and the 
current of feeling sweep over us, rich and strong. 
Socialists and revolutionists may effect to scorn it, 
but they cannot blot out the inherent glory contained 
in the word "patriotic." 

rtnulce et decorum est pro patria mori." 
To die for one's native land is assuredly sweet and 

seemly, and yet there is a truer and a nobler loyalty 
tban this. It is that of preserving inviolate one's 
faith to the established government, when all around is 
sedition, anarchy and revolution. When to be loyal means 
to fight, not against the stranger, the foreigner, but 
against those of the same language, the same country, 
tbe same state, and, it may be, the 8ame family as one's 
self -- when loyalty means fratricidal war, the breaking 
up of home, the severing of the dearest heart cords, the 
loss of everything except bonor --

"Ob! who shall say what heroes feel, 
When all but life and hopor's lost?" 

Such was the loyalty of ••• ~hi United Empire Loyal
ists, and these were the men who, at the close of the 
war, sought a refuge and a home on British soil, among 
the northern forests, and laid deep tbe foundations 
of the institutions, tbe freedom, the loyalty, and the 
prosperity of our land. 

12 

Thus, antiquarianism, ancestor worship, badly written 

romantic and heroic history, and the ingredients for tbe large

ly mythical loyalist and pioneer traditions can be found in 
13 

tbe early volumes of the OHSPR. This is understandable for 

a number of reasons. Most of the contributors to the periodical 

bad been weaned on the works of such romantic and literary 

bistoriane as Edward Gibbon, T.B. Macaulay, and Walter Scott 

in Britain, and W.H. Prescotti4Jobn L. Motley and Francis 

Parkman in the United States. Furthermore, for a historical 

society interested in fostering nationalism, the literary and 

romantic style of history was ideally suited to that purpose. 
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The subject matter of the romantic historians included stirring 

and dramatic events, the character and exploits of heroes, and 

_grand themes such as the origin of a nation or the progress 

of liberty in the battle against absolutism. Such was the 

stuff from which national sentiment and pride were thought to 

be moulded. This accounts in the early essays of the OHSPR 

for the heavy emphasis on- incidents of tbe American Revolution 

and the War of 1812, on tbe virtues of the heroes Brock and 
15 

Brant, or on tbe collective virtues and superhuman feats 

of the loyalists and pioneers in the wilderness. Another con

sideration was that the president of the Ontario Historical 

Society and editor of the periodical, c.c. James, advocated 

this kind of history. He disputed the opinion supposedly 

held by many Ontarians that their history was "uninteresting, 

unromantic, devoid of those stirring events that make the his

tories of European countries attractive." He argued instead 
16 

tbat the history of settlement was "saturated with romance." 

Many aspiring Macaulays, Scotts, and Parkmans were subsequently 

given an opportunity to write in the OHSPR, but often witb 

disastrous results. 

From the point of view of bi.storical scholarship. it 

was unfortunate ~hat from tbe outset the twin educational and 

patriotic thrusts of the OBSPR sometimes conflicted with each 

other. A popular style of history that glorified tbe loyalists 

and pioneers could make for dreadful scholarship. Political 

considerations partly account for the inclusion of articles 
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of questionable quality. The executive of the OHS were 

likely aware that they bad to satisfy the politicians, the 

subsidizers of the periodical, by making the publication 

readable for the public. Reuben Gold Thwaites, a most know

ledgable observer noted that this problem frequently occurred 

in the United States: "In order to secure political support 

it seems essential, at least in the earlier years of the so

ciety, to produce publications having a quasi-popular character 

•••• This is one quite sufficient reason why so much interest 

is paid in many States to the narrative side of history for 

the story of the pioneers always appeals strongly to the 
17 

'general reader.'" 

Political considerations and the shroud of loyalist 

and pioneer mythology governed editorial policy through the 

1930s. The most blatant example of their stultifying effect 

not only upon scholarship but upon intellectual integrity oc

curred in 19)6 when the society rejected Professor R.o. 

Macfarlane's social and economic revisionist interpretation of 

the ].oyalist migration. The following reasons were given: 

The Editorial Committee for this year is now busy reading 
the papers, but they agree with the Committee of last 
year that to print yours would be inex~edient. So long 
as we are dependent on Government "pap we cannot run the 
risk of giving offence to any sections of our community, 
and my people feel that there is that risk in what you 
have written •••• 

Tbe comments at the side of the MS. are by the late 
Professor A.H. Young •••• General Cruikshank agrees with 
the~fully. The latter, referring to the statement by 
1}.L..sJ Burt that in an examination of 600 Loyalist claims 
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be bad found not one lawyer and only two doctors, says: 
"That proves nothing. He ought to have known and rec
ognized the fact that nearly all the professional men 
in Up~er Canada, and many in Lower Canada, were Loyal
ists. and he goes on to give a list of such men. 

These criticisms indicate that in addition to tbe 
possible danger mentioned in the first paragraph, we 
should bave to meet discord within our own body. 

. 18 

An undue emphasis, however, ought not to be placed 

on the unoriginal and antiquarian nature of the first issues 

of the OHSPR. It must be remembered that at the turn of tbe 

century a historical profession bad only just emerged in 

Canadian universities and that the writing of Canadian history 
19 

bad not yet been solidly established on a critical foundation. 

Actually, it is not surprising that many of the articles in 

the OHSPR lacked originality or scholarly attributes; what is 

surprising is that a good number of them were so carefully 

researched and written. For example, Janet Carnochan's "The 
20 

Count de Puisaye: A Forgotten Page of Canaditan History," 

T. Campbell's ''The Beginning of 
21 

London" 
22 

"Tbe Etbnograpbical Elements of Ontario" 

and A.F. Hunter's 

can still be read 

with profit to-day. Carnocban's "de Puisaye", based mostly 

on primary documents and held together by sound historical 

inferences and interpretations, and a pleasant writing style, 

sparkled among its rather unfortunate companions. 

The contributions of E.A. Cruikshank are also note

worthy. Two of his better articles appeared in the first 

volumes of the periodical -- "Tbe Insurrection in the Short 
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23 
Hills in 1838," and "An Episode of the War of 1812: The 

24 
Story o-f the Schooner 'Nancy'." Cruikshank's biographer 

has recently criticized him for the "••• inability to free 

himself from meaningless detail, to select what is relevant 
25 

and important, and to judge and interpret." This con-

clusion is valid to a point, but it also betrays a certain 

lack of perspective on the part of the critic. What is 

crucial to understand is that the cadre of university-trained 

historians in Canada was negligible at the turn of the century, 

and that Cruikshank stood out among both his non-academic and 

academic contemporaries for his adherence to the canons of 

thorough research and strict accuracy. A measure of Cruikshank~ 

enviable reputation was bis relationships with the prestigious 

American Historical Review and its Canadian peer, The Review 

His work in of Historical Publications Relating to Canada. 
26 

military history was kindly received by the American journal, 

and be was considered of sufficient expertise to review books 
27 

in its pages on a regular basis before the Great War. George 

M. Wrong, the founder of the Review of Historical Publications 
2 

considered Cruikshank ''a master of his subject" and invited 

him to contribute to the periodical. It was in the first issue 

of tbe Review of Historical Publication that Cruikshank under-

mined William Kingsford's reputation by mercilessly showing 

the inaccuracies in volume VIII of Kingsford's History of 
29 

Canada. 

Although he had received no formal historical training 
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nor introduction to Ranke1an metbods and assumptions, 

Cruikshank was rooted in the •scientific" school of histor

ical writing. He piled fact upon fact, and transcribed doc

ument after document, linked by a brief narrative in causal 

sequence, hoping to recreate the past exactly as it happened 

and assuming that the chronological sequence of data would 

produce generalizations and conclusions spontaneously. His 

concern for detail, moreover, was warranted. In the "Short 

Hills" article Cruikshank was appalled by the number of errors 

concerning the episode in previous accounts, and he realized 

that a complete and accurate narrative was necessary. "The 

Story of the Schooner •Nancy'" remains the definitive account 

of this remarkable 1812 saga, and illustrates that its author 

was capable at timesof judging and interpreting his facts 

with skill, and of providing the requisite national and inter

national context for his theme. In summary, then, Cruikshank's 

contributions to the OHSPR and tbe work undertaken by Coyne, 

Carnocban and a few others, were significant contributions 

to Ontario and Canadian history. In a small but cumulative 

way they contributed to that movement whicb marked the develop

ment of critical historical scholarship in Canada. 

After 1910 the Ontario Historical Society fell upon 

several years of administrative and financial difficulties. 

Unfortunately, the journal became a casualty of this period 

of quiescence and did not reappear until 1913. When volume 

ten was finally published, a new format bad been devised by 
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Alexander Fraser, tbe Provincial Archivist and secretary of 

tbe OHS. This format was continued by his successor Andrew 

Hunter between 1913 and 19)1. No longer were half the pages 

of the OHSPR devoted to documentary material, and in lieu of 

the usual bundred pages of parish records, each volume now 

bad a few carefully selected articles of the note-and-document 

variety. The reorganization of the format was largely a 

response to the number of historical works being produced by 

a growing phalanx of amateur and professional historians. 

Naturally there was both continuity and change after 

1913. Still to be found in the journal were reminiscences of 
30 

suspect quality, place name articles, unimaginative military 

and Indian history, loyalist and pioneer sketches that smacked 

of ancestor worship, and antiquarian settlement studies with 

no conception of the broader context. There remained a thirst 
31 

for "romantic" and "heroic" bistory and the president of tbe 

Ontario Historical Society from 1914 to 1916,Clarance Warner, 

could not "altogether condemn" tbose histories in wbich 

"myths have been manufactured to order" because "these usually 
32 

add to tbe interest of the tale." Similar writing and senti-

ments were destined to remain with the journal until they were 

purged by James J. Talman and George Spragge in the 'forties. 

If mediocrity remained a factor, there were also healthy 

developments that first took root in tbe immediate pre-war 

period and developed steadily tbrougb the inter-war years. The 

character and quality of the articles improved as the journal 
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began to attract the work of some first-rate amateur and 

professional historians.These included George M. Jones, 

C.D. Allin, Adam Shortt, Lawrence Burpee, Benjamin Sulte, 

William R. Riddell, and Fred Landon. A better calibre of 

political history, biography, and social and economic his

tory appeared in the OHSPR. For the first time, moreover, 

several valuable bibliographical reference articles were 

published such as "Collections of Historical Material Relating 
33 

to the War of 1812" by Frank Severance, •The Books of the 
34 

Political Prisoners and Exiles of 1838" by J.D. Barnett, 

and "Some Unusual Sources of Information in the Toronto 

Reference Library on the Canadian Rebellions of 1837-8" by 
35 

F.M. Staton. In the 1914 issue, the periodical featured 
36 

articles on anthropological and archaeological topics, but 

since members of the Ontario Historical Society received the 

annual research reports distributed by the Provincial Museum 

then quartered in the Normal Scbool Building witb tbe OHS, 

archaeology was less represented in the periodical than would 
37 

have otherwise been the case. 

In the field of political history new ground was 

broken in several respects. George M. Jones, a high school 

teacher of history and later a professor at the Ontario College 

of Education, set precedents by being the first contributor 

in the periodical to use footnoting apparatus for citing 

sources and to write on a virtually unknown phase of the his

tory of political parties in "The Peter Perry Election and the 
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38 
Rise of the Clear Grit Party." Jones' s use of the contem-

porary press, and the absence of eitber blatant "tory" or 

''grit" biases were other praise-worthy features of the essay. 

Another example of the sophisticated political history ap

pearing in the OHSPR, and one of the best articles in the 

periodical to that date, was Professor C.D. Allin's "The 
39 

British North America League, 1849" which supplemented the 

chapters in c.o. Allin and George M. Jones, Annexation, 

Preferential Trade and Reciprocitz (Toronto: 1911). Allin's 

analysis of the genesis, development, and decline of the 

League was a valuable contribution to scholarship, and the 
40 

conclusions he reached have stood the test of time. 

A new criterion of excellence for biographical sketches 

in the OHSPR was set by Ontario Supreme Court Judge, the Hon. 
. 41 

William Renwick Riddell in "Robert (Fleming) Gourlay". This 

essay was based entirely on primary sources and made it pos

sible for the first time to unravel Gourlay's career, motiva

tion, and significance. It was also remarkably free from the 

biases that marred so many of the early political biographies. 

Riddell's treatment of both Gourlay and his adversaries, John 

Strachan and William Dummer Powell, was balanced, eminently 

fair, and trustworthy. Riddell's judicial experience provided 

him with the requisite expertise to dispel once and for all 

the smokescreen that had surrounded the legality of Gourlay's 

trial and banishment. 

Adam Sbortt•s "Tbe Economic Ef~ect of the War of 1812 
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42 
a:i Upper Canada" and Fred Landon's "Canada's Part in Free-

43 
1ng the Slave" were harbingers of a new era in Ontario and 

Canadian social and economic historiography that would reach 

maturity in the 'twenties. Sbortt's study, far in advance of 

its time in methodology and subject matter, offered the star

tling thesis "••• that the War of 1812, instead of being tbe 

occasion of loss and suffering to Upper Canada as a whole, 

was the occasion of the greatest era of prosperity which it 

had heretofore enjoyed, or wbicb it was yet to experience 

before the Crimean War •••• " Tbis was local history at its 

best in which a local economic theme was considered in re

lation to "the general setting of the country, geographical, 

social and com:nercial." In addition to Shortt, a few other 

individuals in the universities of the province like Fred 

Landon and A.H. Young were beginning to react against the 

predominantly political and constitutional bent of Canadian 

historiography and were turning to social and economic themes 

in a local setting. 

During the •twenties, certain university members of 

the Ontario Historical Society betrayed their concern for the 

state of Canadian historiography. In an article of seminal 
44 

importance, "The Teaching of Canadian History" (1924), 

Professor D.A. McArthur of Queen's University deplored the 

failure of political and constitutional history as then presented 

to inspire the country's youth. Aware perhaps of Canada's 

growing national status and the added responsibilities tbat 
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implied, McArthur emphasized that a knowledge of the nation's 

history was essential for the "development of an intelligent 

and enlightened Canadian citizenship," for "the security of 

our Canadian democracy," and for "the promotion of an attitude 

of intelligent loyalty and even devotion to our nation and to 

its institutions.~ McArtbur's solution was to make history 

more meaningful and enjoyable by stressing local history of a 

social and economic nature. "My argument is," be wrote, ''that 

constitutional movements are meaningless divorced from the 

economic and social forces which created them, and that our 

teaching of history, in failing to realize that, is seriously 

in error." He defended this viewpoint by illustrating that 

"the conflict in this province for self-government which cul

minated in tbe Rebellion of 1837 was in its origins an economic 

and social movement." 

As for teacher reference sources, McArthur felt tbat 

tbe OHSPR contained enough information to satisfy the needs 

of any classroom. In his courses at Queen's in the 'twenties, 

he followed his own advice and made extensive use of the 

periodical. "In our advanced courses," be explained to A.F. 

Hunter, "we throw tbe students largely on their own resources 

and have been endeavouring to lay special emphasis on the so

cial life of the Canadian people. In special studies many of 

the articles appearing in the papers of tbe Historical Society 

have been of extremely great value." 
4S 

To what extent, it any, McArthur's proclivity for so-
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cial and economic history and local and provincial themes bad 

been fashioned by the realities of Canadian political life 

during and after the First World War can only be surmised. 

At the federal and provincial levels, the Progressive Party 

and the United Farmers•movements respectively were striking 

examples of tbe social and economic underpinnings of political 

events. It was as though the two great interest groups, the 

industrial and the agricultural, were doing battle; "Parliament 

bad become a congeries of sectional and occupational interests," 

explains W.L. Morton. "Canada bad reverted to its inherent 
46 

parochialism." Such a climate may have been a factor im-

pelling a minority of historians like McArthur to perceive 

more relevance in the social and economic history of the 

provinces than in the political and constitutional evolution 

of the Dominion within the Empire. 

At the University of Western Ontario, Fred Landon, 

another OHS member in agreement with McArtbur's cause, was 

guiding two budding social historians -- J.J. Talman and M.A. 

Garland -- through their graduate apprenticeship. "The ever

lasting raking over of the dry bones of the Constitutional 

development, with small account whatever taken of social in

fluences,'' wrote Landon to Frank Underhill in 1928, "bas given 

us a distorted viewpoint and made large areas of our history 

difficult of understanding, even by our best students." 
47 

Landon also wanted to make changes in the subject matter of 

social and economic history as it bad been carried on for 



decades by amateur historians. At the Ontario Historic._ 

Society annual meeting in 1928 be and Professor A.H. Young 

of Trinity College suggested that tbe members turn their 

attention from such well-cultivated themes as the development 

of municipal institutions or the beginning of local parishes, 

to the history of business, agriculture, transportation, and 

to "bow people lived, the ordinary mode of life in early 
48 

times." That McArthur, Landon, and Young bad a profound 

influence on the character of tbe OHSPR is most evident in 

the inter-war period. 

Fred Landon's first contributions to Ontario social 

history involved the study of the blacks in tbe province. 

This was reflected in such works as "The Diary of Benjamin 

Lundy Written During bis Journey Through Upper Canada January 
49 

1837," 

among the 

"The Work of the American Missionary Association so 
Negro Refugees in Canada West 1848-1864," nsocial 

Conditions Among the Negroes in Upper Canada Before 
51 

1865," 
52 

and "Anthony Burns in Canada." Landon'a influence can 

also be detected in the important new work in tbe history of 

religion undertaken by bis graduate students, M.A. Garland 

in "Some Phases of Pioneer Religious Life in Upper Canada 
53 

Before 1858" and James Talman in "Church of England 
54 

Missionary Effort in Upper Canada, 1815-1840." For the 

first time in the journal, sophisticated university-trained 

historians were interpreting local history by considering 

it in a broad national or international context. Influenced 
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by tbe frontier thesis of Frederick Jackson Turner, Landon 

and his students took a partly environmental approach, 

stressing the democratizing effect of the frontier in Upper 

Canada. Tbey were also fully cognizant of an Upper Canadian 

climate of ideas, attitudes, and behaviour moulded both by 

the Jacksonian democratic and British reform traditions. 

All these concepts are laid bare in Landon's "London and 

Its Vicinity 1837-8," a tour de force of local political 
55 

and social history. 

Another contributor to social history in the journal 

was Professor A.H. Young of Trinity College, a leading 

authority of the history of the Cburcb of England. With three 

exceptions, bis thirteen contributions to the OHSPR between 

1922 and 1934 dealt with pioneer clergymen of the Church of 

England such as Robert Addison, John Ogilvie, John Langhorn, 

George 0'Kill Stuart, Richard Pollard, and the Bethunes. On 

tbe basis of this work in the OHSPR alone, it is possible to 

agree with J.J. Talme.n's conclusions regarding Young's his

toriographical significance: "He first applied to the his

tory of the Church of England in Canada tbe principles of 

scholarship which we expect in secular history, but which 

are less often found in denominational accounts. He further 

proved by bis example that church history in general and 

/Church or England history in particular must be recognized 
56 

as a part of the social history of this country.• Young's 

essays in religious history and tbe work of Landon, Talman, 
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and Garland superceded the well-intentioned but less help-

ful amateur studies of local ministers, parisbea, and grave-

yards. 

Following the example set by these academicians, 

tbere was a notable increase in the number of sound social 

and economic articles by non-academic historians. H.P. Hill'• 

"Tbe Construction 
57 

of the Rideau Canal, 1826-1832," Ernest 
58 

First Electric Telegraph," "The Niagara Green's "Canada's 
59 

Portage Road," and "Township No. 2 -- Mount Dorchester --
60 

Stamford," E.A. Cruikshank's "A County Merchant in Upper 
61 

Canada, 1800-1812," 
62 

and "An Experiment in Colonization in 

Upper Canada," and J.s. Carstairs "From Colony to Common-
63 

wealth, 1841-1867" are worthy of note. 

Generally speaking, these social and economic studies 

by professional and amateur historians in the OHSPR were in 

the vanguard of historiographical developments in Canada. 

For instance, during the same period, the bulk of the contri

butions in tbe more prestigious Canadian Historical Review 

were still devoted to traditional constitutional, political 

and imperial tbemes. Tbe swing to social and economic topics 

in the University of Toronto's ~would not occur until 
64 

after 1930. 

The high calibre of social and economic history achieved 

by the OHSPR during the 'twenties became a permanent fixture 

of the periodical. Not surprisingly, the academicians at the 

University of Western Ontario remained in the forefront of 
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examination of a social upheaval in the political sphere 

involving the displacement of the old tory establishment 

by a new elite of businessmen politicians in "An Upper 
65 

Canada Community in the Political Crisis of 1849" was 

conceptually valuable. His proteg6s,Garland and Talman, 

also broke new ground in their joint effort, "Pioneer 

Drinking Habits and tbe Rise of Temperance Agitation in 
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66 
Upper Canada," as 

67 
of Upper Canada" 

68 
of the Railway." 

did Talman in bia "Agricultural Societies 

and "Travel in Ontario Before the Coming 

Professor W.B. and Mrs. A.B. Kerr's 

"Reverend William Leeming: First Rector of Trinity Cburch, 
69 

Cbippawa" supplemented A.H. Young's work in religious 

history. Briefly, each issue brought fresh and scholarly 

contributions on a variety 
70 

as crime and punishment, 

of socio-cultural themes such 
12 

land settlement, 
71 

joui-nalism, 
74 75 73 

assisted emigration, community balls, architecture, 
76 

and education. It is worth mentioning that most of these 

essays involved pre-Confederation themes, and for some reason 

both academicians and amateurs remained aloof from post

Confedera tion studies. 

In economic history the trend was toward a treatment 

of many of the subjects delineated for special emphasis by 

Fred Landon in the 'twenties -- industrial development, 
11 

canals, and transportation routes. With respect to the 

latter theme, Percy J. Robinson's all too brief synopsis of 
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the history of ''The Toronto Carrying Place" (1615-1793) is 

particularly noteworthy as a contribution to tbe province's 

neglected Frencb period. This article was a product of the 

research for Robinson's important study of Toronto During 

the French Regime (1934). Since Coyne's Galinee, few other 

historians bad published in the OHSPR the fruits of their 

research into this era of Ontario's past. There was also 

something refreshing in the application of the sweeping 

staples theory of Canadian history to the Ontario experience 

in H.A. Innis's "An Introduction to the Economic History of 
79 

Ontario: From Outpost to Empire." With the publication 

of this study, the journal was reflecting in a minor way 

the historiographical battle between those like Landon and 

Talman who leaned towards the frontierist and continentalist 

approach, and those like Innis who conceptualized the 

Laurentian thesis around the facts of geography, staples, 

and metropolitan connections in what could be construed as 

an attempt to "imperialize" and to reverse the Americaniza

tion of Canadian history. 

During the course of the •twenties, changes were 

made in tbe format of the OHSPR. By 1926 each issue had 

swollen to over five hundred pages, a sharp rise from the 

war years when volume fifteen was a paltry forty-five pages. 

The massive size of the periodical was retained until 1932 

when the Depression forced the editors to cut the volume 

in half. Much of the increase between 1926 and 1931 was 
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accounted for by the resurgence of documentary material, an 

editorial policy likely influenced by E.A. Cruikshank who 

never forgot that an original aim of the OHS was to collect 

and publish primary documentary material not already in 

print. Cruikshank himself edited some extremely valuable 
Bo 

sources including the Robert Nichol letters, the minutes 

or the first session of the Executive Council of Upper 
81 82 

Canada, and petitions for Grants of Land, 1792-6. He 

often appended for good measure several dozen pages of 

documents to his articles. A.F. Hunter edited two collections 

of "The Probated Wills of Persons Prominent in the Public 
83 

Affairs of Early Upper Canada." A refreshingly different 

document, the only material relative to a twentieth-century 

theme was "The Diary of C.M. Wright, 58tb Batt., 14th Brigade, 
84 

France, No. 1260428." And finally, a service was rendered 

to all historians of Upper Canada wben the invaluable journal 

of William Proudfoot, edited by M.A. Garland, appeared in 

seven instalments between 1930 and 1937. 

Another important inter-war trend, especially in 

view of the dearth of scholarly historical biographies at 

this time, was the proliferation in tbe number of biograpb-

ical sketches appearing in each issue of the journal. Willis 
85 

Chipman on Samuel Holland, Cruiksbank on Robert Nichol 
86 

and John Macdonell, Ernest Green on Gilbert Tice and John 
87 

de Cou, 
88 

George F. Macdonald on Commodore Alexander Grant, 
89 

W.R. Riddell on Jobn "White, Thomas Scott and Joseph Willcocks, 
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and A.H. Young on Sir William Johnson all are studies 

still worthy of consideration. 

Documents and biographical sketches alone do not 

account for the total increase in the size of the OHSPR. 
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The prolific number of articles on these and other subjects 

by Judge Riddell and Brigadier Cruikshank must be taken in-

to account. Before be faded from tbe scene in 1932, William 

R. Riddell wrote over forty articles for the OHSPR, tbie in 

a twelve year period. Many of bis sbort articles, unfortun

ately, were petite-bistoire, often so esoteric and antiquarian 

as to be virtually useless. But representative of bis more 

valuable contributions and indicative of his flair for legal 
91 

history were "A Trial for High Treason in 1838," "The 
92 

Ancaster 'Bloody Assize' of 1814," 8 The Bidwell Election 
93 

Canada a Century Ago," -- A Political Episode in Upper and 
94 

"The Prerogative Court in Upper Canada. 11 

The redoubtable E.A. Cruikshank contributed thirty

eight diverse and lengthy essays during the inter-war years. 

They included the edited documents and social and economic 

studies already cited, a half dozen of the first addresses 

he delivered as chairman of the Historic Sites and Monuments 

Board of Canada, and essays on naval, military, political, 

and constitutional history. Although written in his by then 

anachronistic "scientific" style, "Tbe County of Norfolk 95 . . 
in tbe war of 1812," "Tbe Contest for the Command of Lake 

96 
Ontario in 1814," "The 'Chesapeake' Crisis as it Affected 
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97 
Upper Canada," "The 

98 
King's Royal Regiment of New York," 

''The Invasion of Navy 
99 

Island," "The Genesis of the Canada 
100 

Act," 
101 

"Post War Discontent at Niagara in 1818," "A 
102 

Memoir of Lieutenant-General Peter Hunter" must still be 

admired for their comprehensiveness. 

During the inter-war years, then, the contents and 

quality of the OHSPR generally improved from a scholarly 

point of view as a result of the contributions of such as 

Cruikshank, Riddell, Green, Landon, Talman, Garland, and 

Young. All the same, poorly written and researched essays 

better suited for the less demanding publications of local 

historical associations continued to appear in the OHSPR. 

There were mitigating circumstances in addition to the po

litical factors described earlier to explain their inclusion 

in the journal. In 1924 financial assistance for the publica

tion projects of local historical societies was terminated by 

an economy-minded provincial government, an act which auto

matically increased pressure on the OHS to publish more 

articles from the local groups. Tbe OHS obviously succumbed 

to that pressure. Still, there was no excuse for publishing 

some essays that were blatantly polemical in spite of their 

innocuous titles such as J.M. Clark's "The Municipal Loan 

and De w. Carter's "Relative Sizes 
103 

Fund in Upper Canada" 
104 

and Capac! ties of Our Canals Reflected in Trend of Traffic.'' 

Wbile the former boils down to a diatribe against tbe evils 

of deficit financing, the latter was basically a plea for 

the immediate deepening of the St. Lawrence canal system to 
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prevent the loss of the lucrative grain trade to the Americans. 

Soon after the outbreak of the Second World War, it 

appeared as if the days of the OHSPR might be numbered. 

Weakened by the longevity of the Depression, the OHS was 

staggered by an almost fatal combination of blows during 

the early 'forties that sent it reeling to the brink of dis

solution. No volumes of the journal were published in 1940 

or 1941. Fortunately a few stalwarts like c.w. Jefferys, 

the president, and members at the University of Western 

Ontario kept their faith in the value of the OHS and its 

journal, and struggled successfully to resume publication 

in 1942. James Talman took over the editorial reins and 

witb the co•operation of Fred Landon, then the chief librarian 

at tbe University of Western Ontario, and the help of Lillian 

Benson and others on the library staff, he guided volumes tbirty-

four through thirty-seven to completion. 

Wben the war ended, George Spragge returned from the 

Air Force to assume a share of the society's administrative 

chores. A weary but grateful James Talman passed on to him 

the editorial and secretarial tasks in 1947. The infusion 

of new blood bad an immediate effect. Spragge convinced 

the executive to change the journal!'s name to Ontario His· 

~. a simpler and more appealing title derived from the 
105 

example of American local history publications. Volume 

thirty-nine also included a new feature, "Book Notes", an an· 

nual listing of many of the recent publications relating to the 
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history of Ontario. At the same time, Spragge urged that 

Ontario History become a quarterly but the suggestion was 

deferred by the executive. Within a year, however, he had 

persuaded the council to cease publishing the News Letter 
106 

and incorporate it in a quarterly form of Ontario History. 

The journal burst into colour with a new cover and as a 

_ quarterly in 1949. Thus was established the basic format 

tbat bas lasted with the exception of a few changes to this 

day. 

During the 1940s the OHSPR evolved into a more 

complete scholarly journal under the care of James Talman 

and George Spragge. Their efforts in promoting a higher 

standard of scholarship were facilitated after the war by 

the prodigious rese&l'dlinto the province's past undertaken 

by a new generation of amateur and professional historians 

and by graduate students. By the time the new quarterly 

was launched, Spragge demanded that all articles show evidence 

of sophistication in research and writing, and he refused 

to publish essays of an antiquarian sort that had previously 

appeared in the Papers and Records. Early in 1948 Spragge 

took another step towards upgrading the journal by drafting 

Professor J.M.S. Careless of the University of Toronto's 

aistory Department into the editorial committee. Careless 

assumed so much of the work that Spragge commented a few 

years later: "He has pretty much been the editorial committee 
107 

by himself." Under these editors who bad a profound 
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empathy with serious amateur historians and a commitment 

to promote their work, the quarterly attempted to strike a 

balance between the research articles of both professional 

and amateur historians. Tbat balance remains the keynote 

and perhaps the most important feature of Ontario Historv 

insofar as it aims to foster the study of history in the 

province among all segments of the population. 

Tbe changes in editorial policy and format during 

the 'forties were paralleled by the beginnings of change in 

the kind of essays appearing in the journal. Articles 

publicizing new source material are noteworthy such as Lillian 

F. Gates• description of the contents of recently discovered 

journals of the Legislative 

in "The Legislative Council 

similar effort in "A Letter 

Council at the Ontario Archives 
108 

of Upper Canada" and Spragge's 
109 

from John Galt." A si.pificant 

departure was the growing interdisciplinary character of 

Ontario History. Historical geography was represented by 

J .w. Watson's ''The Changing Industrial Pattern of tbe Niagara 
110 

Peninsula," and archaeology by Frank Ridley's "A Search 
111 

for Ossossane and Its Environs,• and Kenneth Kidd's "The 

Identification of French Mission Sites in Huron County: 
112 

A Study 1n Procedure." William Colgate examined aspects 

of the history of Ontario art in "George Theodore Berthon: 
113 

A Canadian Painter of Eminent Victorians," and "Hoppner 

Meyer: A Painter and Engraver of Upper Canada." 
114 

Only a very few professional historians and senior 
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graduate students contributed articles on political affairs, 

and then only for the pre-Confederation era. W.B. Kerr's 

''When Orange and Green United 1832oo:9i The Alliance of 
115 

Macdonell and Gowan'' touched upon a subject replete with 

further research possibilities. George Spragge examined 

aspects of the wide sphere of Imperial political events in 
116 

"The Provincial Agent for Upper Canada," and I.A. Stewart 

in "The 1841 Election of Dr. William Dunlop as Member of 
117 

Parliament for Huron County," focussed on tbe necessity 

of more detailed studies of the political process at the 

local level since the outcome of this particular election 

"depended on local quarrels." 

Clearly the 'forties was a decade of change in the 

history of the journal, but it would be a distortion to 

ignore the continuity upon which that change was built. 

True to the traditions of tbe periodical, social, cultural 

and economic history, biograph~ and articles of the note

and-document variety continued to appear in every issue. 

Only a few of these essays need be cited as examples of the 

major trends. Jobn Barnett's "Silas Fletcher, Instigator 
118 

of the Upper Canadian Rebellion" r and T.A. Reed's, "The 
119 

Scaddings, a Pioneer Family in York" were representative 

types of biographical sketches. A variety of manuscripts 

were of a socio-cultural nature. T. Roy Woodbouse's de-
120 

ligbtful yet fictional ''A Diary for the Year 1827" was 

a product of this imaginative author's breadth of knowledge 

of the social life of Upper Canada in the 1820s. Pearl 
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Wilson tore several strips from the pioneer myths of depriva

tion and primitive living in "Consumer Buying in Upper Canada, 
121 

1791-1840," and Lord Selkirk's ill-fated "Baldoon" settle-

ment was well-treated by Fred Coyne Hamil in "Lord Selkirk 
122 

in Upper Canada." Two of the first articles in the 

journal pertaining to post-Confederation Ontario life were 
123 

Alan Bogue's "The Agricultural Press in Ontario" and 
124 

Talman's "Some Precursors of the Ontario Historical Society." 

Several articles of a social and economic nature were of high 

calibre. W.J. Patterson, for instance, provided new perspective 
125 

in "The Long Point Furnace," as did John Philp, a graduate 

student at the University of Western Ontario, in "The Economic 

and Social Effects of the British Garrisons on the Develop-
126 

ment of Western Upper Canada." In this field post-

Confederation topics were passed over, but an exception was 

J.A. Bannister's overview of the economic history of "Port 
127 

Dover Harbour" between 1793-1940. 

A-blend of biography and the history of education 

was provided in George Spragge•s "The Cornwall Grammar Scbool 
128 

under John Strachan," the second of bis articles of this 
129 

kind. As a follow-up to these works, the executive of 

the OHS, as early as 1941, had intended to publish Spragge's 
130 

edition of The John Strachan Letter Book: 1812-1834 as 

volume thirty-five of the OHSPR. Tbis intention was not 

fulfilled as the precarious nature of war-time publishing 

and severe labour problems delayed tbe printing of tbe book 
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until 1946. In the introduction to this publication, 

Spragge built upon concepts stated in bis earlier essays, 

and fashioned a revisionist interpretation of the Tory role 

in general, and Strachan 1 s role in particular, in the develop

ment of Upper Canada. It is no exaggeration to suggest that 

Spragge deserves more credit tban he is generally given in 

Ontario and Canadian historiography for bis pioneer efforts 

to dismantle the flimsy superstructure of the liberal-whig 

interpretation of early Ontario history. By demolishing the 

image of Strachan and the Tories as arch-reactionaries who 

delayed the achievement of responsible government for three 

decades, Spragge helped to set the stage for a full scale 

re-interpretation of Upper Canadian history in later years. 

Throughout the 'fifties and early 'sixties the 

editors of Ontario History changed frequently. The pressures 

of managing the Ontario Archives forced Spragge to resign 

the editorship in 1952. W.E. Hanna, a retired high school 

principal, assumed the position in September of that year 

and retained it until his death in 1955. For a brief inter

lude of three issues, Ontario History was temporarily in the 

hands of the venerable Librarian Emeritus of the University 

of Toronto, William Stewart Wallace. The work was then 

taken over in January 1956 by Professor Morris Zaslow of the 

University of Toronto, an authority on northern Ontario and 

Canadian history. 

When Zaslow left for a year's study in England in 
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1960, John s. Moir of Carleton University, noted for bis 

contributions in the field of pre-Confederation religious 

and social history, filled the void. By this time however 

it was becoming clear that the editorial duties were far too 

onerous for any one individual; hence, when Zaslow returned 

in 1961, be was appointed associate editor to assist Moir. 

During the Zaslow-Moir years, 1956-1962, Ontario History 

was enlarged and an attempt made to enhance its appeal by 

more frequent use of illustrative material. A handsome 

pictorial cover was introduced in the September 1962 issue 

as a final step in their campaign to improve the quarterly's 

image. 

Since George Spragge's heyday, one of the principal 

aims of the OHS has been "••• to gain the respect and con-

fidence of scholars by the calibre of the material it publishes 

and at the same time to continue to offer a place for the work 
132 

of the serious amateur historians." Tbe basic editorial 

criterion of selection has been and still is, "a just combina

tion of sound historical scholarship, effective presentation 
133 

and adequately broad reader interest in the topic." Yet 

to maintain these standards has often been an agonizing and 

thankless task. An uphill struggle has had to be fought to 

achieve a desirable balance between the contributions of 

professional and amateur historians simply because of the 

dearth of articles submitted by the latter. This state of 

affairs was quite serious in the late 'fifties and early 
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'sixties. John Moir pleaded at the 1961 annual meeting 

for more articles by non-academicians as a means of restoring 

the balance. On this same occasion he acknowledged the OHS' s 

debt to the professors and students of the University of 

Toronto who for some time had contributed a large proportion 
134 

of the articles printed 1n Ontario History. 

Certainly the most striking feature of the period-

ical in the past quarter century bas been the predominance 

of academic writers, either university professors or their 

senior students. The table of contents of Ontario History 

reads like a "who's who" of the historical profession in 

Ontario over the past two decades. It was no coincidence 

that G.F.G. Stanley's "Regionalism in Canadian History~ 

appeared in 1959, for it mirrored the growing interest of 

academicians in local studies: 

The regional approach to Canadian history is a legitimate 
and a valuable one. Valuable because it is based upon a 
frank recognition of the regional realities of Canadian 
life; valuable because it acknowledges the interrelation
ship of physical environment and the complexities of 
cultural and economic arrangements within a given area; 
valuable because it provides an empirically verifiable 
interpretation of our national bistory. 

135 

Regrettably, after most of the academic historians 

bad realized what the amateurs might have termed the error 

of their ways and recognized the value of local and regional 

history, the amateur historians who had dominated the periodical 

for half a century almost gave the OHSPR to the academicians 
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by default. Perhaps the more scholarly criterion for 

selecting articles and their fear of comparison with the 

professional historians frightened away a large number of 

amateur contributors. Furthermore, the proliferation of 

rival publications issued by local historical societies must 

be taken into account. 

Ironically, had the amateurs submitted manuscripts, 

there is no question that the harried editors would have gone 
lj6 

to great lengths to get them into print. As they explained 

on several occasions, "since the well-being of our Society, 

and of Ontario History, depend upon the interest and support 

of those people to whom history is not a business but an avoca-

tion, the dearth of material from our amateur friends is of 
lj7 

serious concern to the editors." Luckily there have al-

ways been one or two submissions by amateur historians before 

each issue so that a semblance of the balance could be struck. 

The difficulty, nevertheless, continues to exist and only 

rarely has there been even a small backlog of manuscripts 

prepared by non-academic writers. 

The invasion of the professional historians and tbe 

retreat of the amateurs had an effect on the format of 

Ontario History during the 1950s. The large number of note

and-document entries in part reflects the paucity of manu

scripts submitted by non-academic historians. It would be 

an error, however, to slough off these contributions as mere 

"fillers" for they often served important functions sucb as 
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pointing out new areas of study and publicizing new sources. 
138 

Lillian Benson's .. An o. A .c. Student in the 1880s," Gerald 
139 

Craig's "Comments on Upper Canada in 1836 by Thomas Carr," 
140 

and Leslie Gray's "From Bethlehem to Fairfield 1798" are 

examples of the significant documentary material published. 

W.G. Ormsby's "The Upper Canada State Papers: An Untapped 
141 

Research Source'' was another valuable article of a 

slightly different nature. 

A combination of an academic commitment to inter-

disciplinary approaches to the study of history, and the lack 

of submissions from amateur historians probably accounts for 

the larger number of articles by students of literature, 

archaeology, and anthropology. Carl F. Klinck, an authority 

on early Canadian literature at the University of Western 

Ontario, contributed several articles on the literary his-
142 

tory of Upper Canada. Archaeologists, in particular, 

made use of the periodical to keep readers abreast of new 

findings in their field. Robert Popham.'s "Late Huron Oc

cupations of Ontario: An Archaeological Survey of Innisfil 
143 144 

Township," Wilfred and Elsie Jury's "The Burley Site," 

and Paul Sweetman's "A Preliminary Report on the Peterborough 
145 

Petroglyphs" clearly deserved a place in the journal. For 

a few years, 1956 to 1962, it became routine for the quarterly 

to publish annually an account of archaeological activities 

across the province. The readers of Ontario Historx were 

also treated to a series of articles in the early 'sixties 



dealing with the controversy over the origins of the Hurons. 

And finally, anthropologist R.c. Dailey's "Tbe Midewiwln, 
. 147 

Ontario's First Medical Society," was the first of a 

series of anthropological studies. It is regrettable that 

neither tbe annual archaeological report nor articles on 

current research and findings have been retained. 

The interdisciplinary nature of the journal was main

tained through the 'sixties and into the 'seventies. Thus, 
~8 

solid contributions in the history of literature, an-
149 150 

thropology, and historical geography were to be found 

in the quarterly. A manuscript of a unique nature, J.M.B. 

Bell's "The Use of Pollen Analysis to Determine Post-Glacial 
151 

Vegetation and Environment," was a methodological piece 

that explained how the historian-archaeologist can use the 

techniques of the biologist to gather data regarding the 

agricultural activities and society of early man. Several 

articles on architectural history were indicative of the 

upsurge in popular interest in the preservation of buildings 
152 

~6 

of historic and architectural significance. The June 1971 

issue of Ontario History, devoted largely to articles per

taining to the philosophy, politics, legislation, and agencies 

of architectural conservancy in the province and elsewhere, 

suggested the renewed interest of the Ontario Historical 

Society in preservation and its willingness to become political

ly active in this area. 

During the 'fifties the number and quality of bio-
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graphical sketches continued to remain high, but conceptually, 

they were of the kind that had been seen in the OHSPR for 
153 

decades. Articles in the field of social and cultural 

history also remained a feature, covering the full sweep of 

the province's history to 1900. E.J. Lajeunesse•s "The First 

Four Years of the Settlement on the Canadian Side of the 
154 

Detroit River" was a rare contribution relative to the 

early Frencb period in southwestern Ontario which anticipated 

his volume in the Champlain Society's Ontario series entitled 

Tbe Windsor Border Region (1960). However, the lion's share 

of the submissions continued to focus on aspects of social 

and cultural life in pre-Confederation Ontario. There were 

important contributions on land and 
155 

settlement policies, 
156 

travellers• accounts, 
157 

the Talbot settlement, 
159 160 

coloniza-
158 

tion roads, art forms, and journalism. Reflecting 

the North American interest in black studies in the 'fifties, 

there were a considerable number of essays pertaining to the 

negro in Ontario before 1867. Fred Landon still dominated 
161 

the field of abolitionism and anti-slavery activities, but 

newcomers such as J.I. Cooper examined the religious and 

educational aspects of "The Mission to the Fugitive Slaves 
162 

at London," and A.L. Murray described a recently unearthed 

newspaper file in "The Provincial Freeman: A New Source for 
163 

the History of the Negro in Canada." 

Noteworthy articles on religious and educational 

themes became more frequent in the 'fifties, an indication 
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perhaps that as modern society became increasingly secular-

ized, its religious heritage became more historically interest

ing. Jobn Moir began to demonstrate bis expertise in the sad

ly neglected field of Methodist Church history. In "Early 
164 

Methodism in tbe Niagara Peninsula" be introduced the rel-

evant theme of the Canadianization of the various denominations. 

He also struck a blow at the popular tradition of a united 

Methodism in support of Egerton Ryerson and the Christian 
165 

Guardian in "Methodism and Higher Education, 1843-1849," 

an article that anticipated Goldwin s. French's more complete 
166 

analysis of the same theme in Parsons and Politics (1962). 

High and Low Church rivalry was examined in John Kenyon's 

"The Influence of the Oxford Movement upon the Church of 
167 

England in Upper Canada," and John Strachan's motivation 
168 

behind ttThe Founding of Trinity College, Toronto" was 

analyzed by J.L.H. Henderson. George Spragge's "Elementary 
169 

Education in Upper Canada, 1820-1840" tbrew more light 

upon the pre-Ryersonian school system and completed another 

stage in bis quest to vindicate the much-maligned Tories. 

Tentative steps into aspects 

taken in M.J. Havran, "Windsor - Its 

of urban history were 
170 

First Hundred Yee.rs, n 

Leopold Lamontagne, ~Kingston's French 
171 

Heritage." and 
172 

R.A. Preston, "The History of the Port of Kingston." J.E. 
173 

McNab's synthesis of ~Toronto's Industrial Growth to 1891" 

provided a needed overview of Toronto's industrial growth 

and supplemented D.c. Master's The Rise of Toronto, 1820-1890 
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(Toronto, 1947}. The essay also identified many of the 

economic interrelationships between the city and its hinter-

land. 

In economic history, Beryl Scott's "Tbe Story or 
174 

Silver Islet" was one of the few articles to explore 

tbe almost totally ignored story of the exploitation and 

development of natural resources in northern Ontario since 

Confederation. D.J. Wurtele's "Mossom Boyd, Lumber King of 
175 

the Trent Valley," was a short but highly suggestive 

incursion into this topic in a more southerly clime. Another 

in this short series of articles pointing to the endless 

research possibilities in post-Confederation Ontario was 
176 

J .J. Talman' s "Migration from Ontario to Manitoba in 1871." 

Slowly historians were discovering that Ontario had a his

tory after 1867, but they still had yet to write of the 

dynamism and industrial diversity, and the concomitant 

economic and social problems, that characterizes the economy 

of the province in tbe twentieth century. 

Through the 'fifties political history was given abort 

shrift, perhaps because of the emphaais placed upon it by 

earlier historians, but the few political essays that did 

appear were noteworthy. Edith Firth's "The Administration 

of Peter Russell, 1796-1799" was a judicious examination of 
177 

this "excellent if unspectacular administrato~.n Taking 

a cue from George Spragge, R.E. Saunders analyzed the iden

tity, nature, recruiting procedures, and qualifications for 
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178 

Family Compact?'' In the area of post-Confederation 

political history, it was a healthy sign to find several 

studies on such fundamental themes as nationalism and 
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imperialism in "Ontario's Contribution to the South African 
179 

War" by Norman Penlington; provincial rights and patriot-

ism in "National .!!.• Provincial Loyalty: The Ontario Western 
180 

Boundary Dispute, 1883-1884" by K.A. MacKirdy; and the 

political impact of the National Policy 1n "The Dominion 
181 

Election of 1878 in Ontario" by David Lee. 

Another trend in Ontario History during tbe 'fifties 

was the emergence of a number of historians to fill the void 

in the field of military and naval affairs left by the death 

of Ernest Cruikshank in 1939· R.A. Preston's "The Fate of 
182 

Kingston's Warships" 
183 

and "Broad Pennants on Point Frederick:' 
184 

G.F.G. Stanley's "Historic Kingston and Its Defences," and 
185 

c.w. Humphries' "The Capture of York" mirrored the healthy 

state of affairs in this area. A new approach was taken by 

W.M. Weekes in "The War of 1812: Civil Authority and Martial 
186 

Law in Upper Canada," an article which illuminates the 

relations between the civil and military administrations 

during the war. And, finally, c.P. Stacey laid to rest 

the militia myth of the War of 1812, and critically examined 

the long-term results of the conflict in ••The War of 1812 
187 

in Canadian History." 

The popularity of military history among a growing 
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number of amateurs and academicians continued into the 
188 

'sixties. M. MacLeod's "Fight at the West Gate" was a 

valuable study relative to the military collapse of New 

France. Several authors examined the so-called "Patriot 

1838" ~attle of War'' of 18)8: G.F.G. Stanley, "Invasion: 
189 

the Windmilj, J.P. Martyne, "The Patriot Invasion of 
190 

Pelee Island" and Allan Douglas, 
191 

" " The Battle of Windsor. 

Anotber group of filibusters was considered in F.M. Quealey's 

"Tbe Fenian Invasion of Canada West June lst. and 2nd., 
192 

1866," and w.s. Neidhardt's "The Fenian Brotherhood and 
193 

Western Ontario: The Final Years." In naval history, 
194 

M. MacLeod argued in "Simcoe's Schooner Onandaga" that 

the military and non-military contributions of the Upper 

Canadian governmental marine service was deserving of more 

attention. And at long last, in "The Story of Laura Secord 

Revisited," George Ingram provided the first clear and reason

able assessment of the role played by the heroine of the 

Battle or Beaverdams by examining tbe historiography of the 

subject and by painstakingly describing the development of 
195 

the Secord mythology. 

Since the December 1962 issue, Ontario Histor1 has 

been under the editorial supervision of Paul G. Cornell and 
196 

bis colleagues at the University of Waterloo, a group that 

deserves credit for the standards attained by the quarterly. 

One of the first decisions made by the new editor-in-chief 

was to seek the advice of the rank and file OHS membership 
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on the matter of improving Ontario Histor1. An editorial 
197 

was published asking the readers for their suggestions. 

Most respondents desired no drastic changes in the type of 

essays published in the quarterly and agreed that "the 

scholarly articles fulfilled tbe important function of dis

seminating ideas and information about Ontario's past that 
198 

might otherwise be lost." A general desire was evident, 

on the other hand, for "a common meeting place, a forum, 

through which the members coul~exchange information, ideas, 

opinions and experiences." Acting upon these ideas, Cornell 

introduced a "Notes and Queries" section to which readers 

could send comments and historical "snippets", and a Local 

History News Section. Later, the society's executive followed 

the editors' advice in establishing the annual Cruikshank 

Medal award in 1967 as a means of encouraging both amateur 

and academic historians to submit their best work to Ontario 

History. Judging from the past five volumes of the journal, 

it appears that some progress bas been made in satisfying 

the bulk of the academic and non-academic readers, and in 

attracting tbe work of capable amateur historians. 

Given the professionalization of local studies, it 

is not surprising that in terms of scholarly content and of 

the variety of new and old subjects studied, the period of 

the 'sixties and early 'seventies is a landmark era for the 

quarterly. Even in the staid area of historical biography, 

exciting changes were set in motion. Alan Wilson's method 
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in "John Northway•s Career: An Approach To Ontario's 
199 

History" was pregnant with possibilities if applied to 

hitherto little-known Canadian businessmen and public figures. 

Wilson argued convincingly that Northway's rise from penniless 

immigrant to millionaire tells us much about late nineteenth 

and early twentieth century Ontario, "about its response to 

depression and prosperity, about the outlook of the southwestern 

region, about the pull of metropolitan Toronto and about its 

economic imperialism on a national scale, about Toronto's so-

cial, religio~s and cultural life, and about the successful 

attempt of an immigrant to discover that 'Canadian identity' 

which eludes so many Canadians.~ Perhaps influenced by 

Wilson, other writers soon contributed similar studies. T.w. 
200 

Acheson's "John Baldwin: Portrait of a Colonial Entrepreneur," 

F.H. Armstrong's "George Jervis Goodhue: Pioneer Merchant 
201 

of London, Upper Canada," and R.G. Hoskins' "Hiram Walker 
202 

and the Origins and Development of Walkerville, Ontario" 

were tbe first entrepreneurial histories to appear in the 

journal. New ground was also broken by Donald Swainson in 

"Business and Politics: The Career of John Willoughby 
203 

Crawford,'' in which tbe author posited that Crawford was 

typical of a class of businessmen-politicians in control of 

enormous economic power who successfully "combined member

ship in the House of Commons with their business activities." 

For the first time since the 1930s, political history 

began to take on real significance in the pages of Ontario 
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History. But unlike the dusty official and constitutional 

bent of the earlier period, recent studies bave demonstrated 

an awareness of the social, cultural, and intellectual 

factors that have influenced political life. This was an 

indication perhaps of the greater sophistication in his

torical studies brought about in large part by tbe advances 

since tbe 'thirties in the social sciences. Revisionism is 

tbe keynote of the work done for tbe Upper Canadian period. 

Building upon the foundation laid earlier by George Spragge 

and R.E. Saunders, S.F. Wise and his students and others, 

have added immensely to our knowledge of the institutional 

and philosophical basis of Upper Canadian Toryism and of 

its influence on the conservative tradition in Canada. s.F. 

Wise's "Tory Factionalism: Kingston Elections and Upper 
204 

Canadian Politics, 1820-1836," 
205 

Conservative Tradition," 

and "Upper Canada and the 

Elva Richard's "The Joneses of 
206 

Brookville and the Family Compact,'' Paul Baldwin's "The 
207 

Political Power of Colonel Thomas Talbot,tt H.v. Nelles, 

MLoyalism and Local Power: 
208 

The District of Niagara 1792-1837, '' 

F.H. Armstrong's "The Carfrae Family: A Study in Early Toronto 
209 

Toryism," D.R. Beer's "Sir Allan MacNab and the Adjutant 
210 

Generalship of Militia, 1846-1847," J.D. Purdy 1 s "John 
211 

Straehan 1 s Educational Policies, 1815-1841," T. Cook's 

"Jobn Beverley Robinson and the Conservative Blueprint for 
212 

the Upper Canadian Community" and M.L. Magill's "William 
213 

Allan and the War of 1812" have thrown light on tbe 



significance of the so-called "Family Compact." It can be 

described as nothing less than "A Tory Renaissanceff in 

511 

Canadian historical studies that bas thoroughly revised our 

earlier preconceptions of Upper Canadian social and political 

life. 

The other side of the political coin was not ignored 

during the 'sixties. Several articles examined the theme 
214 

of William Lyon Mackenzie in exile, and others dealt with 

various aspects of reformism such as James E. Rea in "Barnabas 
215 

Bidwell, A Note on the American Years." One unique contri-

bution was Elizabeth Arthur's "General Dickson and the Indian 

Liberating Army in the North" which examined unrest in the 
216 

Lake Superior District in 1836-37. Not surprisingly the 

centennial year 1967 witnessed a fine crop of articles rela

tive to the Confederation period that included Paul Cornell's 

"The Genesis of Ontario Politics in the Province of Canada 
217 

(1838-1871),'' Bruce Hodgins' "Democracy and the Ontario 
218 

Fathers of Confederation," and Foster Griezic's "William 
219 

McDougall and the North Ontario and North Lanark By-Elections." 

Oddly enough, with one or two exceptions, there bad been no 

articles in the quarterly dealing with this phase of Ontario's 

political past before these studies appeared. 

Another very significant trend in the journal during 

the 'sixties was tbe number of doctoral candidates and recent 

university graduates who wrote for it. They produced some 
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of the best studies to have appeared in print pertaining to 

post-Confederation political history. A. Margaret Evans' 
220 

work on Oliver Mowat, .. Brian D. Tennyson's on William 
221 

Hearst, 
222 

Charles w. Humphries' on Jamee P. Whitney, 

Margaret Prang's on 
224 

Howard Ferguson, 

223 
Newton w. Rowell, Peter Olivers' on 

and Neil McKenty's on Mitchell Hepburn, 

were long overdue and most welcome contributions to scholar

ship. Various elections in Ontario, both provincial and 

federal, attracted the attention of many authors, but 

representative of the scope of the work being done in this 

field were Lorne Brown's "The Macdonald - Cartwright Struggle 
225 

in Lennox, November 1873," "The West Toronto By· Election 
226 

of 1873 and Thomas Moss," K.A. MacKirdy 1 s illustrated "The 

Loyalty Issue in the 1891 Federal Election Campaign, and an 
227 

Ironic Footnote," James T. Watt's "Anti-Catholicism in 

Ontario Politics: The Role of the Protestant Protective 
228 

Association in the 1894 Election," Terence Crowley's 
229 

"Mackenzie King and the 1914 Election," Margaret Prang•s 
230 

"Mackenzie King Woos Ontario, 1919-1921," Robert Cuff's 

"The Conservative Party Machine and the Election of 1911 in 
231 

Ontario" and ,.The Toronto Eighteen and the Election of 
232 

1911," and Ian Macpherson's "The 1945 Collapse of the 
233 

C.C.F. In Windsor." The list is not complete, but it 

gives an indication of the burgeoning number of important 

post-Confederation studies written since 1960. 

Tbe Six Nations Iroquois have been tbe subject of 
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nearly a dozen articles in the past decade, reflecting it 

would appear the new concern and awareness created by Indian 

militancy during the period. This is especially obvious in 

the work of Toronto lawyer, Malcolm Montgomery, who had 

worked on the Indians' behalf: 
234 

Nations Indians in Canada," 

"The Legal Status of the Six 

The Six Nations and the Mac-
235 

donald Franchise," and "Historiography of the Iroquois 
236 

Indians.•• G.F.G. Stanley's coverage of the military ef-

forts of tbe Six Nations during the American Revolution and 
237 

War of 1812, and C.M. Johnston's investigation of aspects 

of the political infighting in the valley of the Grand in 
238 

"Joseph Brant, the Grand River Lands and the Northwest Crisis," 

and ''William Claus and John Norton: A Struggle for Power 
239 

in Old Ontario" added considerably to our knowledge and 

were typical of other contributions in this field. Other 

noteworthy essays on aspects of Indian history were R.J. 

Surtee's ttThe Development of an Indian Reserve Policy in 
240 21µ 

Canad a," Donald Smit b 1 s sens it 1 ve portrayal of " 'Grey Owl'," 

and E.P. Patterson's "The Poet and Indian: Indian Themes 
242 

1n the Poetry of Duncan Campbell Scott and John Collier." 

In the 'sixties, social and cultural themes continued 

to bulk large in Ontario History. For the pre-Confederation 

era, especially, there was a rich variety of articles on a 

multitude of topics related to the history of settlement. 

Representative of some of the better submissions were D.W.L. 
243 

Earl, '1British Views of Colonial Upper Canada, 1791-1841,n 

J.K. Johnson, "The Chelsea Pensioners in Upper Canada," 
244 



H.J. Jobnston, "Immigration to the Five Eastern Townships of 
245 

the Huron Tract," Leo A. Johnson, "Land Policy, Population 
246 

Growtb and Social Structure in the Home District, 1793-1851," 

Theodore D. Regehr, ''Land Ownership in Upper Canada, 1783-1796: 
247 

A Background to the First Table of Fees," and Michael Cross, 
. 248 

"The Lumber Community of Upper Canada, 1815-67." Aspects 

of settlement in the North toward the end of the nineteenth 

century were covered in Florence B. Murray's "Agricultural 

Settlement on the Canadian Shield: Ottawa River to Georgian 
249 

Bay." The violence that characterized some of these com-

munities was analyzed by F.H. Armstrong in "The York Riots 
250 

of March 23, 1832," J .K. J obnston in "Colonel J EU11es 

FitzGibbon and the Suppression of Irish Riots in Upper 
251 

Canada," and Michael Cross in "Stony Monday, 1849: The 
252 

Rebellion Losses Riots in Bytown." Hereward Senior, an 

authority on the Orange Order in the United Kingdom, documented 

the early history of the Order in Ontario, a neglected theme, 
253 

in "The Genesis of Canadian Orangeism." Negro history 

first examined by Fred Landon, drew the interest of a number 

of otber historians such as J.K. Farrell in "Schemes for the 

Transplanting of Refugee American Negroes from Upper Canada 
254 

in the 184ols," D.G. Hill in "Negroes in Toronto, 1793-
255 

1865" and F.H. Armstrong in "The Toronto Directories and 

the Negro Community in the Late 1840's-" 
256 

Historians in the past dozen years continued to show 

a concern for studying the religious and educational history 
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of the province in greater detail. Tbe crucial importance 

of religion in the social life of nineteenth century Ontario 

became much clearer as a result of such contributions as 
257 

John Moir's "The Upper Canadian Religious Tradition'' and 
258 

''The Upper Canadian Roots of Church Disestablishment," s.w. 
259 

Horrall 's "The Clergy and the Election of Bishop Cronyn," 

James K. Lewis' "Religious Nature of the Early Negro Migra-
260 

tion to Canada and the Amberstburg Baptist Association, tt 

John Bank's "American Presbyterians in the Niagara Peninsula 
261 

1800-1840, '' and W.H. Heik' s "Becoming an Indigenous Church: 
262 

The Lutheran Cburch in Waterloo County, Ontario... In the 

history of education, emphasis was placed on the makers and 

shapers of the school system, tbe Superintendents of Education, 

in essays like R.D. Gidney's "The Rev. Robert Murray: Ontario's 
263 

First Superintendent of Schools," D. Onn's "Egerton Ryerson's 

Philosophy of Education: Something Borrowed or Something 
264 

New?," A. McGregor's "Egerton Ryerson, Albert Carman, 
265 

and tbe Founding of Albert College, Belleville," and 

Robert M. Stamp' s ''Educational Leadership in Ontario 1867-
266 

1967." 

The growth of urban studies in Canadian universities 

during the 'sixties was also reflected in Ontario History. A 

large share of the limelight was focussed on the history of 

Toronto, a situation largely brought about by the prodigious 

output of F.H. Armstrong. In addition to bis essays on the 

York riots, the Toronto Negro corrmunity and the Carfrae family 

already cited, his writings on the Great Toronto Fire of 1849 
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267 
and its aftermath were notable. So too was Michael Cross' 

268 
''The Stormy History of the York Roads, 1833-1865." Richard 

A. Preston described the powerful social impact that the Royal 

Military College has had on Kingston's development and argued 

that the college helped make it the unique city that it professes 

to be in •R.M.C. and Kingston: The Effect of Imperial and 
269 

Military Influences on a Canadian Comnunity." One of the 

first comparative urban studies printed in Canada and worthy 

of emulation was Hugh Johnson's "Stratford and Goderich in 
270 

tbe Days of the Canada Company." Moving north, several 

historians such as F.K. McKean in "Early Parry Sound and the 
271 

Bee.tty Family," and T.D. Tait, "Haileybury: The Early 
272 

Years," cleared the way for others to follow in examining 

the urban development of northern Ontario. 

Post-Confederation topics in social and cultural his-

tory that bad long been overlooked were touched upon for the 

first time. Attention was centred on women's suffrage in 

J.E. Stowe's ftThe Influence of Dr. Emily Howard Stowe on the 
213 

Woman Suffrage Movement in Canada;'' on recreation and 

leisure in R.I. Wolfe's "Tbe Summer Resorts of Ontario in the 
274 

Nineteenth Century;" on medical history inc. Greenland's 
275 

"Services for the Mentally Retarded in Ontario;" on nativism 

in J.T. Watt's "Anti-Catholicism in Ontario Politics: The 

Role of the Protestant Protective Association in the 1894 
276 

Election;" on Mennonite folk art in N.L. Patterson's 
277 

"Mennonite Folk Art of Water· loo County; n and on historic 
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preservation in G. Killan's "The First Old Fort York Preserva

tion Movement 1905-1909; An Episode in the History of the 
278 

Ontario Historical Society." Another recent first for 

Ontario History was the publication of two important articles 

on labour history: F.H. Armstrong's "Reformer as Capitalist: 
279 

William Lyon Mackenzie and tbe Printers' Strike of 1826" 

and J.D. Leach's "The Workers' Unity League and the Stratford 
280 

Furniture Workers: The Anatomy of a Strike." Both these 

essays were a testimonial to tbe glaring lack of re~earch 

into this area by Ontario scholars. It should be stressed 

again that what has been written here is not a complete 

categorization of the recent contents of the journal; at 

best, it indicates the quality and diversity of the sub

missions that have appeared in the past dozen years. 

Economic history, unfortunately, has made few advances 

in the past decade. Though several business histories have 

appeared -- J.A. Blyth's "The Development of' the Paper Industry 
281 

in Old Ontario, 1824-1867," John Saywell's "The Early His-

tory of Canadian Oil Companies: A Chapter in Canadian Business 
282 

History," Edward Phelp'• "Foundations of the Canadian Oil 
283 

Industry, 1850-1866," and A.G. Talbot's "Ontario Origin 
284 

of the Canadian Explosives Industry" they succeeded 

only in whetting the appetite for more substantial treatments. 

Similarly, while northern Ontario received a small share of 

attention in M. Van Every's "Francis Hector Clergue and the 
285 

Rise of Sault Ste. Marie as an Industrial Centre,Q D. 
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286 
Chaput 1 s "Micbipicoten Island: Ghosts, Copper and Bad Luck,'' 

and J. Konarek's "Algoma Central and Hudson Bay Railway: The 
287 

Beginnings, the complex social and economic history of 

this vast region remains to be studied and interpreted by 

Ontario's historians. Finally, a suggestive essay in tech

nological history, A. Margaret Evans and R.W. Irwin's "Govern-
288 

ment Tractors in Ontario, 1917-1918" indicated the need 

for even the most basic studies in the history of science and 

technology, of the war effort in the province, and of govern

ment agricultural policies. Without question, in economic 

history much remains to be done on such fundamental themes 

as demography, business and entrepreneurial history, economic 

ideologies, and the role of the state and private industry in 

the exploitation and conservation of our natural resources to 

name but a few. 

The number of articles in Ontario History pertaining 

to the history of ideas has increased in recent years. Begin

ning in the 'sixties, there appeared John Munro's "English 
289 

Canadianism and tbe Demand for Canadian Autonomy, 1903," 

E.P. Patterson's "The Poet and the Indian: Indian Themes in 
290 

the Poetry of Duncan Campbell Scott and John Collier," and 

James Horne's "R.M. Bucke: Pioneer Psychiatrist, Practical 
291 

Mystic." In the early 'seventies, there has also been a 

D. McNab's "Peter spate of articles in intellectual history: 
292 

McArthur and Canadian Nationalism," J.J. Bellomo's "Upper 
293 

Canadian Attitudes Towards Crime and Punishment (1832-1851)," 
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James M. Clemens' "Taste Not; Touch Not; Handle Not; A Study 

of the Social Assumptions of the Temperance Literature and 
294 

Temperance Supporters in Canada West between 1839 and 1859," 

and Terry Cook's "Jobn Beverley Robinson and the Conservative 
295 

Blueprint for the Upper Canadian Community." These studies, 

of course, merely scratched the surface of intellectual his

tory which bas just come into its own in Canadian universities. 

A thought-provoking essay of a quasi-intellectual 
296 

character was A.R.M. Lower's ~Ontario-Does it Exist?" In 

it the author argued that except in the geographical and 

legal sense, this province is a figment of the historians' 

imagination. It is curious, perhaps some might say revealing, 

that no historian bas published a retort to this hypothesis. 

The answer to the question "What is Ontario?" cannot be found 

in Ontario History simply because studies are lacking in many 

areas. As indicated earlier, the contributors to the journal 

have not yet examined and interpreted the history, tbe sense 

of community, the values, and the traditions of tbe vast 

northern part of the province. Until that has been accomplished, 

the problem of "Wbat is Ontario?" must remain unresolved. 

Few essays of a. historiographical nature are to be 

found in Ontario History. Hugh Stevenson's "James H. Coyne: 
297 

An Early Contributor to Canadian Historical Scholarship" 
298 

and F.H. Armstrong's "Fred Landon, 1880-1969," while 

valuable for weighing the importance of two early OHS leaders, 

almost stand alone. What might be considered deplorable, 
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especially in view of the number of academicians who have a 

professional duty to define the philosophical rationale be

hind their work, is the glaring lack of essays on the phi

losophy of local history. On rare occasions in tbe past 

dozen years, several non-academic historians did enunciate 

their reasons for studying local history. Typical of these 

submissions was R.F. Leggett's "A Sense of History: A Guest 
299 

Editorial", an article that was essentially patriotic and 

inspirational, cemented together by a philosophy that was 

fundamentally Burkeian conservatism. 

Perhaps it was partly the euphoria attending the 

centennial celebration of Confederation which accounted for 

these bursts of patriotic sentiment, or perhaps it was an 

atavism from the OHS past! Whatever the causes, during the 

last few years, spokesmen for the Ontario Historical Society 

have given voice to the original educational and patriotic 

purposes of the society. Nothing illustrates this better 

than Profiles of a Province: Studies in the History of 

Ontario, a scholarly collection of essays commissioned and 

published by the OHS to commemorate the centennial of Ontario, 

which was awarded a certificate of merit by the Local His

tory Section of the Canadian Historical Association in 1969. 

According to Morris Zaslow the book was designed to inspire 

as well as to educate; indeed, the society hoped that the 

volume would 

••• reach the Citizens of Ontario -- particularly the 
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young people in the schools -- and make them aware of 
the glorious heritage bequeathed them by earlier genera
tions of Upper Canadians and Ontarians, to the end that 
they will take a just pride in that heritage and be in
spired to emulate the achievements of those who have gone 
before. 

JOO 

Professor Zaslow•s message sounds strange to modern 

ears. All the same, it suggests that the patriotic function 

still carries weight in the society's publications in ad

dition to the major educational or scholarly purpose. Today, 

however, patriotic enthusiasm is invoked in a much different 

fashion than it was in 1898. At the turn of the century, pride 

in province, people, and culture was cultivated by a worship

ful romantic and heroic, ''drum and trumpet" brand of history. 

If Zaslow's statement is interpreted correctly, this function 

is now thought to be served automatically by meticulous re

search and tireless scholarship. Zaslow seems to say that a 

scholarly understanding of the key developments that have shaped 

Ontario and its basic characteristics is the soundest approach 

to fostering a love of province. Tbis is credible enough, but 

surely Zaslow is overstating his case when he suggests that 

such an understanding will elevate Ontario's youth to such 

lofty heights of enthusiasm that they will "emulate the 

achievements of those who have gone before." 

II 

Since 1898, the Ontario Historical Society has 

published additional volumes to supplement the Papers and 
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Records. Between 1898 and 1931 annual reports were issued 

that contained information about the activities of the 

various local historical societies. The aim was to facilitate 

communication between the widely scattered affiliates and to 

highlight the most promising activities as worthy of emulation. 

In addition, tbe reports contained a great deal of information 

about the OHS itself including the minutes of meetings, com

mittee and officers' reports, library acquisitions, membership 

lists, and presidential addresses. Governmental retrenchment 

policies during the Depression led to the demise of the annual 

reports after 1931. The affiliates were relieved in 1944 when 
301 

the News Letter appeared in their place. The News Letter 

lasted until 1949 when financial considerations forced the 

society to sacrifice it for the sake of a quarterly Ontario 

Historz. Although it was the hope of the OHS to incorporate 

the News Letter in the quarterly, local society news appeared 

infrequently and in abbreviated form. This state of affairs 

proved inadequate and complaints arose in the 'sixties that 

the OHS was not fulfilling its co-ordinating function by 

providing a forum through which member2 could exchange in-
302 

formation, ideas, opinions, and experiences. Hence, a 

Local Society News Section was re-introduced into the quarter

ly until it was superseded in 1968 by a separate biannual 

pamphlet entitled tbe Bulletin. 

During the 1920s and 1930s the OHS performed a valu

able service by publishing five volumes of the Simcoe Papers, 
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three volumes of the Russell Papers and a single volume docu

mentary history of The Settlement of the United Empire 
303 

Loyalists on the Upper St. Lawrence and Bay of Quinte. All 

were edited by E.A. Cruikshank who placed his prodigious 

editorial capacity at the disposal of the society without 

charge or condition. He even financed the publication of 

the Loyalist Settlement himself when the provincial govern

ment terminated its policy of printing the OHS documentary 
304 

publications without cost in 1933. As president of the 

OHS, the Brigadier had convinced the society of the need for 

publishing all the official and semi-official correspondence 

of the Lieutenant-Governors and Administrators of Upper Canada. 

He had been impressed by the publishing activities of the 

leading State Historical Societies to the south: "For the 

preservation of such documents, as exist only in manuscript 

form, printing is unquestionably the greatest service that 

an historical society can render to the State and student. 

Through the persistent efforts of the State Historical 

Societies, the Colonial Archives and Records in nearly all 

of the original thirteen provinces have been gradually tran• 

scribed and in great part, printed, thus making them accessi-

ble to a host of students, who otherwise could never have 
JOS 

consulted them." Unfortunately, the documentary history 

series ended with the Russell Papers, even though Cruikshank 

bad edited the correspondence of Peter Hunter. Without 

government printing privileges, it became financially impos-



sible for the OHS to publish volumes of documents which had 

an estimated sale of but a few hundred copies. 

At the time of publication, the documentary histories 

were praised by historians for their relative comprehensive-

ness, for the revelations contained in tbem, and for the 
-accurate and belpful notes. Even so, complaints were made 

about minor errors of fact and document omissions in the 

first volume of the Simcoe Papers, and about the lack of 

exact reference sources for each document in the Dominion 
3~ 

Archives. Unfortunately, time has eroded much of the 

value of the Simcoe and Russell collections to the point 

that they are now unsatisfactory, "the Simcoe volumes because 

the transcription made under the direction of John Ross 

Robertson in the 1880s is inadequate when compared with the 

originals now in the Ontario Archives, and the Russell vol

umes because of the large quantity of Russell material that 
307 

has become available since tbeir publication." The fate 

of the Lo1alist Settlement is a somewhat happier one; its 

popularity among genealogists required the society to reprint 

tbe volume in 1966. 

The Strachan Letter Book (1946), edited by George 

Spragge, was the last of the documentary volumes to be 

sponsored by the Ontario Historical Society. It was a vol

ume of unusual value, as Spragge explained: 

The years 1812-1822 include the war years and the changes 
which wars must bring about. Tbey were years of begin
nings: the beginning of opposition to the clergy reserves, 
of interdenominational rivalry, of increased assistance to 
tbe Church of England by the S.P.G., of a state - aided 



elementary school system, of the establishment of a 
university, of the formation of an organized opposition 
to the Government, f~d of the establishment of the 
Family Compact •••• ~twas, too, a formative period in 
Strachan's life ••• sine!} it was not till his appoint
ment to York that he was able to forge on the anvil of 
practical politics those plans and principles to which 
he was to bold fast throughout his life. 

308 

The significance of the volume was enhanced by the inter

pretation placed upon the documents in the introduction where 

Spragge illustrated that "the generally accepted and some

what uncomplimentary estimate or(§tracban'i}work and character 
309 

is inaccurate." There was obviously ample justification to 

publish the book, but unlike the comprehensive Simcoe Papers, 

the Strachan Letter Book was less memorable simply because 

of its limited scope. It represented only a small fraction 

of the material on Strachan and covered in detail tbe period 

from 1812 to 1822 only. 

After the Stracban Letter Book, the Ontario Historical 

Society was financially unable to publish any additional special 

volumes until the 1960s. But lost time was recovered in the 

past few years when the society entered into its most active 

publishing period since the Cruikshank era. In quick succession, 

the OHS churned out The Defended Border: Upper Canada and the 
310 

War of 1812 (1964), edited by Morris Zaslow, C.M. Johnston's 

Brant County: 
311 

A History 1784-1945 (1967), Profiles of a 

Province (1967), edited by Edith G. Firth, Jean R. Burnet's 

Etbnic Groups in Upper Canada (1972), and Gerald A. Hallowell's 

Prohibition in Ontario, 1919-1923 (1972}, the latter two vol-
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umes being the first of a series of research publications. 

Furthermore, the society arranged in 1969 for the reprinting 

of the first forty-nine volumes of the OHSPR. 

Defended Border, a commemorative volume on the occasion 

of the 150th anniversary of tbe War of 1812, was a selection 

of writings drawn from a variety of journals, designed to give 

a relatively comprehensive picture of the War in Upper Canada, 

including the complex military and naval events and strategies, 

their effect upon the citizenry, and the legacies of the con

flict. As an attempt to delineate, record and interpret the 

main themes and outstanding episodes of the Upper Canadian 

War, the book was more than adequate. The main selection 

criterion, which was to use the best work of the OHS and 

local historical societies in the province whenever possible 

before turning to other scholarly publications, bad both its 

advantages and drawbacks. Since many of the articles in the 

anthology had appeared in Ontario or Canadian journals, the 

best treatment in print of a particular topic was often chosen 

as in the case of essays by E.A. Cruikshank, J.M. Hitsman, 

Victor Lauriston, Adam Shortt, C.P. Stacey and G.F.G. Stanley 

to name a few of the better contrtbutors. On the other hand, 

several of the articles, especially those written by amateur 

historians early in the twentieth century such as Katherine 

B. Coutts, S.A. Curzon, and J.I. Poole had an "unscholarly, 

even naive" character; hence, the articles in the volume 

varied "widely in approach, presentation, depth of research, 
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and degree of judgment.~ The society's explanation for 

inclusion of these articles, that tbey gave readers "some 

idea of the scope and variety of the polished literature on 

this epoch in the history of the Ontario region," was not 
313 

entirely convincing. Like most anthologies of this 

nature, Defended Border also received criticism for its 

failure to deal with one or another aspect of the war and 
314 

for its limited Upper Canadian scope. On the whole, 

however, this volume which brought together many of the best 

articles on the subject of the War of 1812 for the first time 

was a worthwhile proposition. 

Although published in 1967, Charles M. Johnston's 

Brant Count~ was conceived seven years earlier at the annual 
315 

meeting of the Ontario Historical Society, June 1960. At 

tbis time a resolution was passed deploring the loss of his

torical records in Ontario and the dearth of county histories, 

and calling for a feasibility study for a series of county 

and district histories to be sponsored by the society. In 

December the investigating committee advised the society to 

publisb a pilot book as a model for the series and to seek 

government aid at a later date for the production of the 
316 

remainder. Professor Charles M. Johnston of McMaster 

University was the unanimous choice to write a first volume 

on Brant County which was to be approximately 160 pages 

(150.000 words) in length, not too academic in style, and 

designed to supplement school texts and to appeal to the 
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317 
general public. The society's hope that the volume would 

be completed with despatch was never realized because the 

author, hamstrung by prior commitments, did not complete the 

volume until 1967. Brant Count1 1 all tbe same, met the con

ditions stipulated by tbe OHS when tbe book was first com

missioned, and sought to examine and explain the major social 

and economic influences and personalities that have shaped 

the development of an Ontario county. By 1967, however, the 

raison d'~tre of the entire series bad been largely undermined 

by the proliferation of county histories written independently 

as centennial projects. Consequently, the OHS had little alter-

native but to shelve its scheme. 

The need to substitute another long-term publication 

series for the defunct county history project was one of tbe 

reasons that prompted J. Keith Johnson of Carleton University 

in 1969 to urge the OHS to sponsor a series of research publica

tions based mainly on unpublished theses. The main argument 

in favour of the project was that unpublished graduate theses 

and research papers comprised an extensive body of unused and 

unavailable research on a wide variety of subjects carried 

out under the direction of professional historians. These 

sources contained information of value and significance to 

all those interested in the province's past. That there was 

and is an expanding demand among schools, universities and 

t~ public at large for books on 
318 

provincial or local history 

was also a telling argument. Jean Burnet's Ethnic GroUES 
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in Upper Canada and Gerald Hallowell' a Prohibition in Ontario 

were published in 1972 as the first volumes in the series. 

Other volumes on the Canada Company and family history are 

projected for the near future. This series has enormous 

potential and should become one of the OHS's most valuable 

projects for developing the study of history in Ontario. 

III 

The seventy-nine volume collection of scholarly 

publications issued by tbe Ontario Historical Society, the 

work of several generations of historians is perhaps the most 

important single body of printed material on the history of 

Ontario and its regions. Although a substantial number of the 

essays, particularly in the period prior to the Second World 

War, were of dubious merit, it can be said without exaggeration 

that the documents, information and interpretations which the 

volumes contained are of incalculable worth to the historical 

profession. Through tbe OHSPR especially, the society has 

provided essential services to Ontario history by helping to 

shape and direct the thrusts towards professionalism and 

sopbisticated concepts of local history in the province over 

the course of the century. 

Changes in the writing of local and provincial his

tory in the province, and some of tbe individuals responsible 

for the new directions can be traced through the pages of the 

periodical. The first generation of skilled amateurs -- the 

Carnochans, Goynes, Cruiksbanks, and Riddells -- contributed 
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to the development of critical historical scholarship in 

Canada by attempting to apply the canons of thorough research 

and strict accuracy to their work. The advent of the 'twenties 

brought a second generation of scholars -- the McArthurs, 

Landons, Youngs, Talmans, and Garlands -- who used the journal 

to pioneer the transition to more meaningful social, cultural, 

and economic history. This group was also representative of 

the first tentative incursions by academicians into local and 

regional history as a means of arriving at a better understand

ing of the Canadian past. The coming of age of local and 

regional studies in Ontario occurred after the Second World 

War as the professional historians were fully converted to 

the gospel of local history and antiquarian elements were 

purged from the pages of Ontario History. 

The historical community and many historical agencies 

have been well served in other ways by the publications of 

the Ontario Historical Society. The quarterly has provided 

an outlet for the papers of unseasoned graduate students, 

many of whom received recognition for the first time in its 

pages. At one time or another, the periodical has extended 

aid to the Historic Sites and Monuments Board of Canada, the 

Archaeological and Historic Sites Board of Ontario, and the 

Ontario and Dominion Archives by publicizing their activities 

or their acquisitions. Through the pages of the journal, the 

newsletters, and the bulletins, the society has co-ordinated 

the activities of the local historical associations and museums 
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in Ontario by highlighting their most valuable work. Tbe 

OHS bas also attempted to guide this work by printing oc

casional articles on museums activity, architectural conser

vancy, and the mechanics of researching and writing history. 

At various times since the society's inception, its 

spokesmen have used tbe periodical and reports as a forum 

for urging the study of provincial and local history at all 

levels of the educational system. There can be little doubt 

that this pressure played some part in tbe creation of the 

sympathetic climate of opinion that led to the formation of 

a considerable number of local history courses in the secondary 

schools and universities. Moreover, the society bas attempted 

to meet the research and teaching needs of these programmes 

by providing special publications such as the Simcoe and 

Russell Papers, Loyalist Settlement, Defended Border, Brant 

County, Profiles of a Province and the recent research 

publication series. In short, the Ontario Historical Society 

has been, and shows every sign of remaining, a considerable 

force in tbe publication of historical research and in the 

encouragement of the study of local history in Ontario. 
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CONCLUSION 

Since 1898 the Ontario Historical Society has been a 

considerable educational institution and cultural force en

deavouring to develop an awareness of, and interest in, local 

and provincial history. Its credentials have been established 

by its programmes to record, interpret, publicize, and pre

serve Ontario's heritage, and by its efrorts to co-ordinate 

and encourage the work of local historical associations and 

museums. 

Of all its contributions, the society's publications 

programme has been the most important. Replete with documents, 

data, and interpretations, the volumes have served well the 

general public, teachers and students, professional and non

academic historians, and a plethora of independent and official 

historical agencies. They remain the largest single body of 

documentary and interpretive material with reference to the 

history of Ontario and its regions. In a historiographical 

sense, moreover, the members of the OHS, through the pages 

of the society's periodical, have helped to shape and to direct 

the thrusts towards professionalism and sophist·icated concepts 

of local history for the past seventy-five years. It is hoped 

that a greater recognition of the contributions to historical 

scholarship of such individuals as James Coyne, Ernest A. 

Cruikshank, Janet Carnocban, William R. Riddell, Fred Landon, 
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Archibald Hope Young, James Talman and George Spragge, among 

others, will follow this study. 

In addition to its publications, the OHS, from 

virtually the day it was created, has encouraged the study 

of local and provincial history at all levels of the school 

system. Resolutions, addresses, and deputations urging that 

action be taken in this regard have descended upon many a 

Minister of Education. It is incontrovertible that the in

troduction of local and provincial history into the curricula 

of the schools and universities in Ontario was made possible 

at least in part by tbe favourable climate created by the OHS. 

The serious writing or history has been facilitated 

by the Ontario Historical Society's efforts to preserve the 

documentary traces of the province's past. It was the lobbying 

of the OHS which prompted the administration of George Ross in 

1903 to establish the Ontario Archives. Once again in 1945, 

the society urged the creation of better archival facilities 

and collection policies in a brief to the Hope Commission on 

Education. This helped to convince the provincial government 

of the need to construct a new building for the archives at 

Queen's Park shortly thereafter. The monumental microfilming 

project of the late 'fifties arranged by the OHS in conjunction 

with the Mormon Church is perhaps the society's most valuable 

contribution in this area. 

In the work of preserving important historic sites, 

landmarks, and buildings the OHS also boasts a proud record. 
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As an agency of preservation, the society's most active years 

were those prior to the Great War when tbe campaigns to save 

such sites as Forts York, George, Erie, and Malden, among 

others, helped persuade the Dominion government to establisb 

policies and agencies of preservation. Since 1945 tbe OHS 

and its members have also been deeply involved in preserva

tion issues which culminated in the appearance of a provincial 

Archaeological and Historic Sites Act, the establishment of 

Morrisburg's Upper Canada Village, and tbe official recognition 

by Queen's Park of the need for legislation to conserve tbe 

province's architectural heritage. 

Another of the society's valuable and ongoing functions 

involves co-ordinating and assisting the work of the local 

affiliated historical groups. During every period of its his

tory, the OHS leaders, some admittedly with more enthusiasm 

than others, have actively encouraged the formation of local 

historical associations, co-ordinated their common efforts, 

and provided a forum for the discussion and exchange of ideas. 

But it is in the past two decades particularly that the OHS 

has made its most significant mark in assisting tbe affiliated 

locals. The activities of the Museums Section and the Local 

Societies Committee have been the means to this end. 

A second major theme which runs strongly through every 

chapter of this study is the idea of ambition denied. It is 

an unhappy truth that a great many of the society's projects 

have failed or remained in the realm of wishful thinking. In-
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deed, in no period of its existence bas the provincial his

torical association managed either to accomplish all of its 

declared objectives or to reach its full potential. 

It was the ineffectiveness of the Pioneer and His

torical Association of the Province of Ontario during the 

1890s, for example, that led to its reorganization in 1898 

as the Ontario Historical Society. The new OHS soon fell 

short of its aim to establish a museum, archives, and library 

complex. The Great War and the Depression reduced the his

torical association to little more than a publishing society, 

while the Second World War pushed it to the brink of dis

solution. And most recently, in the 'fifties and 'sixties, 

the OHS lost several golden opportunities to expand into both 

junior and adult education when the Junior Historian and New 

Canadian Committees were discontinued. 

Frustrated ambition bas been explained in this study 

by reference to a number of factors. Most important of all 

were tbe financial restraints that have greatly weakened the 

society's effectiveness throughout its history. The annual 

subsidization provided by tbe provincial government has some

times been adequate, often niggardly, but never generous. 

Given the straitened circumstances under wbicb the OHS has 

laboured since 1898, its contributions seem all the more 

impressive. Competition from a number of specialized and 

better funded private and official historical agencies wbicb 

appeared after 1898 partly accounts for the failure of the OHS 
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to acbieve its original objectives. The social and economic 

disequilibrium caused by the Depression and the World Wars 

also played havoc with the aspirations of OHS leaders. And 

finally, the calibre of that leadership cannot be overlooked 

in an explanation of the society's less tban perfect per

formance. Burdened by all the aforementioned problems, it is 

understandable that at times, the leadership has sometimes 

been cautious, unimaginative, and irresolute. 

It is worthwhile to conclude with a few remarks about 

tbe evolution of the OHS since 1888 by comparing its record 

in the past twenty-five years, with its performance before 

the Great War. Perhaps the main difference to be noted is 

the more modest range of objectives pursued by the OHS in 

recent years. Today tbe OHS entertains no aspirations of 

building and administering a state-supported museum, archives 

and library. In 1898, on the other hand, these objectives 

seemed quite reasonable considering that the OHS was the sole 

historical agency of provincial scope, and given the precedents 

set by comparable historical associations in the American 

Midwest. As early as 1914, however, the more grandiose schemes 

of the OHS•s leaders had been frustrated. The Ontario Archives 

had been established, but as part of the civil service. The 

growing Canadiana sections of the various libraries in Toronto 

were beginning to preclude the need for a separate OHS historic

al collection. The Royal Ontario Museum seemed to undermine 

the need for an OHS museum. And finally, the Champlain Society 
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began to help fill the void in tbe publication of rare docu

ments. 

Although the visions of the present OHS officers are 

more limited than those of the leaders at the turn of the 

century because of the strides made by other historical agen

cies in the interval, it is interesting bow much reaemblance 

there is between the programmes pursued by the society in the 

two eras. Most differences are ones of degree rather than of 

kind. Certainly the annual meetings have not changed in nature 

nor intent. Publishing is still a mainstay of the society's 

existence although it has assumed greater significance since 

many of the original objectives fell by the wayside. Tbe 

work of co-ordinating and assisting the activities of tbe 

local affiliates still goes on, and, as the work of the 

Museums Section and the Local Societies Committee will testify, 

that function bas recently been fulfilled more effectively than 

ever before. The OHS still remains a leading force in preserva

tion matters; however, unlike the early twentieth century pre

occupation with inspirational military landmarks, latter-day 

members are engrossed in the task of conserving Ontario's 

architectural heritage. 

In both periods the historical society members responded 

to forces and ideological currents at work in their provincial 

and national communities. Towards the end of the nineteenth 

century tbe imperial idea particularly caught their imagina

tion. Tbe leaders of the Pioneer and Historical Association 



of Ontario and the Ontario Historical Society -- Henry 

Scadding, George Bull, James Coyne, Barlow Cumberland, and 

Clementina Fessenden -- used history to champion the cause 

of imperial unity. During the annexationist scare of tbe 

late 'eighties and 'nineties, moreover, local historical so

cieties sprang up in Niagara Falls and Hamilton and used the 

loyalist tradition as a vehicle to spread the gospel of imperial 

federation. After 1911, however, imperial unity and American 

domination lost much of their appeal as other forces generated 

new interests within the historical society movement. Clarance 

Warner began to talk of the historical development of Canadian 

nationalism and of growing autonomy within the &npire. Other 

members pointed to the need for a return to the communal 

habits of the past as a remedy for the social evils of a 

materialistic and urbanized present. Briefly, it was fashion

able prior to the Great War to use history as a medium for 

promoting any number of causes, whether it was tbat of the 

imperialist, the feminist, the status-seeker, or the patriot

maker. 

Interestingly enough, the OHS members in recent years 

responded to many of tbe same concerns that had excited tbeir 

predecessors at the turn of the century. Preservationists 

then and now deplored the reckless material expansion that 

often resulted in the destruction of Ontario's bistorical 

buildings and landmarks. Similarly OHS members in each period 

reacted to the massive numbers of new immigrants pouring into 
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the country. The reactions in each period, however, were 

quite different. Compare, for example, the nativist effusions 

and patriotic flag-waving activities of Clementina Fessenden 

with the more urbane and liberal philosophy and intentions 

of J.M.s. Careless' New Canadian Committee. 

There is even much of a sameness in the composition 

of the membership in each period. It is still small; the 

society has yet to become a broadly based institution. Witb 

perhaps the exception of a recent influx of academics and 

graduate students, the members in 1898 and 1973 are generally 

from tbe same kinds of backgrounds, particularly from the 

professions, private business, the civil service, or the 

managerial and executive echelons of industry. 

As a publically flinded organization, tbe Ontario His

torical Society has always felt the need to serve a large 

public audience. At first it attempted to do so by embarking 

on a wide-ranging programme of activities at the turn of the 

century which seemed to appeal to both the general public and 

the more scholarly inclined. Tbe Victoria College Exhibition 

(1899), the monument project~ the activities of the flag and 

commemoration committee, the preservation battles, tbe library, 

and the publications were launched in tbe years prior to tbe 

Great War in a bid to increase the membership. Once the tech

niques of the large-scale membership canvass had been mastered 

by 1914, it appeared likely that the society could attract a 

broader base of support. The Great War and its aftermath, 
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however, destroyed all hope of that. 

Since 1960, the society's work has not been of the 

kind tbat could arouse mass public enthusiasm. The publica

tions have only limited appeal. By their very nature, the 

Museums Section, the Local Societies Comnittee, and tbe 

Preservation Committee do not attract much attention beyond 

the local historical societies and museums. And, regrettably, 

dynamic new programmes tbat might well have added to the so

ciety's roster were either unsuc.cessful or given short shrift. 

Such was the case with the Century Farms project, the proposed 

Genealogical Section, the New Canadian Conmittee, and the 

Junior Historian Programme. If any one of these had been 

implemented, the interest generated might have spontaneously 

augmented the society's ranks. Without them, the number of 

names on the rolls has grown but slowly, and only by dint of 

the hard work involved in successive membership drives. 

The comparison between the OHS in its early and later 

periods further indicates that the society bas kept alive a 

tradition that goes back at least to William Canniff, the United 

Canadian Association, and the spirit of Canada First. Tbat 

tradition centres on the belief that history is an indispensable 

vehicle for expressing and nurturing a sense of nationality. 

Certainly the ultimate aim of the first generation OHS spokes

men of an imperialist bent -- the Bulls, Coynes, Cumberlands, 

and Fessendens -- was to inculcate patriotic and national 

sentiments among the population at large, and in particular, 



among the younger elements of the community. The Empire or 

Flag Day proposals, the activities of the Flag and Conmemora

tion Committee, and the penchant for inspirational classroom 

decorations were all directly related to that end. 

Although the imperialist brand of Canadian nationalism 

has lost its appeal, the search for the Canadh:n identity bad 

not abated by the 1960s, nor apparently, bad the belief that 

history could provide tbe means to nurture a sense of nation

ality. In 1949 the OHS brief to the Massey Commission stated 

explicitly that in the study of local and provincial history 

lay the opportunity for developing a stronger Canadian nation

alism. This same concept was implicit in the New Canadian 

Committee's concern about facilitating the assimilation of 

the various groups of new immigrants into the Canadian mosaic. 

It appeared again in the preface of Profiles of a Province 

where Morris Zaslow revealed bis bope that the book would 

make young and old Ontarians aware of their "glorious heritage" 

and inspire them "to emulate tbe achievements of those who 

have gone before." 

In conclusion, then, it seems appropriate to reiterate 

the statement made in the introduction to chapter nine. The 

society's recent efforts, when compared with those undertaken 

by earlier generations of OHS members, can be summed up in 

one statement: some new wine in an old bottle. 
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